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Introduction 

These studies represent a selection of papers given at a conference on Byzantine 
Macedonia which was held at the University of Melbourne 10-17 July 1995 under 
the auspices of the Australian Institute for Macedonian Studies and with the 
participation of the Australian Association for Byzantine Studies, the University of 
Thessaloniki, the University of Melbourne and La Trobe University, Melbourne. A 
further selection is also being published with the title Byzantine Macedonia: Art, 
Architecture, Music and Hagiography. 

The need to divide the papers between the two volumes arose mainly from the 
number of papers offered for publication and partly from the separate requirements 
of the two organisations involved in the publication of the conference papers. The 
Australian Association for Byzantine Studies, which is responsible for this volume, 
is the academic body concerned with Byzantine Studies in Australia. The 
Australian Institute for Macedonian Studies, which initiated and was responsible 
for the conference itself, is concerned with promoting an awareness of Macedonian 
culture and heritage~ and the second volume of papers is being published by the 
National Centre for Hellenic Studies and Research at La Trobe University. As 
editors we hope that in dividing the papers between the two volumes we have still 
managed to provide a thematic link for each volume while meeting as best we can 
the requirements of the two groups, though some degree of compromise has been 
necessary. Thus although we would have dearly liked to have included many of the 
Art and Architecture papers in this Byzallfina Australiensia volume, it seemed 
more sensible to place all Art and Architecture papers together in a volume more 
generally dealing with Macedonian culture along with some papers of more general 
interest. Similar thematic requirements also explain the selection made in this 
volume which, as the title indicates, deals with the identity, image and history of 

Byzantine Macedonia. 
The conference was the third international conference on Macedonia organised 

by the Australian Institute for Macedonian Studies. As with its two earlier 
conferences on Ancient Macedonia (1988) and Macedonian Hellenism (1991), the 
conference organisers were able to add to our local strengths by bringing to 
Australia a distinguished group of scholars from Europe and America with, on this 
occasion, an appropriately strong representation from Thessaloniki. The Australian 
Institute for Macedonian Studies aimed at providing not merely an academic forum 
within the discipline but also at making this discussion accessible to the general 

community in Melbourne and at reaching the English-speaking audience in 
Australia rather than only the Hellenic one. So in addition to the more specific 
papers which were presented in a full programme between 9.00 am and 5.30 pm each 

day there was a public lecture each evening, generally followed by a dinner hosted 
by a different Melbourne Greek restaurant each night. To ensure that papers were 
accessible to the full Melbourne public there was a requirement that all papers be 
delivered in English, the main language of the community, even though Melbourne 
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Introduction 

also claims to be the world's third largest Greek-speaking community (after Athens 
and Thessaloniki). In a few special cases papers were delivered in Greek or French 
but in these cases it was also determined that the published version be in English. 
Otherwise the conference might as well have been held in Thessaloniki rather than 
in the Greek diaspora. 

This in tum did lead to some problems for both the contributors and the 
editors. In the case of perhaps only five of the papers published in the two volumes 
was English the native language of the speaker. Although this worked perfectly well 
during the actual presentation of the papers, recasting the papers for publication has 
been a delicate and time-consuming matter. This only partly explains the 
horrendous delay in actual publication. 

The editors do greatly regret this delay. It has been largely due to local 
problems. The University of Melbourne decided to end its Modern Greek 
programme as part of a scheme to rationalise the study of languages at Victorian 

Universities. It was also intending to curtail its teaching of Latin and Ancient Greek 
by teaching the languages in alternate years and only to a low level. After this latter 
move was fortunately defeated, the University then separated Classics from Latin 
and Greek (if that can be understood) and did not replace several classics 
lectureships. These moves took their toll on both editors. We would not normally 
mention such events in an introduction but this has been a period of enormous 

change in Australian Universities, change which has affected not only the lives of 
the two editors and the editing of these papers but also the status of the disciplines 
which underpin Byzantine Studies. We only hope that the publication of these two 
volumes of papers presented at the University of Melbourne by such a large number 
of distinguished scholars from across the world will be at least some monument for 
Classical, Byzantine and Modem Greek scholarship and help in the continuation of 
these studies at an Australian University. 

The other major cause of delay is even more difficult to explain. Through no 
fault of the editors or the authors, five papers did not reach the editors until almost 

four years after the conference. The editors had simply assumed that these five 
authors had not wanted to publish their papers with the conference proceedings. 
Two of these papers involved not merely editing but translating. The conference 

organisers agreed to pay for a professional translator but in one case the translation, 
given to the editors only in May 2000, was quite inadequate. We can only apologise 
to the contributors for this inordinate delay. 

In bibliographical abbreviations, Greek and other languages are transliterated 
according to the practice of the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. In the case of 
Greek, this follows the guidelines of the US Library of Congress. Passages of Greek 
in the papers are presented in the diacritic system preferred by the individual 

authors. 
The editors warmly acknowledge the assistance of Annie Carter, Catherine 

Price and Katherine Rawlinson, who all gave generously of their time in the early 
stages of editing both volumes. They also gratefully acknowledge the patience and 
understanding of the contributing scholars, who bear living witness to two Greek 
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Introduction 

proverbial expressions: l((X/\./\.lO apya 1tapa 7t0t£ ('better late than never') and to 

KaA.O 1tpayµa apyd va y(vn ('good things take time'). 

John Burke & Roger Scott 

University of Melbourne, 2000 
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Angeliki E. Laiou 

Thessaloniki and Macedonia in the Byzantine period 

"Thessaloniki is a great city, the most important of the cities of Macedonia. It is 
notable for all the things that exalt a city, and ... excels in piety ... It is large and 
wide, fortified with many walls and barriers, so that its inhabitants are secure. To the 

south, there is a port ... which gives easy access to the ships that sail into it from all 
parts of the world ... To the east, the land boasts of large trees, intricate gardens, 
endless supplies of water ... Vineyards, planted close to each other, crown the 
villages, and urge the aesthetic eye to rejoice in the abundance of their fruit ... There 
are two great lakes, ... containing fish both large and small, many in number and 
varied in kind, which fill the tables of the inhabitants of the surrounding villages as 
well as of the city ... There was no aspect of the good life that we did not enjoy, 
from the rich yield of the land and the products of trade. For the land and the sea, 
which from the beginning were destined to serve us, gave their gifts generously and 
freely ... "1 

This is one of many descriptions of Thessaloniki in the Byzantine period, 
stressing the size and wealth, as well as the piety of the city. It is, indeed, a fact that 

after the permanent loss, in the seventh century, of the eastern provinces of the 
Byzantine Empire, with their large cities, such as Alexandria and Antioch, 
Thessaloniki became and remained the second most important city of the Empire, 
after the capital, Constantinople. It was certainly, throughout the Byzantine period, 
the largest city in the Balkans. 

The Byzantine period is a formative one for the areas ruled by the Byzantine 
Empire, as it is for the peoples and states of western Europe. It is, for one thing, the 
period of Christianisation, with all that this entails in terms of culture and 
mentalities. It is a period, a very long period, of about a thousand years, in the course 

of which there was much movement of peoples and considerable demographic 
upheavals, which set the basis for the demographic composition of the area during 
the early modem and modem periods. Political institutions - imperial governance, 

strong local communities - as well as political ideology were developed, which 
influenced the subsequent history not only of the areas governed by Byzantium but 
also of important states which were outside its political control or which eventually 
supplanted it, such as Russia or the Ottoman Empire. Even in economic terms, it 
can be argued that the developments and structures of the medieval period had a 
very long life. 

In general discussions of the Byzantine Empire, it is usually the role of 
Constantinople that is stressed, and with some justification. In purely formal terms, 
it was the shift of the permanent capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to the 
new city of Constantinople that gave impetus to the process of differentiation of the 

I. Kameniates 490, 491, 494, 500. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzanti11a Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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two parts of the Roman Empire, and to the development of the Eastern Roman 
Empire into a fundamentally new state and society. As the seat of the Emperors and 
the capital of the state from 330 to 1453, Constantinople had an obvious 
importance. It was, ultimately, the centre of the collection of resources, in the form 
of taxes, and the centre of their redistribution, in the form of salaries to officials and 
generals, or in the form of public expenditures in palaces, churches, and foundations 
whose role was, in part, that of mechanisms of propaganda. It was, for long periods 
of time, the arbiter of taste and a major centre of intellectual life. Its role, therefore, is 
rightly stressed, even though sometimes it was detrimental to the interests of the 
provinces. 

If Constantinople was the capital of an Empire, Thessaloniki was a city of 
regional and inter-regional importance. Its role was fundamentally different from 
that of Constantinople for it functioned less as an imperial centre and more as a 
focus of economic integration and cultural diffusion. I will argue that it played an 
integrating role for an area that included both the geographic region of Macedonia 
and also, at times, a much larger area: Thessaly and areas to the North-West, along 
the Axios-Morava route, deep into Serbia. It is this integrating role of the city that I 
should like to discuss. 

The first important period for the history of Byzantine Thessaloniki starts in 
the late sixth century and ends in the early or mid-ninth century. It is a time of 
internal crisis in the Byzantine Empire and serious external dangers from both the 
Persians and (after the 630s) the Arabs. In the Balkans there were great Avaro-Slav 
invasions, which threatened both the countryside and the cities. It was in the late 
sixth century that the A vars (a nomadic, Central Asian people) and the Slavs (for 
the most part an agricultural people, who, however, were organised into warlike 
activities by the A vars) crossed the Danube and launched a series of catastrophic 

invasions into the Byzantine Empire. Soon they acquired the art of building siege 
engines, which made it difficult for the cities to resist. In 586 (or 597 according to 
some scholars), a very large army of Avaro-Slavs appeared at the gates of 

Thessaloniki. The Miracles of St. Demetrios, the major source for the events of 
these years, claims that the chief of the A vars realised that Thessaloniki was the 
richest and most populous city, whose capture would be a major loss for the 
Empire, and so he camped outside it with "an immense army". "And," writes the 
author, "we heard that, wherever they camped, the streams and the rivers dried out, 
and the earth became a field of destruction (itE~iov aq,avtcrµou)." 1 The pages of the 

I. Lemerle, Miracles I 134. The text was written in two stages, in 620 and 680. On the subject 
of the Slavic incursions in the Balkans see, for two opposite views, P. Lemerle, "Invasions 
et migrations dans les Balkans depuis la fin de J'epcque romaine jusqu'au VIiie siecle" 
RH 211 (1954) 265-308, and J. Karayannopoulos, Les Slaves en Macedoine; La pretendue 
interruption des communications entre Constantinople et Thessa/onique du 7eme au 9eme 
siec/e (Athens 1989). On Byzantine Thessaloniki in general see, apart from the older 
studies of 0. Tafrali, Thessa/onique des origines au X/Ve siec/e (Paris 1919) and 
Thessa/onique au X!Ve siec/e (Paris 1913), and the more recent studies by R. Browning, 
"Byzantine Thessaloniki: A Unique City?" Dialogos: Hellenic Studies Review 2 (1995) 
91-104; H. Hunger, "Laudes Thessa/onicenses" (Thessaloniki 1992) 101-113; A. Laiou, 
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Miracles give a vivid and powerful description of the siege: "The [enemy] 
surrounded the city from all sides, like a deadly crown ... Instead of earth, grass or 
trees, one saw the heads of the enemy." 1 The city was attacked with siege engines as 
well. There was no help at all from Constantinople or from anywhere else, and the 
inhabitants were in danger not only from the attack but also from famine. 
Eventually, the siege was lifted, perhaps because the siege engines were not yet 
operating properly; of course, our source attributes the salvation of the city to the 
miracles of St. Demetrios, its patron saint. On the seventh night of the siege, we are 

told, a large army was seen to issue forth from all the gates of the city, bringing 
panic to the besiegers. It was led by a red-haired man, dressed in white and riding a 
white horse. 

This first siege of Thessaloniki was closely followed by others, in 604, 615 and 
618. These were all very dangerous. In 615, the city was invested by land and sea by 
Slavs from the vicinity and from Thessaly. The inhabitants were, once again, on 
their own. They improvised their defences, and were also helped by a strong wind, 
which the source attributes to the intervention of St. Demetrios, and which 
destroyed the Slavic boats. In 618, a large Avaro-Slav army besieged the city by 
land, but not by sea; with the sea free, provisioning was asuured. New techniques, 
acquired by experience, undoubtedly helped the defence of the city: for example, at 
the first siege, the A vars and Slavs had covered their siege engines with sheepskins, 
so that the inhabitants would not bum them; by 618, the inhabitants had built 
machines that lifted off the sheepskins. After thirty three days, a very long time 
indeed, there was some sort of treaty, and the siege once again was lifted. 2 This was 
the last serious threat to Thessaloniki for some centuries. Nevertheless, it took a 
long time for the presence of Constantinople to make itself truly felt again in 
Thessaloniki. A major step in the re-establishment of Constantinopolitan authority 
was the expedition of the Emperor Justinian II "against Sclavinia and Bulgaria" in 
688-9 3 which brought him to Thessaloniki. His entry into the city is celebrated in a 
fresco in the church of St. Demetrios. 

Effectively cut off from the capital, for a while at least, Thessaloniki rather 
rapidly seems to have become an integrating mechanism in the economy and the 
cultural life of both the adjacent region and much vaster areas. The inhabitants had, 
of course, to be provisioned, and this led to early trade relations with the 
surrounding population, including the Slavs. Indeed, R.S. Lopez considers 
Thessaloniki, along with places like Venice, as an example of cities virtually on the 
periphery of the effective authority of Constantinople which managed not only to 
survive but also to develop trade on a regional basis, perhaps more than had been 

"H 0ECHJllA.OVlKT), 11 EVOoxcopa tl)c; Kill O OtKovoµtK6c; tl)c; xcopoc; <Jtl)V 
Enoxn tcov naAmoA.6ycov" ByzMak 183-94. 

I. Lemerle, Miracles I 136, 148. 
2. For the siege of 604 see Lemerle, Miracles I 12; for 6 I 5, Miracles II I; and for 6 I 8, 

Miracles II 2. 
3. Theoph. 364. 
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the case before. 1 These would be, in his view, cities which, in the darkest and most 
dangerous years of the Byzantine Empire, acquired the groups of small-scale traders 
and seafarers that kept communications open and kept the economy of exchange 
going. The environs of the city produced salt, a very important commodity in the 
Middle Ages, and undoubtedly an object of trade here too; interestingly, in 688 
Justinian II granted the revenues of a salt-pan to the church of St. Demetrios in order 
to thank the saint for his help in the wars against the Slavs, or perhaps in order to 
prove his own authority, which must have seemed somewhat illusory.2 In 676-7 
the citizens of Thessaloniki, besieged by groups of Slavs, nevertheless sought to 
buy grain from other Slavs living to the south of the city in the vicinity of Thebes 
and Demetrias. 3 

At the same time, Thessaloniki became a central place from which cultural 
influences emanated and cultural integration took place. The same collection of 
miracles gives us another story, very often told, but worth repeating. It is the story 
of a Slavic chief named Perboundos, and it shows us the early stages of this process. 
Perboundos himself lived in Thessaloniki, a point to be retained, although his tribe, 

the Rynchinoi, inhabited an area outside the city. In 667 the prefect ofThessaloniki 
denounced him to the Emperor as contemplating rebellion and sent him to 
Constantinople under guard. This, however, was not a popular course of action. Not 
only the Slavic settlers but also the inhabitants of Thessaloniki protested, although 
in the case of the latter it is hard to tell whether it was for love of Perboundos or for 
fear of reprisals. In any case, Perboundos managed to escape from his prison and hid 
in Constantinople for a considerable period of time. It was hard to detect him, we 
are told, because he dressed like a Greek and spoke Greek so well that it was 
impossible to distinguish him from a Greek. After a series of misadventures and 
misunderstandings, in the course of which he did foment a mini-rebellion, he was 
executed. At this point, the Slavs of Thrace and Macedonia rose up in arms and 
blockaded Thessaloniki for two years, we are told (676-7). This time, the imperial 
authorities were able to intervene by sending grain ships and the city was saved 
once again.4 The story of Perboundos sends obvious messages. It is, first of all, to 
be noted that a Slavic chieftain should have lived apart from his people, in the city. 
Surely, Thessaloniki had attractions which all could see. Secondly, it is equally 
noteworthy that, two generations after the last great attack on the city, this Slavic 
chieftain was acculturated to a very significant degree. To speak Greek so well as to 
pass for a Greek perhaps meant some schooling; we do not know whether he was a 
Christian or not, but since no mention is made of his paganism, the negative 
implications of which our source would surely not have failed to notice, it is a 
plausible hypothesis that he was Christian as well. In this context, it becomes 

I. R.S. Lopez, "The Role of Trade in the Economic Readjustment of Byzantium in the 
Seventh Century" DOP 13 (1959) 67-85. 

2 ODBs.v. 'salt'. 
3. Lemerle, Miracles 1187, 208-21, cf.11117-8 and Browning, "Byzantine Thessaloniki" 

95. 
4. Lemerle, Miracles 1220-1; cf. Browning, "Byzantine Thessaloniki" 94-5. 
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virtually a moot point whether he truly nourished designs against Thessaloniki or 
the Byzantine state; what remains is the acculturating pull of the city. The story 
also reminds us that in the late seventh century the central government began to 
make its presence felt again in this part of the world, and that Thessaloniki was a 
pivot in the enterprise. I mention again the triumphal entry of Justinian II into the 

city in 688/9. 
From that time on, Thessaloniki remained as the most important city of the 

European part of the Empire, after Constantinople. It functioned, among other 
things, as an area of attraction for the population of the Aegean islands, which fled 
here to escape the Arab raids. 1 Successive claimants to Macedonia tried to capture 
the city: the Bulgarians under Samuel in the late tenth century and again in 1205 
and the Serbs in the middle of the fourteenth century, all unsuccessfully; and finally 
the Ottomans, who captured it in 1387 and again in 1430, not to mention the 
dramatic contest between Greeks and Bulgarians for control of the city, i.e. for 
control of Macedonia, during the first Balkan war. In the medieval period, 
Thessaloniki, with its strong fortifications and with a strong army and the courage 
of its population (which is a constant) was able to withstand a number of these 

attacks. The result was more than the simple fact that the city was not captured. 
Thessaloniki, like other cities of the Byzantine Empire, only more so, played the 
role of organising and controlling the countryside. The fact that neither Symeon nor 
Samuel, czars of the Bulgarians with imperial hopes, nor Stefan Dusan, who also 
had imperial ambitions, were able to take Thessaloniki had long-term 
consequences. It meant that their states, which were very large, nevertheless 
remained ephemeral, without the possibility of becoming firmly established as 
they would undoubtedly have been had they been able to control Thessaloniki and 
therefore a large part of its close and remote hinterland. 

The vitality of Thessaloniki after the end of the Slavic invasions and its 
integrating role is evident through another historic event. Around the middle of the 
ninth century, the Byzantine Empire began a period of expansion which would lead 
into the great victories of the tenth century. This was on the one hand a territorial 
expansion, mostly into Asia Minor, and on the other a movement of 
Christianisation of pagan peoples outside the Empire. In the middle ages, we know, 
Christianisation was not simply the exchange of many pagan deities for a single 
Christian one. It also meant the introduction of writing, where there was none, and 
the formation of a church, whose members, because of their literacy, became part of 

the ruling class, and promulgated ideas and ideals which were common to all 
Christians. It meant that the newly Christianised people became a part of a 
community of nations, which had a shared culture, shared values, similar art and 

eventually institutions with a certain similarity. It was thus a process not only of 

I. Kameniates 504. Cf. the Vita of St. Theodora of Thessaloniki in E. Kurtz, Das Klerikers 
Gregorios Bericht uber Wunderthaten, Leben, Translation der HI. Theodora von 
Thessalonich (St. Petersburg 1902). She fled to Thessaloniki from Aegina sometime in 
819-830, as had other members of her family before her. 
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the dissemination of a religion, but also of the dissemination of cultural and 
eventually institutional features. 

Among the most important peoples which remained pagan in the ninth century 
were the Slavs and the Bulgarians. The Patriarch Photios, a great figure of letters 
and the church, opened in Constantinople a Slavonic academy, where the 
Byzantines learned Slavic languages in order to engage in missionary activities. 
Together with Photios, two other men played a role of the very greatest significance 
in this enterprise. They were the two brothers Cyril (Constantine) and Methodios, 
sons of a Greek Byzantine official from Thessaloniki. They created the Slavic 
alphabet, and thus influenced for ever after both the language and the literature of 
the Russians, the south Slavs and the Bulgarians. The Byzantines were well aware, 
it seems, of the importance of the introduction of writing. In the Vita of St. Cyril it 
is said that the Emperor Michael III, answering the request of the King of the 
Moravians for missionaries, said "We are sending you this worthy and pious man, 
the philosopher (Constantine), to whom God revealed the art of writing. Receive 
this gift, which is more valuable than gold, silver, precious stones and vain wealth." 
The two apostles to the Slavs are honored to this day by the south Slavic peoples. 

The Christianisation of Bulgaria was followed by a period of peace and 
prosperity for the city of Thessaloniki, which now became a great centre of trade for 
a region that included Greece proper but also Bulgaria. John Kameniates, who in the 
early tenth century wrote a text lamenting the capture of the city by the Arabs in 
904, made an explicit linkage between the peace with the Bulgarians and the 
prosperity of Thessaloniki: "Since the time that the baptismal font brought the 
Scythian nation (the Bulgarians) close to the Christian people ... the attacks 
against the city ceased, and so did the massacres. The swords were turned into 
scythes, the spears became ploughshares; 1 there was no war anywhere, peace ruled in 
the surrounding areas, there was abundance of goods from agriculture and wealth 
from trade. "2 This speaks to increased security as a factor that allowed agriculture 
and trade to flourish. At the same time, there are clear indications that Thessaloniki 
is becoming an inter-regional commercial centre, collecting the merchandise not 
only of areas from the South and the West, but also from Bulgaria, which until then 
had been channelled through Constantinople alone. Interestingly enough, our 
sources say that this shift, which institutionally had to be approved by 
Constantinople, was made at the instigation of merchants from Greece proper, who 
wanted to increase their profits. 3 Indications deriving from the seals of commercial 
officials suggest the importance of Thessaloniki as a commercial center and the 
importance of Bulgarian trade coming down the Nestos-Strymon Rivers.4 The new 

I. Cf. Is 2.4. 
2. Kameniates 499-500, 496. 
3. TheophConl 357. 
4. N. Oikonomides, "Le kommerkion d'Abydos, Thessalonique et le commerce bulgare au 

!Xe siecle" Hammes et richesses dans I' empire byzantin II: Vll/e-XVe siec/e ed. V. 
Kmvari, J. Lefort & C. Morrisson (Paris 1991) 241-8, esp. 243. See also De adm. imp. ch. 
42 
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customs officials at Thessaloniki had jurisdiction over Thessaly, Cephallonia, the 
Theme of Thessaloniki, and the West of Greece, which is suggestive of the role of 
the city as a factor of economic integration of these provinces or, to say it in more 
modest terms, as the major commercial centre of the southern part of the Balkan 
peninsula. 

This is a new phenomenon, especially the connection with the interior of 
Bulgaria, which may, I suppose, have begun even before the official actions, perhaps 
as early as the peace treaty of 815 with the Bulgarians. For a while, Thessaloniki 
seems to have profited greatly from the opening of the hinterland and its role in 
trade. Kameniates speaks repeatedly of intense commercial activity by sea and with 
the interior, of the presence of many merchants, both native and foreign - again, the 
indication of an inter-regional role. He reports great wealth in gold, silver, precious 
stones and "silk cloth, which was to them as woollen textiles are to others. " 1 

Finally, he speaks of the production, in Thessaloniki, of metal and glass objects. 
This prosperity was interrupted brusquely in the early tenth century, when 

Thessaloniki was captured and sacked by Arabs, perhaps attracted by its wealth 
(904). The wars with Symeon of Bulgaria, which brought the Bulgarians within a 
few miles of the city walls, also influenced adversely the development of the area. 
Disrupting communications with the interior of Bulgaria, and generally launching 
a period of insecurity throughout Macedonia and Thrace, these wars must have had 
a truly deleterious effect, as did those with Samuel in the late tenth century. 

In the early eleventh century things changed again. The wars of Basil II were 
followed by a period of general peace in the Balkans which lasted, although with 
important short-term disruptions, until the late twelfth century. It was a period of 
general prosperity, with increase in population, expansion of cultivation and 
increase and differentiation of production. Once again we see Thessaloniki as a pole 

of attraction of men and merchandise from a very wide area. The city had, of course, 
its immediate agricultural hinterland, which was very productive, and its own craft 
enterprises: Benjamin of Tudela mentions the manufacturing of silk cloth. But we 

also have interesting information about the city as a commercial centre. During the 
feast of St. Demetrios, there took place in Thessaloniki a large inter-regional and 
international fair. Here we find merchants and merchandise from four regions: 
Greeks from the South - from Boeotia, presumably mainly Thebes - and the 
Peloponnese, who brought textiles, by land or by sea, it is not clear. By sea there 
came also merchants and merchandise (including textiles) from the West - Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, France, and also from the East, that is, Syria and Egypt. There 
seems to be no direct line of communication with the Bulgarian hinterland. But the 
Via Egnatia was open and well-travelled, so that the products of the Black Sea were 
sent to Constantinople, whence they reached Thessaloniki on horses or mules 
travelling in caravans. 2 It is worthy of note that the north-western part of the 
Balkans does not appear in this source, not because the route to Nis and Belgrade 

was not open but presumably because commercial transactions with the area were 

I. Kameniates 500--501, 568-9. 
2. Pseudo-Luciano, Timarione ed. R. Romano (Naples 1974) 53-5. 
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unimportant. The fair of St. Demetrios, then, appears as an important occasion for 
the exchange of textiles and also of sheep, cattle and pigs. 

Large international fairs also had financial functions, that is, merchants made 
loans to finance their transactions. 1 Undoubtedly, too, there must have been 
banking transactions of another kind, that is money-changing, as there was at the 
fairs of western Europe. In any case, in the twelfth century we find Thessaloniki 
functioning as a centre of attraction for the commercial activities of Greece proper, 
certainly also of the immediate Macedonian hinterland, of the Black Sea by way of 
Constantinople, and to a certain degree of areas of western Europe, Syria and Egypt. 
Interestingly, a twelfth-century witness, the archbishop of Athens, Michael 
Choniates, made a comparison between Thessaloniki and Constantinople which 
seems to suggest that the only advantage the latter held over the former was the fact 
of its being the capital of the state; in all other respects, he seems to imply, 
Thessaloniki was more important. 2 This role was predicated upon internal peace, 
stability in the Balkans, and relatively open communications by sea. An 
accumulation of events in the late twelfth and early thirteenth century must have 
had an adverse effect on the situation: the sack of Thessaloniki by the Normans in 
1185, the rebellion of Peter and Asen in Bulgaria, and finally the Fourth Crusade 
which, among other things, fragmented the political space of the former Byzantine 
Empire. In the territorial partition which ensued, Thessaloniki was given to 
Boniface of Montferrat, who seems to have governed fairly and left a fair amount of 
self-government to the inhabitants. The city then became a bone of contention 
between the Emperors of Nicaea and the Despots of Epirus, finally being captured 
by the forces of John III Vatatzes in 1246, as part of the drive that _eventually 
brought the Emperors of Nicaea back to Constantinople. 

In the course of the thirteenth century, in part, undoubtedly, because of the 
conditions of political instability, Thessaloniki seems to have had more of an 
orientation towards the West, i.e. the Despotate of Epirus, than toward the East, i.e. 
Constantinople. During the restored Palaiologan Empire this orientation was 
strengthened, for reasons which were both political and economic. To tell the story 
briefly, Thessaloniki became, certainly by the late thirteenth and early fourteenth 
century, the centre of a system that included the south-western Balkans, that is to 
say, Greece proper, Epirus, Serbia and Dalmatia. While one must keep in mind that 
the Via Egnatia remained relatively open until the 1340s and that communications 
with Constantinople were therefore relatively easy, it is also quite clear that we have 
the development of an important "western" sub-system separate to a large degree 
from that functioning in Constantinople. In terms of communications, the sum of 
our information seems to suggest that the road to and from Bulgaria along the 
Strymon and the Nestos was not important. Similarly, merchandise from Bulgaria 
did not reach Thessaloniki either directly or indirectly, nor, perhaps, did that of 
Thrace. On the other hand, there are good communications with the state of Serbia, 

I. A. Laiou, "Handler und Kaufleute auf dem Jahrmarkt" Fest und Al/tag in Byzanz ed. G. 
Prinzing & D. Simon (Munich 1990) 53-70. 

2 Hunger, op. cit. 101-2. 
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with a route that went up the Morava River, as well as with Dubrovnik. From 
Thessaloniki the areas of the Balkan interior imported both textiles from western 
Europe, brought here by the Venetian merchants, and wheat; indeed, the wheat 
production of the hinterland of Thessaloniki was sold both to the Balkan interior 
and to Venice. Therefore, the city became a centre of exchange of the two main 
staples of medieval trade, textiles and grain. 

To some extent, this strong western orientation was the result of the increase in 
the political and economic power of the Kingdom of Serbia and its subsequent 
expansion southward into areas of Macedonia, Albania, and eventually Epirus and 
Greece. This would eventually bring Stefan Dusan to the gates of Thessaloniki. 
Serbia also was going through an economic expansion, fuelled partly by the 
opening of silver mines in Novo Brdo and elsewhere. The western orientation was 
also part of the effective division of the old Byzantine Empire into two trade areas 
dominated by two Italian powers: Genoa in the Black Sea area and Asia Minor with 
the adjacent islands, and Venice in Macedonia, Greece, most of the islands of the 
Aegean, Crete and the Ionian islands. After the 1340s, civil wars and successive 
invasions of the Serbs and the Turks almost closed off land communications with 
Constantinople, reinforcing this western orientation. In political terms, the presence 
of a strong western sub-system and the concomitantly reduced connection with 
Constantinople is evident in a number of ways. Already in the 1320s the monk 

Theodoulos published, in Thessaloniki, two political treatises in which he argued 
powerfully for local governmental independence, complete with the collection of 
taxes by city authorities and the creation of city armies financed by local resources. 
In the 1340s, during the second civil war, Thessaloniki defied the power of the 
aristocracy and the central government of Constantinople when the capital fell into 
the hands of the powerful aristocrat John Kantakouzenos and retained its de facto 
independence from 1341 to 1350. In a different configuration, and before his defeat 
at the hands of Kantakouzenos, his great opponent John Apokaukos had conceived 
of a scheme, or so we are told, of creating a coastal state consisting of the coasts of 
Thrace, Macedonia and possibly the western coast of the Black Sea, with 
Thessaloniki and Constantinople as the two centres; a state which would live 
basically off trade. Finally, the political aspect of our topic is illustrated by the fact 
that, in the late Byzantine period, Thessaloniki functioned virtually independently 
of Constantinople under the rule of imperial princes who had strong connections 
both with Venice and with the remaining Greek areas, primarily the Morea (Manuel 
Palaiologos, Andronikos Palaiologos). Independence there was, to be sure, and 
contacts with Venice as well as with the Morea, but in this period it can no longer 
be said that Thessaloniki was acting as an integrating factor, since it could not even 
control its own hinterland and there were no conditions present for much 

integration. 
Earlier, however, there is one other domain in which Thessaloniki played an 

important role in the western part of the southern Balkans, and that is the 
intellectual and cultural domain. There is much to be said about Thessaloniki as an 
intellectual centre, and much that has already been said. My purpose here, however, 
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is not to give a complete history of the city, but rather to speak of a particular role it 
played, with different effect at different times of its history. In order to illustrate this 

in the realm of intellectual activity, the best approach is through the history of art. 
Here we see, already in the thirteenth century, a great influence of artists and styles 
which emanate from Thessaloniki into the territories of the Kingdom of Serbia. In 
1265, in Sopocani, a monastic foundation of Stefan Urosh I, we have frescoes of the 
very first quality in the volume style. 1 In this period, and in the first half of the 
fourteenth century, we find artists travelling from Thessaloniki to all of Macedonia, 
Serbia, Greece proper, with particularly high activity in the Kingdom of Serbia 
which, as I have already indicated, was acquiring both the economic basis for 
supporting artistic activity and the political sophistication to wish to have 
Byzantine art and artists. George Kallierges ("the best painter of all Thessaly", as he 
himself claims), Astrapas and Eutychios work in Thessaloniki, in Ochrid and in 
various churches in the Kingdom of Serbia. The church of St. Nicholas Orphanos in 
Thessaloniki is a good example of the elegant classical style of the second decade of 
the fourteenth century. On Mt. Athos, the frescoes of the Protaton (1300) are 
ascribed to painters from Thessaloniki. Churches in Veroia, Kastoria, the royal 
chapel in Studenica, the church of Gracanica, decorated c. 1321, all attest to the 
excellence of the artists of Thessaloniki. 

I have tried to suggest, here, that the city of Thessaloniki played a major role in 

integrating the economy and culture, and sometimes the political structure of the 
western, European provinces of Byzantium. Obviously, the specifics of its role and 
the area over which it exercised its influence changed from time to time. In the late 
seventh to the ninth century the city functioned as a centre from which radiated 
forces of acculturation, of which Christianisation was one major aspect. It also 
seems to have functioned as a centre of commercial exchange, to the rather limited 

extent that such activities were still possible. Except for the extraordinary breadth 
of the missionary activities of Cyril and Methodios which, however, were primarily 
due to Constantinopolitan policy, the area affected would seem to be parts of 
Macedonia and those areas with which the city could communicate by sea, i.e. 
Thessaly and the adjacent islands. The period of great prosperity for Thessaloniki 
falls into two distinct categories: first, the time when its sphere of influence and 
attraction included not only Macedonia, Thessaly and Greece, but also the 
Bulgarian hinterland (ninth century, twelfth century), 2 and secondly, the time when 

I. For what follows see 'Jawpia wv 'EUl]Vll(OV "E0vov~ IX (Athens 1980) 434ff. 
2 It should be noted that these area~ of influence go back to an earlier period. The discussion 

of the dissemination of coinage by Cecile Morrisson shows that in the period 491--642 the 
bronze coinage of Thessaloniki is more diffused than that of Constantinople in the area 
that grosso modo corresponds to the historic area of Macedonia. In the two Dacias 
Thessaloniki is represented by a significant proportion of coins, whereas in Moesia 
Secunda, Thrnce, Hemimontus and Rhodope Constantinopolitan coinage is very much in 
the majority. (i.e. the division is between the dioceses ofThrnce and Macedonia). In the 
same period, a significant proportion ((3 I%) of coins issued in Thessaloniki circulated in 
Greece proper. The coin production of Thessaloniki ceased in the seventh-eighth 
centuries; it re-appeared sporndically in the ninth century (attesting, presumably, to the 
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there was a relatively well-integrated western system, comprising Serbia and to a 
large extent excluding Constantinople (from the thirteenth through the first half of 
the fourteenth century). Interestingly, this second system accords best with the way 
the Byzantines themselves thought of Thessaloniki. In their minds, it always 
remained a western city, the capital of the West, the capital of Europe, meaning the 
European provinces of the Empire. The Vita of Hosia Theodora of Thessaloniki 
proclaimed it the "mother of the West." 1 The texts assembled by H. Hunger speak 
variously of Thessaloniki as "the reigning city of Macedonia and Thessaly" 
(Nikephoros Gregoras) and in general terms as the capital or the greatest city of the 
West. 2 For an important part of its history, Thessaloniki was, indeed, a centre 
linking, in concentric circles perhaps, activities in Macedonia, in the western 
provinces generally, and in the areas of the medieval Kingdom of Serbia. Indeed, a 
glance at the map will show the inevitability of this, for there are two major axes 
that meet in Thessaloniki: the great East-West axis of the Via Egnatia, linking 
Epirus/Albania, southern Macedonia, Thrace and Constantinople, and the great 
traverse North-South route, from Thessaloniki to Belgrade and from there to 
Central Europe. The extent and direction of the integrating role of the city was, of 
course, a function of political and economic realities, as it always will be. 

economic and political resurgence of the city), and again after the eleventh century: C. 
Morrisson, "La diffusion de la monnaie de Constantinople: routes commerciales ou routes 
politiques?" Constantinople and its Hinterland ed. C. Mango & G. Ddgron (Aldershot 1995) 
78-9. 

1. Kwtz, Das Klerikers Gregorios Bericht 11. 
2 Hunger, op.cit. 101-3, 107-8. 
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Macedonians and Macedonia 
in Byzantine spatial thinking 

... ©O'tE (l7t() !30.crtA.EtO.<; Ei<; E7to.pxio.v to crx11µ0. µuo.!30.A.ElV KO.t vuv Ei<; 
0eµmo<; 'ta~tv x:o.l. cr'tpo.niyi<>o<; O.U'tTJV x:mo.l11~o.t ('So it changed in status 
from a kingdom to a province, to reach now, at the end, the category of a military 
district and territory of a field marshall. ') These words about Macedonia are written 
in the book On the Byzantine provinces (TIEpt 't@V 0Eµa'tcov), 1 which was 
compiled in the tenth century by the command of either the emperor Leo the Wise 
or his son, the emperor Constantine Porphyrogennetos. The statement concerns the 
consequences for the history of Macedonia of Roman occupation from 168 BC 
under the leadership of Lucius Aemilius Paullus up to the tenth century. The 
explanation seems to throw some light at least on one aspect of the ambiguity of the 
name Macedonia in the Byzantine centuries. The Byzantine emperor speaks about a 
region which changed its status during the centuries in many and extreme ways 
from an independent kingdom to one or more administrative units as well as 
military districts of another, greater empire, a region submitted to frequently 

changing political, cultural, ethnic and economic influences, and this within 
changing geographical dimensions. Though it is impossible for the compilers of De 
thematibus to express these manifold developments within a short comment, they 
yet convey in these few lines a feeling of the glorious past and of the present (tenth 
century) decline of what Macedonia meant for them. 

I am aware of the complexity of the problems related to the geographical term 
'Macedonia' and the ethnonym 'Macedonians' in the ninteenth and twentieth 
centuries and especially in recent decades, and so my task is rather simple: I would 
like to discuss the development of different aspects of these terms during the 
Byzantine period, from the fourth century until the early years of the Tourkokratia. 
Therefore my paper will rely strictly on the written sources of this period. A special 
emphasis is given to the late Middle Ages, in other words to the reign of the 

Palaiologan dynasty from the late thirteenth to the mid fifteenth century. This 
seems justified because the late Byzantine period reveals (at least in predisposition) 
new and differentiated religious, ideological, cultural and political positions in 
southeastern Europe, which indicate in advance or anticipate already the 
developments of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 2 

I. De them. 2.2 (Pertusi 88). 
2 Short Bibliography: K.I. Amantos, Ma,ce8ov11ca. Ivµ/30).71 ei, fT/V µeaautJVllOJV 

iawp{av Kai e8vo).oy{av T7J' MaKe8ov{a, (Athens 1920); N.P. Andriotis, 
"History of the Name 'Macedonia"' Balk.St 1 (1960) 143-8; S. Antaljak & B. Panov, 
Srednovekovna Makedonija 1-111 (Skopje 1985); ByzMak (Thessaloniki 1995); 
Xp1anav1Kr, eec1aa).ovfr1J, KB' L11}µr,rpia: f1a).aw).6yew, en-oxfi · Kr' 
L17Jµr,rpta: An-6 WV atrOO'fOA.OV llaVA.OV µezp1 Kai f7}' Kwvaravnvefov 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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In our tour d'horizon we shall include not only the terms 'Macedonia' and 
'Makedones' but also, in so far as it is necessary, the geopolitically related 
geographical names of neighbouring regions (e.g. 'Thrace', 'Epirus', 'Thessalia', 
'Hellas') and connected ethnic or tribal names (e.g. 'Vlachs', 'Albanians') as well as 
some supra-regional ethnonyms or geographical names of importance for the 
Balkans (e.g. 'Illyrioi', 'Romaioi', 'Europe'). 

In the following observations I shall inevitably touch on problems which 
might be treated in more detail by other speakers at the symposium. But I think that 
the danger of reiteration is negligible in view of the probable variety and 
differentiation of opinions. On the other hand, it is of course impossible to use and 
interpret all the pertinent sources for the Byzantine period within one lecture. So I 
have tried to find a reliable selection of historiographic texts. This selection is 
based in particular on two archives of the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna: 
1) the archive of Byzantine historical geography, which was established as an 
information base for the "Tabula Imperii Byzantini", the historical atlas of the 
Byzantine Empire, and 2) the prosopographical archive, based on Byzantine sources 
of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, the Prosopographisches Lexikon der 
Paliiologenzeit. In order to avoid, as far as possible, unintentional omissions I have 
made a cross-check for the string 'µm:eo' in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae. 1 

Before asking now about the main notions which the Byzantines have of 
Macedonia and the Macedonians as discernible in the written sources, and which of 
these interests could be helpful and offer answers to the question of Byzantine 
spatial thinking, we should at least mention that the period of the reign of 
Alexander the Great and his successors plays an important role for the late antique 

rnoxrjq · KL1' L1T/µrjrpia: A1r6 TT/q wvar1viavt:fov rnoxrjq iwq Km TT/q 
µaK'EOOVIK'ryq ovvaarefaq· KE' L1T/µrjrpia: A1r6 TT/q E1roxrjq rwv 
Koµvryvwv µfxp1 K'al rryq aAWCJEWq TT/q emaaAOVIK'T/q v1r6 rwv 
00wµavwv ( 1430) ( I Joq - 15ot; µ.X.) (Thessaloniki 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992); 
N.G.L. Hammond, A History of Macedonia, I: Historical geography and prehistory, II: 550-
336 BC, Ill: 336-167 BC (Oxford 1972-1988); J. Koder, 'Tm µm EK vfou 
,:07t00EtT\O"T\ 'tT\t; eqmpµoyfit; 'tT\t; 0ecop(cxt; 't<OV lCEV'tpticrov 't07t<OV: To 
ncxpaonyµcx 'tT\t; µecro~ul;cxvnvfit; Mcxiceoov(cxt;" Historical Geography. Roads and 
Crossroads of the Balkans from Antiquity to the European Union ed. E.O. Dimitriadis, A.Ph. 
Lagopoulos & G. Tsotsos (Thessaloniki 1998) 33-49; id., "Ot 6pot 1Uupt6t; icm 
1Uuptic6v cmt; EA.A.T\Vtictt; 7tT\YEt; 'tT\t; ~ul;cxvnvfit; rnoxfit;," ByzMak 149-55; 
P.St. Koledarov, lmeto Makedonija v istoriceskata geograjija (Sofia 1985); V. Kravari, 
Vil/es et villages de Macedoine occidentale (Paris 1989); J. Lefort, "Population et 
peuplement en Macedoine orientale, IXe-XVe siecle" Hammes et richesses dans I' empire 
byzantin II: Vll/e-XVe siecle ed. V. Kravari, J. Lefort & C. Morrisson (Paris 1991) 63-82, 
co-rapport by J.-M. Martin, 83-9; J. Lefort, Villages de Macedoine: Notices historiques et 
topographiques sur la Macedoine orientate au Mayen Age I: La Chalcidique occidentale 
(Paris 1982); Lemerle, Philippes; VI. Popovic, "Aux origines de la slavisation des Balkans: 
la constitution des premieres sklavinies Macedoniennes a la fin du Vie siecle," CRAJ 
(Paris 1980) 230--57; A.E. Vacalopoulos, History of Macedonia 1354-1833 (Thessaloniki 
1973). 

I. CD-ROM produced by the University of California, Irvine, containing a corpus of 
ancient, patristic and early Byzantine Greek literature. 
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and medieval periodization of world history. The most common sequence of 
periodization in this type of historiographical setting is: Assyrian - Persian -
Macedonian - Roman, a periodization which is well known from Eusebios 
onwards until the late Byzantine centuries I and which stresses the importance of the 
then contemporaneous Roman era2 - which is sometimes, in an apocalyptic way, 
believed to be the last era before the deutera parousia, the Second Coming of 
Christ and the Last Judgement.3 

The importance of the Macedonian era within this periodization relies on the 
legendary hero Alexander the Great, whose fame and glory were never forgotten in 
Byzantium. Alexander was a well known historical and legendary figure not only 
for the educated classes but for all strata of the Byzantine population, and this as 
early as the third century AD (Pseudo-Kallisthenes), when an unknown poet wrote 
the Alexander romance. Based on this important piece of literature, the fame of 
Alexander survived the Byzantine centuries and was even intensified in the late 
Byzantine period and the Tourkokratia.4 

The basic spatial idea of Macedonia in this comprehensive view of world 
history, the ancient one, relies ultimately on the tradition of the Greek and Roman 
geographers who left this heritage to Byzantine geographers and their treatises. As 
an example of the latter I just quote the Eth11ika of Stephanus Byzantinus, a 
contemporary of the emperor Justinian, who provides the specification 
'Macedonian polis' for more than eighty towns reaching in the west as far as 
Epidamnos (Dyrrachion) and in the south even to Demetrias (near Volos) 5 in 
Thessaly. 

This traditional extensive view of Macedonia is also reflected in the accounts 
of the divisions of the late Roman Empire. The pagan historian Zosimos (late fifth 
century), for example, describes the division of the Empire into four parts by 
Constantine the Great. According to Zosimos the second part includes among 
others the Macedonians, the Thessalians, the Cretans, Greece and the islands around 

I. Examples: Eusebius, passim; Appian, 'Pwµai',c~ icrwp{a: Titles of logos 9 
"'PcoµmKrov MaKd>ovuc11" logos 10 "'PcoµmKrov 'EA.A.TJVllCll ml 'lcovtK11" etc.; 
cf. Photios, Bibi. cod. 57; Z.On. III 48. 

2 E.g. Suda 'p' 246: 'Pcoµaicov apx11 · autTJ ti'ii; 'Aooupicov Kal neporov Kal 
MaKEOOvcov trov 1tplv µaKpq> imepfipev, ... 

3. E.g. George Monachos Chronicon ed. C. de Boor, revised P. Wirth (2 vols. Stuttgart 1978) 
432f. See also his description of the Paulicians with the six symbolic names of the 
Paulician Churches (ibid. 720): I. Makedonia, 2. Achaia, 3. Philippi 4. Laodikeia, 5. 
Ephesos, 6. Kolossai. 

4. For the romance see U. Moennig, Die spiitbyzantinische Rezension *( des 
Alexanderromans (Neograeca Medii Aevi 6, Cologne 1992); and in general L. Politis, A 
History of Modern Greek literature (Oxford 1973) 33f. 

5. Stephanos Byzantinos, Ethnika 788 s.v. 'MaKEOoviai; 1t6A.eti;': 88 1t6A.Eti;, 4 xcopia, 
3 i:'0vTJ, 8 xropm (the lemma 'MaKEOov ia', 427f, is not helpful). For 
Epidamnos/Dyrmchion as a polis in Macedonia cf. De them. 2.9 (following Dexippos) and 
Kantak. I 115. 
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it, and finally both Epiruses. 1 The early Byzantine administration still maintained 
the ancient spatial tradition. The best contemporary sources for systematic 
information are the Notitia Dignitatum, 2 dating from the years between 425 and 
430, and, of course, in the early sixth century the Travellers Companion by 
Hierokles, who provides us with something like a framework of administrative 
geography in the fifth century.3 According to his description our region belonged to 
Illyricum and was divided - for a short time only - into two uneven parts: 
Makedonia A, with its capital Thessaloniki and some thirty other poleis (including 
the islands Thasos and Samothrace), and Makedonia B, with its capital Stobi, 
which included only seven other poleis, mostly in the region of Pelagonia (today's 
Bitola in the former Yugoslavian Macedonia). 

Here we should at least mention also Prokopios, the famous historian of the 
sixth century, as an administrative source. He again gives us the traditional ancient 
geographical view of Macedonia in his catalogue of some forty fortresses built or 
restored by the emperor Justinian (or perhaps already by Anastasius).4 But of course 
Prokopios stands also as a symbol of the Byzantine educated class, who never 
forgot the ancient meaning of Macedonia. 5 

The ancient notion seems in some way evidently contradictory to the other, 
new dimension of Macedonia, which was most common in Byzantium. The 
development of this new meaning of Macedonia seems to have its roots in the 
origins and the expansion of the well known administrative system of the so-called 
themata. The themata as military and administrative districts originated from a 
restructuring of the military organisation of Byzantium after the collapse of the 
empire's eastern frontier and the loss of Egypt, Palestine and Syria to the rapidly 
expanding Arab armies, who were inspired by the then young and aggressive 
religion of Islam. 

The main changes happened in the second and third quarter of the seventh 
century, when the former Oriental and the former Armenian corps of the Byzantine 
army had to withdraw from the former eastern parts of the Roman (Byzantine) 

I. Zosimos 2.33 (309f), cf. the Gennan tr. by 0. Yeh & St. Rebenich, Zosimos, Neue 
Geschichte (Bibi. Griech. Lit. 31, Stuttgart 1990) JOO, and the Eng. tr. by R.T. Ridley 
(ByzAus 2, Canberra 1982) 198, with commentary: I. Egypt, Asia, Cyprus, some islands 
and Thrace (2.33.1 ), 2. Mmceoovm; 11'.<ll 8f.CJ(J<XAO\J~ 11'.(ll Kp11·m~ 11'.(ll 'tTJV 
'EHaoa JC(ll 't<l~ 7tEpl (l\l'tTJV v~oou~ 11'.(ll aµq>O'tEp<X~ 'H1tdpou~. 11'.<ll 7tp0~ 
mutm~ 'JUupwu~ and the entire Balkan peninsula, 3. Italy, Sicily, Libya and islands, 
4. Gallia and Spain (2.33.2); similarly e.g. John Mal alas 26 I, on the provincial 
organization in the time of Vespasian. 

2. NotDign or. I, 76 (Macedonia, under a consularis) and 125 (Macedonia salutaris, under a 
praeses). 

3. Hierokles, Synekdemos 63~1 ed. Honigmann (Brussels 1939) 14-16. 
4. Prokopios, Buildings 4.4.3 (catalogue of fortresses in Macedonia), 4.8. f (summary). 
5. One of many examples is the archbishop Theophylact of Ochrid, who described Thrace 

and Macedonia as: ... 7tUO<XV 'tTJV '(;\.;\.upioa xcopav, 't~V 'tE 7t<XA<ll<lV 
M<XlCEOOVl<XV axpt 'tll~ 8eocmAOVllCE<OV 7t0AE<O~, in contrast to 't(l 'tE 'tll~ 
it<XAmci~ 8piKT\~. ta 1tepl. 'tTJV Bep6Ttv 11'.<Xt <l>tAt1t1tou1toAtv, Hist. martyrii XV 
martyrum (PG 126) 89; cf. P. Soustal, TIB 6, 49f. 
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empire to Asia Minor and were assigned to defend this core of the empire. In this 
new task they were to be supported by the Thracian army corps, which was also 

transferred from its former position in Thrace to the southeastern parts of Asia 
Minor. 1 But the Byzantine emperors understood quickly how dangerous this 
deprivation of the European parts of their state was in view of the size and frequency 

of immigration and settlement by Slav tribes 2 in parts of the upland regions and, 
generally speaking, in the countryside since the last decades of the sixth century. 

I just mention the climaxes of danger: the sieges of Thessaloniki by the A vars 

and Slavs in 586, at the beginning of the seventh century (604, 615/6, 618), and 

again in 676-8; the siege of Constantinople by the A vars and the Persians in 626, 

the five years (674-8) of continuous blockade of the Byzantine capital by Arab 

fleets; the attempt of the much debated Kouber who, in about 683, as a chieftain of 
the so-called 'Sirmesianoi' (a population of Thraco-Macedonian origin), tried to 

establish his own state; and finally the development of a quickly growing, 

independent Bulgarian state under Khan Asparuch after 678, a state which in its 
initial phase covered territory on both sides of the Danube river and included 
especially the former Byzantine provinces Scythia, Moesia II and Dacia. 

Therefore the emperor Constantine IV (668-85) initiated the establishment of 

new armies in the hinterland of Constantinople in order to defend the capital and 
secure or regain the sovereignty over the southeastern parts of the Balkan peninsula. 

A first sign was the reorganisation of Thrace as the first new thematic district in 

Europe. 3 At the end of the seventh century Thrace covered only the very hinterland 

of Constantinople and the coastlands of the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea up to 

Mesembria, the territory of the former Roman province of Europe, and it was not 
until the second half of the eighth century that the Byzantines gradually regained 
control over the regions up to Adrianople and the Hebros and Arda rivers. 

In consequence it was only then, during the reign of the empress Eirene (797-
802), that a new thema (a regular military district) named Macedonia was created, 
which appears first as a part (tourma) of Thrace, probably at the end of the eighth 

I. Cf. R.-J. Li lie, '"Thrakien' und 'Thrnkesion'. Zur byzantinischen Provinzorganisation 
am Ende des 7. Jahrhunderts" JOB 26 ( 1977) 7-47. 

2 Belegezitai, Drugubitai, Sagudatoi, Rynchines, Berzetoi and others, often with Hunnish 
or Iranian names, cf. 0. Pritsak, "The Slavs and the Avars" Gli S/avi occidentali e 
meridionali net/' alto medioevo I. Settimane Spo/eto 30 ( 1983) 353-435, see 402-5. For the 
situation in general cf. V. Papoulia, "To 1tpo~A.TJµcx 'tTlc; ElpTJvucitc; OtEtaO\Jaeroc; 
't(J)V n&~rov CJ'tTIV EA.A.<i6cx" ByzMak 255-65. 

3. One of the participants of the 6th Oecumenical Council was the hypostrategos of Thrace, 
lbeodoros. 
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century. 1 This development is corroborated by administrative sources, which 
mention separate governors for both regions.2 

The main tasks of the Macedonian army in the ninth and tenth centuries were 
first to regain control over land in which the Slavs had settled after their 
immigration in the previous centuries, and second to defend Byzantine territory in 
Macedonia (and indirectly also Constantinople) against aggressors from the 
Balkans, mainly the Bulgarians. This is stated very clearly by one of the 
anonymous historians who continued the chronicle of Theophanes; he explains that 
the commanders of Thrace and Macedonia had to support the so-called 'Anatolian' 
army, the Byzantine army in Asia minor, only so long as the Bulgars kept the 
peace. 3 The so-called 'Turks' (at this period a name for the Hungarians) are 

mentioned as another enemy in the Balkans who raided the region in the times of 
Romanos 11.4 But Macedonian soldiers also fought on other fronts, for example 
against the Slav tribes in the Peloponnese.5 

How far did the territory of Byzantine Macedonia extend? For the early period, 
the Arab geographers Ibn Khurdadhbih and Ibo al-Faqih, both writing at the 
beginning of the tenth century and relying on information from the second half of 
the ninth century, describe our region in a very clear manner. Both mention the 
hinterland of Constantinople as far as the makra teiche (the long walls) with the 
name Tafla.6 These "long walls" protected the capital for a length of about 45 km 
between the Black Sea and Selymbria, at a mean distance of some 65 km from 

I. Theoph. AM 6294 (de Boor475) mentions in the year 801/2 anwnostrategosofThrace and 
Macedonia (µovootpcitTJYO<; Et<; tE t~v 0p~1CTIV ,ml Mm:EOov(av) in clear 
contrast to the 1tEp1XttKcx 0eµaw of the Anatolikoi and Opsikion. A seal of the same 
time provides evidence for a spatharios and tourmarches of Macedonia (Zacos, Seals I no. 
2147) wherea~ in 813 a separate patrikios and strategos of Macedonia is mentioned in 
Theoph. AM 6305 (de Boor 501). 

2. In the middle (842-3) and in the end (899) of the ninth century the patrikios kai strategos 
Makedonias rdllks immediately after the strategos Thrakes and belongs to the first class of 
titles, namely the strategoi (Oikonomides, listes 49 = Taktikon Uspenskij IOI, I05 = 
Philotheos ). In 899 both are also entitled anthypatoi (Oikonomides, lisles 139). Both 
regions were then divided into several tourmai, because even the elder list mentions the 
commanders of these subdivisions, the tourmarchai, in the plural (Oikonomides, listes 57). 
The strategos Makedonias is still mentioned in the times of Romanos Lakapenos (934-44) 
(Oikonomides, listes 247 = Taktikon Benesevic}, but not in the Escorial Taktikon, dated 
between 971 and 975, though he appears again in an inscription in the year 1006n. This 
omission should perhaps not be explained by a simple mistake but by the fact that in the 
E.~corial Taktikon there appears a dux of Adrianople, then capital of Macedonia, following 
in the list immediately after the dux ofThessaloniki (Oikonomides, listes 263, 355). 

3. Reign of Michael III: TheophCont4.25 (Bekker 181). 
4. TheophCont6 Romanos 15 (Bekker480); remarl(ably, the patrikios Marianos Argyros wa~ 

µovootplltT\YOUVtO<; EV tq> 0eµan til<; MllKEOovta<; Kil! KlltE7tClV<O OVtO<; 
tll<; OUOE<O<;. 

5. Cf. De adm. imp. 50.9ff. 
6. That Tafla is another name for the µaKpcx tEtXT\ seems clear, though the etymology is 

disputed: a toponym Tarfa or Greek tciq,po<; or tcx EV auA.fj or auA.a~ etc., cf. De 
them. (Pertusi 160-2). 
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Constantinople. 1 To the west of Tiiflii, following the Arab geographers, two 
provinces were directly attached: 

a) Further north was the province ofTariiqiya (Thrace), which reached north to 
the "sea of the Chazars" (the Black Sea), west to the land of the Burg an (the 
Bulgars), and south to the province ofMaqadiiniya (Macedonia). 

b) To the south they describe the province of Maqaduniya, again with the 
limits of the makra teiche and Thrace but reaching south as far as the "sea of 
al-Sham" (the 'Syrian' sea, i.e. the Aegean) and west to the districts of the 
"Sakaliba" (the Slavs). They also inform us that the main fortress is called "al
Bandus" (perhaps a miswriting of Adrianople) and that Maqadiiniya was in length a 
fifteen-day journey and in breadth one of five days. 2 

The information from Arab geographers is corroborated by the administrative 
structure of the church and by Byzantine historical sources. In the catalogues of 
bishoprics of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, the so-called Notitiae 
episcopatuum, the metropolitan see of Macedonia is, from the beginning of the 
ninth century, Philippi. 3 Another example is in the chronicle ofTheophanes, which 
mentions a submarine earthquake in the Aegean which caused damage in Abydos 
and in parts of "tll~ 1tpo~ 0aAcxmmv McxKeOovicx~,4 thus indicating how far to the 
east the name Macedonia was applicable in the early eighth century; and still in the 
eleventh century, Michael Attaleiates speaks about Rhaidestos, Panion and 
Myriophyton as poleis in Macedonia.5 

From the beginning of the eleventh century, however, the geographical name 
shifts to the west again and also regains, from the administrative point of view, an 
enlarged significance. A document from 1042, preserved in the monastery of lveron 
on Mt. Athas, mentions for the first time a single province named "Boleron, 
Strymon and Thessaloniki". 6 The above-mentioned Michael Attaleiates (eleventh 
century) and Anna Komnene, daughter of the emperor Alexios I, describe the Zygos 
( or Haimos) range respectively as the northern frontier of Macedonia and Thrace. To 
the south lies the region of Makedonike, where the Macedonians live, and to the 
north the region of the Istros-river, the Danube, inhabited by Dacians. 7 

Consequently Anna Komnene also mentions Philippoupolis as a polis in 

I. M. Whitby, 'The Long Walls of Constantinople," Byz 55 (1985) 560--83. 
2 De them. (Pertusi 162-4); Soustal, T/8 6 49f. If we calculate a day's journey at 20-30 km, 

the "length" would correspond to the distance from the Long Walls to the river Strymon, 
and the "breadth" to the distance from the coastal area to Adrianople, then the capital of 
Macedonia. 

3. NotitiaeCP2.41, 7.614, 9.487, 10.577, 13.626, 14.42, 15.39, 20.39, 21.157. 
4. Theoph. AM 6218 (AD 726)(de Boor404). 
5. Anal. 89-90. 
6. It is testified until I I 98: frir. 245; Tafel-Thomas I 264, 278. 
7. Attal. 37; An.Kornn. 14.8.6.; for the Haimos cf. P. Soustal, T/8 6 279f. 
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Macedonia. 1 It is noteworthy that 'Macedonians' in this source indicates merely the 
geographical association of inhabitants, without an ethnic dimension.2 

In our context it is important to emphasize that Byzantine cosmographical 
thought, with its traditional mentality, was fixed on the Nea Rome (the 'New 
Rome', Constantinople) as the very centre, and therefore all regions which belonged 
to the empire were seen in their geographical relation to this centre. 3 On this basis, 
the first region in Europe was Thrace, the immediately neighbouring region which 
surrounded the capital in a semicircle to the northwest and west; and the second 
semicircle was Macedonia. Both regions were closely connected to each other by 
their common fate in Byzantine history: for example, the devastations during the 
previous Bulgarian war had the consequence of the emperor Leo V (813-20) being 
obliged to rebuild the towns all over Thrace and Macedonia completely from his 
own resources (avqdprov ... 1t6Aetc; 7tOAAaxou to>V Kata. 0p*KT1V Kat 
MaKeOoviav Ot' EClUto\J EK ~a0prov). 4 

As a further consequence, Thrace and Macedonia were not only geographically 
and politically closer to each other than the other parts of the Byzantine empire but 
also closer in the mentality and spatial thought of Byzantine writers; for this fact 
there exists plenty of documentation. 5 Thrace and Macedonia were so close to each 
other in the Byzantine imagination that the following statement about Basil I, the 
founder of the Macedonian dynasty, was possible: "He departed from Thracian 
Macedonia and reached this city (sc. Constantinople) which rules over all cities" 

(" Apac; o?iv EK MaKEOoviac; tllc; 0p*Kllc; 7tpoc; t~V apxoucmv tCl'UtllV t&v 
1t6Aerov 1tacr&v E1topeueto ). 6 

Adrianople is testified as the capital (metropolis) of Macedonia as early as the 
fifth century by the church historian Socrates, who is well aware of the 
contradiction, speaking elsewhere also about tllc; EV 0p*icn 'Aopmvou1t6Aeroc;, ~ 
EV to'ic; opiotc; tllc; MaKEOovfoc; fotiv. 7 This can be explained partially also by 

I. An.Kornn. 7.2.1. 
2. Both historians, of course, do not mention a Bulgarian state, as they describe the political 

situation after the cataclysmic wars at the end of the tenth and the beginning of the 
eleventh century, which ended with the victory of Basil II Bulgaroktonos and the 
(re )integration of the former independent Bulgarian territories in the Byzantine empire. 

3. A good example of the byzantine cosmographical view is to be found at George 
Pachymeres' description of the Black Sea, see A. Laiou, "On political geography: the 
Black Sea of Pachymeres" The Making of Byzantine History. Studies dedicated to Donald 
M. Nicol ed. Roderick Beaton and Charlotte Roueche (Aldershot 1993) 94-121. 

4. TheophCont 1.19 (Bekker 30). 
5. Cf. e.g. Theoph. AM 6294 (AD 802) (de Boor 475): The themata Thrace and Macedonia, 

in contrast with the 1tEpattKcx 0eµlltll (in Asia Minor); Genesios passim; Leo Diac. 
111; Leo Grammatikos 236; Skyl. 531; Sky/Cont 115, 166 (Bulgaria, Thrace and 
Macedonia); Zon. passim, e.g. III 7 I 3f: ta t&v 0pc;tK&v tE Kilt t&v MllKEOOvrov 
1..ri i~Etat (sc. the dux of Paristrion) Kilt ooll toutotc; tile; Bou1..yllptllc; 
1tllp<XKEtvtm; Nik.Chon. passim; George Pachymeres (Bekker II 492[); Greg. pa~sim; 
Kantak. I 326, 11162, 180f; Michael Kritoboulos 2.17.2. 

6. TheophCont 5.9 (223). 
7. Sok., HE 4.38.25, cf. 4.38.3. 
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the fact that until the beginning of iconoclasm the churches of Illyricum and Greece 
(including Thessaloniki, the see of the papal vicar) were - at least formally- under 
the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Pope in Rome. Adrianople held the position as 
administrative and military centre of Macedonia at any rate until the twelfth 
century, as is testified by many authors. 1 

On the other hand the Byzantine historians were aware of the prominent 
position of Thessaloniki as prote Makedonon; as one example I mention again the 
same church historian Socrates. 2 But, as mentioned above, Thessaloniki, as well as 
Strymon, was a thema in its own right in the early middle ages, and its hinterland 
therefore - unhistorically - was even named 'Thessaly". Thessaly has survived as 
the name of the ecclesiastical province of Thessaloniki ("eparchia Thessalias" or 
'Thettalias ") since the beginning of the tenth century. 3 

In the late Byzantine period the holy monastic mountain Papikion, 4 near 
Christoupolis (the modem Kavala)5 was considered as the exact borderline between 
Macedonia and Thrace. The provinces from west of Kavala to the Adriatic coastline 
had the collective name hesperiai eparchiai 6 ('western provinces') or dysis pasa 

('all the west'). 
The southern frontier with Thessaly (the real Thessaly) was marked by the 

mountain-chains of Olympus, Ossa and Pelion, as Nikephoros Gregoras confinns.7 
But when Byzantine historians speak without specification about the regions to the 
south of Macedonia, they ordinarily use the term 'Hellas•.R 

If we recapitulate, we find - in spite of repeated shifts - all through the 
Byzantine period clear distinctions between Macedonia and the adjacent areas of 
Illyrikon, Bulgaria and Serbia to the north, Thessaly, Hellas (also "Achaia") and the 
Peloponnese to the south, Epirus and Dalmatia to the west, and Thrace to the east. 
These distinctions have their origins, as has already been demonstrated, in the 
classical tradition, but they rely also on the administrative boundaries of the 
Roman and Byzantine empire, which lasted for centuries. 

It is, however, a peculiarity of Byzantine texts that they often use ethnonyms 

instead of geographical names (and less often the reverse). Therefore a careful 

I. Cf. e.g. George Monachos (PG 110 col. 98 I); Symeon Magistros 686; Attal. 33, 284; Zon. 
III 626f. 

2 Sok., HE 2. 16.22 (t~v MmcEOovim; µ11tp61toA.1v 0EoocxA.ovi1C11v); cf. also 
Kameniates 3 (Becker 490) et pa~sim. 

3. NotitiaeCP7296,8.17,9.182, 10.215, 13.223, 14.19,20.16,21.95. 
4. ncx1tt1ClOV . .. opoc; tEpov µEtcx~U JCElµEvov 8p~1Cll<; lCCXl McxJCEOovicxc; 

(Philotheos, Enlwmion in Greg. Pa/amas 562). 
5. Greg. I 246, 254f. 
6. . . . tii'>V a1t6 Xptotou1toAEcoc; Mcx1CEOov11Crov tE JCCXl E01tEpicov E1tcxpx1rov 

&xp1c; 'EmMµvou JCat ~cxAµaticxc; (Kantak. I 115). 
7. Greg. I 247f. 
8. Sok., HE 5.22.161 (EV 0EOOCXA.0Vl1C'Jl lCCXl autft MaJCEOOVl~ lCCXl 'EU<i61); 

Sozom., HE 1.2.2.7 (oi OE llVll ~v 0\lO"lV "EA).11vec; tE lCCXl MaJCEOOVEc; lCCXl 
'llluptol ... ); Theoph. AM 5870 (AD 370) (de Boor 65): Thrace, Macedonia, Achaia 
and all Hellas; Zon. III 678. More specific is the Chronicle of Monemvasia I. I 4f and 35f 
(ed. Lemerle 9): Thracians and Macedonians (in contrast to Thessaly, Hellas etc.) 
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interpretation of sources according to their context is necessary to avoid 
misunderstanding. When, for example, the Church historian Sozomenos (fifth 
century) relates that dapoav10i tE Kat MaKEOOVE<; Kat 0001 7tEpt tOV "latpov 
oiKOUCJlV, ii tE KaA.ouµEVTJ 'EA.A.a<; Kat 7t0.V to 'IA.A.upt&v i:0vo<; {mo 
Krovotavttvov iyivovto, 1 or when the deacon Leo (tenth century) describes the 

xcopa, ~v o "latpo<; ivto<; MaKEOOvrov 1tEp10pi/;Et,2 this does not mean an ethnic 
distinction but merely the provenance of representatives from different areas. 

On the other hand, when the chronographer Theophanes describes how in 758 
the emperor Constantine V subjugated ta<; Kata tllV MaKEOoviav 
1:KA.auivia<; ('the Slavonias in Macedonia'),3 it is impossible to deny that the 
geographic name also implies an ethnic distinction. And this distinction seems to 
be clear when the political insider Kekaumenos explains in the eleventh century 
that the Vlachs are spread over Epirus and Macedonia but that most of them live in 
Hellas.4 Kekaumenos and (some fifty years later) Anna Komnene5 assure us of the 
political affinity between the Vlachs and the Bulgarians, and Niketas Choniates is 
still able to confirm this association indirectly still nearly a century later: "The 
deserted lands of Haimos and the pillage of Macedonia and Thrace", he says, "bear 
clearer witness to this than any memorial or historical account.''6 

The notion of special military entities in Thrace and Macedonia, which derived 
from the administrative system of the themes, changed through the centuries but 

did not disappear until the end of the Byzantine empire, although this seems only 
to be reflected in vague resonances in late medieval accounts. When, for example, 
the young emperor Andronikos III at the beginning of 1328, during the civil war 
against his grandfather, assembled troops against the czar of the Bulgars, Michael 
Sisman, the contemporary former emperor and historian John Kantakouzenos 
mentions the following subdivisions of the army: 1) the troops from the "West", 2) 

the Macedonians and Thracians, and 3) the troops from the "eastern" cities (i.e. in 
Asia Minor).7 

I. " ... Dardanians and Macedonians and all those living in the Danube region, what is 
known as Greece, and all the lllyrian people came under the rule of Konstantinos", cf. 
Sozom., HE 1.6.6.2, cf. 7.4.4.1 7tEp1. tO)V UAAO)V E0vrov µexpt µev McxKEMvcov. 

2. " ... the land, which the Danube circumscribes inside the Macedonians", cf. Leo Diac, 
I 04. Another example is in the Miracles of Demetrios, which speak about an assembly of 
McxKEOOVE~. 0EttcxAOi and 'Axcxoi in Thessaloniki (Lemerle I 137). 

3. Theoph. AM 6250 (de Boor430). 
4. Kekaum. 187 (Wassiliewsky 74). 
5. An.Kornn. 3.4 (ed. Leib & Gautier II 135). 
6. Mcxptupoucrtv EK OTJ7t0U tcx 7tE7tpcxyµevcx Tl tO>V 1tpo~ A lµov xcoprov Ep11µicx, 

Mcxn:oovicx~ tE KCXl 0p*K11~ oi. ATJtcrµol. O"tTJAO>V KCXI. KuppEcov 
<XKptPfotEpov KCXI. ~Uµ7tClO"TJ~ i.crtopicx~ tpcxvotEpov (Nik.Chon. 473). 

7. . .. EK tr\~ E0"7t£pcx~ 7tCXO"CX 1tcxpr\v (sc. crtpcxtta}, K<ll McxKEMVE~ KCXl 0p*KE~. 
KCXl OO"Ol EK trov lCCXtCX t'llV ECO toi~ 'Pcoµcxiot~ U7tTJ1COCOV 7t0AECOV ncrcxv 
(Kantak. 1326). Another grouping, though, is attested some years earlier, when the co
emperor Michael IX went to war against the Catalan Company in 1305 near Apros. The 
catalogue of his troops included 1) Alanoi and Turkopuloi (both probably mercenaries}, 2) 
Makedones and Anatolikoi ('avto1..i110Ev'), perhaps still regular soldiers from the 
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An overlapping and harmonization of the two notions described above - the 
traditional ancient and the 'thematic' Byzantine - began approximately at the time 

when a third notion appeared that was appropriate to strengthen anew the ancient 
aspect of the military and political power of the Macedonians. This third notion is 
connected with the legendary origin of the so-called "Macedonian dynasty". 1 The 

founder of the dynasty, the later emperor Basil I, yevva:mt EV Maice8ovi~ EV 
tot~ xwpiot~ 'A8ptavomt6Aew~ ('He was born in Macedonia, in [one of] the 
villages around Adrianople'). 2 

With the seizure of power is also connected another facet of Makedon, which 

leads to the important question about the image of the Macedonians and their 
prestige in the Byzantine period: the role of the Macedonians as members of the 

military guard, as bodyguards and trusted persons of the emperors, especially those 

of the so-called Mmce86ve~ tll~ µqaA.T)~ hmpdcx~. 3 The reputation of these 
'Macedonians of the Great Company' is generally high in the era of the Macedonian 

emperors, from the end of the ninth to the middle of the eleventh century, and the 
fact that the emperor Nikephoros Phocas entrusted a group of patricians with the 

command over the "Macedonian phalanx" 4 must be interpreted as a sign of 

confidence in these persons. After the end of the Macedonian dynasty, in the 
eleventh century and later, the fame of the Macedonians became ambivalent. 

The famous and multi-talented Michael Psellos (eleventh century), followed 

by John Zonaras 5 and others, when describing the riot of Leo Tomikios against the 

last Macedonian emperor Constantine IX Monomachos in I047, draws a dark 

picture of the Macedonians and their behaviour: oi 8£ 1tA.Eiou~ t&v McxKe86vwv, 

811µ0~ ovte~ cxu0cx8ei~ xcxipovtE~ Kat 0pao"'t>tT)tt, Kat ou crtpextTl'YtKll~ 

aq>EA.Et<X~ aAA.a 7tOA.ttlKll~ ~wµoA.oxicx~ OVtE~ E0a8E~ ... xopEicx~ El~ 
touµq><XVE~ OUVtcrt©VtE~. cxutocrxe8iou~ £7tOlOUVtO KWµcp8icx~ tq> 
cxutoKpatopt . . . They are, so the historian asserts, stubborn and bold, not 

accustomed to military simplicity but to the buffoonery of the capital. 6 

Consequently, their leader Leo Tomikios is in his eyes a man who "has his home in 

Adrianople and belches out Macedonian boastfulness" (t~v 'A8p1cxvou1toA.1v 

oiK&v K<Xt M<XKE8ovtK~V Epuyyavwv µqcxA.cxuxicxv).7 It seems clear that 
Psellos personally did not like the Macedonians very much. 

European hinterland of Constantinople and from Bithynia, and 3) Vlachoi and other 
volunteers ('0EATJµatcipt01'): George Pachymeres 6 (Bekker II 549), cf. PLP no. 21529. 

I. For this cf. Gy. Moravcsik, "Sagen und Legenden Uber Kaiser Basileios I" DOP 15 
(1961) 59-126. 

2 George Monachos Cont., Theophanes Continuatus, Joannes Cameniata, Symeon Magister, 
Georgius Monachused. I. Bekker(Bonn 1838) 817. 

3. De cer. 576; cf. 'Hetaireia', ODB II (1991) 925. 
4. Leo Diac. 3.8 (Hase 45f): Marianos, Paschalios and the Tomikioi hatptaciµevoc; Kcxl. 

Mcx1C£00Vl1Cl]V cxuto'ic; EYXEtpiacxc; q,ciAcxyycx. 
5. Zon. 17 .23.24 (III 628f). 
6. Psellos, Chron. 6.110. 
7. Psellos, Clu·on. 6.99. 
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The reconciliation of these two notions - the ancient, which subconsciously 
always implicated the image of Alexander the Great and his conquests, and the 
'thematic', which also originated in a military background - together with the 
legendary origin of the Macedonian dynasty (with the connotation of the 
Macedonian members of the imperial court, the megale etaireia) had resulted 
almost automatically in the Byzantine image of the Macedonians being par 
excellence warriors with an ancient tradition of heroism, men who preferred action 
to discussion. 

The anthologies of ancient authors and historians collected by Byzantine 
scholars in the first half of the tenth century by order of Constantine 
Porphyrogennetos, 1 the third emperor of the Macedonian dynasty, quote for 
example Polybius, who asserts that the Macedonians are not used to democratic and 
corporate government (<JUV£~CUV£ yap "COU~ Ma.x:eo6va.~ a110n~ OV'ta.~ 

OTJµox:pa.ttlCTl~ x:a.1. auveOpta.lCTl~ 7tOA.tteia.~).2 Polybius, the historian of the rise 
of the Roman Empire, speaks about the ancient Macedonians, of course, but he is 
still quoted in the tenth century. 3 The same anthology quotes an important speech 
by Kallisthenes, the nephew of Aristotle, to Alexander the Great: "He, Alexander, 
should act in a manner that allowed Hellenes and Macedonians to honour him in a 
Hellenic way and only barbarians in a barbaric way"4 - by 'barbaric way' he means 
proskynesis. The anthologist gives the reader, a member of the imperial family, to 
understand that the Macedonians despite all their distinctions from the Hellenes in 
a narrower sense, still belong to them and are clearly differentiated from all other 
people and tribes. 

In the late Byzantine period, and especially during the reign of the Palaiologan 
dynasty, we observe an increase in the importance of Macedonia for the Byzantine 
empire. This increase begins already as early as the end of the eleventh century 
when, as an aftermath of the battle of Mantzikert ( I07 l ), the first (though 
temporary) loss of great parts of Asia Minor to the new Seljuq states causes a 
significant loss of grain cultivating areas. As a consequence the capital 
accommodated itself, after some difficult years of famine, to new production- and 
market-areas in the European parts of the empire. 

Characteristically the archbishop of Athens, Michael Choniates, writes at the 
end of the twelfth century in a letter: "O effeminate people of Constantinople! ... 
What are you short of? Are not the wheat-bearing plains of Macedonia, Thrace and 
Thessaly cultivated for you, are not the grapes from Euboea and Pteleon, from 

I. For more information on the notion of 'Makedon(ia)' in these sources of the 
'Macedonian Renaissance' cf. J. Koder, "Mazedonien in Quellen der Mazedonischen 
Dyna~tie" Synodia. Studi in onore di Antonio Garzya (Naples 1997) 67-88. 

2 Const. Porph., De leg. 338, quoting Polybius 31.12. 
3. Also it might not be by chance that another anthology of the same so-called 'Macedonian 

Renaissance' recalls the saying of king Lysimachos, that the makedonikon deipnon is 
hasilikoteron than the thrakion (Const Porph., De sent. 345). 

4. Const. Porph., De sent. 60f. 
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Chios and Rhodes, trodden for you?" 1 The deeper sense of these words was 
basically valid from the beginning of the twelfth century onwards: Constantinople 
imported more and more cereals and other important victuals (for example salt2) 

from the Balkans, and particularly from Thessaly, Macedonia and Thrace. The 
production of wheat and barley was so important that the emperor Andronikos II 
imposed a new, additional tax in kind, with the characteristic name sitokrithon, 

upon "the land of the Macedonians and all the West", as George Pachymeres 
informs us,3 when, in the last years of the thirteenth century, the remaining 

Byzantine provinces in Asia Minor suffered from Turkish raids and the population 
sought refuge on the European side of the Hellespont. 

In the late period Macedonia thus becomes still more important for the 
Byzantine empire.4 Byzantine scholars and historians are better acquainted with the 
land, even geographically. Nikephoros Gregoras remarks, rather incidentally that 
the Strymon is the most important river not only in Macedonia but also in Thrace 
and in general in the south of the Balkan Peninsula. 5 Also, the names of many 
poleis and choria are known from written sources. The index of names in the 
"Prosopographical Lexicon of the Palaiologan Era", which by no means has a 
complete inventory of Byzantine place-names, comprises approximately 800 
'Macedonian' toponyms. Particularly noteworthy is, for example, the topographical 
knowledge of Macedonia in the History of John Kantakouzenos.6 

On the other hand, the frontiers of what in the sources is called 'Macedonia' are 
rather vague and thus a pertinent geographical description, as seen again from the 
centre Constantinople, could be simply: a broad belt of land from the hinterland of 
Constantinople and the Marmara Sea along the northern coast of the Aegean as far 
as the Adriatic coast in the West. In 1305 the commander of the so-called 'Grand 
Catalan Company', Berenguer of Rocafort, then possessing a piece of land between 
Gallipoli and Rhaidestos, proclaimed by his seal of office the rule of "the army of 
the Franks over the Kingdom of Macedonia".7 

I. . " 6) ,pUq>EpOl ,11i; Koov<J"tCXV"tlVO\J 7t0A.l"tat! .. . Tivoi; yap Kill <J7tllVlSE"tE; 
Ou MllKEOOVtlli; Kill 0piKTJi; Kill 0E"t"tCXA.tlli; 1tupoq,6po1 7tEOuioei; uµ'iv 
yeoopyouv.m, oux uµ'iv A.TJVOpll,El"tCll otvoi; () Eupoeui; Kill n,EA.ECX"tlKOi; 
Kill X'ioi; Kill 'P6010i;, Michael Choniates in a letter to the protasekretis Demetrios 
Drimys, no. 50 8-10, M1xar,). 'A,coµ1vawv wv Xwv1awv ra aw{6µeva ed. Sp. 
Lampros (Athens 1879) II 83. 

2 From the salt-pits near Ainos; see Michael Kritoboulos 2.12.7. 
3. Pachymer. 6.8 (Bekker II 492f). 
4. Cf. A. Laiou, "H 0Ecr<JllA.OVlKTJ, Tl evooxcopll ,TJi; KCll O OlKOVOµtK6i; ,TJi; 

xcopoi; O"tTJV E7t0Xll "t(J)V nllA.CllOA.Oyoov" ByzMak 183-94. 
5. Greg. I 375. 
6. Kantak. 1.23 (Schopen 1115), 54 (275), 2.28 (11548-551), 3.89 (III 3lf.), 4.4 (148), 20f 

( l 55f). As the region now was in general seen as a central part of the empire, it seems to 
be a special case that in 1333 Syrgiannis, by this time a subdued insurgent, asked the 
emperor for a patch of land "somewhere in Macedonia, in the furthermost frontiers of the 
Romaic territory" (Greg. 1489). 

7. Cf. Nicol, Last Centuries 140. 
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In the course of the middle ages the population of Macedonia became 
multiethnic and multicultural, though its integration into orthodox and Byzantine 
culture in general is without doubt. As the ethnological problems are not a main 
concern of my paper, I just mention the presence of the Bulgarian state from the 
ninth century until I018 and again in the thirteenth century; the Vlachs, who lived 

as nomads all over the southern Balkan peninsula and at times were politically 
linked with the Bulgarians in the middle Byzantine centuries; the Gypsies; 1 and the 
Serbian presence between 1282 and the battle of the Field ofKossovo (in 1389).2 

An interesting case is mentioned, for example, in the early thirteenth century by the 
famous archbishop of Ochrid, Demetrios Chomatenos (t c. 1236), who in a 
responsio (an expert juridical opinion) mentions a man named 'Icoa.vv11<; o 
EmAqoµEVO<; µEv '1Epax:a.p11<;. yaµ~po<; OE 'tO\l BAacrt11vou 'tO\l 'Pa.oou, 'tO OE 
yEvo<; eAx:cov h: Max:EOOvcov. 3 From the context of the document there is no 
doubt that in the thirteenth century this man was an orthodox Christian, spoke 
Greek and regarded himself as a 'Romaios', but his in-laws were clearly Slav. 

Southern Macedonia was still under Byzantine control in the first half of the 
forteenth century, since the Frankish occupation after the Fourth Crusade (Boniface 
of Montferrat, t 1207) lasted only a few years, and even the Catalan threat was 
averted.4 

It was the civil war between the two emperors Andronikos, the grandfather and 
the grandson, which brought severe difficulties for the country. Already in 1321 the 
young emperor claimed from his grandfather the administration of all land between 

I. For the Gypsies cf. I. Rochow & KI.-P. Matschke, "Neues zu den Zigeunem im 
Byzantinischen Reich um die Wende vom 13. zum 14. Jahrhundert" JOB 41 (1991) 241-
54. See also the interesting note (to be dated 1203 or earlier) in the Cod. Vat. gr. 130, 
speaking about . . . EV 'tT\ Mmceoov(cx Ol}(Jl KA.Elt'tCXl<; tot<; Aeyoµevmi; 
A iymt'ttoll;, Otl'tOl yap KA.E7t't0Vt£<; Kai EUptcrKoµEVOl, OUK IX7tCXpVCOV'tCXl 
aA.A. • oµoA.oyouvtEi;, Sl]tO\Jcrt tOV ixi KA.EljflCX µtcr0ov CX\ltCOV, ov KCXA.oucrt 
1tcxA.tKcxptcxnK6v. Cf. C.M. Mazzucchi, "Leggere i classici durante Ia catastrofe 
(Costantinopoli, maggio-agosto 1203): le note marginali al Diodoro Siculo Vaticano gr. 
130" Aeviun 68 (1994) 164-218, esp. 182. 

2. Cf. now the bibliographical survey from G. Mintses, "SevtKE<; eyKmcxcrtacreti; cr'tl] 
µrncxtO>VlKTJ McxKEOOVlCX ( to 1tp6~A.l]µCX trov crA.CX~lKCOV £7tOlKtcrµcov crtl] 
Ote0vfi ~t~Awypmp(cx)" Byzantiaka 15 (1995) 155-76. 

3. Resp. 72 in Chom. (Pitra 315f); cf. I.Ch. Tamanides, Era /36p£1a T71q Mmc£Ooviaq 
(Thessaloniki 1992) (I am grateful to I. Leontiades, Thessaloniki, who drew my attention 
to this source). 

4. As we are told by Nikephoros GregordS, the so-called Catalan Company conquered parts of 
ea~tem Macedonia in 1307 and built a fortified camp near Kassandria as a ba~ for their 
campaigns in all Macedonia. But the byzantine emperor inhibited their return to Thrace 
by a quickly built wall near Kavala, and so - in fear of starvation and of the people 
adjacent to the Romans, ta. to'ii; iv MaKEOOVt<;t 'Proµcx(oti; oµopouvtcx e0vl], the 
Illyrians, Triballes, Acamanians and Thessalians (Greg. I 244ff, esp. 247)- they decided 
to migrate to the southern parts of Greece in 1308. For the byzantine administrative 
tradition see L.J. Maksimovic, "H MaKEOov(a µeta~u tl]<; AanvtKTJ<; Kext 
crEp~lKTJ<; KCX'tCXK'tTJ<JEO><; (to 1tpo~A.l]µCX tl]<; <JUVEXElCX<; tOU ~USCXV'tlVO\l 
OtotKl]nKou crucrtfiµcxtoi;)" ByzMak 195-207. 
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Selymbria and Christoupolis, and offered in return to the elder Andronikos the 
reign over Constantinople and its hinterland up to Selymbria, the cities in the east, 
and the Macedonian and western provinces from Christoupolis to Epidamnos and 
Dalmatia. 1 From this year until the end of the civil wars Macedonia was 
continuously the focus of Byzantine politics, in which the Bulgarian and the 
increasing Serbian influence at times was undeniable.2 

A further dynamization of political development came from the renewed 
Serbian expansion to the south, which began as early as 1282, when Stefan Milutin 
captured Skopje, and reached its peak during the reign of the czar Stefan Dusan 
( 1331-55), doubtless a winner of the civil war between John Kantakouzenos and 
the Palaiologan party. During this war the czar managed to conquer large parts of 
Byzantine Greece. After his conquest of Serres (in 1345) Stefan Dusan held sway 
over all Macedonia, with the exception of Thessaloniki and the western part of the 
Chalkidike peninsula, and proclaimed himself emperor of the Serbs and the 
Romaioi (his coronation by the newly established Serbian Patriarch took place on 
Easter Sunday, 1346). At the same time Thessaloniki still flourished as a centre of 
Byzantine commerce and culture, in spite of the Zealots' rule from 1342 to 1349, 
and even became a centre of legal studies. 3 The forteenth century and especially the 
epoch of Stefan Dusan is characterized by an intensified Byzantinization of Serbian 
art, education and culture, a development which on the other hand ensured the 
continuous dominance of Byzantine culture in Macedonia.4 

The emperor John VI Kantakouzenos, in his History, gives a detailed account 
of the dramatic development of Serbian territorial policy and the Byzantine 
response. After his victory over the Palaiologan party during the civil war he tried 
to recover at least a part of the Serbian acquisitions. The Macedonian territory was 
so important for both the emperor and the czar that once the krales ton Tribalon 
(Stefan Dusan) even proposed to the emperor a partition of Macedonian territory.5 

But this policy was ephemeral as the Turkish threat was imminent. Already in 
1352 Suleiman captured Tzympe and a little later, in 1354, after a terrible 
earthquake, Gallipoli. So the doors to the Balkan peninsula were wide open and 
hardly one generation later, in 1373, Adrianople was to become the residence of 
Murad I and to remain the European capital of the Osmans until 1453. Our 

I. Kantak. 1.23 (Schopen I 115). 
2 Cf. TIB 6 I I !ff. 
3. I just mention that within only one decade two juridical handbooks were written here: in 

1335 the Syntagma of canon and civil law by the monk Matthew Blastares, and in 1345 the 
famous Hexabiblos by the judge and nomophylax Const. Harmenopoulos, both with strong 
influence on the christian jurisdiction during the period ofTourkokratia. 

4. Cf. Tl B 6, l l 7ff; Soulis, Dulan. 
5. He provided for the Byzantines Akarnania, Thessaly, the towns of Serbia, Veroia, &lessa, 

Gynaikokastron, Mygdonia with the inhabitated po/eis as well as the komai in the Strymon 
region, which also bore the name 'Tantesanou Mountains', as far as the border of Pherai, 
wherea~ the Serbs were to get Zichna, Pherai, Melenikon, Strymbitza, Kastoria "and the 
other Macedonian komai and polichnai beyond the mentioned frontiers" (Kantak. 4.21, 
Schopen III 155[);. cf. G. Soulis, op. cit., esp. 40ff. 
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information on the first phase of Turkish occupation of Macedonia is rather 
inaccurate. It began between 1383 and 1387, reached its peak when Thessaloniki 

surrendered, 1 and lasted until the Turkish disaster in the battle of Ankyra in 1402. 
What followed was merely a short Byzantine and Venetian intermezzo. In 1430 
Murad II finally, after a brief siege, conquered Thessaloniki. As Michael 

Kritoboulos, a historian of the end of Byzantium, puts it, in Greece the Turks 

devastated in a short time all Thrace and Macedonia and subjugated "the Illyrians, 

Triballoi, Greeks and many other peoples" in the interior regions as well as by the 

coast. 2 So, we are finally confronted again with two main characteristics of 

Byzantine understanding of Macedonia: its exceptional proximity to Thrace within 
the Greek cultural space, and the multiethnic origin and character of its population. 

But I would like to close with some verses from Kostis Palamas, verses which 

express in a beautiful manner the reconciliation of the multiethnicity and the 
dominance of Byzantine-Greek culture: 

Ma fi pcoµtoyivv11tot, fi pcoµtoi, fi toup1C6cmopot, µta niat11, 
!Cat yA.coaaa µta, !Cat tOfo µta, !Cat µta 'JIUXTJ. EVa rivo<;. 
Konpiaµata, avEµoppt1tE<;, lCA.aoiµata, nA11µµupE<; 

ataA.coaavE Tl A:uyiaaVE to OEvtpo· OEV t' aA.A.a~av .... 

Kt an6 tllV AvOptav6noA11, tll xcopa tll µEyaA.11 
aoA.vtatot, tll<; NtlCOnOAll<;, tOU iiuppaxtou, tll<; 'Apta<;, 

!Ct aq>EVtE<; an' tllV 'Eypmo !Ct an' ta v11ata OOUlCaOE<;. 
natOonouAa, apxovt6nouA.a. Kat tll<; 0rnaaA.ovtlCll<; 
~Aaatoi, npcotonaAA.TJ1Capa, Kat noAEµapxot, µfoa 

!Ct an6 tll Y1l nou tEptaaa !Cat 1CanEtavtaaa ElVat, 
at6va tll<; xipt to ana0i Kat at' aA.Ao to ~ayyiAto, 
Kat tou nEAcx.ou Kat atEptavfi, Kat ato pcoµait1Co rivo<; 

aq>po<; ano tll Oo~a tOU !Ct ano tll OUvaµfi tOU. 
MalCEOOVttE<; notaµoi, µaJCEOOVttE<; avtpE<; 

avtaµcoµEVOt anavou tll<; 0EptEUOUVE !Cat OtElCOUV ... 3 

I. For the dates cf. E. Dzagatspanian, "A1C6µ11 µta <popci yta 'tTlV wuptctJCTl aA.coo11 
tll<; 0rnoc:x1.ovi1C11<; om tEA.11 wu 14ou mrova" ByzMak 87-9. 

2. . .. IC<Xtatpexouot µEv OUK EV 7t0A.A.q> xp6vcp 0pitcT\V 0.7t(XO(XV IC(Xl 
MatceOoviav, tcmaotpecpovtm OE Muoouc; touc; tE EV ti\ µeooydc;,. tc<Xt 
1tpo<; tip "lotpcp OtlCOUVt<X<;, E'tl OE 'IUuptou<;, Tpt~<XA.A.OU<;, "EU11vac; 
ana tE yev11 7tOA.A.<X . . . ta<; µEv EV ti\ µrnoydc;,., ta<; OE EV ti\ 7t<Xp<XA.tq. 
KEtµeva<; (Michael Kritoboulos 1.14.6). 

3. Kcootfi<; na1.aµcic;, H <P).oyepa rov Bae11A1a, /), 146-60. NeoeAA1JVIK"1] 
B1/3Aro0f/K"1] (Athens 1989) 83f. The English translation is taken from Kostes Palama~, 
The King's Flute, transl. Th.Ph. Stephanides & G.C. Katsimbalis, preface Ch. Diehl, 
introd. E.P. Papanoutsos, ed. D.P. Synadinos (Athens 1982) 135-7: 

But whether Greek or Roman - even Turk, 
One faith holds them, one tongue, and one ideal; 
They form one nation. Flood, drouth, pruning, tilth, 
Have tried the tree, but they have never changed it. -
Soldiers there are from Adrianople town, 
Dyrrachium, Arta, and Nicopolis; 
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Lords from Euripus; princes from the Isles. 
And sons ofThessaloniki; bold men, 
War-leaders from that shore that ever stands, 
A priestess and a queen, with a drawn sword 
In one strong hand, the Gospels in the other; 
And who by her exploit~ on land and sea 
Ha~ been a glory to the Grecian race. 
Both Macedonia's rivers and her men 
Unite a~ one to fight ... and to restrain and hold ... 



Ioannis Tamanidis 

The Macedonians of the Byzantine period 

In their efforts to restore in the memory and consciousness of the people those 

ethnic links which History and Tradition had guarded and preserved throughout the 

passage of time, it was very understandable that scholars should turn to the past and 

seek out the roots of Neohellenism. The Byzantine period represents a crucial stage 

in this quest, because Byzantium was born a multinational state, and it was this that 

permitted its various component populations to communicate and intermingle -

which, in tum, put their ethnic purity under continuous pressure. 1 Nevertheless, the 

Byzantine period was a reality which, because of its duration and dynamism, left an 

indelible stamp on all the populations that composed the Empire or fell within 

range of its activities. This means that any investigation into the relationship 

between antiquity and the present must necessarily include an appreciation and 

evaluation of the influences that these populations were subject to, and the 

transformations that they underwent, as a result of the Empire's cultural influence 

as well as its trans-national conduct towards them. 

When talking about the Macedonians, therefore, we must not lose sight of the 

fact that their modem representatives go back to the Byzantines rather than being 

descended directly from the ancients. Any direct recourse to antiquity ignores, 

wittingly or unwittingly, more than a thousand years of development and tradition 

and, naturally, is incapable of fully explaining the present. Contemporary reality is 

informed by a tradition and historical consciousness that goes back to Byzantium 

and was kept alive during the years of Turkish occupation. It is thus in the 

Macedonians of the Byzantine period, and of Byzantine writers, that we must seek 

the direct forebears and the most reliable exponents of this particular facet of the 

broader Hellenic world. 

When talking about Byzantium, the eastern section of the Roman Empire, it is 

important to recall that the Greek element, the Greek language and Greek thought 

had gradually came to prevail and gain preeminence throughout the whole area, 

I. The particularly strong presence of the Slav element within and around the boundaries of 
Byzantine society, and its relations with Hellenism, has been the subject of much 
discussion. Even in the pa~t the topic always held a certain contemporary relevance, and 
recently, with the dissolution of Socialist Yugoslavia and the upsurge of nationalism in the 
countries that used to belong to it, the matter ha~ again engaged the attention of specialist 
historians and researchers. Although the current discussion lacks the intensity provoked by 
the views of Fallmerayer in the last century, the views of scholars on the issue continue to 
diverge, permitting different interpretations of the current situation as well. On this see the 
recent well-documented study by Professor V. Papoulia, of the Aristotelian University: 
"To 1tp6PAT\µU ,:ij~ dpT\VtKi\~ OtEtOOU(fECJ)~ 'tO>V l:A.cxProv O't~V 'EUcxoa" 
ByzMak 255-65, with earlier and more recent bibliography. Cf. I. Tamanides, "To 
'Ayt0 'Opo~ avcxµEoa O'tO Bu~CXV'tlO Kat O'tO'\l~ n.cxpou~" To 'Aywv 
'Opoq, x0eq-urjµepa-avpw (Thessaloniki 1996). 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 

Scott (Byza11ti11a Australie11sia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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making a decisive contribution to the whittling down of differences between its 
peoples. This preceding linguistic and cultural domination of the region by 
Hellenism prepared the ground for the penetration and spread of the new religion, 
Christianity, which then grafted so vigorously onto the stock it found in its path 
that it became a second creative force throughout the entire life of the Eastern 
Roman Empire, shaping its existence, driving its cultural development and 
enhancing its reputation for over a thousand years. 

As we all know, it was from this intimate embrace of Greek thought and 
Christian teaching that Orthodoxy emerged. It emerged as a particular religious 
faith and understanding, but it was primarily as a tradition arising out of a specific 
intellectual context, with its corresponding cultural extensions, that Orthodoxy 
would seem to have exerted an even more catalytic influence in bringing all of the 
Empire's subjects closer together and homogenising the various population groups 
that constituted its most permanent inhabitants. But this was not only an 
evolutionary development of Byzantine society, generated naturally by the forces 
inherent in its constituent elements; it was also the product of a conscious political 
choice by its governments, who saw in the dominant Greek element and the 
Christian unity of its subjects the vital principles needed for a soundly-organised 
ecumenical empire. 

As things developed, therefore, the fate of the individual ethnic groups that 
together made up Byzantine society was dubious and uncertain. Our sources do not 
provide the data and information on the basis of which we might, in accordance 
with the ethnocentric view of history that prevails today, be able to follow the 
distinctive presence and development of these groups. Byzantine authors lived in 
the natural atmosphere of their world, as we have described it above, with its 
Christian spirituality and conduct expressed in Greek thought and the Greek 
language; they did not place much weight on the individual ethnic groups that had 
come together long ago and formed Byzantine society on an enduring basis, and it 
was only natural that they did not expend their time and their literary efforts in 
describing them in detail. These authors' occasional and incidental references to the 
particular ethnicity of certain eminent persons or groups or Byzantine military 
corps occur within the ecumenical spirit of the Byzantine state, and it is because of 
this that they did not leave us relatively more information. 

This applies even more forcefully with respect to the various eponymous Greek 
tribes, which began to lose their particular identity from as early as the time of the 
Roman occupation and to be seen more or less as a single grouping. The Greeks are 
referred to in general as 'Romans', as a 'Roman' or 'Christian' nation. 1 When 
Byzantine authors make a distinction among them, it is on the basis of their 

I. See D.A. Zakythinos, Buzantin} 'Vstoria (Athens 1972) 13-14, 17-18. Cf. Ta yaumata tou 
Ag. Dhmhtriou PG 116 col. 1364A: kai kayaper '11 t_ Asgupt-\pi tofi FaraQ hljaneto t6 ton 
"Ebrnivn genow, o:itv kai'il toutoiw kata t6n bmoion tr6pon, dia tew l!ryod6jou pistevw kai 
tofi dgiou kai zvopoiofi baptismatow, hZjeto t6 ton Xristianon ffilon; col. 1365A: lambanei 
t6n panta Rvmaivn la6n; col. 1365C: oy\Jc ton Rvmaivn; col. 1368C: \Jc tofi Rvmaivn fulou; 
col. 13698: oy loipoiton Xristianon. 
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specific place of origin, and that in a purely external and geographic sense. There are 
thus frequent references to Achaians, Thessalians, Macedonians, Cappadocians etc., 
but these are always particular segments of the Byzantine populace or of some 
Byzantine military force. In any event, even in these references it can be seen that, 
over time, the residents and citizens of Byzantium shed the consciousness of their 
particular ethnic origins - even more so the various Greek tribes - and aligned 
themselves towards the common intellectual and religious tradition of their great 
and pre-eminent state. In relation to other peoples, their defining characteristic was 
not their ancestry and their ethnic origins but their religion, their language, their 
culture, and their overall intellectual and spiritual identity. 

The fate of the Macedonians, as a separate Greek tribe, followed the same 
evolutionary path. From as early as Roman times their distinctiveness vis-a-vis the 
rest of the Greeks is quite indiscernible. As this particular period is not the object of 
our present inquiry, however, we will here merely allude to the approach suggested 
by the visit of St. Paul to the region and his subsequent correspondence with the 
inhabitants of the two most important cities of Macedonia, Philippi and 
Thessaloniki. Nowhere is there any mention of 'Macedonians', and the recipients of 
the letters seem no different from the Corinthians or Ephesians in language or 
mentality. This, of course, in no way proves the non-existence of the Macedonians, 
since a description of the various ethnic groups he encountered on his journey was 

something St. Paul neither intended nor provided. But it is clearly indicative of the 
cultural homogeneity and the identity in language and consciousness of the 
populations that the Apostle encountered. But what did happen to the 
Macedonians? Did they completely vanish? 

Throughout the whole of the so-called Middle Ages, Byzantine writers do not 
cease making reference to Macedonia, Macedonian Forces, and Macedonians. But 
the meaning of each term is unclear, and its use is not always synonymous. Thus, at 
various times the term 'Macedonia' covers more than one administrative district of 
the Roman, the Byzantine and later the Ottoman Empire, and none of them is ever 
permanent and stable. 1 At this point it is enough to recall the remark of the great 
Roman historian Livy who, between the first century BC and the first century AD, 
says characteristically: "Even the Macedonians themselves did not know how big 
Macedonia was."2 

What interests us here, however, is to search for the Macedonians through the 
references made to them by Byzantine historical writers. But let us state in advance 
that this is a very large topic, both as a field of inquiry and as the object of a separate 
analysis of the sources, and it has not yet been sufficiently studied. Within the 
framework of a broader program called "Macedonia and the Slav world", and with 

I. For the ancient and Roman periods see G.I. Theocharides, A/storia tew Makedoniaw kata 
to11w mesouw xr6nouw (285-1354) (Thessaloniki 1980) 17-34; for the Byzantine period, 
G. Ostrogorsky, Hist01y of the Byzantine State tr. J. Hussey (2nd ed., Oxford 1968) 236, 332-
3. 

2. Livy, Ab Urbe Condita 45.30: "Quanta Macedonia esset ... Macedones quoque 
ignombant." 
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the assistance of our postgraduate students and other scholars, since 1990 we have 
been excerpting, discussing and building a database of the terms 'MmcEOc.ov' (a 
Macedonian) and the adjective 'MaKEOovucoi;' as we find them in Byzantine 
authors. 1 In this paper we talce a general approach to the topic, referring selectively 
to a number of representative passages from among those we have excerpted to date. 
These passages allow us to draw fairly safe conclusions about certain constants that 
govern the aforementioned terms. 

The passages to which we will refer come from more than ten eminent 
Byzantine writers and cover a period of eight centuries, from the seventh to the 
fourteenth. By way of clarification, we ought to state that we do not regard as any 
less significant those instances where it is known that the authors used their 
predecessors as sources or even copied them. In these cases too, what is important is 
the fact that the term 'Macedonians' continued in use as the years and the centuries 
passed, for the obvious reason that each new use of the term represents a re
affirmation of its meaning. As we get down to the main part of this paper and 
approach our sources, we should also explain that we have sorted citations of the 
terms in question into three separate groups because we found that each group is 
susceptible of a different interpretation or interpretations. The three groups are: 
1. Macedonians, otherwise unspecified, 
2. Macedonian forces, which may appear as 'phalanxes', 'unit', 'armies', 

'companies' etc., and 
3. The Macedonians as a 'race'. 

Group 1: Macedonians 
We refer here, selectively and in chronological order, to Byzantine authors who 
malce mention of Macedonians. Selectivity is unavoidable because the related 
research program is still incomplete, while chronological order will let us detect 
any relationship between earlier writers and those that follow. In broad lines, the 
overall picture is as follows: 

Commencing with the sixth and seventh centuries - the time of the Avaro
Slav descent into the Balkans - it is worth pausing a little with John the 
Metropolitan of Thessaloniki and the Miracles of St. Demetrios, 2 which he 
describes in his encomium on the Protector of the city. Here we find that, in the 
consciousness of the Metropolitan, the inhabitants of Thessaloniki and defenders of 

I. In the Slav sources, Macedonia and the Macedonians are mentioned only when the need 
arises in tmnslating a Byzantine (Greek) text that refers to them. Macedonia is translated 
as 'Makedonija', and the Macedonians a~ 'Makedonci'. A special study will be made of 
the more recent period in which, from the eighteenth century on, the term 'Makedonci' 
becomes detached from the corresponding word in the Greek lexicon and follows its own 
path of semantic develpment within the Slav lexicon. 

2 The text has been published, with commentary and translation, in many languages. It ha~ 
recently been published, with introduction, commentary, text and parallel Modem Greek 
translation, by P. Christou, H ypaµµarda raw Llf/µf/rpd(J)v. A' Ll1f/Y'70"£1i nepi 
T(J)V eavµat(J)V rov Ayiov Llf/µf/rpiov (Thessaloniki 1993), based on Lemerle, 
Miracles I: Le Texte. 
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the city against the Avaro-Slav incursions are the Macedonians. This emerges 
clearly in each of his two references to them. The first occurs when, during the state 
of general panic which the siege of Thessaloniki creates, he imagines the city's 
enemies to be icr6'l'aµµov ev apt0µcp 'as numerous as the grains of sand in the sea' 
and regards the defenders as comparatively few: 

And secondly, because the besiegers were as numerous as the grains of 
sand in the sea. For if one were to imagine not only all the Macedonians 
but also the Thessalians and Achaians massed together at that time in 
Thessaloniki, it would be only a small fraction of those who surrounded 
the city.1 

The second reference occurs when, after the siege has been lifted, he attributes to St. 
Demetrios the fact that the inhabitants found the courage to defend the city: "He 
who put courage into the Macedonians. "2 

One might wonder, however, why his references to the Macedonians are so 

sparse in a text as extensive and full of episodes as the one we are discussing. It is 
obvious that by this time the title 'Macedonians' no longer denoted a specific tribe 
differentiated from others by its own distinctive characteristics, and so historical 
writers felt no need or obligation to mention them separately. The Macedonians are 
the same as the rest of the Empire's citizens, with the simple addition that they are 
inhabitants of Macedonia. This is also evident - indirectly, of course - in the 
author's first reference to Macedonians, where the term is used side by side with 
another two terms of the same type: the Thessalians and the Achaians. The 
Thessalians and the Achaians can certainly be none other than the inhabitants of 
Thessaly and Achaia, a fact which means that the sense of these two terms was not 
'tribal' but purely geographic. The inhabitants of Thessaly were the Thessalians, 
and the inhabitants of Achaia were the Achaians. Consequently, the term 
'Macedonians', which is the same kind of word as the other two used in the phrase, 
must also have had the sense of denoting a geographical homeland. It is not so easy 
to interpret the author's second reference to Macedonians. The reference here is to 
the inhabitants of Thessaloniki, whom Metropolitan John chooses to characterise 
as Macedonians. In characterising them thus, what is certain is that he did not want 
to distinguish them from Byzantines outside the walls. He probably wanted to raise 
their morale by reminding them who their ancestors were long ago. Moreover, we 
should not forget the fact that this text is a transcript of a panegyric that was 
delivered orally. 

I. ~EU'tEpov OE [oui] "CO tCJOljfaµµov EV apt0µip 'tOOV 7t0AtopKOUV'tCOV. d yap 
µfi µ6vov toui; MaKEOovai; ci1tavmi;, aAA<X Kai 0e't'taA.oui; Kai 'Axmoui; 
1J1to0e'ito ni; crcop11o6v EV 0ecrcraA.oviKTI 'tllVtKauta cruv110potcrµevoui;, 
OUOE "CO 7tOAAOCJ'tOV µepoi; 'tOOV E~co0ev 7tEptCJ'tOtXtCJ<XV'tCOV 'tTJV 7tOA.tV 
E"CU'YXavov (PG 116 col. l 292C; cf. Christou, op.cit. 318). 

2 ... o "CO 0apcroi; w'ii; MaKEOOcrtV Ev0Eii; (PG 116 col. 1308B; cf. Christou, op.cit. 
340). 
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The ninth-century writer George Monachos, also called the Sinner, 1 must have 
used the terms in the same sense: 

In the days of the Emperor Theophilos there was in Macedonia a 
commander named Kordyles. He had a very brave son named Bardas, 
whom he left in his stead in charge of the Macedonians who were across 
the river Danube ... 2 

In desperation, the Macedonians made Tzantzes and Kordyles their 

leaders3 

And being unable to cross Bulgaria, they joined up with the Hungarians 
and told them all about the Macedonians4 

When the Turks saw this, they attacked ... and when they were turned 
back, the Macedonians pursued them5 

It is clear that here too the term 'Macedonians' has to do with Macedonia as a 
military administrative province, with armies and with military operations. 

Persisting in his use of the term, however, George Monachos later appears to go 
beyond the simple dependence of the name of the inhabitants on the name of the 
region and gives the impression of having in mind a specific people called 
'Macedonians'. This can be inferred from the following passages: 

A young Macedonian named Leo, of the Gomostes family, rose up6 

... and other famous Macedonians 7 

And a Macedonian fraudster, Basil, who gave out that he was 
Constantine Doukas ... 8 

I. Cf. I.E. Karagiannopoulos, nr1ra{ rij; Bv,avrzvij; 'lawp{a; (Thessaloniki 1971) 
202-3 no. 210. 

2 'Ev OE tat<; l]µEpmi; 0Eoq>O,ou 'to\l ~<XCHAECO<; ~v <JtpUtT\AO:tT\<; EV 
Mm(EC)ovi~ Kopouh1i; 1tpomxyopEUOµEvoi;. EixE OE KUi ui.ov Bo:poav 
6v6µatt, ~vOpEtCOµEvov 7t0:V\l, OV KUtEAl7tEV cxvt' autou lipXElV t&v 
MaKEOOvcov t&v ovtcov 1tEpav tou 1totaµou ~avou~tou (PG 109 col. 880A). 

3. 'AxoyvovtE<; Oi>V oi. MaKEOOVE<; E7tOtT\<JUV KE<j>IXATJV aut&v tOV tE 
n:;o:vt~T\v Kat tov KopOUAT\V (PG 109 col. 8808). 

4. Oi. OE µ11 ouvT\0EvtE<; 7tEpfmm BouAyaptav xpoaEppuT\<Jav toti; Ouyypoti; 
KUi CXVTJYYElAEV autoti; 7t0:Vta to: t&v MaKEOOVCOV (PO 109 col. 8808). 

5. 0rnao:µEVOl OE tO\ltO oi. ToupKOl <J\lVE~IXAOV 7t0AEµov ... Kat tpa7tEV to 
e0voi;, KUtEOtCOKOV autoui; oi. MaKEOOVE<; (PG 109 col. 880C). 

6. 'Avaato:i; OE MaKEOOVCOV VEClltEpoi;, AECOV 6v6µatt, h yEvoui; t&v 
rcoµoot&v (PG 109 col. 880D). 

7. . .. Kat EtEpOt ovoµaatot trov MaKEOOVCOV (ibid.). 
8. BaatAEto<; OE ni; MaKEOcov 1tAo:voi;, Kcovatavttvov ~ouKa Eautov dvm 

e1ttq>T1µiaai; ... (PG 109 9730). 
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... Basil the Macedonian was emperor 1 

In these references to Macedonians the author repeatedly uses the term to identify 

certain individuals, obviously, but perhaps also with a tendency to emphasise their 
particular origin. In the first reference, at least, the geographical sense of the term is 
of secondary importance, since Leo's Macedonian ancestry relates to a specific 

family, which was obviously known to be of Macedonian origin. 

In contrast to George Monachos, the slightly later Byzantine historian John 
Kameniates, who came from Thessaloniki itself, 2 is very sparing. On the sole 

occasion that he refers to Macedonians, he leaves little room for extensions of 
meaning or other interpretations: "The home we come from, friends, is 
Thessaloniki ... a great city and first among the Macedonians. "3 It would seem very 

possible to interpret this apostrophe as a reference to the ancient Macedonian origin 

of the city. 
The Continuer of Theophanes the Confessor, a writer of the tenth century, 4 uses 

the term under discussion in approximately the same way. His references to it are as 

follows: 

But he ... the Emperor Basil came from the land of the Macedonians ... 5 

Leo, the then strategos of the Thracians and Macedonians, whom they 

called Apostyppes 6 

It happened that Apostyppes, with the Thracians and the Macedonians, 

was fighting on the right side 7 

Stephanos, a Cappadocian, was sent, with Thracians and Macedonians 
and select Charsianites and Cappadocians, as strategos of the forces in 

Lombardy 8 

In the case of this author too, the terms 'Thracians', 'Charsianites' and 

'Cappadocians', which are undoubtedly geographic and indicate military units 

coming from these regions, oblige us to interpret 'Macedonians' as a similar kind 

I. ... ePacr(A.rncrE BacrtA.ElO~ o MaKEOCOV (PG 109 col. 900C). 
2 See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 225 no. 258. 
3. 'HµE'i~. i1 cp'iA.ot, 7t<Xtpioo~ foµev 0rncraA.OVllCTJ~ •... 7tOA.Ero~ µEy<XA.'% l((X\ 

1tpcot11~ trov MaKEOOvrov (Kameniates 490). 
4. Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 249-50no. 307. 
5. nAfiv Oi>V oi>to~ ... autoKpatrop Bacr(A.Eto~ ropµiito µEV h ti\~ 

MaKEOOvrov 'Yi\~ ... (PG 109 col. 2288). 
6. Aerov o trov 0paKOOV l((l\ MaKEOOV(J)V tOtE crtpatm6~. ov 'AnocrtU7t7t'J1V 

EKaA.ouv (PG 109 col. 321A). 
7. cruveP11 t6v µev 'AnocrtU7t7t'J1V µEta trov 0paKOOV tE l((l\ MaKEOOV(J)V mta 

to OE~t6v µepo~ ayrovt~oµEvov (PG 109 col. 3218). 
8. ... anocrtEA.A.Etat :Etecpavo~ ... 0~ £1( Ka1t1tCXOOKOOV, crtpat11y6~ trov EV 

Aayopapo(~ ouvaµErov µEta 0paKOOV l((X\ MaKaOOvrov l((Xl E7tlA.El(t(J)V 
Xapcrmvttrov Kat Ka1t1ta00Krov (PG 109 col. 328C). 
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of term, used in its geographical sense, that is, the troops coming from the 
administrative region of Macedonia. 

Among the references found in Constantine Porphyrogennetos (905-959), 1 the 
information he gives us when describing the theme of Strymon is of particular 
significance. The relevant paragraph is as follows: 

The theme of Strymon is adjacent to Macedonia; it is nowhere referred 
to as a theme but ranked as a pass. It is controlled by Scyths rather than 
Macedonians, Justinian the Noseless having settled them in the 
mountains of Strymon and on the trails in the passes. 2 

The information we can draw from this passage is very important because (a) he 
identifies the Scyths very firmly and does not call them Macedonians despite their 
being settled for centuries in a part of Macedonia and controlling it, and (b) he 
seems to have in mind the notion that there are some Macedonians whose identity 
as Macedonians is independent of where they live. That is to say, he implies that 
what bothers him is not that the theme of Strymon is not called Macedonia but that 
its inhabitants are not the Macedonians. Which means that it would be possible for 
the theme not to be Macedonia but its inhabitants Macedonians. Consequently, we 
can see that, in Porphyrogennetos' mind, the Macedonians were clearly a 'race' with 
a past and not merely named from time to time after the geographical area which 
they inhabited and which bore the name 'Macedonia'. 

Leo the Deacon (tenth century)3 also makes only a single reference to 
Macedonians. It occurs when, in talking about the detention of Kouropalates, the 
father of Bardas, on the island of Lesbos, he presents him as attempting to make an 
escape by bribing the Macedonians. The passage is as follows: 

Kouropalates, the father of Bardas, was under guard on the island of 
Lesbos but through Stephanos, the Bishop of Abydos, promised the 
Macedonians money and honours ... 4 

In this context, the term 'Macedonians' might mean certain officers of the theme of 
Macedonia. 

The references of John Skylitzes (eleventh century)5 to Macedonia, Macedonian 
forces and Macedonians are also very enlightening. We will cite a very characteristic 
example which presents a quite clear reflection of the Macedonian presence in the 
lives and consciousness of eleventh-century Byzantines. In his chapter on the 
empress Theodora, and specifically at the point where he refers to the policy of her 

I. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit 241-3 no. 297. 
2 T6 OE 0Eµa tOU I:tpuµ6voi; tft MaKEOovi~ OUVtEtaKtat Kai ouoaµou 

tOUtOU Myoi; foti 7tEpi 0€µatoi;, aU' Eii; KA.Etcroupai; tCX~lV A.EA.Oytcrtm · 
Kai I:Ku0m auto avti MaKEOOVOJV OtavEµovtm, 'loucrttvtavou tou 
PtvotµTjtOU EV toti; opEOl tOU I:tpuµ6voi; Kat tati; Ota~ci0pmi; trov 
KA.ElOOUprov toutoui; EyKatOlKTJOavtoi; (De Them. 88). 

3. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 253-4 no. 315. 
4. Koupo1taA.<XtT]i;, o tOU Bcipoa tOKEui;, ii; µEv 'tTJV vftcrov Afo~ov 

<ppoupouµEvoi; Ota I:tE<p<XVOU OE, tou E7tlOK07tOU 'A~uoou, toti; MaKEOOOl 
XPTJµata Kat ttµcxi; U7tlOXVOUµEVOi; (Leo Diac. 7.1, p. 114 1-3). 

5. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 272-3 no. 354. 
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predecessor Constantine Monomachos, Skylitzes gives the following interesting 
information which reveals his concept of the Macedonians: 

Monomachos had happened to move all the Macedonian forces to the 
East, and all their leaders were Macedonians, one of whom was 
Bryennios. For there was a rumour among the Turks that the Turkish 
nation was fated to be destroyed by the sort of army that Alexander the 
Macedonian had when he destroyed the Persians. 1 

It is clear that here Skylitzes is not referring in only a general sense to inhabitants of 
Macedonia or military forces who came from the theme of Macedonia. He refers to 
Bryennios in particular, of whose Macedonian descent there was clear awareness, 
and to other Macedonian leaders like him; more importantly, the parallel drawn 
between these Macedonian forces and those of Alexander the Great leaves no room 
for any interpretation other than that the author and contemporary Byzantine 
society vividly remembered the Macedonian ancestry of their compatriots. 

The references by Michael Attaleiates (eleventh century) 2 to Macedonians, 
which are not so infrequent, belong to the sphere of military movements and 
operations and, in terms of their conceptual content, may be classified under the 
heading of 'military forces'. The relevant passages are as follows: 

The infantry and the marine corps assembled in the same place ... and 
were there deceived into thinking that some Macedonians camped a 
great distance away were spying on them and intended to capture them3 

Some Macedonians in the fortress fell at the hands of the Rus ... 4 

Reckoning that the revolt of the Macedonians was a lucky break for 
them, a not inconsiderable number of Patzinaks approached Adrianople, 
surrounded it, and threatened to strike against the emperor who had been 
acclaimed by the Macedonians5 

I. ... ihuxe ycip () Movoµcixoc; lha1tepmcocrciµevoc; 1tcicrac; EV eci>~ 'tac; 
MaKEOOVll(CXc; ouvciµetc;, apxmouc; EXOUcrac; ii1tav'tac; MaKEOOvac;, &v etc; 
~v Kai () BpuEvvtoc; · Eq>EpE'tO ycip EV ToupKotc; Myoc;, roe; Etll 7tE7tpcoµEVOV 
Ka'tacr'tpaq,f\vm 'to ToupKcov yEvoc; im6 'totaU'tllc; ouvciµecoc;, 01toiav o 
MaKEOrov 'At..E~avOpoc; £XCOV K"a'tE<J'tPE'lfa'tO nEpcrac; (Sky!. 179). 

2. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 277~ no. 360. 
3. . .. cruv~pxov'to µEv ycip EV 'taU'tlJ) 'to 'tE 7tE~tK6v Kai vaunKov cr'tpci'teuµa 

... Kai a1to1tt..av118EV'tEc; het8ev E1ti Ka'ta<JK"o1tft Kai Ka'taA~'lfEt 6f\8ev 
'ttv&v MaK"EOOVOlV auAt~oµEVOlV EV 1toppOl'tCX'tOl ... (Attal. 254). 

4. . .. e1tecrov OE nvec; MaKeOOvec; ev 'tlJ) K"CX<J'tp<p 1tapci 'trov P&c; ... (ibid.). 
5. . .. oi. na't~lVCXK"<Xl 't~V 'tO)V MaKEOOVOlV <lltO<J'ta<Jiav ioiav EU1tpayiav Kai 

euvomv t..oytcrciµevot, µe'tci 7tt..~8ouc; OUK" EA<XXt<J'tOU 'tft 'AOptavou1t6t..et 
... 1tpocr~yytcrav, Kai 't<XU'tllV 1tEptKa8icrav'tec; 'tOV 1tapci 'tOOV MaKeOovcov 
1tpoxnptcr8Evm ~acrtt..fo 1tmci~etv ~1teiAOuv (Attal. 261-2). 
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For he had a very large group of Patzinaks as allies; and they withdrew 

to the rear, seizing and looting the Macedonians' tents 1 

History tells us nothing about a revolt of the Macedonians or an acclamation by 

them of an emperor. The episode clearly involves armies and forces from the theme 

of Macedonia ( excluding, of course, the Scyths and the Patzinaks ). 

When Anna Komnene ( 1083-1148) uses the term 'Macedonians', she too refers 

to military movements and the activities of her husband Nikephoros Bryennios. 2 

The relevant passages are: 

Of which the left flank was held by Tarchaneiotes Katakalon, with about 

three thousand armed Macedonians and Thracians 3 

Bryennios himself commanded the centre of the phalanx, which was 

made up of Macedonians and Thracians 4 

Another man, a Macedonian called Petros, with the surname Tomikios 5 

Konstantinos Hopos commanded the Imperial Guard, Antiochos the 

Macedonians, Alexander Kabasilas the Thracians 6 

It is clear that Anna Komnene's Macedonians are the soldiers and officers of the 

Byzantine army who come from the theme of Macedonia. 

In the case of Nikephoros Bryennios (1062-1137) 7 we have somewhat more 

frequent use of the term 'Macedonian' and at closer quarters. The relevant passages 

are as follows: 

John left his deeds as an unforgettable monument to Thracians and 

Macedonians, and also to Illyrians and Bulgarians, rulers and ruled 8 

I. EiXE yap cruµµaxouv na't~lV<XKCllV 7tA.f\0oi; 7tOA.\J · Ot 07ttcr06pµTJ't0l 
YEYOVO'tEi; 'tai; (JKTJV<Xi; 'tOJV MaKEOoVCllV E<JKUA.EUcrav Kai 61npnacrav (Attal. 
290). 

2 See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 295-6 no. 393; Zakythinos, op.cit. 466. 
3. 0a'tEpov OE 'tO EUc.ovuµov KEpm; o TapxavEtC.O'tTJi; EiXE Ka'tmcaA.c.ov, 

MaKe66vai; 'tE Kai 0pciKai; el;onA.tcrµEvoui; di; 'tptcrxiAtoui; (An.Kornn. 1.5.2, 
Leib & Gautier I 20). 

4. A1'i't6i; 6' o BpuEvvtoi; 'to µfoov Ka'tEtXE 'tfji; <paA.ayyoi; EK 'tE MaKEOovrov 
Kai 0paKrov cruv'te-rayµEvov (ibid.). 

5. Kai ni; 6' aA.A.oi; MaKEOC.OV, nE'tpoi; 'tnv KA.f\crtv, TopviKtoi; 'tnv 
enrovuµiav ... (An.Kornn. 1.8.5, Leib & Gautier I 33). 

6. 'ExflPXE µEv ot>v 'tOU 'tOJV e/;KOU~l'tOJV 'tayµa'tOi; Krovcrmv'ttvoi; o ~.nnoi;. 
'tOU MaKEOoVCllV o 'Av'tioxoi;. 'tOJV 0E't'taA.rov OE 'AAE/;av6poi; Ka~acrtA.ai; 
(An.Kornn. 4.4.3, Leib & Gautier I 151 ). 

7. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit. 287-8 no. 379. 
8. ·o OE '[roavvTJi; . . . µvTJµEtOV CXA.TJO'tOV 'tai; au'tOU npal;eti; Ka'tEA.El7tE 

0pal;i 'tE Kai MaKEOocrt, Kai µEV'tOl Kai '[A.A.upto'ii; Kai BouA.yapoti; 
apxoucri 'tE Kai upxoµEvoti; (PG 127 col. 41D-44A). 
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For [Bryennios] had with him all the ranks of both Macedonians and 
Thracians1 

Who ordered the ranks to stop and, taking with him the leaders, the 
commander of the Macedonians and the strategoi of the Thracians ... 2 

Bryennios himself led the centre of the phalanx, in which were drawn up 
all the elite of both the Thracians and Macedonians and the best of the 
Thessalian cavalry3 

And a certain Macedonian fellow, Petros his name, Tornikios the 
surname ... 4 

Seeing which, Basil Kourtikes, a Macedonian from Bryennios's family 
5 

39 

As a general, Bryennios had first-hand knowledge of things, of the region and its 
people. It is easy to see that he speaks of the Macedonians in a general sense, 
grouping them along with the Illyrians, the Thracians and the Bulgarians in a set 
whose members belong to the same semantic category. And since the term 
'Bulgarians' could not have had a geographical meaning, nor the term 'Illyrians', it 
follows that the term 'Macedonians', which belongs here to the same semantic 
group, must also have had something more than just a geographical dimension to 
it. This is reinforced by the reference to Kourtikes: not only does he describe him as 
a Macedonian, he further explains that he had Macedonian relatives, being a 
member of the Macedonian Bryennios 's family. 

Constantine Manasses (twelfth century) 6 also uses the term 'Macedonian' 
twice, saying in his Synopsis: "When Basil the Great Macedonian saw this," 7 and 
"In the first city, the famous city of the Macedonians ... "8 Of course, of particular 
significance here is the fact that the Emperor Basil is called a Macedonian when he 
was known to be of Armenian ancestry. 

I. Mmce86voov tE yap Kill 8pllKWV tcxi; tcxseti; <l7tCX<Jlli; dxe [6 Bpuevvtoi;] 
µe0' ellutou (PG 127 col. 1530). 

2. ·o M [Bpuevvtoi;] KEAE\l<Jlll, tcxi; tCXSEli; <Jti,vm Kill toui; A.oycxoai; 
7tapllA.ll~COV, t6v tE MllKEOOVOOV c'ipxovta, Kill 8pllKWV <Jtpm11youi; ... 
(PG 127 col. 178A). 

3. T6 OE µfoov ti,i; qicxA.llyyoi; m'.it6i; EKEtvoi; 6 Bpuevvtoi; ihev, EV q> t6 tE 
apxovttKOV EtCXttEtO 0.7tllV Kill 8pllKWV OE Kill MllKE86voov Kill ti,i; 
l7t7t0'll trov 8E<J<JllA.roV O<JOV E7tlA.EKtOV (PG 127 col. 184A). 

4. mi tti; avfip MllKEOCOV, netpoi; tovoµll, TopviKtoi; t6 E7tCOVuµov (PG 127 

col. 201A). 
5. o 0rnacxµevoi; Bll<JlA.Etoi; 6 KouptiK11i;, avfip MllKEOCOV trov tOU 

Bpuevviou oiKEioov ... (PG 127 col. 201D). 
6. See Karngiannopoulos, op.cit. 305 no. 411. 
7. "07tep iorov Bll<JlA.Etoi; 6 MllKEOCOV 6 MEylli; (line 5172, PG 127 col. 414A). 
8. Tft 1tpooto1t6A.et tft Allµ1tp~ trov MllKE86voov 1t6A.et ... (line 5193, PG 127 col. 

414B). 
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The interesting use of the tenn by Niketas Choniates is very infonnative. He 
lived in the region and completed his History in the early thirteenth century. 1 His 
references to the Macedonians are as follows: 

"The entire Roman empire would laugh very loudly at me [the emperor 
Alexios is speaking] ... if, having gained the throne dishonourably, ... I 
were to dismiss my own son and install the Macedonian in my home 
... " (referring to Bryennios in this way because he came from Orestias, 
which is one of the strong and prosperous cities of the Macedonians)2 

So a certain Eustratios, from the Macedonian battalion, was chosen ... 3 

Constantine took the words of the Macedonian as a personal insult ... 4 

And bracing his sword-holding right hand ... he did not stop striking 

the Macedonian again and again5 

... but saying that the Macedonian would clearly die6 

... bringing down his arm, the Macedonian cut Constantine's shield in 
two7 

The Macedonian was asked by the emperor ... 8 

So returning to their homes they incited a revolt among the cities of the 
Thracians and Macedonians9 

As we see, in addition to his pointed reference to Eustratios as a Macedonian, he 

also justifies his characterisation of Bryennios as a Macedonian on the grounds that 

I. See Karngiannopoulos, op.cit. 322-4 no. 44 I. 
2 'En' iµoi oe KO.l µaA.o. Ko.nup6v yeA.aO'ElE t6 na.vproµo.tov .. . Et tT\V 

~o.crtA.Eio.v ouK inmvetroc; EiA.T\q>OO<; ... t6v µiv i~ ocrq,uoc; anonEµllfo.tµT\v, 
tOV 0£ Mo.KEOOVO. EicrotKlO'O.lµT\V, t6v Bpuevvtov OUtO) A.eywv, ind KO.l E~ 
'OprnttaOoc; oopµT\tO · µ io. o' O.UtT\ tO>V Eu0mµ6vwv KO.l KpO.tlO'tO)V no.pa 
Mo.KEOOcrtv n6A.ewv (PG 139 col. 325A). 

3. '!le; oOv Eucrtpan6c; tl<; EK tou t&v Mo.KEOOVWV EnEKpi0T\ tayµo.to<; (PG 
139 col. 348A). 

4. "Y~ptv toivuv oiKEio.v o Kwvcrto.vt'ivoc; ta tou Mo.KEOOvoc; Tl'YT\O'aµevoc; 
p~µo.to. ... (ibid.). 

s. OuKouv Ka.i t~v oe~tav ~tq>T\q>opoucra.v tovroaa.c; .. . nA.~ttrov rnl. 
Ko.to.nA.~ttwv ouK aviE1 t6v Mo.KeOOvo. (PG 139 col. 3488). 

6. aA.A.a Ko.l to µ~ tE0vavm tOV MO.KEOOVO. A.o.µnp&c; anEtnaµevoc; ... (ibid.). 
7. . . . t~V xe'ipo. KO.tEV£YKOOV o Mo.KEOOOV Otxn t6v Kwvcrto.vtivou 0upe6v 

Otmpe'i ... (PG 139 col. 348C). 
8. 'EpOltT\0Eic; 0£ np6c; 'tOU ~O.O'tA.EOl<; o Mo.KEOOOV ... (ibid.). 
9. 'EnO.VT\KOtE<; oov E<; ta O'q>EtEpO. tac; t&v 0po.KO>V KO.l Mo.nl>ovwv noA.Et<; 

Oto.q,tcrt&crt (PG 139 col. 10008). 
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he came from Orestias, which was one of the strongest and most flourishing 
Macedonian cities. 

All the above references to Macedonians, spread as they are across the centuries, 
give the impression of an unbroken continuity. They cannot be, and they do not 
seem to be, accidental. Behind these general references there seems to be some 
vague memory of the specific Macedonian tribe that lived and achieved great things 
in the region. At the same time, however, the term 'Macedonians' seems to have 
broadened to embrace all the inhabitants of Macedonia. 

Group 2: Macedonian forces 

Equally unclear, but consistent with the new Byzantine reality - that is, with its 
military and administrative division into themes - is the use of the expressions 
and terms 'Macedonian forces', 'Macedonian phalanxes', 'Macedonian units', 
'Macedonian armies', 'Macedonian formations, 'Macedonian ranks', 'Macedonian 
companies'. This means that, in order to understand and correctly interpret each 
term, it is necessary to take into account the historical circumstances that prevailed 
in Byzantium, as well as the political, military and other changes that occurred in 
administrative institutions during each specific period. 

What is of particular importance for the present inquiry, and the question that 
we are called upon to explore, is whether the adjective 'Macedonian' is used only in 
the sense of its geographical dimension or perhaps also includes the element of a 
hereditary relationship with the 'race' of Macedonians. 

As with the previous group, the Byzantines used this term continuously 
throughout the entire life-span of the Empire. With respect in particular to the 
lengthy period that concerns us, it is worth citing the use of the term by George 
Monachos, Leo the Deacon, Michael Attaleiates, Nikephoros Bryennios and 
Nikephoros Gregoras. The relevant passages are as follows: 

(a) George Monachos: 
Basil was then twenty five years old. Having returned to his homeland, 
he entered the service of the strategos of Macedonia, called Tzantzes, ... 1 

And a message arrived from the strategos of Macedonia, that Symeon 
the leader of the Bulgarians intended to march against the Romans ... 2 

1. "Hv OE tOtE Baat1,Et0c; ooc; dvm ta EtTJ autou ICE'. 'A1to1Cataata0Eic; OE 
EV tft io{i;i xropi;i 1tpOOE1COAAT10TJ 00\JA.Et>ElV atpCXtTJ'Yii> MalCEOov{ac; tip 
A.EyoµEvcp Tl;;civtl;;n ... (PG 109 col. 880D). 

2 "HA.0E OE l((ll ayye)..{a 1tapci tOU atpCXtTJ'YOU MaKEOov{ac; ooc; o iipxrov 
BouA.yap{ac; l:uµerov ~ot>A.Etm r.Katpateuam mtci Proµa{rov ... (PG 109 col. 
9138). 
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(b) Leo the Deacon: 
After he formed an alliance with Marianos and Paschalios and the 
Tomikii, who were patricians and showed enthusiasm, and supplied 
them with a Macedonian phalanx, he held out strongly, blocking 
Nikephoros's access to Byzantium1 

Marianos and Paschalios led the unit of Macedonians around the roads 
and, threatening boastfully and tossing their heads, renewed their 
plotting 2 

(c) Michael Attaleiates: 
At the very beginning of Spring, while he [the emperor] was 
campaigning in Melitene, the Macedonian armies became agitated and 
fomented a major revolt3 

And he attacked Rhaidestos ... with his whole army, for it alone of the 
Macedonian cities had not submitted and fallen into line with him4 

And so when Bryennios (Nikephoros) reached Traianopolis he met up 
with his brother and the Franks and Macedonian companies 
collaborating with him5 

(d) Nikephoros Bryennios: 
For he had with him all the ranks of both Macedonians and Thracians6 

I. T6v Mapiav6v 0£ ,mi t6v nacrxaA.lOV JCai toui; Topvi1noui;, EV 
natpllCtol<; tEA.O\lVtE<; ,mi 8Epµoupyoui; 7tE<pT\VOtE<; etmp1craµEvoi;, JCai 
MaJCEOOVllC~V autoti; EYXElpicrai; q>aA.ayya, (lVtElXEtO 1Cpatmroi;, 
a1toto1xi~rov tq> NtlCTJq>Op(fl t~V di; t6 Bu~avtlOV 1tapo6ov ... (Leo Diac. 3.7, 
p. 45 15-19). 

2 o 0£ Mapmv6i; mi o nacrxaA.lO<; t~V trov MaJCEOovrov cr1tdpav ICUta ta<; 
aymai; 7tEplq>EpovtE<;, Eµ~pEv8u6µEVOl tE ICEVq> JC0µ7t(fl JCai E~\J7ttla~OVtE<;, 
vErotEpa pa610upyE1v ouJC EV£A.11tov (Leo Diac. p. 46 7-10). 

3. EV µ1~ 0£ fopoi; oopq. tft MEA.ltT\VTI crtpUtT\YOUVtO<; autou ta MaJCEOOVllCa 
<J\JVEtapax8T1 crtpatEuµata, µaJCpav <l7tO<Jtacriav ci>oivovta ... (Attal. 22). 

4. JCai ICUta 'Pm6rntou ... 1tavcrtpatl~ E~ropµ~crato µ6vT1 yap aUtT\ trov 
MaJCEOOVllCO)V OU <J\JVU7t~X~ toutcp JCai <J\JVE<ppOVT\<JE (Attal. 28). 

5. KataA.a~rov o?iv Eii; TpataVO\l7tOA.lV o Bpuevvtoi; (NllCT\q>Opoi;) 
<J\JVT\Vt~8T\ 1tapa tO\l aOEAq>OU mi trov cruvapaµevrov autip <l>payyrov Kai 
MalCEOOVllCOOV 1tapata~E(l)V (Attal. 246). 

6. MalCEOoVOlV tE yap JCai 0pa1COOV ta<; ta~El<; a1tacrai; EiXE µE8' EU\JtO\l (PG 
127 col. 153D). 
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Bryennios mustered together the whole of the Macedonian and Thracian 
army, brought up allies, and set forth towards Byzantium 1 

This phalanx was made up of Macedonian and Thracian troops 
amounting to three thousand2 

(e) Nikephoros Gregoras (1290-1360): 3 

The Emperor Michael took the Thracian and Macedonian forces, and 
with them the phalanxes of Massagetes and Tourkopouloi4 

Outside the walls at the time, suspecting that there might be trouble, 
was the Despot Demetrios and the protovestiarios Andronikos and 
Michael Asan, with the allied army of the Triballoi, and they had 
brought up the Macedonian forces of the Romans5 

43 

It is clear that the preceding instances are all specific and refer to representatives of 
an established military institution. This means that, although the 'Macedonians' of 
Byzantine times were continuously identified and named as such across the 
centuries, regardless of the geographical name acquired from time to time by the 
region in which they lived, the 'Macedonian forces' were necessarily and 
substantively dependent on the geographical district that was called 'Macedonia' at 
that particular moment. That is, while the Byzantine inhabitants of Philippi, for 
example, or Serres, were always called Macedonians, in the tenth century these 
cities belonged to the theme not of Macedonia but of Strymon and the military 
body that represented the area was not officially titled 'Macedonian'. This 
distinction in meaning between the terms 'Macedonians' and 'Macedonian forces' 
is particularly evident in Nikephoros Gregoras, who repeatedly refers to 
'Macedonia' and 'Macedonian armies' but makes no reference whatsoever to 
'Macedonians' in the two instances cited above. 

This might mean that, for Nikephoros Gregoras and the other Byzantine 
historians, not every member of the 'Macedonian forces' was necessarily a 

I. ·o OE BpuEVVlO~ 'tO MaKEOOVllCOV Kat E>paKtKOV <Hpll'tEUµa 
CJUA.A.E!;aµEvo~ OA.OV, E1tay6µEvo~ Kat cruµµaxou~ il;ropµa 1tp6~ 'tO 
Bul;avnov (PG 127 col. I 76C). 

2 EltA.T\POUV 0£ 'ta\J'tllV 'tTJV q>aA.ayya ai 'tOOV MaKEOOVOlV 'tE Kat E>paKOOV 
tA.at E~ 'tptcrXtA.tou~ nooouµEvat (PG 127 col. l81D). 

3. See Karagiannopoulos, op.cit 357-8 no. 503. 
4. uvaA.aPcbv o PacrtA.E\l~ MtxaTJA. 't(l~ E>paKtKa~ 'tE Kat MaKEOOVlKll~ 

ouvaµEt~, Kat !;uv YE ai>w'i~ 't(l~ 'tE MaocrayE'tOOV Kat ocrat 'tOOV 
ToupK07tOUA.OlV q>aA.ayyE~ ~crav ... (PG 148 col. 392A). 

5. "E'tuxov OE 'tllVtKau'ta Ota'tptPovu~ e!;w 'tOOV 'tElXOOV Ota 'tll~ \l7tO'lfta~ 
'trov 0opup&v µE'ta 'tou un6 'trov TptPaA.A.rov ouµµaxtKou o'tpawu o 'tE 
0ECJ7tO'tll~ ~TJµTJ'tpto~ Kat o 1tpw't0PEcrnapt0~ 'AvopovtKO~ Kat o 'Acrav 
M txafiA., EitayoµEVOl Kat 't(l MaKEOOVlKll 'tOOV PwµatOlV O'tpa'tEUµa'ta ( PG 
148 col. 596D). 
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'Macedonian', and certainly not every resident of the theme of Macedonia (as 
defined at the time). 

Group 3: The Macedonian 'race' 
We have left until last this group, in which reference is made by name to a specific 
'race', because we believe that it is the most important group and can provide a 
clearer answer to the question of what the current meaning of the term 
'Macedonians' was during the Byzantine era. By extension, it may also help in 
exploring the essence of the problem, which is whether or not there existed a 
particular, clearly-identified group that was regarded as the descendants of the 'race' 
of Macedonians. 

We can already say, before going any further, that the Byzantines did not forget 
the Macedonians. This was evident in the earlier groups, even though it was not 
easy to distinguish there whether those involved were real Macedonians or simply 
eponymous inhabitants of Macedonia. 

It is a fact that there is a singular lack of specific reference in the Byzantine 
sources to a Macedonian 'race'. With respect to the characterisation of a person as a 
Macedonian, the case of the Emperor Basil I is interesting. As we saw above, the 
Continuer of Theophanes informs us that ci>pµfrto µiv £JC MaJCEOOvrov ril~, t6 
OE yivo~ EtAJCEV e~ 'Apµevirov E0vou~ ('he came from the land of the 
Macedonians, but he was descended from the nation of the Armenians'), while 
George Monachos says that, in the year 867 after the divine incarnation, 
e~acriAeucre BacrtAEto~ 6 MaJCe8cov ('Basil the Macedonian became emperor'). 
We also saw that John Skylitzes 1 too preserves the characterisation of Basil as a 
Macedonian, as does Manasses, who says c57tep i8cov BacriAEto~ 6 MaJCEOcov 6 
Miya~ ('When Basil the Great Macedonian saw this'). The true dimensions of the 
Byzantine notion of a 'Macedonian' are revealed in the successive references made 
by these Byzantine writers. The Byzantine 'Macedonian' might well come from 
another 'nation', with whatever meaning this term might have had. As can be seen 
in the case of Basil I, the sole prerequisite for characterisation as a Macedonian must 
have been that one came from 'the land of the Macedonians'. And indeed, if we can 
judge from this particular case, the 'land of the Macedonians' need not necessarily 
be the historical Macedonia of antiquity, it can be the administrative district 
designated as Macedonia by the Byzantine administration of the day. It is worth 
recalling here that the Emperor Basil I came from the area of Adrianople in Thrace, 
an area which is not recorded as the administrative theme of Macedonia until after 
802.2 But the question remains: could everybody who came "from the land of the 
Macedonians" be called a Macedonian? 

George Monachos mentions a specific Macedonian, and gives more 
information about him, as though he wanted to assure his readers of the man's 

I. Sky!. 262,277. 
2 As George Monachos informs us: 'O aut6c; BaotAEto<; yEvvcitm EV MaKEOovic;x 

EV toic; xropimc; 'Aopmvou1toAEroc; (PG 109 col. 877D). On Thrace a~ the theme of 
Macedonia see Ostrogorski, /storija Vizantije 198 and n. 2. 
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particular ancestry. He says, as we saw above, "A young Macedonian named Leo, of 
the Gomostes family, rose up." The Gomostes family must have been thoroughbred 
Macedonian and well-known in Byzantine society. Our author thus had a particular 
reason for making special mention of it. This is confirmed in the sequel, where he 
tells us his hero was promoted to high office and, as we saw, with other 
compatriots, among whom stood out KO.t en:pot ovoµa.cnoi 't<OV Ma.KEOOVO>V 
('and other famous Macedonians'), drove away the Turks(= Hungarians). Might all 
this mean that, in the understanding of the author's Byzantine contemporaries, only 
those who came 'from the race of the Macedonians' were considered to be 
Macedonians, and that George Monachos knew that his characterisation of the 
Armenian Basil as a Macedonian constituted an exception? We don't know. In any 

event, the particular incident he records, concerning the movement of a certain 
Macedonian population towards the Danube and, after many tribulations, its 
eventual return Eic; Ma.KEOovia.v, de; t~v ioia.v xcopa.v a.utcov ('to Macedonia, 
to their homeland'), argues in favour of the view that the author's reference to a 
'race' of Macedonians is both conscious and deliberate. And what is for us most 
important: that he was aware that this 'race' still existed and that its homeland was 

Macedonia. 
Another interesting reference to a Macedonian, in which there is again mention 

of the specific origin and family of the person involved, occurs in Nikephoros 
Bryennios. As we saw above, Bryennios writes: o 0Ea.craµEvoc; Ba.criAEtoc; o 
Kouptkr1c;, av~p Ma.KEOrov tcov tou BpuEvviou oiKEirov ('Seeing which, Basil 
Kourtikes, a Macedonian from Bryennios's family'). But it is another Byzantine 
writer, Niketas Choniates, who tells us about Bryennios's Macedonian ancestry. 
Writing, as we saw, in the thirteenth century, Choniates makes particular reference 
to specific individuals whom he characterises as Macedonians. Thus, in addition to 
Bryennios, he mentions a certain Eustratios, who makes his appearance in a 
military episode. With respect to Bryennios in particular, he explains that he calls 
him a Macedonian 'because he came from Orestias'. And this means that Orestias, 
which was 'one of the strong and flourishing cites of the Macedonians', as he goes 
on to explain, retained a living sense of its Macedonian identity and that its 
inhabitants had not forgotten that there was something special about being 
descended from the 'race' of Macedonians. 

There is, however, another reference to a Macedonian 'race' from the same part 
of the thirteenth century, and it is made by one who knew the region and its 
residents better than anyone else. The reference belongs to the well-known prelate 
and learned jurist, the incumbent of the Archiepiscopal See of Ochrid, Demetrios 
Chomatenos. 1 His law studies in Constantinople, his service in the church of 
Ochrid and his prolific writings all testify to his learning, his experience and his 
accurate evaluation of conditions in the province of which he was pastor for about 
forty years. Of particular importance for the present question is the fact that 

I. For the basic bibliography on Demetrios Chomatianos see L. Stiemon, "t1r1µ~tpto<; 
Xroµ1mav6<; ~ XroµatT1v6<;" ThEE IV 1065-6. 
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Chomatenos sketched and recorded a state of affairs that had developed and become 
well-established in the life of the inhabitants of thirteenth-century Macedonia. 

But let us get down to specifics. A dispute about a vineyard was brought before 
the archbishop. The vineyard, it seems, belonged a certain Drazes, son of Gridos, 
who had purchased it in the normal way. His opponent, Ioannes Ierakares, tried to 
represent the vineyard as part of a deceased estate and, as he was the nearest relative, 
to claim it as the heir. 

What is of interest in the situation is that, while both parties come from the 
same district, they clearly belong to different ethnic groups. Ioannes Ierakares, 
whose claim to the vineyard seems to be both insolent and false, is the son-in-law 
of a certain Bratonos, the son of Rados. On the other side are the legitimate 
claimants to the vineyard, starting with Stanna, the wife of Belkanos and cousin of 
Bratonos, and ending with the aforementioned Drazes, son of Gridos; and with 
them are the elderly witnesses to the lawful sale, Droboslavos, Dragomados and 
Dobros. 

From the above it is clear that, at some point, the Greek Ioannes Ierakares had 
married into a Slav family. There is no room for doubt on this point, because of the 
evidence of the totally Slav names on the other side. He subsequently tried to 
appropriate one of their properties. Mentioned among the witnesses for the 
legitimate claimants, who as we said are Slavs, are certain notables of the district 
who, although they are on the same side as Ierakares from an ethnic point of view, 
do not hesitate to support Drazes. 

But what amounts to a true revelation, however, concerning the relationship 
between the inhabitants of different ethnic background in the region of Ochrid (i.e. 
northern Macedonia) in the thirteenth century, is the clear distinction that 
Chomatenos allows to appear between the Greek (Macedonian) Ierakares and his 
Slav opponents. When presenting the opposing parties, with the obvious purpose 
of explaining why they could not find a solution to their problem by peaceful 
means, he tells us that Ierakares was of Macedonian ancestry, implying that his 
opponents were of something else. 

The relevant passage is as follows: 
Recently another person showed himself to be like this [a scorpion's 
sting]: Ioannes, whose surname is Ierakares but he is the son-in-law of 
Bratonos, the son of Rados, from the village of Blastou, and is 
descended from the race of the Macedonians. 1 

Thus, in the second or third decade of the thirteenth century, the archbishop of 
Ochrid can identify and distinguish the Macedonians among his flock. This 
distinction is particularly significant because the term 'race of the Macedonians' is 
clearly used in contradistinction to the other side's 'race of non-Macedonians', 
which we know for certain to have been the 'Slavic race'. At this point we would 
add that it would have been very difficult, even for one as learned and as well-

I. Toto\Jtoc; ttc; 7tE(j)T\VEV aptt Kat 'l<ocivvT\c; i:, E7tlAEyoµevoc; µEv 'IEp<llC<lPT\c;, 
yaµ~poc; 0£ 'tO\J BAmHT\VO\J BpatCOVO\J 'tO\J 'Pcioou, to 0£ yevoc; EA.lCCOV £JC 
MaKeoovcov Chom. (Pitra. Analecta VJ 315). 
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informed of local affairs as Demetrios Chomatenos, to make a distinction of this 
kind if all the people involved in the dispute that was brought before him had been 
exclusively Greeks from the local area. And this is because, as we saw in the 
references made to them in the Byzantine historians discussed above, all the Greeks 
of the area were Macedonians and were called Macedonians. To characterise specific 
individuals or families from among the Greeks of Macedonia as being descended 
from 'the race of the Macedonians' would require an investigation of a type and 
magnitude that not even the modem science of anthropology would be able to 
undertake it with any confidence. And nowhere else in his work has Chomatenos 
left any sign of off-handedness. The most probable explanation is that, in using the 
phrase 'from the race of the Macedonians', he follows the tradition of his era and 
means the native-born Greeks of Macedonia. 

In conclusion, from the Byzantine references we have looked at, and from our 
analysis of the use of the terms MaicEOrov ('a Macedonian') and MaKEOOVtKO<; 
('Macedonian'), we have arrived with certainty at the following appraisal: 

(a) The two terms do not always have the same meaning. They coincide only to 
the extent that they are used in their geographical sense. 

(b) The adjective MaKEOovtKo<; is used solely to describe forces and armies 
from the theme of Macedonia, that is, the government administrative and military 
region which at any given time bore this name. Because the geographical 
boundaries of the theme of Macedonia were not fixed and permanent, it was 
possible for a military unit coming from the same district to be described as 
Macedonian at some point in time and as something else at another. This could 
mean consequently that, although in command of the same units, the commanders 
of these armies might sometimes be referred to as generals of the Macedonians or 
Macedonia and sometimes not. And this is because of the fact that the meaning of 
the term was purely geographical and dependent on the administrative region, the 
theme, which bore the name at that particular time. 

(c) To a large extent the term MaKEOrov is also used in the geographical sense 
as well, in which case it denotes an inhabitant of Byzantine Macedonia. But because 
it is supported at the same time by other, non-geographical concepts (race, family 
etc.), it does not seem to be dragged blindly along after each and every 
administrative change made by the central authorities. 

It is characteristic that those referred to from time to time as Macedonians are 
all members of Byzantine society or the Byzantine army. They speak the same 
language, and they do not seem to belong to a different religion or to tum against 
the Byzantine state when they are leaders of some group or other. 

( d) It is in this sense that someone not of Macedonian ancestry could be called a 
Macedonian. A unique but very characteristic example is the case of the Emperor 
Basil I, of whom it is clearly stated that he was descended 'from the nation of the 
Armenians'. This did not prevent the Byzantines from calling him a Macedonian. 

(e) It would seem that more recent settlers in Macedonia were, understandably, 
not included in this category, for the obvious reason that they retained their own 
ethnic identity (language, religion, culture etc.) and, most importantly, their 
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independence from Byzantine authority. Thus, for example, we have been unable to 
find a single instance of any Bulgarians, Slavs or Turks being characterised as 
Macedonians, even though, as we know, at a certain date they began to settle in the 
region and, from that time on, were among its more permanent inhabitants. 

An interesting case of non-characterisation as a Macedonian - apart from the 
local Slav leaders who arose from time to time - is that of Czar Samuel. Although 
he came from the area of Ochrid and gained sway over Macedonia at the end of the 
tenth century and the start of the eleventh, 1 he is not characterised as a Macedonian 
in either the Byzantine or even the local Slavo-bulgarian sources. This would tum 
out to be especially interesting and indicative if his Armenian ancestry were 
eventually to be proved2 and his case thus shown to be identical with that of Basil I, 
who was also an Armenian. And, naturally, it would be much more clearly 
understood that one of them was very naturally characterised as a Macedonian 
because he had accepted the status of a Byzantine citizen and Byzantine subject 
without reacting with recalcitrance, while the other was not accorded this honour by 
Byzantine writers and Byzantine society because his notoriety was based on his 
reaction against Byzantine authority. Of course, the fact that the city of Ochrid was 
not included at the time in the theme of Macedonia cannot have been the cause of 
his rejection, for two reasons: firstly, the city of Ochrid had been part of Macedonia 
in the past, and the greatest part of Samuel's state lay within the area of Macedonia; 
and secondly, as we have already noted, the characterisation of a person as a 
Macedonian does not seem to have faithfully followed the changes made by 
Byzantine authorities in the official and practical administrative division of the 
broader area of the Balkans. When, for example, the Emperor Alexios calls 
Bryennios a Macedonian because, according to Choniates, he came from Orestias, 
the 'prosperous' and' extremely strong' city of the Macedonians, it is difficult to 
imagine that some temporary administrative change could make all of this cease to 
be true - that is, to make Orestias cease being a city of the Macedonians and its 
inhabitants cease being Macedonians. And it would be much less possible for the 
son of a well-known Macedonian family, such as the Gomostes to whom George 
Monachos refers - without, of course, telling us precisely where it was from - to 
cease being a Macedonian because a potential administrative relocation of the 
theme of Macedonia might leave him outside its boundaries. 

From the extant sources one can indeed conclude with certainty that the 
prerogative of characterising a region as Macedonia and certain of its subjects as 
Macedonians always belonged to the Byzantine side. Because of this, in no foreign 
source - especially Slav - is there ever any arbitrary characterisation of any person 
as a Macedonian, or of any region as Macedonia, outside the bounds of Byzantium. 

(f) Sporadic reference is made throughout the Byzantine era to Macedonians, 
and indeed with the specific information that they were descended 'from the race of 

I. There is an extensive bibliography on Samuel. The most basic studies have been brought 
together recently by A. Tachiaou, To eq,fiµepo ,cpaw; wv EaµovfiA (976-/018). 
npo/3A71µaw ,car epwT1]µan,ca (Thessaloniki 1990) 36-41. 

2 See Tachiaou, op.cit. 9--13. 
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the Macedonians', or from a well-known Macedonia family (Gomostes), or that 
they are related to some Macedonian person of note. This means that the Byzantines 
were aware of the presence of the Macedonians in the specific geographical area in 
the past, and that they kept alive the memory of their continuity and succession 
within the context of the new 'Romaio-Christian' race. 

(g) It is obvious that often the Byzantines mention the 'race' of the 
Macedonians for a purpose: to show up the difference between them and other 
peoples living around them or in their midst. And the people not identified with the 
Macedonians - most of them living side by side with the Greeks in the region -
are mainly the Slavs. 

In light of the above, when talking today about contemporary Macedonians it 
would be unhistorical to ignore this Byzantine tradition and to seek to connect 
them directly with antiquity. The Macedonians of today are the successors of the 
Macedonians of Byzantium. Consciously or not, they preserve the long Byzantine 
tradition which was formed in this region and which regarded as Macedonians all 
the Byzantine citizens of Macedonia. 



Johannes Irmscher 

The image of Macedonia as found in Byzantine historians 

The region of Macedonia including Thessaloniki, the second capital of the republic 

and one of the most important parts of the modem Greek state, has borne the stamp 
of Greek culture through the centuries. 1 Greek culture prevailed there also even in 

the times of ~EVOICpextia and was strong enough to assimilate and to hellenize 

foreign peoples who came from the north and settled in the region of Macedonia. In 
148 BC Macedonia became a province of the Roman Empire. 2 The Roman authors 
reflected popular opinion in praising the nobility and the military competence of 

the Macedonians. 3 As a Roman province Macedonia enjoyed a period of prosperity: 
good roads improved the links with other parts of the Empire, and Roman skill in 
agriculture brought an economic boom. 4 With the division of the Empire in 395, 

Macedonia (which in the meantime had been christianized) became part of the 
eastern empire and remained a very important region of the Byzantine state until its 

end. In considering the image of Macedonia reflected by the historians, we must 

always bear in mind that not only the scholars who wrote history but also their 
readers - at least in principle - had the opportunity of travelling to Macedonia and 

of scrutinizing the scene of its history. Travel in the Byzantine Empire was a 

nonnal and necessary activity among merchants, civil servants, officers and soldiers 
in particular, but also among clergymen and pilgrims - despite numerous 

difficulties such as warfare, piracy, brigandage, shipwrecks, and a lack of hostels. 5 

For Macedonia it was fortunate that the Via Egnatia, built in the time of the Roman 

Republic, traversed the whole region. It began on the Adriatic coast at Dyrrachion 
and Apollonia (nowadays in Albania) and reached Thessaloniki, the seat of the 

Roman governor. During the principate the road was extended to the river Hebros 
(modern Marica). From this point there were two ways of travelling to 

Constantinople, either following the coast along the Sea of Marmara or via 

Adrianople (modem Edime in Turkey).6 

In the age of Justinian Macedonia was divided into two provinces, Macedonia 
Salutaris with its capital Thessaloniki and Macedonia II with its capital Stobi. The 

reason for this measure was twofold, firstly the relatively flourishing economy of 

the region and secondly the danger of hostile raids, especially from the Slavs north 

I. In such a way the title of the book edited by M.B. Sakellariou, Macedonia, 4000 years ~l 
Greek history and civilization (Athens 1983; hereafter 'Macedonia') is legitimate. 

2 F. Papazoglou, "Political and administrative development~" Macedonia 193. 
3. J. Innscher, Quid auctores Romani de Macedonibus nuntiaverint (Commentarii Academiae 

Latinitati fovendae V-VI, Rome 1994-5) l 7f. 
4. Papazoglou, Joe.cit. 199. 
5. ODB 1112109. 
6. Lexikon der Antike ed. J. lnnscher (10th ed., Leipzig 1990; hereafter 'Lexikon') 620. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byza11ti11a Australie11sia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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of the Danube. I This danger became reality with the Slavonic settlement during the 
late sixth and seventh centuries. In this period Macedonia in fact was divided: the 
Slavs controlled the countryside and upland regions, while Byzantines retained 
possession of most of the towns. 2 The inhabitants of Thessaloniki saw the rescue of 
their town as a miracle of St. Demetrios, the µqa) .. oµaptu<;, who suffered the 

death of a martyr under Diocletian at the beginning of the fourth century and had 
ever since been revered especially in Thessaloniki. 3 In my opinion it was one of the 
greatest achievements of the Greek people that within a short period most of the 
Slavonic tribes were integrated into the empire. Beginning with the upper classes, 
they were hellenized and christianized. It is no wonder that the apostles of the Slavs, 
Constantine-Cyril and Methodios, were born in Macedonia in the beginning of the 
ninth century and knew Slavonic perfectly.4 

With the cultural assimilation of the Slavs in Macedonia there began a period 
of power and prosperity for the capital and its hinterland. 5 In 867 with Basil I the 
so-called Macedonian dynasty began its rule which lasted until 1056. But Basil 
was of Armenian origin and his family lived in Thrace or Macedonia. 6 Thus the 
dynasty had no special importance for Macedonia. However Basil II (976-1025) 
who was called BouA.yapoJCt6vo<;, the Bulgar-Slayer, restored Byzantine rule in the 
Balkans and also in Italy.7 It was not possible to hold this position of a great power 
permanently; Italy was conquered by the Normans, and in the East the Turks 
occupied parts of Asia Minor; but Macedonia in the epoch of the Komnenoi ( 1081-
1185) remained firmly under Byzantine domination. 8 A catastrophe, however, 
occurred when the Venetians in 1204 undertook the Fourth Crusade against 
Constantinople, ending Greek control of Byzantium and installing a western feudal 
system. The essential part of Macedonia now belonged to the newly established 
Kingdom of Thessaloniki 9 with a Frankish ruler. In the last East-Roman period, at 

the time of the restoration of the Byzantine state Thessaloniki again came under 
Greek control, first by the Despotate of Epirus and then by the Empire of Nicaea. 10 

But this restored empire, and likewise the empire of the Palaiologoi in 
Constantinople, were only shadows of the former world power. I I Throughout its 

history Macedonia was thus an important part of the Byzantine Empire and hostile 
raids, insurrections and revolts were not ever able to destroy this adherence. 

I. G. Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byzantinischen Staates (2nd ed, Munich 1992) map I. 
2. ODB II 1261. 
3. Dix mille saints, ed. M. Stroobants (fumhout 1991) 142. 
4. R. Browning, "Intellectual life" Macedonia 264f. 
5. H. Ahrweiler, "Political history" Macedonia 272; cf. Andreas Schminck in: Byzantine 

Makedonia, Progrnmme, Melbourne, 1995, p.38 
6. ODB II 1262. 
7. Ostrogorsky, toe.cit. map 3. 
8. Ostrogorsky, toe.cit. map 4. 
9. Ostrogorsky, toe.cit. map 5. 
10. J. Karayarmopulos, "Political history" Macedonia 308f. 
11. Ostrogorsky toe.cit. map 6. 
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Likewise the historians always had opportunities for personal contact with 
Macedonians directly or indirectly. 

Byzantine historiography finds a threefold expression. A real Christian 
invention was the Church History, 'EKKAT)cruxcrtt1C'Jl icrwpia. Forerunners may 
have been the Acta apostolorum, the canonical and the non-canonical, but a real 
beginning is marked by the work of Eusebios, bishop of Caesarea in Palestine; his 
ecclesiastical history covers the period from Jesus Christ to the year 324, 1 when 
Constantine became ruler of the whole empire. There is a continuous line of church 
historians from Eusebios to the end of antiquity;2 in the sixth century this type of 
historiography ends abruptly. A solitary revival in the 14th century is provided by 
Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos who treated the genre anew. But in the 
meantime a substitute for ecclesiastical history had developed in the form of 
hagiography. In our context I refer to the Miracula Sancti Demetrii, our main source 
for the invasions of the A vars and Slavs. 3 

The hagiographic texts found their readers among the large groups of citizens 
who were able to read but did not have the higher, classical education, namely the 
middle and lower classes, and naturally the monks and other spiritual persons. The 
same groups were interested in the world chronicles whose narratives extended 
from the creation of the world till their own epoch. The language of these works was 
close to colloquial Greek, and the world-view of their authors corresponded with 
Byzantine orthodoxy. Byzantine chronicles formed a part of the trivial literature of 
their time. 4 The xpovoypacpot were very liberal in the use of their sources, and their 
value for the historian often depends on the material they used. 

These sources represent Byzantine historiography par excellence. Their authors 
wrote Zeitgeschichte, in effect contemporary history, covering also the preceding 
epochs in order to provide a full understanding of the present time. Some of these 
authors held high political positions and therefore their works have often an 
apologetic character. In any case they had a classical education and tried to use the 
language and style of the fifth century BC. Their models were the classical 
historians such as Thucydides and Xenophon. 

To examine how Macedonia is reflected in Byzantine history, we have to 
consider two facts. First, we have to remember that, until the Fourth Crusade, 
Macedonia was an important, inseparable part of the Greek empire of 
Constantinople and had always contributed much to Byzantine culture; the 
Macedonian Renaissance, for example, is regarded as the beginning of art and 
literature after the era of Iconoclasm.5 Second, we have to consider that each of the 
three types of historiography has its specific rules about content and literary form. 
In all Church History from Eusebios to Evagrius there are items concerning 

I. Lexikon 125. 
2 T. Sinko, Uteratura grecka (Wroclaw 1954) 3.2 (348f). 
3. J. Karayannopulos & G. Weiss, Quellenkunde zur Geschichte von Byzanz (324-1453) 

(Wiesbaden 1982) II 302f. 
4. Hunger, Ut. 257. 
5. K. Ona'iCh, Uturgie und Kunstder Ostkirche in Stichworten (Leipzig 1981) 32If. 
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Macedonia and the Macedonians, 1 but more important and more productive are the 
Miracula Sancti Demetrii mentioned above. 

This collection of the miracles connected with Demetrios, the saint of 
Thessaloniki, a component of a real Corpus Demetrianum, 2 is divided into two 

parts. The first part contains thirteen sermons relating to events of the years 580-
610 which are described by an eye-witness. The second part, written at the end of the 

seventh century, describes events from 614-640 (chapters 1-3) and 674-85 
(chapters 4-6). 3 The texts can be found in the Acta sanctorum for 4 October, St. 

Demetrios' day. 4 There is no doubt that for the hagiographer the cult and the 
miracles of St. Demetrios form the centre of the narratives, but these narratives took 
as their background the whole history of Macedonia, and the pious reader or hearer 

learned the history as seen under this religious aspect. But since the author (or the 
redactor) had a keen interest in history, the religious aspect aften receded or turned 

into the historical one. In such a sense the devil, o 7t<XV't(l)V ex0po<; o apxato<;, 

makes use of an interpreter in order to confuse the situation (Eupnv OP')'avov 'tll<; 
au'tou &1tc.oAEm<;),5 and God himself has to intervene. Such an intervention, 
brought about through prayer by day and by night, corresponds to the divine 

oh:ovoµia due to the 1tavwouvaµov wu 0wl>6. This oiJCovoµia is appropriate to 

'tll<; 'tOU 0rnu qnA.av0pro1tia<; 'to µEyE0o<;7• Because God is ruler of all, creator, 
and philanthropic (o 7t<XV't(l)V 8ECJ7tO'tTI<; lCUt 8riµt0upyo<; lCUt qnA.av0pro1to<; 
0Eo<;)ll; and thanks to Christ, our God, the enemies were driven away (xapl'tt 

Xpta'tOU 'tO\l 0rnu fiµrov 81c.ox0riaav).9 

In the centre of all reports we naturally find St. Demetrios. According to these 

accounts he belonged to a noble family and, appropriate to this birth, he attained 
high office in Roman society before his martyrdom: 'O µaKaptc.o'tato<; 

~riµ~'tpt0<; h: YEVOU<; 'tO}V 7tEpt861;rov, Kat 'tll<; auyJCA~'tO\) ~OUAll<; U7tapxrov, 
£1CCflCE7t't(l)p 'tO 7tpW'tOV O'tpa'tEUaaµEVO<;, Kat &v0{ma'to<; yqovro<; 

• EAA.a8o<;, ICU t U7t<X'tOU ci>pa'tirova eA.a~EV U7t0 'tO\l ~aatA.Ero<; 
Mal;tµmvou. 10 As patron saint of Thessaloniki Demetrios is called 'A0Aoq>opo<;, 

the man who gained the prize - the word is already used in the Homeric Iliad and 
also in reference to other martyrs. 11 In a special passage the 1taviv8ol;o<; µap'tu<; is 

I. For example Eusebius, Werke I I: Uber das Leben des Kaisers Konstantin ed. F. 
Winkelmann (2nd ed., Berlin 1995) 164 (Alexander the Great= o MaKEOOlV ). 

2. P. Lemerle, "La composition et la chronologie des deux premiers livres des Miracula S. 
Demetrii" BZ 46 ( 1953) 349. 

3. Karayannopulos & Weiss, op.cit 309. 
4. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica 1558; PG I 16 1088f. 
5. AASS 174; V. Tapkova-Zaimova, Fontes Graeci historiae Bulgaricae, ed. I. Dujcev et al. 

(Sofija 1959) 4.69 (111144). 
6. AASS 149; Fontes 14.122 (119). 
7. AASS I 15; Fontes 3.33 (98). 
8. AASS 174; Fontes 4.72 (145). 
9. AASS 140; Fontes 12.103 (113); I run following the Bulgarian translation. 
10. AASS 90; Fontes 89; cf. 0. Rlihle, Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart ed. H. 

Gunkel & L. Zschrunack (2nd ed.,Tubingen 1927) I 1823f. 
11. LSJ 33. 
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called u1tepµax0<; Kat qnA.61tatpti; ovtroi;; 1 the attribute KaU .. ivtKoi;2 points in 

the same direction. Yet more concrete is the characterization of the saint as 

1>1tEpacr1ttcrtrii; tili; 7tOA.Eroi;3, i.e. tili; 0rncraA.ovfr11i; (cf. aEtµv~crtou Kat 

1tpocrtatou Kat A.utprowu tili; 1toA.Eroi; fiµ&v ~TJµT]tpiou).4 So the people of 

Thessaloniki ask: Ti O"Ot 'tq> µqaA.cp 'tOU XptO"'tOU O"'tpa'ttrotn; Ti O"Ot 'tq> 

cruµ1ta0rntatcp Kat qnA.01tatpio1 avnoo{T]µEv; 5 In fact, the inhabitants of 

Thessaloniki are aware of this rescue by God and by St. Demetrios. 6 Usually the 

enemies are described as barbarians, though in other cases the author varies between 

Slavs, A vars, Illyrians and others. 

The legend of St. Demetrios arose at a time when Macedonia was threatened by 

foreign, barbarian tribes. The reading of the B foi; and of the 0auµata of the patron 

saint of Thessaloniki was a real encouragement for the people of Macedonia, who 

were considered 'Proµat01 in spite of their different ethnic origin. The people 

beyond the frontier of the empire were taken for barbarians, dangerous for the 

Romans and especially for the Macedonians. God himself and St. Demetrios 
protected the metropolis, Macedonia, and the Empire. 

John Malalas, of Syrian origin, c. 491-578, represents the universal chronicler 

par excellence. 7 It is the first Byzantine work of this type and as such it exercised 

great influence on later chronicles and was translated into Church Slavonic and 

Georgian. 8 The author begins with the Old Testament and Oriental history, then 

follows the history of the Roman kings and the successors of Alexander the Great. 

The history of the Roman emperors marks the transition to Byzantine history. For 

us it is of interest how the historian who is writing for a wide public reflects 

Macedonian history before the Roman rule. 

Malalas made use of many sources, which are difficult to find, 9 and it was 

impossible for him to develop an integrated chronology. Thus the rise of the 

Macedonian kingdom is narrated twice. The seventh book of the Xpovoypaq,{a is 

entitled IlEpt KttcrEroi; 'ProµTJi; ('Concerning the Building of Rome'). At the end 

of this book we read a special version of the Alexander myth. Nectanebo II, the last 

king of the 30th Egyptian dynasty and thus the last independent Egyptian ruler, 

was defeated by the king of Persia in 341 BC, and Nectanebo was obliged to flee -

I. AASS 164;Fontes 1.164(131t). 
2 AASS 182f. Fontes 5.203 (163). 
3. AASS 183; Fontes 5.205 (164). 
4. AASS 184; Fontes 5.207(165). 
5. AASS 188f; Fontes 5.215 (163). 
6. AASS 114;Fontes4.%f(154). 
7. Mala!.; Mornvcsik, Byzantinoturcica l 329; cf. B. Croke, "Mala1a~, the man and his work" 

Studies in John Malalas ed. E. Jeffreys, B. Croke & R. Scott (ByzAus 5, Melbourne 1990) 
1-25. 

8. ODB 111275. 
9. Hunger, lit. 322f; cf. E. Jeffreys, "Malalas' sources" Studies in John Malalas 167-216; 

eadem, "Chronological structures in the chronicle" op.cit. 111-166; eadem, "Malalas' use 
of the pa~t" Reading the Past in Late Antiquity ed. G.W. Clarke et al. (Canberrn 1990) 
121-46; R. Scott, "Malalas' view of the Cla~sical Pa~t" op.cit. 147--64. 
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to Nubia. According to a tradition he disappeared there. 1 But Malalas made use of 
another version. Nectanebo, he wrote, took refuge in Pella, the capital of Macedonia. 
Here he had a love affair with the princess Olympia who gave birth to Alexander. 
The chronographer reports that another tradition also exists, according to which 
Alexander was begotten by Zeus Ammon. 2 Later there follow reports about Jewish 
and other Oriental happenings. Thereafter Malalas returns to Macedonia. Referring 
to Eusebios, the church historian of the time of Constantine the Great, he mentions 
king Philip who founded Thessaloniki and was succeeded by his son Alexander3 -

the episode of Nectanebo is forgotten 
Book 8 is entitled "The Times of the Macedonians", an epoch which was 

obviously important for the author or rather for his forerunners. The decisive 
personality of this epoch was Alexander, who in the introduction is presented as 
founder of Alexandria and other cities, as organizer of a large army, as conqueror of 
the Persian kingdom, as descendant of Achilles. 4 This statement leads to the 
particularities of the Historia Alexandri which is based on several traditions. All is 
written in a naive, popular style.5 

The mother of Alexander is correctly named Olympias and her son is compared 
with a panther for his military successes. He achieved the kingdom of the whole 
world, as was formulated by the "very wise Bothios''6. He may be the xpovoypaq,~ 7 

who is mentioned in the Armenian translation of the chronicle of Eusebios for the 
time of Domitian. 8 The monarchy is regarded by Malalas - and by all Byzantine 
chronographers - as the best form of government. Thus it was very important for 
him to state that Alexander was the legitimate heir of the Persian kingdom and also 
in some way of the Indian kingdom. From Adam till the death of Alexander 'the 
Macedonian' there were 5593 years according to Theophilos,9 a XPOVoypaq,~ of the 
third century AD. 10 

Furthermore in the ensuing narrative Alexander is called Macedonian. After his 
death the empire was divided into four kingdoms, which were governed by the 
Macedonian generals of Alexander. "Macedonia and all Europe" were ruled by 

Philip, Alexander's brother.11 

The end of Macedonian liberty and its conquest by the Romans is the next 
episode of interest for Malalas. 12 The report is full of errors. The victorious consul 

1. Der Kleine Pauly ed. K. Ziegler& W. Sontheimer(Munich 1972) IV 41. 
2. Malal.189. 
3. Malal. l 90f. 
4. Malal. l 92f. 
5. Hunger, lit. 323f. 
6. Malal. 193. 
7. Ioannes Albertus Fabricius, Bibliotheca Graeca ed. G.C. Harles (2nd ed., Hamburg 180 I) 

Vll444. 
8. Eusebius, Werke 7: DieChronikdes Hieronymus ed. R. Helm (2nd ed., Berlin 1956) 192. 
9. Malal. 195. 
10. Paulys Realencydopiidie der klassischen Altertumwissenschqft (Stuttgart, 1934) V 2170. 
11. Malal.195f. 
12. Malal. 208. 
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Lucius Aemilius Lucii filius Marci nepos Paullus 1 is called Mayvoi; o Kat 
IlauAoi; o Mmceocov (Magnus Paulus the Macedonian). But the Roman general 
was not of Macedonian origin, and what should have been written was 
Ma1CEOOVt1C6i;, the conqueror of Macedonia. 2 The Macedonian king, Perseus, was 
not killed in the battle, as Malalas reports, 3 but escaped at first to Samothrace, where 
he was imprisoned by his enemies. 4 Malalas notes in a short statement that the 
consul occupied the Macedonian land and made it a Roman province. 5 Only the 
later division of this province into Macedonia Prima et Macedonia Secunda 
seemed remarkable to him. 6 

Let us sum up our observations: Malalas who was not of Greek origin, but was 
educated in the Greek 1tai8da, wrote his chronicle in Antioch and (for the last 
portion) in Constantinople, both far from Macedonia. He did not make a special 
study of the history and the contemporary situation of this important epoch of the 
Roman Empire. According to his sources, and obviously also in his own opinion, 
the universal kingdom of Alexander the Great was the major Macedonian 
contribution to world history and world civilization. Malalas collected the facts and 
avoided any judgement. He had no doubt that Macedonia was Greek. His chronicle 
was used by most of his successors, and his image of Alexander the 'Macedonian' 
and his state put its stamp on ideas about Macedonia for later generations. 7 

As an example of the learned historiography I refer to the chronicle of John 
Zonaras (first half of the 12th century). This choice demands an explanation. For 
Zonaras' work fully represents the type of universal chronicle which Malalas had 
initiated, and indeed we find all the pecularities of this type of historiography; 8 the 
author, who had a classical education, was an experienced writer in many branches 
of literature and belonged for a long time to the officers of the court. Like Malalas 
and other chroniclers he wrote also about contemporary history in so far as his 
chronicle extended to the year 1118. Zonaras' book was widely circulated; we know 
of more than 70 manuscripts as well as translations into Slavo~ic and, in the 
Renaissance, into Latin, French and Italian. 9 

Zonaras reports extensively on Macedonia, more than other Byzantine 
historians. 10 In an historical survey about the old kingdoms Zonaras, following the 
prophet Daniel, gives an important position to the Macedonian kingdom. Its 

I. T. Mommsen & C. Huelsen, Jnscriptiones Latinae antiquissimae (2nd ed., Berlin 1893) II 
194. 

2 E. Chilmead, Malal. 551 f. 
3. Malal. 208f. 
4. H. Bengt'iOn, Grundriss der romischen Geschichte (Munich 1967) I 129. 
5. Mala!. 2()(). 
6. Mala!. 26 I. 
7. Later users of Malalas are listed in I.E. Karagiannopoulos, n11rai rfi<; f3v(;avrrvfi<; 

iawp{m;; (2nd ed., Thessaloniki 1971) 143; R. Scott, "The Byzantine Chronicle after 
Malalas" Studies in John Malala~ 38-54. 

8. Hunger, lit. 418; Scott, op.cit. 47-8. 
9. Hunger, lit.418. 
IO. There is a useful register compiled by T. Bilttner-Wobst in Zon., "Indices". 
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destiny was to end Persian rule, 1 and again according to the prophecy of the Old 
Testament he uses the picture of a panther for Macedonia and correspondingly for 
Alexander, for his speed and his agility.2 Only the Romans created a greater empire.3 

In the frame of Persian history seen by the prophet Daniel, the xpovoypa.<p0<; tells 
the origin and the life of king Alexander, using as an additional source the classical 
biography of Plutarch4 (c. AD 46 - after 120), a work of high literary rank and of 
reasonable judgements. The history of the Diadochoi is essentially narrated 
according to the emphasis of the Jewish historian Josephus: for him Macedonia 
was distant and without special interest.5 

In the second part of his chronicle Zonaras pursues the development of the 
Roman Empire; his main source is Cassius Dio, a high imperial officer, who wrote 
a Roman history in Greek from Creation to the year AD 229. The first Macedonian 
personality to be mentioned by Zonaras is king Philip V6 (born 238, king 221-
179). 7 He made a pact with Hannibal by which Carthage was to take Italy and Philip 
would take Greece and the islands8 but an internal revolt, which threatened his 
kingdom, 9 prevented his intervention. The historian narrates in detail the war and 
the rule of Philip. 10 He was followed by his son Perseus 11 (born 212, king 179-
168).12 Zonaras describes the fate of the last Macedonian king from the Roman 
standpoint of his source. The victory over Perseus and the annexation of Macedonia 
seemed not as important as the fact that Macedonia was the state of Philip and of 
Alexander. The defeated Perseus with his family was brought to Italy. 
Remembering that he had defeated twenty kings and remembering his forefathers, 
Philip and Alexander, for some time Perseus hoped to return to Macedonia. But 
when he felt that such a hope was treacherous he killed himself. 13 Saving his honour 
he saved the honour of Macedonia. 

Macedonia had now become a part of the Roman Empire but, owing to its 

geopolitical situation, much of Roman domestic policy during the Republic 
involved Macedonia and Macedonian legions participated in these Roman 
struggles; besides Dio, the pertinent biographies of Plutarch were used as sources 
by Zonaras. The high position of Macedonia at the time of the transition from 
Republic to Empire is marked by the fact that, before the decisive battle of Philippi 

I. Zon.1212. 
2 Zon. I 255f. 
3. Zon. I 227. 
4. Zon. I 329f. 
5. Josephus (2.16.4) ha~ only one item, in a speech of the king Agrippa II (Flavius Josephus, 

Geschichte des Judaischen Krieges ed. H. Kreissig, German tr. H. Clementz (Leipzig 
1970), 192; rp. Dreieich 1978,176.) 

6. Zon. II 175. 
7. Der Kleine Pauly IV 748f. 
8. Zon. II 208. 
9. Zon. II 224. 
10. Zon. II 245f. 
11. Zon. II 268. 
12 Zon. II 652f. 
13. Zon. II 276f. 
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in 42 BC, 1 tEpata were seen in the capital Rome and in Macedonia. 2 Historians, 
incidentally, were in the habit of naming Greece and Macedonia side by side ( tT]V 
'EAAaOa tl]V tE MmcecSoviav).3 This is not a segregation of the two regions and 
peoples, but an acknowledgment that historically Macedonia was not less 
important than the nuclear country of Greece. 

Like all Byzantine historians, Zonaras was a supporter of the monarchy and 
therefore gave a detailed biography of the emperor Augustus, making use of sources 
unknown to us.4 He tried to clarify the chronology of Jesus Christ, our Lord and 
God (o KUptO~ 11µcov 1ml. 0fo~). who was born under Augustus. 5 Augustus was 
important for the Byzantine XPOvoypaq,o~. but even more important for him was 
Constantine the Great, 6 EV l3a<1tAEu<11v aoicStµo~ Kat EV 6p0ocS61;ot~ 
E1tto1iµ6tato~ 6 (glorious among Kings and most distinguished among the 
Orthodox). Of interest is his report that Licinius, defeated by Constantine, could 
live at first as a private man in Thessaloniki,7 until the soldiers demanded his death. 

We learn too that Constantine, 6 tp106Al3t0~ l3acrtAE1>~, divided his empire into 
three parts, a part for each of his sons. Illyricum and Macedonia was allotted to 
Constans, and also the Peloponnese with Hellas.8 

The emperor Valens (364-78) is given a bad report by Zonaras or his source. He 
admitted pagan sacrifices, was indulgent to the Jews, and had supported Arianism. 
He was threatened by the LKU0at (the barbarians generally), who invaded Thrace 
and Macedonia. 9 Some years later there was a big riot in Thessaloniki, which 
Zonaras connected - obviously wrongly- with the usurper Eugenius. Theodosios 
II ( 408-450) put the riot down violently and was sentenced by Ambrose, 
archbishop of Milan, to do penance. 10 

The next text relating to Macedonia is linked with the emperor Anastasios II 
who reigned only one year and three months (713-15). 11 After a revolt of the troops 

he abdicated, became a monk, and was exiled to Thessaloniki. 12 A few years later in 
719 a certain Niketas Xylinitas, a µaytcrtpo~. and so a person of influence, advised 
Artemios, which was the baptismal name of Anastasios II, who at that time 13 was 
studying in Thessaloniki, to try to regain the throne with the help of the Bulgarians. 
But the conspiracy was betrayed by the Bulgarians who had come to 

I. Bengtson, op.cit. 240f. 
2 Zon. II 360£. 
3. For example Zon. II 3%. 
4. Zon. 11428. 
5. Zon.11431. 
6. Zon. III I. 
7. Zon. III Sf. 
8. Zon. III 26. 
9. Zon. III 77. 
10. Zon. III 85f. 
11. Zon. III 247. 
12. ODBI 87. 
13. Ibid. 
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Constantinople; Artemios-Anastasios and Niketas were killed with the other 
conspirators, including the archbishop of Thessaloniki. 1 

The so-called Macedonian dynasty began with Basil 12 (867-86) and the new 
emperor is correctly named Bacrt11.Eto~ o Mmcd>rov.3 For this dynasty also is 
characterized by the historians of the modern Enlightenment as "a tissue of 
rebellions, insurrections and treachery" (Montesquieu). 4 In addition to these 
internal problems a mighty enemy threatened the empire: Symeon, the czar of the 
Bulgarians (893-927). Zonaras tells us that the foreign ruler with his enormous 
army devastated Macedonia and Thrace before he beseiged the capital. 5 Basil II 
(976-1025) was faced with a similar situation. 6 He first had to come to an 
arrangement with the "tyrant" Bardas Skleros in 989;7 and when freed from the 
anxiety of losing his throne, the emperor came to Thessaloniki in order to thank the 
glorious saint of the town. He left there a responsible officer (crtpma.p;(Tl~ t&v 
Em<JT]µwv) with a large number of troops to prevent further raids from the Bulgars.8 

But after their czar Samuel, who had become more and more bold, devastated not 
only Thessaloniki and Macedonia but all of Greece, 9 the emperor repelled the 
invaders and destroyed Samuel's empire. 10 

In the midst of the eleventh century a riot arose in Macedonia under the 
leadership of Leo Tornikios (Tomikes), probably an Armenian in origin who lived 
in Adrianople. 11 Zonaras notes that Tomikios had many followers in Macedonia, 
who were discontent with the military policy of the emperor. They brought 
Tomikios to Adrianople, welcomed him as their ruler and then repeated their 
acclamations in the hippodrome of Constantinople. Zonaras underlines that all this 
was the work of Macedonians, who were characterized as ~wµoAoxia~ ovtE~ 
E8a.OE~, 12 accustomed to rebellions. Although the riot failed, the incident 
demonstrates the military weakness of the Byzantine administration in this area in 
which the bureaucracy of the capital dominated. Another example was later given 
by the Patzinaks (ITat/;;tva.Kot),13 who incessantly devastated Macedonia and 
Thrace. 14 In such a critical time there was a need for someone like the successful 
general of Macedonian forces Nikephoros Bryennios; but he was inclined to 

). Zon. III 256. 
2. Ostrogorsky, op.cit. 458. 
3. Zon. III 407. 
4. Ostrogorsky, op.cit. 4f. 
5. Zon. III 47 I. 
6. ODB III 1911. 
7. Zon. III 557. 
8. Zon. III 558. 
9. Ostrogorsky, op.cit. 248f. 
10. Ostrogorsky, op.cit. 265. 
II. Zon. III 626f. 
12. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica II 247. 
13. Zon. III 644. 
14. Zon. III 657. 
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rebellion. 1 Already in the next generation the Uzes (OU~ot 2) crossed the Danube, 
defeated the Byzantine troops, plundered Macedonia and spread through all of 
Greece. 3 The invasion was repeated in the reign of Constantine X ( 1054-1067). The 
Byzantine commander Nestor joined the leader of the Patzinaks, disregarding the 
orders of the emperor. The invaders devastated Thrace, Macedonia and the adjacent 
territories.4 In the year 1077 the throne of Byzantium had two aspirants, Nikephoros 
Botaneiates who revolted in the east, and Nikephoros Bryennios in the Balkans. 5 

The latter persuaded the Macedonian soldiers, among others, to join him.6 However 
his rival became emperor as Nikephoros III Botaneiates, but only for a few years, as 
in 1081 he abdicated in favour of Alexios I, the founder of the Komnenan dynasty. 
The civil war continued, during which many soldiers were killed and others 

captured. 7 And the more the empire was displaced from Asia Minor, the more the 
importance of Thessaloniki increased as a meeting point for statesmen. 8 There was 
no end of civil wars (1tOAEµo1 1tpo<; tou<; oµocpuAou<;), lamented by the historian 
Zonaras,9 and there was also no end of riots and plundering.10 

Zonaras was a real historian, who combined xpovoypa.cpia. with contemporay 
history. He was cultured enough to view his material critically. For him, as for all 
Byzantines, monarchy was the only legitimate form of government and the 
sequence of empires according to the doctrine of the biblical Daniel was the basis 
for his philosophy of history. This philosophy was a critical one, and was critical 
also with respect to the emperors and high officials. Macedonia had no special 
interest for him. It was an integral part of the empire with Thessaloniki an 
important capital, but it was more and more threatened by people beyond the 
frontiers, barbarians in the view of Zonaras. In contrast to the Roman historians 
who often praised the Macedonians, Zonaras remained reserved in his judgements. 

To sum up, throughout Byzantine history with its imperial ideology, 
Macedonia remained an inseparable part of the empire from beginning to end. 
Nobody could doubt this continuity and it would have been absurd to call the 
Macedonians barbarians. King Alexander the Great was a figure of integration for 
all Macedonians. This I think, is a useful lesson for our time. 

I. ODBI 330f. 
2 Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica II 228. 
3. Zon. III 678. 
4. Zoo. III 713f. 
5. ODB III 1479. 
6. Zon. III 716. 
7. Zon. III717. 
8. On Thessaloniki a~ a place for international meetings see for example Zon. III 720, 732, 

750. 
9. Zon. III 728f. 
10. Zon. III 740 (again the Petchanegs). 



Andreas Schminck 

The beginnings and origins of the 'Macedonian' dynasty 

"In the thirtieth year of his age, and inthe hour of intoxication and sleep, Michael the 
Third was murdered in his chamber by the founder of a new dynasty, whom the 

emperor had raised to an equality of rank and power." 1 Much more detailed than 
this statement by Edward Gibbon in his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire is 
J.B. Bury's description in his History of the Eastern Roman Empire from the Fall 

of Eirene to the Accession of Basil the First: 
Basil struck the blow on Sept. 24, 867. Michael had bidden him and 

Eudocia to dinner in the Palace of St. Mamas. When Michael had drunk 
deeply, Basil made an excuse to leave the room, and entering the 

Imperial bed-chamber tampered with the bolts of the door so that it 

could not be locked. He then returned to the table, and when the Emperor 

became drunk as usual, he conducted him to his bed and kissing his 
hand went out. The Keeper of the Private Wardrobe, who was 

accustomed to sleep in the Emperor's room, was absent on a 
commission, and Basiliskianos had been commanded to take his place. 

Michael sank on his bed in the deep sleep of intoxication ... Basil had 
engaged the help of eight friends, some of whom had taken part in his 

first crime, the murder of Bardas. Accompanied by these, Basil opened 
the door of the bed-chamber, and was confronted by the chamberlain, 

who opposed his entrance. One of the conspirators . . . wounded 
Basiliskianos and hurled him on the floor, while [another], John 
Chaldos (who had been prominent among the slayers of Bardas) hewed 

at the sleeping Emperor with his sword, and cut off both his hands ... 
The conspirators [then] consulted whether their victim should be 
despatched outright. One of them took it upon himself to return to the 

bed where Michael was moaning out piteous imprecations against Basil, 

and ripped up his body. Through the darkness of a stormy night the 

assassins rowed across the Golden Hom ... [and entered] the Great 

Palace ... Such is the recorded story of the final act which raised Basil 
the Macedonian to supreme power.2 

But this is not only a crime story but also a sex story or at least a love story. 

Liutprand of Cremona, who stayed at Constantinople in the tenth century when 

Basil's grandson Constantine VII was in power, wrote the following: 
The August Emperor Basil, the present emperor's grandfather, was born 

of a humble family in Macedonia. Under the compelling yoke of 
poverty (ttl<; ntroxeicx<;) he came down to Constantinople and was for a 

I. E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ch. 48, ed. J.B. Bury (London 1912) V 
214-5. 

2. Bury, ERE 177-9. 

Byzantine Macedonia.: Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 

Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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time servant to an abbot (11youµEvo~). The then Emperor Michael went 
one morning to pray in the monastery where Basil was serving and, 
seeing that he was exceptionally comely, called the abbot and asked him 
to give him the lad. He then took him off to the palace and made him his 
chamberlain; and in a little time he became so powerful that everyone 
called him the second emperor. 1 

The young peasant's forma egregia which charmed the young emperor is 
confirmed by the Greek sources, and especially by the Vita Basilii, Basil's Life 

written by his grandson Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos: 
The abbot introduced Basil to the little Theophilos ... who endeavoured 
to be surrounded by excellent, beautiful (EUEt8Ei~) men of good stature, 

who distinguished themselves in particular by manliness and strength 
of body, and to be presumptuous and proud of them; you could see that 
such men were immediately equipped with silken robes and caught the 
eye with their other equipment. Theophilos placed the young newcomer 
Basil among these people, and as he seemed to surpass the others greatly 
in respect of bodily strength and spiritual manliness, he was appointed 
protostrator, i.e. first master of the horse, by Theophilos who loved 
(T]ya.1tfrto) him more and more day after day and worshipped him for 
his superior qualities.2 

Basil's protector Theophilitzes then introduced him to Michael III by 
telling the emperor that Basil would be able to catch Michael's intractable horse 
that had run away. Constantine described it as follows: 

When the emperor ordered that this should be done, Basil executed it 
willingly and in a shapely manner (Euq>uro~). The emperor wondered 
about that and began to love (aymt~cm~) his shapeliness (Euq>uia.v) 
with manliness and his sagacity so that he at once took him away from 

I. Liutprand of Cremona, Antapodosis ed. J. Bekker (Hannover-Leipzig 1915) 1.8: "Ba~ilius 
imperator augustus, avus huius, Macedonia humili fuerat prosapia oriundus, descenditque 
Constantinopolim tf\i; ntcoxdai;, quod est paupertatis iugo, ut cuidam serviret 
fiyouµevcp, id est abbati. lgitur imperator Michahel, qui tune temporis erat, cum 
orationis gratia ad monasterium istud, in quo hie ministrabat, descenderet, vidit hunc 
forma praeter ceteros egregia, accitumque tov fiyouµevov, abbatem, rogavit, ut se 
donaret hoc puero; quern suscipiens in palatio, cubicularii donavit officio. Tantae denique 
post paululum potestatis est factus, ut alter ab omnibus imperator sit apellatus." 

2 Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, "Vita Basilii", TheophCont 225.1-12: totltq> 
(JUVEcrtTJ<JE tov Ba<JtA.ElOV o fiyouµevoi; · EttlYX<XVE yap 7tCO<; to 8£0q>tA.iotov 
tO\ltO ... di; <J7tOU0TJV fXOV yevvaioui; civopai; 1ml EUElOEt<; 1ml EUTJA.llCCl<; 
1ml £7t. avop(~ µaA.t<Jta 1ml pcoµn crcoµatoi; Otaq>epovtai; 1C£1Ctf\cr0m 7tEpl 
autov Kat £7tt tOtltOl<; µeya q>pOVEtV Kat <JEµVtJVE<J0m · OU<; Eu0ui; ~V opiiv 
<JTJptlCati; tE Ko<Jµouµevoui; fo0f\crt l((lt tft CXA.A.TI Kata<JtoA.ft 
Om1tpE1tovtai;. toutoti; KataA.qEvta tov VETJA.UV veaviav BacriA.Etov, 1ml 
Kata itoA.u npo£XEtV o61;avta t&v A.om&v Kata tE crcoµattKTJV aA.lCTJV Kai 
'lfUXllCTJV avop(av, itpcotocrtpatopa autO\l 7t£7t0lTJ1CEV O 8EO<j>lA.O<;, Kai 
fiµepav el; fiµepai; £7t1. 7tA.EOV ,;yaniito nap' <XUto\l Kai £7t1. to'ii; oiKElOl<; 
1tpotEpfiµa<JtV e0auµa~EtO. 
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Theophilitzes and incorporated him into the imperial masters of the 
horse. He paid court to him (1tpocre'ixe) and loved him (TJyamx aut6v), 
seeing that he widely excelled the others in every respect. Therefore ~e 
raised him, who often had exhibited himself in front of him, to the 
dignity of first master of the horse. 1 

63 

Some time later, Basil killed the Caesar Bardas, Michael's very powerful uncle, 
and the reward for this crime was the co-emperor's crown. But before being crowned 
on 26th May, 866, Basil had to undergo a strange procedure, described by the so
called Genesios who wrote his History of emperors at the time and at the court of 
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos: 

When the emperor [Michael] once stayed at the palace near the Church of 
the glorious martyr Mamas, a ludicrous idea came into his mind which 
he did not tell to all of his entourage. He commanded two servants to 
undress Basil (a1toyuµvouv toutov) and to stretch his arms ... And 
Basil, who was youthful, was whipped by the emperor with thirty cuts 
of the double whip in order to have a written memory of the emperor's 
tender love (cptA.oot6pyou 1tpo0foeroc;) for him. At early mom he entered 
Hagia Sophia and showed the people the crowned emperor . . . and 
passed him the insignia of the co-emperor's dignity. Furthermore he had 
a deep affection for him (1t0Au cptAtpov), conceding him the same rank 
(ta foa), nay the pre-eminence (imepoX'lv).2 

But after little more than one year Michael's love for Basil ceased. In the Vita 
Basilii this is reported as follows: 

The emperor decided to take another participator in the imperial dignity, 
namely that so-called Basilikinos, who was one of the emperor's council 
of murderers, a bad and abominable, effeminate (9Ti).u8piav) person 
fond of dancing ... who at that time served with the rowers in the 
imperial trireme. This hateful Basilikinos was once dressed by the 

I. Op.cit. 231.14-21: tou 0£ ~acrt:>.ecoc; imoµvTJcr0evtoc; Kat KEAeucravtoc; touto 
yevfo0m, hoiµcoc; Kat eucpu&c; o Bacri:>.ewc; touto neitotTJKEv. o 
0eacraµevoc; o ~<XO'lAEUc; Kat ayan11crac; t~V µet' avopiac; eucpuiav autou 
K<XI. O'\JVEO'lV, eu0ecoc; ll7t0 tot> 8eocptAltSTJ autov UVEA<X~E tE K<XI. eic; touc; 
~<XO'lAlKOUc; K<XtEta~E O'tpatopac;. 1tpocreixe 0£ l((lt TJYCl7t<X aut6v, op&v 
autou to itpoc; touc; ii:>.:>.ouc; EV 7t<XO'l Otacpepov Kata 7t0A\l. Oto K<XI. 
7tOAAClKtc; E7tt0Et~aµevov K<XtEVOlltlOV autou eic; t~V tot> 7tpCOtOO'tpatopoc; 
a~iav E~l~<XO'E. 

2. Genes. 4.27 (ed. LesmUller-Werner & Thurn 79): ·nc; o'Ov nepi nva xpovov 1tap11v 
o iiva~ tote; itep\. tOV K<XAAlVtKOV Maµavta µaptupa ~<XO'lAElOtc;, EltE!pUTJ 
tOUtq> O'K01toc; Kav ye:>.oioc;, ov t&v itpoc; autov OU 7t<XO'lV EyvwptO'EV. 
EYKEAE\JE't<Xl OUO'I. t&v oiKElCOV .. . anoyuµvouv tOU'tOV too xeipe tE 
Otateivm. o BacrtAEtoc; ... VE<XVtKoc; rov ... µacrtisetat nap' autou [tot> 
~<XO'lAECOc;] Ot7tAOtc; EV cppayEAAtotc; ].', µv11µTJV EXElV tO\ltOV avaypaittOV 
t11c; 7tpoc; autov cptAOO'topyou 7tpo0foecoc;. K<XI. tip µeyicrtq> vaip E7tEA0oov 
itpcofoc; aut11c; O'tE!pTJ!pOpov iivaKta :>.aoic; avaOetKVUO'l .. . K<XI. tllc; Kata 
Oeutepeiav au tip ~<XO'tAeiac; ta 1tp6crcpopa OtOCOO'lV. cji K<XI. 7t0A'\l <j)lA tpov 
E7tt0t0ouc;, K<XI. ta foa, itpoc; 0£ Kat ta m0' U7tepox~v Eµitapexetm. 
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emperor with the much-famed imperial purple costume, the 
conspicuous and enviable crown, the all-golden mantle, the scarlet 

sandals with precious stones and the other imperial insignia; the 
emperor took hold of his hand and led him to the senate, at the same 

time being his boss and servant, as did Nero long ago in respect of the 

well-known Eros, and spoke these words: "Look here, all of you, and 
marvel, isn't it fitting that he will be emperor? Firstly his shape is 
worthy of sovereignty, secondly the crown seems to be born with him. 

All things fit together for this dignity." And also: "How much better it 
would be, if I had made him emperor instead of Basil." 1 

The reason for Basil's murder of Michael was therefore his apprehension about 
being replaced by a new imperial favourite. With this reference to the Emperor Nero 
and his favourite, whom Constantine calls Eros instead of Sporos, the author 

alludes unmistakably to Michael's homoerotic disposition. 

We should also note that we should not attribute this mention of Nero's 
favourite Eros to Plutarch's lost Vita Neronis, as did Romilly Jenkins. For the 

name Eros is to be explained by Constantine's short-comings in quoting by heart a 

source which is much more likely to be Dio's Roman History, surely existing at 

that period, rather than Plutarch's Vita Neronis, which probably had already been 

Jost in antiquity. 

So we have to state that the famous Macedonian dynasty owes its existence to 

Michael Ill's homosexuality. 

But where did Basil come from? Was he a Slav, an Armenian or a Greek? Norman 
Tobias, who wrote a very good monograph about Basil, was right in rejecting the 

Slavonic theory of Basil's birth (which is periodically revived) even though the 

Arab sources are unanimous about his Slavic birth. But the words "Slav" and 
"Macedonian" were employed synonymously by Arab authorities. Concerning 

I. Constantine VII, op.cit. 250.5-251.2: 'E~O\JA.E'\JCJ(l'tO ycxp E7tEµ~aA.EtV w'ii; 
CJK~1t1:poti; Kat ihepov cruyKA.TlPOV. Kat 0~ 1:0V Kat' E7t<OVUµiav 
BacrtA.lKtVOV EKEtVOV, Eva Kat aui:ov 1:0\J 1taA.aµvaiou cruveopiou 
,:u-yxcxvovta, <paUA.OV Kat µtapov 0riA.uopiav 1:E Kat (j)lA.OKcoµov ... · 1:01:E OE 
EV w'ii; EA.a'\JVO\JCJlV eii; 1:~V ~acrtA.l~V tpl~PTl KatEtA.eyµevoi; E1:'ll'Yxave. 
1:0\>1:0V 0~ 1:0V oucroovuµov BacrtA.lKtVOV EVO'l>El 7t01:E 1:~V 7t0A.\JUµvrii:ov 
~acrtA.tK~v 1top<pupav Kat 1:ov 1tepio1t1:ov Kat E7tt<p0ovov 01:eq,avov 
XA.aµuoa 1:E 1tcxyxpucrov K<Xt 1:CX KOKKO~a<pi, Kat Ol<XA.t0a 7tEOtA.a Kat 
1:&Ua 1:i,i; ~acrtA.eiai; E1ticrriµa, E~<X'YEl 1:E au,:ov 1tpoi; 't~V CJ'll'YKA.T11:0V 1:i,c; 
XEtpoi; iiµa Kpa,:&v Kat imoupy&v au,:q,, ooi; o Nepcov EKEtvoi; 7t<XA.at 1:0V 
1toA.u6puA.ri1:ov "Epco,:a, mi q,rimv E1tt A.E~ecoi; · 

t0£t£ 7t<XV'C£<; Uµ£t<;, KCXt 0cxuµacrCX'C£, 
&pcx ou 1tpfatt cxu-cov dvm ~cxcrtAfo; 
1tp&wv µEv dooc; al;tov -cupcxvviooc;, 
-co otu-ctpov OE cruµq,uEc; 1teAtt cr-ceq,oc; 
U7tCXV'CCX o' &pµ6~oucrt 1tpoc; 'C~V al;icxv. 

Kat 01:t 1tocrov ~v K<XA.A.tov 1:0u1:ov µe 1toti,crm ~acrtA.fo i, 1:ov BacriA.etov; 
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Basil's possible Armenian origin, Tobias reached the following conclusion: "It can 
be definitely said that Basil was of Armenian birth and humble origin". This was 
and is the communis opinio doctorum, but I think it is not true. The official version 
of Basil's origin is given by Constantine VII: 

The Emperor Basil came from the land of the Macedonians but was 

descended from the Armenian Arsacids. As namely the old Arsacis ruled 
the Parthians and had gained much glory and fame, it became a custom 
for the later Parthians, Armenians and also Medes to be governed only 
by a descendant of the family of Arsacis.1 

Constantine presents Basil as one of this mythical king's off-springs driven to 
Macedonia, and Leo VI, Basil's son and successor as well as Constantine's father 
and predecessor, offers a similar genealogy in his A6yo~ brzra<pw~ for his parents: 

But his birth in the defilement here below led him up to the Arsacids. 
Who they were cannot be explained here (where we are dealing with 
praise, not with history), but should be known to writers of history. But 
(I can say) that they were born from imperial off-spring; for they have 
the sources of their blood in Artaxerxes' veins, who for a very long time 

has been magnified by imperial power and who subjugated most of the 
peoples, whom they gave therefore a remarkable surname, calling him 
MaicpoxEtpa. ('Long-armed') ... 2 

Comparing these two texts, both written by Basil's own descendants, we 
become aware of an essential difference. While Constantine stresses the Armenian 
component of Basil's pretended Arsacid origin, Leo does not mention it at all but 
stresses Basil's descent from Arsacis' ostensible relative Artaxerxes I. Thus Leo 
seems to know nothing about Basil's and therefore his own Armenian origin, but 
claims descent from a Persian ~a.crt'.l..euc;, a very strong argument against the 
Armenian theory of Basil's origin. 

But let us destroy this theory for once and for all. In Niketas David the 
Paphlagonian's Vita /gnatii we read the following: 

What about Lightful (<l>conoc;) as he was called? ... All the ten years of 
his banishment ... he tried to regain the emperor's favour; and 

I. Op.cit. 212.I9-213.2: <XU't01Cpll't00p BacriAEtO~ ci:,pµiito µev EK 'tT\~ MaJCEOOVOOV 
yft~. 'tO 0£ yevo~ ElAKEV E~ 'ApµEvirov e0vou~ 'ApcmKirov. 'tOU yap 
7t<XA<XtoU 'ApcraJCOU, 0~ nap0rov TJ'YTJO<X'tO, E7tl µeya 00~'11~ 7tp0EA06vto~ 
lC(lt npE'tT\~. v6µo~ 'tOl~ UO'tEpov EXpnµancrE µ11 aAAo0Ev pacrtAEUE00at 
µfitE nap0ou~ µT]tE 'ApµEviou~, &Ua µnoe Mfioou~, ~ 1tapa 'tOU yevou~ 
'ApcraJCOU Kat 'tOOV &1toy6vrov <XU'tOU. 

2. Leo VI, Oraison funebre de Basile I par son fils Leon VI le Sage ed. A. Vogt & I. Hausherr 
(Rome I 932) 44 lines 23-30: CTAT\V ii JCatro OT\ tautn tft~ q,0opii~ yevEcrt~ d~ 
'ApcraJCioa~ autov avftyEv. ot'>toi oe tivE~ note Eicrw, ou tou 1tap6vto~ 
OlllYEtcr0m Aoyou (ou yap i.crtopiav, &U' Euq>nµiav Epya~E'tat), yvotEV o' 
av oi. ta~ i.crtopia~ avaAqoµEVOl. 7tAT]V YE O'tl K<Xl <XU'tOl PacrtAElOU 
1tpoftA0ov cr1topfx~ · EAJCOU<Jl yap 'tOU aYµato~ ta~ 1tll'Ya~ EK 'tOOV 
'Apta~Ep~ou vaµatrov, 0~ E7tl µT]KlO'tOV xp6vou pacrtAdcp Kpll'tEl 
EµqaAuv0.., K<Xl 7tAEtO't<X ocra 'tOOV E0vrov 7tE7tOlll'tO \)7t() l(Etpa, ii> lC<Xl Ola 
'tOU'tO E~aipE'tOV E1trovuµov EOrocrav 'tOV MaKpOXEtpa ovoµacravtE~. 
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contriving all kinds of plans and considerations, he eventually found a 
way by which he triumphed over imperial simplicity or gullibility; and 
look how convincing and worthy of his spirit it was. Considering all 
names, the Emperor Basil's, his wife Eudokia's, and his children 
Constantine's, Leo's, Alexander's and Stephen's names, he took the 
first letter of every name and composed a new word whereby he started 
his fraud (cbtatTJ<;). Inventing a fancy story or rather genealogy, he put 
Tiridates (III), the great Armenian king at the time of the holy martyr 
Gregorios (<l>cocrtfip), as his ancestor (1tpo1tatopa) at the top of the 
genealogical tree. Then he filled the genealogy up with high-sounding 
names, making one descend from another in a fictitious story. When 
Photios finally arrived at Basil's father, he wrote that this one would 
generate a man like Basil, whose name would be Beklas; and he 
prophesied that this man would reign as an emperor more successfully 
and longer than the emperors of all time. Using countless lies 
('lfEUOEcrtv), he knew how to delight Basil's ears and so fabricated this 
work which he wrote with Alexandrian letters on very old parchment 
(xapticov) in order to imitate archaic hand-writing as well as possible. 
Then he bound the writing with very old covers removed from a very 
old book and put it away in the great library of the Imperial Palace.1 

This testimony seems to be quite reliable because it provides an excellent 
explanation for Basil's fancy Arsacid origin. Photios who had a very close 
relationship with Armenia, probably via his mother, could have invented Basil's 

I. N iketas David Paphlagon, Vita I gnatii (PG 105 565813-568A8): T( OE o A.E"(oµevo~ 
<t>omo~; ... navta OE tOV 0£1Ca£tft xp6vov tft~ \l7tEpop(a~ ... tO\l PacnA.ECO~ 
E(j)' EO.UtOV tl]V EUVOto.V E7ttcJ7tacro.0m µ11xaviitm. !Cat 1ta.crav µEV 
pouMv, 1ta.crav OE tptP11v A.oytcrµ&v 1tpo~ tO\ltO !Ctv&v, £\lpEV ooov 
A.om6v, Ot' ~~ tft~ &1tA.6t11to~ ~tot 1Couq,6t11to~ Ko.tropxficrato tft~ 
pacrtA.t!CTI~. Kat 0"1C07t£tt£, (I)~ m8av11v !Cat tft~ ElCElVOU wuxft~ al;(av. T&v 
ovoµatcov yap ElCO.O"tOV 7t£ptcr1C£1jf<Xµ£VO~. autou t£, q,11µ(, BacrtA.ElOU tO\l 
pacrtA.Eco~. EUOO!Cl(l~ t£ tft~ O.\ltO\l yaµetft~ !Cat t&v 1ta(ocov, 
KrovcrtO.VtlVOU, Afovto~. 'AA.el;avopou !Cat l:tE<p<XVOU. el; ElC<XO"tOU OE to 
1tp&tov ypaµµa A.apcov lC(lt cruvtt0d~. EVt£u0£v A.aµpavet tft~ ll7t<Xt11~ tl]V 
ll(j)Opµfiv. 'Jcrtop(av yap ~tot YEVEaA.OytaV tl]V µfit' O'Ocrav, µfit' O'OV 
7t0t£ yevoµev11v ava1tA.acra~. T11ptOat11v µEV ElCEtVOV tOV µeyav 
'ApµEVlCOV pacrtA.Ea, tOV E7tt tO\l iepoµaptupo~ A.eyro fpmop(ou, 
1tpo1tatopa tt0£tat tip A.Oyq>, el; ElCElVOU OE tl]V YEVEaA.oy(av ov6µacrtv, 
ol~ rj8£A.11crev, fotcruvdprov Kat &Uou~ el; aA.A.cov tft 7tA.acrµatC00£l 
JCatayrov icrtop(~. T]Vl!Ca 01] 1tpo~ tOV 1tatepa JCatftA.0£ BacrtA.dou, tO\ltOV 
eypa1jf£V, (I)~ &vopa yevvficret tOlO\ltOV, oto~ auto~ BacrtA.ElO~ riv. To OE 
ovoµo. dvm 8£1CA.a.~. ov £\ltuxfotato. !Cat 1toA.uxpovtroto.ta t&v el; o.i&vo~ 
pepacrtA.£UJC6trov pacrtA.eucrovta 1tpoq,11teuet. Mupiot~ OE weuorntv, ot~ 
noet yavvucr0m tO\ltOV lllCOUOVta, to cruyypaµµa JCato.pttcraµevo~. E7tt 
1taA.motatrov µEV tO\ltO xapttrov ypaµµacrtv 'AA.el;avoptvoi~. tl]V 
apxatlCT]V Ott µaA.tcrta X£tpo0rn(av µtµ11craµevo~. ypa(j)Et' aµ<ptEVVUcrt OE 
!Cat 7ttuxm~ 1taA.motatm~ EiC 1taA.motatou PtPA.tOU a<pmpouµevo~. 
1CllVt£U0£v tft µeyaA.n tO\lto tO\l 1taA.atiou a1toti0£tat PtPAto0fiJCTI, 
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Arsacid genealogy in order to present Tiridates III as a model for Basil, because 
Tiridates (Trdat), after he had tortured St. Gregorios (<l>coo'tTJp) ended by venerating 
him - at least according to Agathangelos, who shows a strange accordance with 
Photios' views: "Then he [Gregorios <l>cootfip] took the men of the Arsacid family 
and instructed them in the (Christian) doctrine. Of these the foremost was Trdat, 
who was the king, with all his household." 1 So we cannot separate the Armenian 
theory from the Arsacid theory by accepting the former while rejecting the latter. On 
the contrary, we have to consider the Armenian theory of Basil's birth as a product 
of Photios' fantasy. So it can be definitely said that Basil was of pure Greek birth. 

But where did he come from? We can neglect a piece of fourteenth century 
evidence, according to which Basil was born in Xcxpiou1t0At<;, and have to be 
content with the unanimous testimony of nearly all our sources, namely that Basil 
was born in the rural environs of Adrianople (&lime). 

The question to ask now is whether Basil was a Macedonian. In antiquity and 
modern times, Adrianople belonged to Thrace, but all scholars agree that in 
Byzantine times Adrianople was the capital of the theme of Macedonia. 2 This 
communis opinio is based on passages like the following, taken from Pseudo
Symeon Magistros: "This Basil came from Macedonia, from the environs of 
Adrianople." 3 But Constantine, who mentions Adrianople three times in his Vita 
Basilii, does not say anywhere that Adrianople belonged to Macedonia. On the 
contrary, in his De thematibus he ranged Adrianople with to tTJ<; 0p~ICT)<; 0eµcx, 
and also in Basil H's Meno/ogion from the end of the tenth century we find 
Adrianople referred to as a town of Thrace.4 

The confusion begins with Constantine's Vita Basilii, where it is said that 
"Basil set out from Macedonia tll<; 0p~ICT)<; for Constantinople." 5 I think this 
confusion is the result of a combination of fact and fiction, the fact that Basil 
originated in the region of Adrianople, a city of Thrace, and the fancy that Basil was 
a Macedonian like Philip and Alexander the Great. 

This ideology can be found several times in sources of this period, for example 
in a text from Genesios' History, which contains a good deal of propaganda for the 
Macedonian dynasty. The text reads: "He [Basil] went back also to Philip and 
Alexander, the excellent rulers, and he originated in the land of the Macedonians, 

I. Agathangelos, History of the Armenians 131, ed. G. Lafontaine, La version grecque 
ancienne du livre armenien d' Agathange (Louvain-la Neuve 1973) 30.1-3: 'A1to totE 
otiv a.p~a.µEvo~. £1CEA.EUIJEV [o ay10~ fp11y6p10~] 'tO 'tOlV 'ApmllCtOrov "YEVO~ 
l((l't(l crxoA.T]V 7tp0~ 'tTJV 0Eiav OtO!llJlCllA.tllV yuµva.~Ecr0m · EV ci> 1tproto~ ~v 
Ttptoa.no~ o ~acrtA.Eu~ µEta 1tavto~ tou oi'Kou autou. 

2. For example Lemerle, Philippes 123); Pertusi, De them. 158; J. Nesbitt & N. Oikonomides, 
Catalogue of Byzantine Seals at Dumbarton Oaks and in the Fogg Museum of Art 
(Wa~hington, D.C. 1991) I 110. 

3. Pseudo-Symeon Magistros, Chronography ed. I. Bekker ( 1838) 655.19-20: feyovE OE 
ot>to~ o BacriA.Eto~ EK MaKEOovia~. £K xropirov tft~ 'Aopmvou1t6A.Ero~. 

4. Menologion of Basil II (PG 117 27607): d~ 'Aopmvou1toA.tv tft~ 0p~1CTJ~. 
5. Constantine VII, op.cit. 223.5-6: "Apa~ ot>v EK MaKEOovia~ tft~ 0p~1CTJ~ 1tpo~ 

'tTJV &pxoucrav ... hopEuEto. 
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born from reputable parents. "1 In the Vita Basilii too, Basil is twice compared with 
Alexander the Great, and so there cannot be any doubt that Basil was called the 

Macedonian because he wanted to be a new ~acnAeui; like Philip and Alexander. 
Therefore it is not a mere accident that Basil called his first son, who was born after 
his (definite) accession to the throne, Alexander, a name totally unusual at the time. 
As Alexander was born about 868 we can assume that Basil's self-stylisation as a 
Macedonian was invented and propagated just after Basil's assumption of power 
when he had to justify his illegitimate rule. A peasant from Thrace could not be 
considered to be ideally suited as a ~<XcrtA.Eui; t&v 'Proµa{rov, but a descendant of 
a Macedonian ~<XcrtAEui; would have better chances of being generally accepted. 

But Photios, who later invented Basil's Armenian genealogy and who, by an 
interpolation in Theophanes' Chronology, transformed the Syrian dynasty into a 
fictitious /saurian dynasty, can hardly be believed to be the author of this piece of 
unsophisticated imperial ideology since Basil had deposed him as patriarch soon 
after his seizure of power. 

Even though we cannot believe Basil to be a Macedonian, we can believe him 
to have had the idea of wanting to be a Macedonian. So let us believe this 
honourable man to be an honorary Macedonian. 

I. Genes. 4.24 (Lesmilller-Wemer & Thum 76.64-6): <XAMX µiiv Kill <l>tt..imtou Kill 
'Ah~avopou trov apiotcov l1YEµ6vcov E~ElXEtO. oc; MllKEOOVCOV tftc; yftc; 
EK(j)\lElc; YEVVT]t6pcov nv KlltCX YEVECXV OUK aofiµcov. 



Dion C. Smythe 

Macedonians in eleventh-and twelfth-century Byzantine 
historiography 

This paper is not an attempt to discuss the history of Byzantine Macedonia; other 
papers in this volume attempt that task. Here I look at the ways in which the term 
'Macedonian' and 'Macedonia' were used in Byzantine Greek histories from 

Psellos to Choniates to see what sense can be made of that usage and what 
conclusions, if any, can be drawn from that usage. 

This paper will not attempt to construct 'Macedonian' as an ethnic or racial 

category. Such classifications have a place in historical analysis, but their use 

requires due care and attention. The problem with race as a category of historical 
analysis is that it is both a folk concept and an analytical concept. 1 Thus as well as 

having clear definitions - for example that racial difference is one based in physical 

anthropology, whether by phenotype, by genotype or by dines in Mendelian 
populations,2 whilst ethnic groups are ones which may or may not have some basis 
in physical anthropology to which cultural difference is added 3 - notions of race 

and ethnicity are also popular and loose, so that people firmly believe they know 
what they mean when they speak of certain ethnic groups and are equally convinced 

that they could allocate individuals to such groups on sight. This dual nature of the 
concepts of race and ethnicity ( coupled with the tendency for statements formulated 
in the analytic mode to degenerate into the folk mode) has made historians rightly 

wary of using them. If we are to talk meaningfully about 'Macedonians' we must be 
clear about whom we mean. In this paper, when I speak of 'Macedonians' I am not 
referring to a distinctive human population united by phenotype, genotype or dine, 

nor to a population putatively united by language, history, culture or habitation, 

which I distinguish by this particular label; rather, 'Macedonians' are those 

individuals referred to as 'Macedonians' in the sources under discussion. 

I. Michael Banton, "Analytical and folk concepts of race and ethnicity" Ethnic and Racial 
Studies 2 ( 1979) 127; Pierre van den Berghe, Race and Racism: A Comparative Perspective 
(New Yorlc 1967) 9. 

2 The phenotype is an organism's actual visible or mea~urdble appearance with respect to a 
trait or traits. This is contrasted with the genotype which is the underlying genetic 
constitution of the organism with respect to a particular trait or traits: Michael Banton & 
Jonathan Harwood, The Race Concept (Newton Abbot and London 1975) 48-9; dines are 
biological gradients of phenotype or genotype differentiation in space which vary 
discordantly: Julian S. Huxley, "Clines: An Auxiliary Taxonomic Principle" Nature 142 
(1938) 219-20; Banton & Harwood, The Race Concept 57-58; Brewton Berry & Henry L. 
Tischler, Race and Ethnic Relations ( 4th. ed., Boston 1978) 34-5; Alice Littlefield, Leonard 
Lieberman & Larry T. Reynolds, "Redefining Race: The Potential Demise of a Concept 
in Physical Anthropology" CwTent Anthropology 23 ( 1982) 641-7. 

3. van den Berghe, Race and Racism 9-10; Banton, "Analytical and folk concepts" 136; 
Berry & Tischler, Race and Ethnic Relations 4, 41. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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This paper had its genesis in my own personal research on Byzantine outsiders, 
which looked at how the Byzantine cultural elite differentiated themselves from the 
Other, analyzed in terms of religion, gender, race and class (ta;1~). When I wrote up 
my doctoral thesis, 1 I was intrigued by the way in which the term 'Macedonian' was 
used as a description in the Byzantine histories of the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries. Now working for the Prosopography of the Byzantine Empire (PBE), a 
major research project of the British Academy based at King's College, London, I 
thought that this would be a good preliminary test of its utility as a research tool, 
and so I conducted a search on 'Macedonian' in the ethnic-identity field. The result 
came back with frightening rapidity, with only one record in the database matching 
the original query.2 I knew that more Macedonians were mentioned in the sources 
already entered into IIIPBE (the part of the database that deals with the period from 
1025 to 1261), so why did they not appear in the database? This merited a return to 
the texts to find the cause, which soon became apparent: the prosopography deals 
only with individuals; the term 'Macedonians' usually appears as a group 
description. 

The infamous description of how the 'Macedonians' appeared to Michael 
Psellos is found in his Chro11ographia: 

Most of the Macedonians (MaJCd>ovrov), being a folk who delight in 
arrogance and insolent bearing, more accustomed to the buffoonery of 
the townsmen than the simplicity of the camp, most of them, I say, 
dismounted from their horses and started choral dances, where everyone 
could see them. They improvised comic turns at the emperor's expense, 
stamping on the ground with their feet in time to their music and 
dancing in triumph.3 

This description occurs in the account of Constantine IX's opposition to Leo 
Tornikios's rebellion in 1047. Constantine IX Monomachos's ill-heath had 
reduced his sphere of action to remaining within the city walls of Constantinople, 
where he hoped that his status as the true l3aa1A.EU~ Kat autoJCpatrop tO>V 
'Proµairov and vice-gerent of God would be sufficient to sustain his rule.4 When 
the rebel forces of Leo Tornikios had reached the walls of the City, Constantine 
IX's first priority had been to show himself to them from the walls, indicating that 
he was still alive and that there was indeed an emperor within the reigning city, as 
his death had been one of the justifications for placing Leo Tornikios on the 
throne. 5 At first the rebels had appealed to the inhabitants of the city, calling on the 
citizens of Constantinople to accept Leo Tomikios as their new emperor.6 When the 

I. Dion C. Smythe, Byzantine Perceptions of the Outsider in the Eleventh and Twelfth 
Centuries: A Method (PhD thesis, University of St Andrews 1992). 

2 Petros 5001 in IIIPBE, see infm for source citations. 
3. Psellos, Chron. 6.1 JO (Renauld II 22 lines 10-16, Sewter213). 
4. Psellos, Chron. 6.106 (Renauld II 19). 
5. Psellos, Chron. 6. I()() (Renauld II 21 lines I-7). 
6. Psellos, Chron. 6.1()() (Renauld II 21 lines 7-15). 
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citizens of the reigning city failed to follow their lead, then the Macedonians among 
the rebels dismounted and began their dance. 

Constantine IX had been portrayed as the embodiment of imperial crtacni;, 
even though this stability was weakened in part as a virtue because it was due in 
part to his illness and physical weakness. 1 Though usually imperial atacr1~ would 
be presented as a virtue, Psellos portrays it as the object of scorn and ridicule for 
these Macedonians, given its origins in Constantine IX's sickness and inactivity. 
As well as being rebels without the proper respect for the imperial dignity, to 
Psellos they were also "more accustomed to the buffoonery of the townsmen than 
the simplicity of the camp". 2 Living in Adrianople, the city of the Macedonians, 
rather than in the God-guarded Queen of Cities they had become weakened and 
corrupted away from the simple military life (the image of Psellos extolling the 
simple life away from the city is amusing, given his own experience of monastic 
exile from the capital). Though they pretended to be soldiers, and had stood drawn 
up in due order, they were not disciplined but acted on their own, and made 
spectacles of themselves in public. 

The failure of PBE to identify Leo Tornikios, the leader of the rebellion in 
1047 whose seige of Constantinople had led to the Macedonian dancing, as a 
Macedonian is a little more difficult to understand. Leo was a second cousin on the 
maternal side3 of Constantine IX and, as a member of the Tornikios family, had 

connections to Armenia. However he lived in Adrianople and bellowed 
Macedonian boasting.4 He was not bad to look at but his habits were shady and his 
mind was always turned to insurrection 5 a Byzantine topos of the Macedonian. 
Before he came to man's estate a brilliant future was predicted for him, and when he 
did grow to manhood and began to show some constancy, he became the centre for 
the Macedonian party. 6 Having mentioned the term 'Macedonian', Psellos 
immediately introduces the idea of rebellion, saying that these people had tried 
rebellion many times but always failed. However they nurtured the idea of tyranny 
(i.e. rebellion) deep in their spirits.7 

The events involving Leo Tornikios become more complicated when he 
became the client of Euprepia, sister of Constantine IX, not least because it annoyed 
her brother the emperor so much. 8 Though placed in honourable exile in Iberia, 
Euprepia's patronage made Leo Tomikios a threat which Constantine IX attempted 
to nullify by forcing him into holy orders. 9 On Leo Tornikios's return to 

I. Psellos, Chron. 6.106 (Renauld II 19 lines 5-8). 
2 Psellos, Chron. 6.1 IO (Renauld II 22 lines 11-12). 
3. "e~aVE1jlto; tt; £JC µT]tptJC11;" (Psellos, Chron. 6.99, Renauld II 14 lines 1-2). 
4. "ml. MaJCE00VllC1JV epuyyavcov µEyaMXUXl<XV" (Psellos, Chron. 6.99, Renauld II 4 

lines 4-5). 
5. Psellos, Chron. 6.99 (Renauld II 14 lines 5-7). 
6. "ii MaJCEOOVtlCTl µEpl.;" (Psellos, Chron. 6.99, Renauld II 14 lines 10-11). 
7. Psellos, Chron. 6.99 (Renauld II 4 lines 11-18). 
8. Psellos, Chron. 6.100 (Renauld II 15). 
9. Psellos, Cl1ron. 6.10 I (Renauld II 16 lines 11-13). 
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Constantinople in a monk's habit, however, the Macedonian colony, composed 

mainly of people from Adrianople, described as: 

crafty individuals, saying one thing and meaning another, only too 
willing to take up any ridiculous project and most energetic in carrying 
it out, very clever at hiding their thoughts and absolutely loyal to the 

agreements they made among themselves 1 

approached Leo Tornikios, and he agreed to join their rebellion. On their part, the 
Macedonians felt that this was the pretext that they had been waiting for, and the 

rebellion began, with Leo spirited away to Adrianople. When that city was taken as 
their headquarters, they raised the standard of their rebellion.2 

PBE fails to record Leo Tornikios as a Macedonian because, though he 

associated with Macedonians and with many Macedonian attributes, the source 
never explicitly describes him as a Macedonian, describing him only as "Leo from 

Macedonia". 3 

Attaleiates 's account of the rebellion of Leo Tomikios is remarkably similar to 

the one presented by Psellos. He is described as a relative of the emperor 
Constantine Monomachos, named Leo, who came originally from Adrianople. This 
Leo had commanded troops at Melitene, and these troops from Macedonia had 

revolted in his name, even though he was not present. Attaleiates continues that Leo 
left the capital in secret using the imperial relays to have always a fresh mount. 

When he came to Adrianople, he assembled all those of military age in the western 

provinces and within two or three days had amassed a huge anny. Attaleiates also 

records the actions of some insolent and impudent men who hurled base insults in 

the face of the true emperor, but does not identify them specifically as 
"Macedonian". 4 

In the account by Zonaras, Leo is again identified as having connections to 
Adrianople, though on this occasion under its more classical name of Orestias; the 

people there, identified as Macedonians, were devoted to him as their lord. 5 The 
Macedonians took Leo from the imperial city and brought him, in whom they had 
vested their hopes, to their capital Adrianople. 6 Zonaras, like Psellos, describes 
some of Leo's followers as Macedonians who, when they saw the emperor, because 

they were used to fooling around, made up songs, danced and stamped the ground 
with their feet. 7 

The next individual "Macedonian" is the one from Anna Komnene's Alexiad, 
recorded in IIIPBE. He is Petros 5001 Tomikios, who participated in the night 

ambush of Basilakios by Alexios I Komnenos near the Vardar river, during which 

I. Psellos, Chron. 6. 102 (Renauld II 16 lines 1-7, trans. Sewter 207-8.) 
2 Psellos, Chron. 6.102 (Renauld II 16-17 lines 10-23). 
3. "1:ov £JC MaJCEOoviac; ... Afovi:a" (Psellos, Chron. 6.103, Renauld II 17 lines 8-9). 
4. Attal. 12. I suggest that this failure to identify the dancers from Adrianople as 

Macedonians may be due to Attaleiates's own origin in Rhaidestos, which he 
distinguishes because of it~ loyalty "from all the towns of Macedonia" (Attal. 14). 

5. Zon. 111625. 
6. Zon. Ill 626. 
7. Zon. Ill 628. 
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engagement he killed many opponents. This seems to have little role to play in the 
development of the work as a literary narrative, and indeed provides us with little 
information about Petros 5001 Tomikios apart from his derring-do attack on the 
enemy's front line: 

Another man, a Macedonian called Petros, with the surname Tomikios, 
fell upon the enemy's centre and slaughtered many.1 

This same information is reported in Bryennios's Historical Materia/ 2 and Anna 
Kornnene's account may derive from there. 

Nikephoros Bryennios, the rebel against Nikephoros Botaneiates, is introduced 
by Zonaras as army commander of the Macedonian troops when he was placed in 
charge of Cappadocia, 3 and his brother's intervention with the Macedonians 
prevented others from being captured.4 Attaleiates's discussion of Nikephoros 
Bryennios is in the same vein, but is more coherent, describing him as one of the 
leaders of the plot, named Bryennios, from Adrianople, strategos of the 
Cappadocians, who having bested the envoy sent by the emperor placed him in 
irons.5 

In Niketas Choniates's Narrative the Macedonian appears at the beginning of 
the work, when Niketas Choniates puts words into the mouth of Alexios I 
Kornnenos on his death bed in 1118, when he rejects strongly the advice of his wife 
Eirene that Nikephoros Bryennios, the husband of Alexios I's daughter Anna 
Kornnene, "the Macedonian", should succeed in preference to John II Kornnenos.6 

Geographical 
One of the most frustrating aspects of the use of terms cognate with 'Macedonian' 
is the geographical description 'Macedonia'. As Professor Koder shows in his 
paper, there is a disparity in the location of Byzantine Macedonia and the areas 
usually included in the designation 'Macedonia' today. For the Byzantines, as we 
have seen, Adrianople and Rhaidestos were cities in Macedonia; since the 
Byzantine period, 'Macedonia' has experienced a Drong nach Westen, and it is 
centred more on Thessaloniki. 

Attaleiates, though it should be stressed that he is to a certain extent a biased 
source in this regard, notes that Rhaidestos is the only one of all the towns of 
Macedonia which did not embrace the rebellion of Leo Tomikios against the 
emperor Constantine IX Monomachos.7 The second reference to 'Macedonia' in 
Attaleiates is suitably vague, allowing the imposition of almost any geographical 
location: the eunuch in command of the Byzantine forces in Bulgaria sent to deal 

I. An.Kornn. 1.8.5 (Leib & Gautier I 33, Sewter 50). 
2. Bryen. 4.24 (Gautier 291-3). 
3. ml. III 657. 
4. ml. III 7 I 7. 
5. Attal. 34. 
6. Nik.ction. 6.21-2 
7. Attal. 14; this should be compared with Bryennios's description of Thessaloniki as the 

metropolis of the Thessalians: Bryen. 4.16 (Gautier 283). 
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with the rebellion of Leo Tornikios, crossed the mountains that stretch between 
Macedonia and the Danubian regions, and then spent a day in Grand Presthlava. 1 

This appears to place 'Macedonia' in the eastern part of the Balkan peninsula, a 
suspicion confirmed by Bryennios in his Historical Material, who describes the 
course of one of Alexios I Komnenos's campaigns from Constantinople as follows: 
'The Komnenos passed through Macedonia and Voleron and reached the Strymon 
(river)" and then moved on to Strumica.2 From this, therefore, 'Macedonia' is east 
of the Strymon river. However, in contrast to this, Eustathios in his account of the 
capture ofThessaloniki by the Normans in 1185, describes the rapidity with which 
the Normans captured and then proceded to advance unhindered from Dyrrachion 
into "our own Macedonia'',3 which implies that for Eustathios 'Macedonia' lay to 
the west of Thessaloniki, between that city and Dyrrachion. 

Another way in which the term 'Macedonia' is used in the histories of the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries is in the listing of territories, which does little to 
locate 'Macedonia' in space, but does much to place it in the conceptual world of 
the Byzantines. 

Largely, this is tied in with invasions. Thus Attaleiates records that the Scyths 
having been emboldened by their previous successes invaded Macedonia, which 
they completely ravaged, taking great riches in new trophies to their tents near 
Adrianople (so Macedonia is again in the eastern part of the Balkans).4 In Zonaras's 
accounts the use of the term 'Macedonia' is more complex. When Samuel the leader 
of the Bulgarians was plundering not only Thrace and Macedonia but also Hellas, 
even down as far as the Peloponnese, the emperor Nikephoros III Botaneiates 
appointed Uranos as the supreme commander in the West.5 In effect, this is a way of 
stressing the serious situation in which the emperor found himself and the empire, 
by enumerating all the provinces that were devastated. Similarly he records that the 
Patzinak incursions rendered all Thrace and Macedonia dangerous, a situation 
remedied only by the conclusion of a 30 year peace between the Byzantines under 
Botaneiates and the Patzinaks. 6 This use of the combination of 'Macedonia' and 
other regions' names to emphasize the extent of the devastation is a feature repeated 
in Zonaras: under Constantine X Doukas the Uzes plundered Macedonia, reaching 
as far as Hellas; 7 under the same emperor the Patzinaks plundered the land of the 
Thracians and the Macedonians and the region of the Bulgarians;8 and again with 
the Patzinak incursions under Alexios I Komnenos, who are described as leaving 
their homeland, entering Roman territory and plundering all Thrace and 
Macedonia.9 

I. Attal. 22. 
2 Bryen. 4. I 8 (Gautier 285). 
3. Eust Toes.~ .• Capture 66.5. 
4. Attal. 18. 
5. Zon. III 558. 
6. Zon. III 644. 
7. Zon. Ill 678. 
8. Zon. III 713-4. 
9. Zon. III 740. 
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The sole mention of 'Macedonia' in Kinnamos is during his account of John II 
Komnenos's response to the Patzinak incursion across the Danube in 1121. He 
simply states that the emperor, after a short stay in the capital, set out for Macedonia 
in response to the invasion, without specifying the location. 

In Bryennios's Historical Material, the extent of the incursions by the Scyths 
is stressed by the fact that they emcompassed Thrace and Macedonia, "so that one 
might say that all Europe and almost all Asia was threatened by these two 
enemies". 1 In the same way, Bryennios records that Michael VII had to struggle 
against numerous dangers: Scyths ravaging Thrace and Macedonia, and the Slavs 
who, having thrown off the yoke of the Romans, were pillaging and laving waste 
the land of the Bulgarians. 2 

Anna Komnene's Alexiad refers to Macedonia in the context of the Patzinak 
war in 1087, when the Scyths were said to have been expelled from Macedonia and 
Philippoupolis and to have returned back across the Danube.3 

Choniates's Narrative deals with Patzinak incursions into Thrace, and recalls 
the Patzinak invasions of Thrace and Macedonia in the reign of Alexios I 
Komnenos, as indeed does the next incursion, when Ivanko acted as a bulwark 
round Philippoupolis guarding it against incursions from the Cumans in 1197-
1200. In 1197-98 or perhaps in 1199 the Cumans "overran all of Macedonia".4 

The final two mentions of the Macedonians (in the formula "the Macedonian 
cities") in Niketas Choniates 's Narrative, occur in the account of Ioannitsa, where 
first he incited those going home to revolt against the Latins present in their cities, 
and then when he laid waste the Macedonian and Thracian towns, which he turned 
into a desolate wilderness.5 

Expanding slightly beyond the notion of geographical Macedonia, but 
connected to it in the use made of the ethnic descriptor to emphasize the all
encompassing nature of the troops, are the instances when "Macedonians" are 
enumerated in troop musters. This can have a positive or a negative import, as can 
be seen from Zonaras's description of the capture of Constantinople by the 
Komnenoi in 1081. In this, Zonaras states that the capturing troops plundered the 
city and it mattered not whether they were Thracians, Macedonians, other Romans 
or barbarians, because all behaved in the same way, behaving towards their fellow 
countrymen no better than enemies.6 

In a positive vein Bryennios records that John Komnenos the Kouropalates 

left an unforgettable monument to his great deeds among the Thracians, the 
Macedonians, the lllyrians and the Bulgars, just as much among the leaders of these 
peoples as among the people themselves. 7 This ennumeration of the people 

I. Bryen. 2.3 (Gautier 147). 
2. Bryen. 3.1 (Gautier 209-211 ). 
3. An.Kornn. 7.1-2 (Leib & Gautier II 87-9). 
4. Nik.Chon. 14.47, 473.66, 508.69. 
5. Nik.Chon. 613.67-8, 635.18. 
6. Zon. III 729. 
7. Bryen. 1.3 (Gautier 79). 
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involved serves to stress the greatness of the Kouropalates' s honour, stretching out 
from the Byzantines of the capital. A similar sense of inclusiveness is gained from 

the description of Nikephoros Bryennios's meeting with his brother John and all 

the troops the latter had managed to amass: all the regiments of Macedonia and 
Thrace, together with the commanders and guardsmen. 1 This image is continued 

when Bryennios speaks of his grandfather, informed of the rebellion, but still 

resident in Thrace, gathering together all the troops of Macedonia and Thrace, 
swollen with allied contingents and marching on the capital. 2 The inclusiveness to 

stress superiority is used again by Bryennios the writer when he describes the rebel 
as being accompanied by the superior officers, by the leader of the Macedonians, by 
the generals, the leaders of the battalions and the other officers from Thrace. 3 Again, 

when drawing up his troops to face Alexios Komnenos, sent by Nikephoros III 
Botaneiates to defeat the rebel, Bryennios the historian described the second tier as 
being made up of Macedonian and Thracian squadrons, making up about 3,000 

men, whilst in the centre all the members of the great noble families of Thrace, 
Macedonia and the Thessalian cavalry were gathered together.4 

In dealing with the same event, Anna Komnene in The Alexiad gives such 

enumerations a different twist, as she mentions "Macedonians" in connection with 

the troop commanded by Tarchaneiotes Katakalon when Alexios I Komnenos 

opposed the rebellion led by Nikephoros Bryennios. 5 This forms part of an 

episcope where the diverse nature of Alexios's troops are registered. By stressing 
that his troops were garnered from all comers of the empire and indeed beyond, 

Anna stresses the weakness of her father's position, and by doing so thus makes his 

victory over Bryennios more impressive. 
The similar mention of the "Macedonians" in The Alexiad comes when 

Alexios ordered a muster to face the incursion of Robert Guiscard after the defeat at 

Dyrrachion in 1081. Pakourianos left Constantinople and secured the region round 
Adrianople, before moving up to Alexios's position. 6 In an enumeration of the 

troop units, the Macedonians are said to be commanded by Antiochos, and given 

the accompanying references to Thessalians and Turks from the district of Achrida, 
this appears to combine a reference to people who came from Adrianople with the 

notion that Alexios' s survival was all the more remarkable because of the weakness 
of the position he was in when he started. 7 

A mention of "Macedonians" in connection with other groups within the 
empire is used in a positive light again, when Niketas Choniates, in his Narrative, 

records how, when Constantinople had fallen and the Empire was being divided up, 

Manuel Angelos was taken in procession and presented as the new emperor, and 

I. Bryen. 3.8 (Gautier 227). 
2 Bryen. 4.2 (Gautier 259). 
3. Bryen. 4.2 (Gautier 261 ). 
4. Bryen. 4.4 (Gautier 269). 
5. An.Kornn. 1.5. lff (Leib & Gautier I 20ft). 
6. An.Kornn. 4.4.1 (Leib & Gautier 1150). 
7. An.Kornn. 4.4.3 (Leib & Gautier I 152). 
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Niketas Choniates records that "he was warmly received by the Macedonians, the 
Thessalians and all the lands reaching down to Hellas". 1 Here the Macedonians 
serve as a reminder of the universality of the empire, together with the Thessalians 
and the lands of Greece. 

At this point, with Macedonia associated with "the lands of Greece" but 
separate from it, I wish to impose some order on the plethora of instances of 
Macedonia and Macedonians I have garnered from the sources. Firstly it should be 
stressed that these investigations are not complete, as they do not include all 
thirteen of the Byzantine histories of the period. However, bearing that in mind, the 
sources discussed here provide a representative sample. Broadly the use of the terms 
'Macedonian' and 'Macedonia' in the Byzantine histories of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries falls into one of two categories. The first of these categories - the 
geographical - is, on the surface, more straight forward. People and places are 
described as being 'Macedonian' on account of their location. The slight problem 
with this category is that the location of this Byzantine Macedonia is not the same 
as the Balkan areas currently referred to as Macedonia. On the one hand, this should 
come as no surprise as history deals with change through time; on the other hand, 
however, we are largely prisoners of the Byzantine trap, believing them when they 
repeat their self-evident truth that Byzantium is unchanging unto the ages of ages. 
A further Byzantine axiom is the slow-changing nature of the language. In 
comparison with English, Greek has changed remarkably little from the twelfth 
century, but that is not to say that it has not changed at all, and it is definitely not to 
say that the signifiers still signify the same signified. The sign 'Macedonia' is an 
example that clearly they do not. 

The second aspect of the usage of Macedonian and Macedonia in eleventh- and 
twelfth-century Byzantine histories is double-sided. They are labels used to 
differentiate people, places and things. In common with many social 
differentiations, the use of these words to label may represent a degree of prejudice, 
a negative separation out and down. However, differentiation is not innately 
negative. In its positive guise, the use of Macedonian or Macedonia as a label, 
usually as part of a list or enumeration of such labels, serves to stress the 
ecumenical nature of the Byzantine Empire. Just as the Macedonian element 
contributes to the triumph of the Byzantine emperor over the barbarians, so too the 
Thessalian; just as in Macedonia, so too in Greece. I should be pleased to be able to 
assert that this was the dominant usage in these middle Byzantine histories; 
unfortunately, just as in other times and places "separate but equal" has proven to be 
"separate and unequal", so too in Byzantium, at least as refracted through the 
sources composed by members of the elite, "different and Macedonian" frequently 
has carried connotations of "rebellious" and "not us". The clinching argument in 
support of this seems to be Michael Attaleiates's lack of "Macedonian pride". By 
this I do not mean that his writings fail to display love of homeland, for they do. 
What is lacking is the assertion of pride in being Macedonian, taking on a label 

I. Nik.Chon. 601.67-70. 
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with negative associations and asserting its positive nature in the face of a hostile 
dominant elite. 

The way in which these two usages of 'Macedonian' - the geographical and the 
differential - are connected is that both are social constructions, where their various 
meanings are given form and invested with meaning by the people who used them. 
Critics of such formulations accuse writers of excessive relativism, disassociating 
concepts from any absolute meaning, 'Macedonian' has no absolute meaning. It had 
a range of meanings for the Byzantines in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and 

with careful reading and understanding of the sources we, in the twentieth century, 
can recover some of those meanings. However, on the streets of Thessaloniki and 
Melbourne and in the corridors of power in Athens, 'Macedonian' has a different 
range of meanings; some may overlap with some Byzantine meanings, but there are 
two separate ranges. It is profitable and enjoyable to compare those different ranges, 
but for scholars of the past it is imperative to remember that what was true then, is 
not necessarily true now: "the past is a foreign country; they do things differently 
there". 



Apostolos Karpozilos 

Macedonia as reflected in the epistolography of the fourteenth 
century 

Byzantine letters seldom touch upon political issues, tending instead by their very 
nature to discuss literary topics and personal matters. This does not necessarily 
imply that political affairs as they affected everyday routine were entirely shunned 
by letter writers - consider, for instance, the letters of Libanius, Leo 
Choirosphaktes or Nicholas Mystikos, to mention just a few. The present 
discussion is concerned with the kind of facts reported about Macedonia by letter 
writers of the Palaiologan period, and specifically those of the 14th century. With 
the loss of the greater part of Asia Minor to the Turks, the Greek provinces in the 
Balkan peninsula - Thrace and Macedonia - became of vital importance to the 
survival of the declining Empire and henceforth they figure prominently in the 
sources of the period. The value of epistles as historical sources lies, I think, mainly 
in the fact that they either supplement historical sources or provide first-hand 
information which, more often than not, is the only information available on certain 
events. In the letters of this period, for instance, the authors describe the situation 
prevailing in the provinces of Macedonia and Thrace or express their fears and 
anxieties in the face of imminent dangers. 1 Certainly, the authors belonged to an 
intellectual elite, and consequently their point of view may or may not have been 
accurate, objective or correct. But this is beside the point; what matters is that they 

were not blind to reality.2 

One of the main points the authors make is that the countryside in Thrace and 
Macedonia was not entirely under government control. After the Catalan inroads in 
these areas, which left behind desolation and much destruction, the provinces were 
ravaged by bands of robbers and by roaming Turks. With the permanent settlement 
of the latter on the European side, even the fortified cities were not safe. The socio
political upheavals, civil strife and the ensuing uprisings made matters worse. So 
when Oinaiotes wrote about the dangers he had encountered while travelling on 
horseback from Rhaidestos to Ganos (a relatively short distance from 
Constantinople) in the years between 1326 and 1330, he was not exaggerating. For 
one thing, the main country roads were not safe for travellers any more. On his way 
to Ganos he saw the desolation and utter destruction wrought by raiding Turkish 
bands which did not spare churches, monasteries, water fountains and springs or 
any other similar amenities which provided travellers with a place to rest: xrop(l(; 
&oiKouc;; l(fl(CXUµevcxc;; U7t0 'tO)V ex0ia'tCOV ~cxp~aprov, vcxouc;; llVCX<J'tCX'tOU<;, 

I. See, for instance, A. Karpozilos, "Tal;tatrotticei; emcrtoA.E<; icm EV'tU1trocreti; cre 
E7tlCJ'tOA.Oypaqniccx icdµeva" H E1mm1vwv{a CJ'W Bv,avno(Athens 1993) 511-
41. 

2. Cf. I. Sevcenko, "The Decline of Byzantium Seen through the Eyes of its Intellectuals" 
OOP 15 (1961) 16~. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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dKovai; Kata7tE7tatTJµevai;, Sucnaotfipta. µEµta.oµeva ... l This picture of the 
misery which plagued the countryside in the wider area of Thrace is drawn also by 
two other authors writing in the same period, Demetrios Kydones (1346) and 
Matthaios Gabalas (1332). To reach the poverty-stricken town of Brysis, which was 
to become his episcopal see, Gabalas had first to elude a band of robbers lying in 
wait for passing caravans in a place called Santa Maria.2 For his part, Kydones does 
not disclose the name of the village where he spent New Year's Day in 1346. The 
poverty he saw in that place depressed him so much that he put his feelings in 
writing and philosophised about human misery. 3 But for that matter life was not 
much better in Brysis either, which excelled only in bad climate, a high mortality 
rate, insects, thieves and drunks, as Gabalas candidly writes. The place was crowded 
with refugees who came from the surrounding area fleeing before foreign invaders -
women, men and children together with their domestic animals: yuvma ouv 
avOpa.ot Kat 7tat0a.pta. Kat Pouv Kat t7t7tOV Kat K\)Va Kat tlv.4 

The devastation of Thrace was not confined to the two areas described by 
Oinaiotes and Gabalas. Nikephoros Gregoras also writes about the devastation of 
the land in a letter in which he describes a journey he made in 1326 to the Kral of 
Serbia to negotiate the return from Skopje of Eirene, the daughter of Theodore 
Metochites. 5 His caravan travelled overland through Thrace and Macedonia. But in 
Thrace, Gregoras remarks, they could not find a proper place to spend the night 
because the inhabitants had deserted their homes to seek refuge in fortresses because 
of rumours of an imminent Mongolian invasion.6 Implied here are the Mongolian 
invasions that laid waste to the Balkans in the years 1320, 1321 and 1323/4. 

Unfortunately Gregoras does not elaborate any further about his trip from the Queen 
city to Amphipolis, thinking that his addressee knew what was happening on that 
stretch.7 Fortunately, he expands more on his travelling experiences after arriving in 
Amphipolis by describing those incidents which he considered to be of interest to 
his addressee because they took place in unfamiliar territory, ta. yE µriv £7tEKEtva 
[ tou I:tpuµovoi;] - like the crossing of the Strymon in the spring which, as it 
happened, was not an easy venture because of the melting snow and the strong 
currents. About seventy men travelling in his group had to cross the river with the 

I. Ep. 157, Cod. Laur. S. Marci 356, fol. 243r. For the correspondence ofOinaiotes see also E. 
Rein, Die Florentiner Brief~ammlung Codex l.aurentianus S. Marco 356 (Helsinki 1915) 
30-2; G. Fatouros, "Aus der Briefsammlung des Anonymous Florentinus (Georgios? 
Oinaiotes)" JOB 22 (1973) 208. 

2 Kourouses I 346-7. 
3. Ep. 5; RJ. Loenertz, Demetrius Cydones Correspondance (Sf 186, Vatican City 1956) 26-

31. 
4. D. Reinsch, Die Briefe des Matthaios von Ephesos im Codex Vindobonensis Theo/. Gr.174 

(Berlin 1974) 201,350. 
5. On Gregoras' mission see Greg., ed. van Dieten II. I (178-83). 
6. Greg. 8.14 (Schopen & Bekker 375.3). 
7. Nikephoros Gregoras Epistle 32a, Nicephori Gregorae Epistulae ed. P. Leone (Matino 

1982) II I 04 lines 27-31. The same letter wa~ addressed separately to Andronikos Zarides 
and to a certain Athanasios, and its narrative section was incorporated into the Pwµaiici, 
'frrrop{a. 
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added encumbrance of twice as many or more pack animals. Gregoras does not 
describe the exact point where the crossing was made. However, they used a single 

small boat (ch:attov) and crossed one by one, or sometimes two or three together, 

with their animals. 1 After they had spent the greater part of the day traversing the 
river they started to look for a place to spend the night, but they were unable to find 

one because the area was deserted on account of roaming bands of brigands: ecpo&n 

yap ttVE<,; 11.ncr,pumt cruvexei~ XPllCJ<Xµevat 1tpo µucpou t<XXlCJ't(X tOV t07tOV 

ep11µov EKElVOV KCXt atpt~ll 7tE7t0tT)KEO"CXV.2 So in the dark of a moonless night 
they began to wander about not knowing exactly where they were heading. What 

follows next in the letter is a rare travel description that rivals the best of its kind 
despite the archaisms in the language and the artificial style. They made their way 

north, travelling in the darkness through narrow passes and cutting through thick 

undergrowth, exhausted and frightened by the thought that they could be attacked at 
any moment by brigands. But some of the men in the caravan were oblivious to the 

dangers and began to sing, and the echo of their songs was carried some distance 

through the mountains and canyons. They sang about the deeds of heroic men, 
continues Gregoras, "of whose fame we hear but a rumour and know not anything 

about them." 3 The same night they fell in with a band of armed men who patrolled 

the roads looking for bandits. They wore black dresses made of goat or sheep skin 
and spoke a foreign tongue, observed Gregoras, for they were Mysian settlers, most 

of whom had established themselves long ago and made their living with us: 
Mucr&v yap CX7t01K01 ,&v EKElO"E 7tp00"01KOUV'tCOV eicrtv apx110ev oi 7tA.EtoU<,; 
KCXt tot<,; fiµ'iv oµocpuA.Ot<,; avcxµU; 'tTJV OtattCXV exovte<_;.4 But exactly who were 

these 'Mysian colonists' - Slavs or Bulgars? I suggest the latter. In the theme of 

Strymon and further up in the north, in the region of Stromnitsa, there had long 
since been established communities of foreign peasants, though in what numbers it 

is not easy to determine. 5 Be that as it may, the band of armed Mysians which 

Gregoras encountered was patrolling the roads and thus rendering a service to the 

Empire. 

The place where Gregoras and his group spent the night is not specified, for 
obviously its name did not mean anything to him. This time, however, they found 

accommodation so they hastily dispersed here and there to their lodgings. Next day, 

after a full day's journey, they arrived in a small town called by the locals 

Stromnitsa - the ancient Tiberioupolis - situated on an exceedingly steep 
mountain (1to11.ixv10v, co<,; ei1te'iv u1tepvicpeA.ov). To Gregoras' great 

disappointment it was there that they had to celebrate Easter Sunday, which fell on 
23 March 1326. But as the historian observes, they did not celebrate Easter 

according to custom and tradition because 'culture', i.e. paideia and the sacred 

I. Ibid. I 06 Iines 60-1. 
2. Ibid. I 06 lines 80-2. 
3. Ibid. 107 lines 105-110. 
4. Ibid. 108 lines 12fH!. 
5. A. Laiou-Thomadakis, 'H aypo'l"IICTj 1'01vwv{a C1T1JV ifort:pT/ /3v{avr1v71 bwxi1 

(Athens 1987) 180-l. 
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hymns, meant nothing to the inhabitants there who toiled with the spade. 1 To 
Gregoras their singing was not even half barbarian, nor had it any rhythm but 

sounded animal-like or rather like the song of nomads and mountaineers (ou yap 

µt~opappapov µiv, EUpu0µov OE tOV ~xov 7tpOU<j>Epov, aAA.' ocrov 
PocrKTJµatroOTJ mi opetov). 2 In Stromnitsa they spent the day of Easter resting 

from their travels, giving Gregoras the opportunity to watch the panegyris and 
dances in the fields from the walls of the fortress. 

They reached their final destination after a three-day journey from Stromnitsa. 
Gregoras was not at all impressed by the sights of Skopje, which he describes as a 
1t0Aixviov EV opot<; to>V TptPaA.A.<ov ('within the boundaries of the Triballoi'), so 

he does not have anything specific to report about it. The only interesting sight he 
found there was the river Axios, which impressed him with its strong currents. 3 The 

Axios, he observes, was far bigger than the Strymon; as it flowed downstream it 

changed its name to Vardar. It is worth noting that in his opinion the name Vardar 

was applied to the river in its lower reaches: aA.A.' ouv E<; to IC<Xt<XVtE<; irov IC<Xt 
aA.A.Ot<; XEtµappot<; to peuµa ICOtvouµevoc; IC<Xt E<; BapO<Xptov µett0tµEVO<; 
touvoµa. 4 

I hope that it has become evident by now that Gregoras emphasises mostly the 
obstacles and dangers he encountered on his journey. The main theme that runs 
throughout his letter is the risks and adventures that were in store for him when he 

ventured outside the walls of the Capital. The devastation that Gregoras observed in 
the Macedonian countryside in 1326 is mentioned only in passing in his letter and 

is incidental to his search for lodgings to spend the night. The situation prevailing 

in the countryside, whether in Thrace or Macedonia, provided the canvas for his 
story. 

Yet however elliptical or fragmentary they may appear, reports like that of 

Gregoras prove invaluable when they are combined with other sources which deal 
with the same subject. Thomas Magistros, writing to Joseph the Philosopher about 
the evils of the Catalan and Turkish attacks in the early years of the 14th century 

(ITEpt t&v EV tn 'ltaA.O>V IC<Xt Ilepcr&v E<j>OOq> 'YEYEVTJµtvrov), reports that 
nothing was left standing after the enemy raids they had suffered. 5 The destruction 

was universal and even Athos was not spared. 6 Surprisingly, Magistros does not 

mention any organised armed resistance against the enemy, which perhaps implies 

the total absence of defence forces. The Turks moved about unhindered, killing and 
looting, leaving nothing untouched: ouoh youv EO>crtv a1tdpatov tll<; 

E1ttOpoµ11c; ... EA<XUVOVtE<; 7tCXVt<X IC<XtCXICpac; tOV tUOE xropov, OUIC opoc;, OU 

7tEOtoV' OU q>apayyac;, OU 1CpTJµvouc; 7tCXVt<X OlXEt<Xt ... ' 7tCXVt<X EA.T)A.<Xtat, 

I. Ep. 32a (Leone 109 line 158-110 line 162). 
2 Ibid. 110 lines I 62-4. 
3. Ibid. 1 10 line 18(}..111 line 186. 
4. Ibid. 110 line 183-111 line 185. 
5. J Boissonade, Anecdota Graeca II (Paris 1830) 212-28; PG 145 432-45. 
6. PGl45441D. 
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7tCXVta. µrntcx VE!Cprov 1ml. 7ttroµcxtrov ICO.t <p6vou µupiou. 1 Those who escaped 
the bloodshed at the hand of the enemy became themselves robbers who looted 
their own brethren. The chaos prevailing in the countryside now threatened the city 
of Thessaloniki. For up to that point the cities had been left alone, but now the 
enemy made pressing demands, threatening them with war and annihilation. 
Unable to confront the invaders, the Thessalonians followed events helplessly. The 
situation called for action, concluded Thomas Magistros, but they needed money, 
courage and an army.2 

The situation became still worse within a decade since, in addition to the 
enemy attacks, there was now widespread civil strife and uprisings which caused 
great harm to the Macedonian cities and the countryside. Thessaloniki became a 
stronghold for the followers of young Andronikos III who revolted against the aged 
Andronikos IL 3 The atmosphere of the uprising in the Macedonian capital is 
described by Magistros in a letter to Theodore Metochites, the trusted friend and 
advisor of the aged emperor. The letter is dated between 1322 and 1324.4 Magistros 
likened the uprising to an evil demon that had suddenly taken hold of their city, 
turning law and order, century-old traditions and moral conduct upside down. The 
citizens had been divided into warring factions clashing against each other at night, 
breaking into houses, looting and killing. Thessaloniki had become an example for 
other Macedonian cities like Serres and Potidaia which followed suit in this 
insanity: LEpa.'io1 youv ICO.t Tionomatm, ICO.t a.i A.Ol7t0.t 7tOA.rn;, ouo' E<JtlV 

d1tE1v ec; ocrov µa.via.c; ~A.a.cra.v ... 5 As Magistros did not look into the problems 
that caused the civil strife and the uprisings, he does not offer explanations such as 
the flight of the peasantry into the cities and the formation of a new under-class. 

The letters we have examined do not go into further detail about life in towns 
and the countryside as these remarks are purely incidental to their main narrative. 
Some letters, though written in the midst of serious events, do not refer to them 
even incidentally. Consider, for instance, the correspondence of Isidore, 
Metropolitan of Thessaloniki, which is almost completely devoid of reference to 
historical events. Isidore wrote once to Matthaios Phakrases, Metropolitan of 
Serres, who had been taken prisoner by the Turks after the capture of the city in 
1389, but his letter does not disclose anything important - perhaps in order not to 
implicate his addressee in captivity. 6 Be that as it may, the only example from 
epistolography that I know of which mentions life under the Turks in Macedonia is 
in a letter of Ioannes Chortasmenos addressed to the protonotarios of Veroia, the 

I. Ibid. 440A. 
2. Ibid. 445A-C. 
3. K. Kyrris, To Bv(avrwv ,mra rov /,1' airova: 'H 1rpdm1 q,ac11; wv 

eµ<pVAIOV troUµov mi fi 1rpdm1 O"VVOlaAAar71 rwv ovo 'A vopovtK(l)V ( 2 0 
JV - tP01v61rropov 1321) (Nicosia 1982) 50-1. 

4. PG 145 404-9; Kyrris, op.cit. 51. 
5. PG 145 409C. 
6. s. Lambros, '"lcrtOropou µ1rtp01tOA.l'tO\l 0rnocxA.OVlKT\<; OKtCO E7tl<1tOA.<Xt 

avEKOOtot" NE 9 (1912) 353-8, esp. 352 lines 9-13. 
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deacon Ioannes Taronas. 1 Writing shortly after the capture of the city in May 1387, 
Chortasmenos laments the plight of Taronas and his fellow citizens. The tragedy 
was that Taronas, a man learned in Greek, who could have been in the service of the 
Emperor, had to suffer slavery and associate daily with peasants. Yet his worst fear, 
writes Chortasmenos, was that the people in Veroia living under bondage might 

soon lose their Greek language by speaking barbarian: rocrtE 0auµa~ro. Ei µ11 
Kmpou 1tpoi:6vto<; K(Xl ta tll<; (j)OlVTl<; uµ'iv TJOT'l 1tpocra1tOA.Ettm EK tll<; 
EAA1'1VtK11<; Ei<; tllV ~ap~apov tllV µEta~oA11v u1toµEivavta. 2 To avert this fear, 
like many of his contemporaries he turned his thoughts to the glories of ancient 
Greece, for a new awareness of the Greek past and their Hellenic roots had become a 
trend by now among the intelligentsia. The circumstances called for a new 
Themistocles who could display the same bravery and prudence, Chortasmenos 
concluded. The Turks would then learn which race they were trying to vanquish: o 
1tCXVtO)V fott tO>V u1t' oupavov EUYEVECJtatOV, 1tEpt ot> µot Kat "Oµripo<; 
EiK6tro<; av <paivottO Aeyrov [Od. l.264] tOU 011 vuv µeytcrtOV 'U1tOUpCXVtOV 
KAEO<; foti. 3 

I shall not dwell upon the many important events that took place in the course 
of the 14th century in Thessaloniki, such as Hesychasm or the Zealot Revolt or the 
appearance of new trends in classical scholarship as demonstrated in the works of 
Thessalonian philologists. The letters of Gregory Palamas and his followers on the 
one hand, and of Demetrios Kydones, Nikephoros Gregoras and Gregorios 
Akindynos on the other, provide first-hand information on more or less well
known events. To conclude this brief paper, I should like to comment on the letters 
exchanged between Manuel Palaiologos and Demetrios Kydones during Manuel's 
briefreign in Thessaloniki from 1382 to 1387. 

In November 1382 Manuel Palaiologos proclaimed himself independent ruler 
of Thessaloniki, determined not to follow a passive policy towards the Turks as his 
father had done. He embarked on an ambitious campaign to regain lost territories 
for his realm, which he governed in open defiance of the reigning emperor. His 
initial actions were crowned with success, as we learn from at least four of Kydones' 
letters (243, 244, 247, 249).4 But from November of 1383 the Turks surrounded the 
city with their armies, cutting it off from sea and land by a blockade which the 
Thessalonians endured for about four years until April 1387. During this time the 
citizens of Thessaloniki came into open conflict with Manuel on account of the 
policy he was following. In the end he was forced by the public outcry to leave the 
city, accompanied by a small group of followers. The gates of the megalopolis then 
opened to receive the conqueror. 5 

I. Chortasmenos, Ep. 19 (Chortasm. 87-9, 168-70). 
2 Ibid. I 69 lines 26-8. 
3. Ibid. 169 lines 35-7. 
4. R.J. Loenertz, Demetrius Cydones Correspondance II (ST208, Vatican city 1960) 146-55. 
5. G. Dennis, "The reign of Manuel II Palaeologus in Thessalonica 1382-IJ87" OrChrAn 

I 59 (Rome I 960) 52ff. 
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The brief reign of Manuel Palaiologos in Thessaloniki is known primarily 

from the letters he exchanged with Kydones, whose interest in his native city is 

attested by the number of letters he wrote between 1382 and 1387. From the 

correspondence of the two men it appears that Manuel supported the idea of a 

national campaign against the Turks, which from the beginning the majority 

regarded with scepticism and misgivings, including Manuel's friend, Kydones. 1 

However, their opinion changed as the news of his successes reached the City. In his 

letters, which are dated to the autumn of 1382 or somewhat later,2 Kydones refers to 

Manuel's military accomplishments and how he exhorted his soldiers to imitate 

the example and the virtues of their ancestors. Prisoners were freed, fortresses were 

taken and cities opened their gates after prolonged sieges. 3 With the siege of the city 

by the Turks, the situation changed dramatically. Kydones tried to follow the 

course of events closely, despite the fact that communicating with Manuel had 

become difficult. 4 With time Manuel's letters became even more rare and Kydones 

had to ask foreign merchants to carry his letters to his friend. 5 He speaks openly 

about his fears to his former student Radenos, who had at that time joined Manuel 

in Thessaloniki. 6 

In the autumn of 1383 Manuel asked the people and the leaders of the city to 

make greater sacrifices in their struggle for freedom, reminding them of their 

ancestral values and the long history of Hellenism. His call for greater sacrifice was 

in answer to those who were ready to negotiate with the Turks and had openly 

propagated the idea of surrendering the city to them. Manuel maintained that the 

Thessalonians should instead choose between victory or death. His plea for the 

continuation of the struggle survives in the form of a discourse he read at a public 

gathering (l:uµ~ouA.rnttKo~ A.6yo~).7 The same discourse is also mentioned by 

Kydones, who praises Manuel for finding time in the midst of so many problems to 

write such a splendid speech to strengthen the morale of his subjects. 8 The hopes of 

the besieged in the city were not revived, however, and sank even further. After the 

fall of Serres and the capture of Chortiates in 1383 the situation became desperate. 

The news of the capture of Serres and Chortiates, Kydones wrote to Radenos, had 

pierced his heart: µmx 't~V 'tCOV l:eppcov ayyeA.iav Kat . . . ocra. Ka.ta 'tll~ 
7ta.tpioo~ EKWµa.cra.v, aA.A.o 7tl1Cp0t£pov ~ 'tUXll to 'tOU Xoptuhou 1tEµ\j/a.O"a. 

~EA.o~. µfo11v ~µ'iv lheµe t~v Ka.poia.v.9 Kydones now pictures Manuel as a 

captain who steered a sinking ship through reefs while there was no harbour within 

I. Ibid. 60. 
2. Ep.243,244,247,249. 
3. Ep. 244 (Loenertz 11147 lines 4-9), cf. 247 (151 lines 38-42); Dennis, op.cit 61-2. 
4. Ep.253,262,277,294,299. 
5. Ep. 277 (Loenertz 111% lines 13--14). 
6. Ep. 248 (Loenertz II 153 lines 30-34). 
7. 8. Laourdas, '"O 'l:uµ~O\JA.E\J'tLKO<; 1tpoc; touc; 8E<J<J<XA.OVllCEtc;' 'tOU Mavou~A. 

naA.atoA.Oyou" Makedonika 3 (1953--5) 290-307, ed. 295-302; Dennis, op.cit. 78-85. 
8. Ep. 262 (Loenertz II 167 line 30-168 line 33). 
9. Ep. 289 (Loenertz 11209 lines 9-12). 
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view in which to anchor. 1 In another letter to Radenos, Kydones confides that he 
considers the city ofThessaloniki to be dead by now.2 Nevertheless he continues to 
advise Manuel not to give up hope in God for it is not the first time that a city has 
faced such great danger. 3 

In the critical period between 1384 and 1385 Manuel faced a discontented city 
in which there was no more strength for resistance. He tried to convince the people 
to stay and fight the invader (Oetv tll<; tll<; natpioo<; avexecr0m t'l>XTJ<; ... [1Ca1.] 
tou<; noAita<; napaµevnv tat<; 1t6Arn1, 1Ca1. µ~ npoaq,iatacr0m t&v 

JCtvOuvcov ... ),4 but his call to arms apparently did not stir many. Actually, from 
the very start he had found out that it was not easy to establish his rule in a divided 
city. He writes to Kydones in 1382: 

For it is not possible, I believe it is not possible for anyone to rule over 
our fellow citizens if their views remain unchanged, unless he should 
first rain down gold on them as Zeus did for the Rhodians in the myth. 
They hold such a great swarm of words in reserve that you would not be 
wrong to call them all Suidases ... Indeed, we need either the wealth of 
Croesus or an eloquence above average to be able to persuade them to 
bear poverty in good repute rather than to desire a blameworthy wealth. 
They have to be convinced, moreover, that it is nobler and far less 
shameful to suffer willingly the lot of slaves for the sake of their 
freedom than, after having become slaves in heart, to try to gain the 
rights of free men. 5 

Kydones also discusses the problem of conflicting interests and ideologies in 
Thessaloniki in one of his letters to Manuel, written in the winter of 1384, in which 
he states flatly that they could not expect much from those who preferred 
enslavement to armed resistance. Some had even maintained that by living under 
the Turks they could safeguard their faith: Crotco na.vte<; µaivovtm, 1Ca1. npo<; 
to toU<; pappa.pou<; Eq>' eautou<; !Cal ta<; 7t0A£1<; JCaAEtV eicr1v Eto1µ01 ... Oi 
OE croq,cotepot tO\ltO µev <XVEOTJV O\ltCO<Jl AEye1v q>UAClttOVtCll, 
acrq,aAfotepov OE tot<; TouplCOl<; <JUVOllCOUVtE<; icrxupi{;ovtm t~V 7tl<JtlV 
tTJp~cre1v.6 Kydones had even heard that some of the prominent people "do not 
hesitate to proclaim openly in public that to attempt to free our native land from the 
Turks is clearly to war against God". 7 Elsewhere Kydones states that he had no 
illusions about the fate of Thessaloniki and had voiced his pessimism even before 
the outbreak of this crisis. Thessaloniki and every other city which showed signs of 
the 'old disease' - by this he refers to the rival political factions that divided the 

I. Loenertz II 209 lines 13-16. 
2 Ep. 285 (Loenertz II 207 lines 15-18). 
3. Ep. 299 (Loenertz II 216 lines 13ft). 
4. Ep. 309 (Loenertz II 231 line 21-232 line 24 ). 
5. Ep. 4, G. Dennis, The Letters of Manuel II Palaeologus. Text, Translation and Notes 

(Wa~hington DC 1977) 13 lines 10-14; cf. id., ''The reign of Manuel II" 86. 
6. Ep. 320 (Loenertz II 249 lines 14-15, 21-23). 
7. Ep. 324 lines 39-42 (Loenertz II 254 lines 39-42); Dennis, ''The reign of Manuel II'' 86. 
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cities - was doomed because they could not face the enemy when divided by civil 
strife. He feared more the political dissent among the Greeks than the harm caused 
by the threat of external danger. After every siege, Kydones observes, there is a 
popular uprising. Their inability to counter the enemy attacks leads the people to 
turn against each other. Now he fears lest the Thessalonians vie with the external 
enemy and while the enemy attack the walls from the outside, those inside 
slaughter each other: tii; o' ou1C otOe, tfuv tot0utrov 1Ca1Cfuv tT)V fiµuEpav 
1t61.tv o?icmv OtOacr1Ca1.ov ... ; L\EOotKa toivuv µT) mpfuv autfuv 
avaµvricr0Evtei; oi. E>rncra1.ovt1Ceti; cruvayrovicroovtat toii; EX0poii;, 
l((Xl(E\V(l)V toti; 'tElXEOl 7tpOO'~ClAAOV't(l)V' O'Otot mpatt(l)O'tV EVOOV toui; 
tauta OuvaµEvoui; 1Coo1.uetv, Kat 1taAtv cr1t1.anvrov tE yeucroovtat Kat 
xropEUO'(l)O'l ta tt1i; O'XEtAiai; fiµEpai;.1 In his sermons the metropolitan of the 
city, Isidore Glabas, also tried to rally his flock behind Manuel, warning them that 
they ought not to blame Manuel's policy if they should lose hope. 2 

Disappointed by the antagonism of his subjects, Manuel was forced in the end 
to depart in April 1387, whereupon the city fell to the Turks. The reason why 
Manuel failed to avert the Turkish menace should not be sought in Turkish military 
strength but rather, as Kydones suggests, in civil discord and disunity among the 
inhabitants themselves. 3 With a few followers he found refuge in a small village of 
Lesbos, where he warred against the stifling heat while within he struggled with his 

own thoughts. In a letter written in the summer of the same year and sent to his 
friend Nicholas Chamaetos Kabasilas, he states flatly: 

In your native city, I kept on fighting against the enemies of the faith. 
But those on whose behalf I chose to face death each day and night 
ought to have responded in like manner or, at the very least, been 
grateful because of the dangers I underwent for them; such should have 

been their intention and purpose. But these same people were fighting 
along with the enemy, not so much because they neither thought nor did 
anything noble or sound, but because they gave themselves to weaving 

subtle intrigues against us who were 'tyrannising' over them - indeed, 
this was their constant accusation - and were not allowing them to 
betray their own freedom in a vile manner. But I have said enough about 
these distressing topics.4 

With these words Manuel closed this sad chapter in his life history. When 
Thessaloniki fell into the hands of the Turks, Demetrios Kydones did not put the 
blame on his compatriots. "In the struggle against the barbarians," he explained, 

I. Ep. 77 (Loenertz I 110 lines 18--23); Dennis, op.cit. 55--6. 
2. Dennis, op.cit. 87; 8. Christoforides, "O apx1e1t1<11Co1toi; 0E<J<J<XM>Vt1Clli; Icrii>ropoi; 

n.a~ai; l((Xt 't<X KOlVCllVll((X 7tp0~A.TJµ<X't<X tr\i; E1tox11i; tou" EEThSPTh 2 0 
(1988) 553. 

3. Dennis, op.cit. 85. 
4. Ep. 67 (Dennis, The Letters of Manuel /1187.22-30); id., "The Reign of Manuel II" 87--8. 

Cf. also R.J. Leonertz, "Manuel Paleologue, epitre a Cabasilas" Makedonika 4 ( 1956) 38 
line 20-39 line 29. 
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"they have given proof of valour and intelligence; they called in allies, obeyed their 
ruler without any jealousy or friction; they shored up, as it were, the walls of the 

city by their mutual union and discipline and devoted more care to it than to their 

individual interest. Still, they have been defeated by one whom nobody, as we 
know, has thus far overcome. As someone has said, to die of starvation is most 

miserable; for just as life is impossible without breathing, so one who lacks the 
most necessary nourishment can accomplish nothing." Nobody, therefore, could 
blame them and they would correctly be considered not as evil but as unfortunate: 

Toutot<; µev O'OV OUOEl<; av µEµ\jfattO, OUO"ttlXEt<;, OU 1CCX1COU<;, OtlCCXtCO<; av 

voµt00Evtcx<;.1 

I. Ep. 332 (Loenertz II 264 lines I 9-24, 26-7); Dennis, ''The Reign of Manuel II" 88. 
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The 1ea8' 11µfo; yAmaaa in the Mauros and Kouber episode 
(Miracula S. Demetrii 291) 

The topic I will attempt to deal with in this paper first engaged me in research some 
time ago. 1 I think, however, that the conclusions I reached then have become even 
more valuable today. For this reason, I thought it would be useful to present these 
conclusions again in a version enriched with some new evidence. 

Byzantinists know well that the Miracles of St. Demetrios, 2 far from being 
purely hagiological texts written with the purpose of lauding the saint's miraculous 
activities, contain quite a large number of historical and geographical elements of 
high interest. Because of this, the Miracles constitute an invaluable source for the 
history of Slav penetration into the Balkans and especially for the history of the 
attacks of Slav and A var tribes against Thessaloniki in the seventh century. The 
present paper deals particularly with the fifth episode of the Anonymous collection 
of the Miracles, which describes the plans of two men, Mauros and Kouber, to 
capture Thessaloniki by deception. 3 

According to the account of the anonymous author of the second book of the 
Miracles, inside the A var state a "new people" (vfo<; A.<Xo<;) was formed, comprising 
descendants of "Romans" ('Proµatot) who had been taken prisoner by the A vars and 
led into Pannonia 60 years earlier, as well as Bulgarians, Avars and other pagans 
(A.outot e0vtKoi).4 The same source stresses that, although they were second or third 
generation prisoners and the offspring of racial admixture with various barbarians, 
this people had preserved their "Roman" consciousness and the desire to return to 
the cradle of their ancestors. 5 With the passing of the years they were recognised by 

I. M. Grigoriou-Ioannidou, Une remarque sur le recit des Miracles de Saint Demetrius 
(Athens 1987). 

2. P. Lemerle, Les plus anciens recuei/s des miracles de Saint-Demetrius et la penetration des 
Slm•es clans /es Balkans (2 vols., Paris 1979--81 ). 

3. Lemerle, Miracles I 227-34: n£pt wu µ£AETIJ0Ev'tOC; Kpu1tt&c; eµq,u).iou 1toA.eµou 
Kata tfti; 1tOA.£(l)c; 1tapa 'tO\l Maupou Kat KouPEP t&v BouA.yapwv. 

4. Lemerle, Miracles I 222 translates the expression A.Ot1tot e0vtKot as "autres peuplades". 
5. Lemerle, Miracles I 227.18ff: ... to 'J).).uptKov crx£Oov a.1tav, ... 'Poo6m1c; t&v 

1tacr&v E1tapx1&v E'tl µ~v Kat Elp<XKl')<; K<lt 'tO\l !tpoc; Bu~avtiou µaKpou 
tdxouc;, Kat A.Ot1tac; 1tOA.£tc; t£ Kat !tOA.ttdac; EK!top0Ttcravt£c; <"A pa pot), 
a.1tavta 'tOV autov A.aov de; to £K£'i0£v 1tpoi; navvoviav µepoc; to 1tpoi; tq> 
~ouvapicp 1tomµqi ... EK£tcr£ o?iv, ... tov a.1tavta A.aov tf\c; aixµaA.rocriac; 
KatE<Jtl')O"EV () A.£X0di; xayavoi;, roe; autq> A.Ol!tOV U!tOKEtµevouc;. 'E~ 
EKElVO\J o?iv E1ttµtyevt£<; µ£ta BouA.yapwv Kat 'AP<ipwv Kat t&v A.Ot!tOlV 
e0vtKOlV, Kat 7tatOO!tOll')<J<XVt(l)V <i1t' UA.A.T\A.WV, Kat A.aou <indpou K<lt 
1taµ1toAA.O\J yqov6toc;, 1ta'ic; 0£ 1tapa 1tatpoc; hacrt0c; tac; £V£yKaµevac; 
1tap£tA.l')(j)O't(l)V Kat t~V opµ~v 'tO\l yevouc; Kata t&v ,;e&v t&v 'Pwµaiwv, 
... Kat 0at£poc; 0atepcp 7t£pt t&v 1tatpirov to1to8£crt&v Uq>l')youµEvoc;, 
UA.A.T\A.Ot<; !ttlp EV m'ii; Kapoimi; tf\i; <i1to6pacr£wi; uq,f\1ttov. Xp6vrov yap 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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the chagan as "a separate nation" (1810v e0vo~). and Kouber was appointed their 
leader. 1 Kouber, complying with their will, undertook the task of leading them back 
to their places of origin. 2 They then rebelled against the chagan, defeated him at the 
conclusion of five or six battles and, crossing the Danube, finally arrived in the 
plain of Keramesios (Kepaµficno~ Ka.µ1to~).3 

aA.MA.01<; 7tUp EV m'ii; implHmi; 'tT]<; a1toopci0Eroi; uq,f\1ttoV. Xpovrov yap 
e;TJKOV'tCl ~OT\ 7t0\J KCl! 1tpoi; Otaopaµov'trov aq,' ni; di; 'tOU<; ClU'tfilV 
YEVVTJ'tOpai; ~ 1tapa 'tfilV ~ap~ciprov Y£YEVT\'tCll 1t6p8rioti;, KCl! A.Ol7t0V 
&Uoi; vfoi; EKEIOE A.aoi; <XVEq>CltVE'tO ... " 

I. Kouber's nationality and identity remain unknown. There is no single reference in 
M irac/es which could inform us whether he wa,; a Roman, A var, Slav or Bulgarian. There 
is just one reference to him, as a Bulgarian, in the title of the episode in the only 
manuscript (Paris. gr. 1517, 12th C.), which preserves the second or 'anonymous' 
collection of the Miracles (see Lemerle, Miracles I 15f). This fact alone makes the 
Bulgarian (protobulgarian) nationality of Kouber almost certain (cf. Lemerle, Miracles II 
143: "Kouber est en effet presque certainement bulgare ... "). Nobody seems to doubt that a 
title in a manuscript written so much later (twelfth century) can be considered sound 
enough evidence. Nothing actually precludes us from regarding this title a,; the addition of 
a later copyist who, arbitrarily and probably influenced by the situation in his own era, 
came to characterise the two principal actors in the episode as Bulgarians. See also M. 
Grigoriou-Ioannidou, "To E7tEl000lO 'tO\l Kou~Ep O'tf/. 0auµa'ta 'tO\l 'Ay(ou 
.1'flµ'fl'tptou", Byzantiaka I (1981) 80-1. Furthermore, there are no other sources that 
mention Kouber. Scholars who insist on considering him to be indisputably Bulgarian go 
to some lengths to identify him with a person of the same nationality mentioned in the 
sources. Some of them correlate him with Kouvrat, the first king of the Bulgarians, while 
others come to the conclu.,;ion that he wa'i the fourth son of Kouvrat, to whom the sources 
refer anonymously. This la,;t 'Kouber' - the Kouber of the Miracula and the anonymous 
son of Kouvrat - is the person whom contempoary scholars see in the Madara inscription 
published by V. Besevliev, Die protobulgarischen /nschriften (Berlin 1963) no. IC, p. 97. 
Lemerle, Miracles I 145 seems to agree with this opinion, but he also expresses certain 
reservations which I consider to be of great importance: " ... nous ignorons tout du sort de 
Kouber apres les evenements de 11.5, soit a !'occasion d'accord,; conclus par Constantin IV 
avec les Bulgares, soit de la rupture de ces accords par Justinien II et de la campagne 
contre 'les Sklavinies et les Bulgaries' qui en 688-689 la conduira jusqu'a 
Thessalonique." He concludes, however, that: "Mais ii parait raisonnable d'adopter cette 
hypothese, en attendant qu'un nouveau document apporte une confirmation decisive". For 
more details about the various identifications of Kouber and my observations on them see 
"To EltElOOOlO 'tO\l Kou~Ep" 79 n. 42. See also the study by H. Ditten, "Prominente 
Slawen und Bulgaren in byzantinischen Diensten (Ende des 7. bis Anfang des 10. 
Jaluhundert.'i)" Studien zum 8. und 9. Jahrhundert in Byzanz (Berlin 1983) 96ff. 

2 Lemerle, Miracles l 228.18ff: Kal A.omov ooi; tOlOV e0voi; 1tpooexrov o 'tfilV 
'A~ciprov xaycivoi; Ka0ooi; 'tq> '(EVEl e0oi; U1tT]PXEV apxovm 'tOU'totc; E7t(XV(1) 
KCl'tEO'tT\OE, Kou~Ep ovoµa ClU'tq>. "Oonc; EK 'tlV(l)V 'tfilV avayKCllO'tEprov 
1tpOOOlKEto\JµEvrov Clll'tq> µa0oov 't~V 'tO\l 'tOlOU'tO\J A.aou 'tfilV 7tCl'tpcprov 
1tOA.Erov E1tt8uµ(av, EV OKElj/El y(vE'tm Kat avciom'tov A.aµ~civn 'tOV 1tciv'ta 
'Proµa(rov A.aov µE'tf/. ml E'tEprov e0vtKfilV ... 'tO\J'tEO'tl 1tpOO'flA.U'tOU<;, µE'tf/. 
Kal 'tfjc; au'trov a1to0Krnf\i; Kal 01tA.rov. 

3. Lemerle, Miracles l 228.24ff: Kal avcio'ta'tot Kat av'tcip'tm ... 'tO\l xaycivou 
'(lVOV'tCll. "Qou E'YVOOKO'tCl 'tOV ClU'tOV xaycivov, Otro~m 07tt0Ev ClU'tfilV, 
KCll ouµ~aA.OV't(l)V ClU'tfilV ml E7t! 7tEV'tE ~ e; 7t0A.Eµotc; Kal E7t' aµq>O'tEpotc; 
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Once there, the 'Romans' of this multinational people, led out of Pannonia by 
Kouber, 1 sought to settle in their places of origin. 2 When they learned from the 
"neighbouring nations of Drougoubitae" (ta 1tapaKEiµ£va t&v 8poyou~tt&v 

e0v,i)3 that Thessaloniki was nearby, they began to drift off to the city.4 Kouber, in 
order to maintain the cohesion and the numeric strength of his mixed group intact, 

and consequently to safeguard his power, decided to impede their dispersal by 
drawing up a plan to capture Thessaloniki by deception. He attempted to 
implement his plan, sending one of his notables (t&v autou &pxovtrov) called 

Mauros. The text gives the following account: 
"When their aforementioned leader Kouber learned this (i.e. that many 

Greeks with their wives and children had started to enter the city), 

unable to disclose the guileful plan he had in mind, he deliberated with 

his counsellors - to his own destruction - and secretly decided to send 
one of his notables, distinguished and skilful in all things, who knew 

our language as well as the tongues of the Romans, the Slavs and the 
Bulgarians, and who in general spoke as sharp as a needle and was crafty 

in everything. This man was to enter our city as an alleged renegade and 

7tap. autrov T]ttll0Evtor;, µ£tel tO\l \l7tOA.Etq>0evtor; autou A.aou q,uyft 
XPTJ<J<lµEvor;, EV to'ir; EVOOtepotr;, 7tpor; iipKtOV (l7tEt<Jt t61totr;. 'Qr; A.Ot7t0V 
µEta VllCll<; 7tEpaaavta tOV autov Kou~Ep µEta tO\l Eip11µevou <JUV aut~ 
navtor; A.aou tOV 1tpoaq>11YTJ8Evta ~llVOU~tV 1totaµ6v, Kill EA0EtV Eir; ta 
1tpor; iiµo:r; µepTJ, K:Cll KplltT\<J!lt tOV KEpaµl]<JtOV K:aµnov. For the 
K:EpllµT]<Jto<; Kaµnor; see M. Grigoriou-Ioannidou, "To E7tEt<J00to tO\l Kou~Ep" 70 
n. 4; Lemerle, Miracles II 147-9. 

I. As far as its ethnological composition is concerned, the people led out of Pannonia by 
Kouber has been considered by some scholars as a Bulgarian (protobulgarian) tribe. 
However, as I have shown previously ("To E7tEta66to tou Kou~Ep" 74ff), the source 
does not actually characterise Kouber's people as Bulgarians or A vars or pure Romans; it 
presents them as Romans £7ttµtyevtE<; and, after that, during their descent into 
Macedonia, as an ethnic mixture (auµµiKtcor; E~EA.06vtE<;) comprising Romans, 
Bulgarians, A vars and other nationalities. According to the source, when the 'Romans' 
departed from the A var state they were followed by "other pagans ... that is converts" 
(Kill EtEpot i0vtKoi ... toutfott 1tpo<Jl]A.Utot). See Lemerle, Miracles I 228.22-3 
and 223 n. 2; a little further down (229.6), the same source notes that when they departed 
they were all mixed together ( <JUµµtK:tco<;), 

2. Lemerle, Miracles I 228.31f: KaK:El<JE llUtfi)V EYKll0Ea0evtcov, tar; 7tlltpiour; 
UtoUVtO 7tOA.Et<;, ror; µaA.t<Jtll oi tf\<; op0o66~ou K:a0E<JtrotE<; 7tl<JtECO<; ... 

3. It is accepted that Drougoubites were located North-North-West of Thessaloniki, in the 
area of Veria; see Lemerle, Miracles 2: 88-9 and 120 with a bibliography. See also M. 
Grigoriou-Ioannidou, "To £7tEt<J00to tO\l Kou~Ep" 70 n. 6; Ai. Christophilopoulou, 
"BusllVttVT] MllKEOOVtll", Byzantina 12 (1983) 33-4; J. Karayannopoulos, To 
/3v{av,1v6 8w11CT7mc6 CJvar71µa CJra BaAxav1a (4ot;-9ot; m.) (Athens 1994) 
17. 

4. Lemerle, Miracles I 229.12ff: Kll1 t~ tp6mp tou £7tt<Jtttaµou EiaEA.06vtcov 
7tA.El<JtCOV El<; ta<; l:K:A.<l~COV <JICTJV<l<;, Kill OtEpCOtll<J<lVtCOV 7tEpl tT\<; Kll0' 
iiµo:r; 7tOA.ECO<;, l((ll aK:pt~co0evtE<; ror; EiC µl]KOU<; µ~ \l7t<lPXEtV t!lUtTJV, 
i\p~avto 7tA.El<JtOt A.Ot7tOV oi EK trov 'Pcoµllt(l)V OVtE<; µEta yuvatlC(J)V Kill 
teK:Vcov Ev tft ewacoatCf> wutn Eiatevm 1toA.Et. 
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pretend that he was willing to become subject to the faithful emperor, 
thus giving the chance to many people with the same intentions as his 
to enter our city together with him and capture it by arousing civil war. 
Immediately afterwards Kouber would settle in the city accompanied by 
the rest of his household and the notables, and from this fortified 
position he would attack the neighbouring nations and conquer them. 
Furthermore he planned to fight against the islands and Asia and finally 
even the emperor himself."' 

However, their plans of conquest eventually fell through, when, thanks to the 
miraculous intervention of St. Demetrios, General Sisinnios, leader of the fleet, 
arrived in time and saved the city from this threat.2 

Kouber chose the notable called Mauros to put his deceitful plan into action.3 

Mauros was particularly skilful in everything (mxvoupyo<; ev 1ta.<n) and, according 

I. Tr. Lemerle, Miracles I 223-4; see the Greek text, ibid. 229.18ff: Tofrrou 6e 
yvcocr0Ev't0<; 7tapa tO\J Eip11µevou aut&v Koujkp, Kat µ~ 6uvaµevou tOV 
EYKetµEvov EV tft Kap6{~ (l7t01CaA.Uwm 66>..ov. E<!lCE'lfato µeta t&v auto\J 
cruµpouA.cov Eltt O\lCEt~ <XltOlA.Et~ Kat yvcoµ11, Kat taUtflV 1Cpuq,116ov PouA.~v 
icrt~ (sc. Kouber), rocrtE nva t&v auto\J apx6vtrov e~oxov ovta Kat 
navoupyov EV niicrt, Kat t~v Ka0' itµii<; E1ttcrtaµevov y>..&crcrav Kat t~v 
Pcoµa{cov, LJCA.aPcov Kat BouA.yapcov, Kat O.ltA.00<; EV 7tacrtv TJlCOVflµEvov Kat 
yeµovta 7tll<!ll<; 6atµOVl1Cll<; µfl:(aV'l<;, <XVllOtatOV yevfo0at, Kat tfl Ka0' 
itµii<; Kat autov to 601CEtV co<; tOU<; A.OlltOU<; 1tpocr1tEA.acrm 0Eoq>UA.ll1Ctq> 
7t0A.El, Kat 60\JA.OV eautov 7tp007tOlTJOacr0m 'tO\J 7tl<!'t0\J pacrtAECO<;, Kat 
A.aov µEt' aU'tO\J 7tA.EtO'tOV EicrPaAElV 7tp0<; itµii<; ta auto\J 6it q,povouvta<;. 
Kat ev0ev Kat EiC t&v tp61trov tOUtCOV t~V 7tOA.lV 6t' Eµq>uA.tOU 7t0A.Eµou 
EA.EtV, EVtau0a 611Aov6tt µEta tll<; autil<; 1t6p611cr1v O(j)EtA.OVtO<; 
Ey1Catacrt11vm tO\J >..ex0evto<; Koupep µeta til<; auto\J (l7t001CEU'l<; Kat t&v 
A.om&v &px6vtcov. Kat ev0ev coxuproµEvov <lVtt7tapatacrcrecr0m t&v 7tEpl~ 
E0v&v, Kat toutcov 6ecrn6~etv, Kat noA.eµeiv ta<; viicrou<; Kat t~v 'Acr{av, 
Etl 6e Kat tOV to 1Cpllto<; exovta tll<; PacrtA.eta<;. 

2 Op.cit. I 230.27ff. 
3. Op.cit. I 229.32ff: Taut11<; oov tll<; OlCEljlECO<; Kat yvcoµ11<;, Kat op1Cq> to nap' 

aut&v pou>..eu0ev mcrto1to111cravtcov, to 601Cetv tt<; E~ aut&v, Maupo<; 
touvoµa, 1tp6crq,u~ EV tft JCa0' itµii<; y{vetm noA.et. In Paris. gr. 1517 (12th C.), 
which contains the title of the episode, Mauros and Kouber are both referred to as 
Bulgarians. I have already expressed above my doubts about the evidential value of a title 
contained in a very much later manuscript (seen. 6 above). Mauros is identified by 
scholars with Maupo<; 1tatpt1Cto<; Kat lipxcov t&v lepµ11cr1avcov Kat 
Bou>..yaprov, a~ we can read in the seal published in Zacos, Seals I no. 934, dated to the 
end of seventh or the beginning of the eighth century. Mauros is also identified with the 
Mauros Bessos mentioned by Theophanes and Nichephorus in the year 711. This Mauros, 
a~ the testimony of these two authors informs us, was charged by order of Justinian II with 
the destruction of Cherson: see Nikephoros, Patriarch of Constantinople, Short History 
45.110 (ed. C. Mango, Washington D.C. 1990, 56ff): "Etepov 6e µeyav crtoA.ov 
&nocrtEA.Aet [Justinian II], itreicr0m tOUtOU 1tpoxe1ptcraµevo<; Maupov tOV 
1tatpt1ClOV, 1tpocrta~a<; titv µev 7tOA.lV Xepcr&vo<; 1CatacrtpEljlacr0m Kat 
fomvta<; tou<; EV autft 1Cata1Cteivm; cf. also Theoph. I 379.17ff: ... 7tA.cotµov 
Etepov 1Catacr1Ceuacra<; &nocrtEA.Aet Maupov tOV 1tatpt1ClOV, tOV Bfocrov ... 
This identification was first proposed by E. Chryssanthopoulos, "Ta PtP>..ia t&v 
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to the testimony of the text, knew tT]V 1m0' fiµ&c; ... y')...&cmav Kat tT]V 
'Proµairov, :fa')...a~rov Kat Bou')...yaprov.1 This passage, and particularly the 
phrase tT]V Ka0' fiµac; E7tt<JtaµEVOV y')...&aaav Kat tT]V Proµairov, LKA.U~O)V 
Kat Bou')...yaprov, has to date failed to raise any questions among scholars. H. 
Gregoire,2 F. Barisic,3, E. Chryssanthopoulos,4 G. Ostrogorsky,5 V. Besevliev,6 P. 

eauµatrov 'tOU 'Ayiou LlTJµTJtpiou, to Xpovuc6v tl)c; MovEµ~acriac; lCCXl ai 
crA.a~tlCCXl emopoµal. de; 'tl]V 'EUaoa" Theo/ogia 26 (1955) 598ff. It was also put 
forward, but without any reference to Chryssanthopoulos, by l..emerle, Miracles II 152-3. 
l..emerle adds that the patrician Mauros Bessus of the Chronicles and the patrician Mauros 
of the seal mentioned above, and of two more seals (nos. 1552 and I 168), is the same 
person a~ the Mauros of the Miracles or his son. The latter, as the Anonymous author of the 
episode informs us, had revealed to the Byzantine emperor to µEA.E'tTJ0ev Kat<'x tl)c; 
iiµ&v 7t0A.Eroc; E~ mhou ml. tOU Kou~Ep and t~V OOA.lOtTJta ml. q>auA.ov 
1tp60ecr1v tou µvTJµovrn0ivwc; Maupou (l..emerle, Miracles I 233.15ff). There is 
some disagreement about the date of the seal; see on this subject M. Grigoriou-Ioannidou, 
"To e1te1cr6010 tou Kou~ep" n. 71, and H. Ditten, "Prominente Slawen und Bulgaren" 
97ff. 

I. l..emerle, Miracles l 229.22. 
2 H. Gregoire, "L'origine et le nom des Croates et des Serbes" Byzantion 17 (1944/45) 113: 

" ... Mauros, qui se donna come transfuge et profita de sa connaissance des quatre 
Iangues: grec, latin, bulgare et slave". 

3. F. Barisic, Cuda Dimitrija Solunskog Kao istoriski izvori (Belgrade 1953) 127: "Maur ... i 
Koji je znao grcki, Iatinski, slovenski i bulgarski jezik" ('Mauros ... who knew Greek, 
Latin, Slavic and Bulgarian'). 

4. E. Chryssanthopoulos, "Tex ~1~1..ia t&v 0auµatrov" 618: "Of course Tl Ka0' iiµftc; 
yl&crcra is the Greek language ... But what can he mean by saying the Romans' 
language? It is evident that he means the vulgar Latin language of the populations in 
Thrace, from which after a time proceeded the contemporary Rumanian and the 
'B1..ax1~' of the 'Koutcro~1..axo1' language". 

5. G. Ostrogorsky, "Byzantium in the Seventh Century" DOP 13 (1959) 17:" ... Mauros, 
who in the words of Miracula was skilfull in all things and knew the Greek, Latin, Slavic 
and Bulgar tongues". 

6. V. Besevliev, "Randbemerkungen Uber die 'Miracula Sancti Demetrii"' Byzantina 2 
( 1970) 294: "Er (Mauros) war sehr schlau und konnte ausser bulgarisch noch griechisch, 
lateinisch und slawisch". 
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Charanis, 1 A. Toynbee,2 A. Stratos3 and others4 have translated tl]V yAWcrcrav 
'Proµairov, I:JCA.a~rov Kat BouAyaprov as the Latin, Slav and Bulgarian 
languages respectively, and the phrase tl]V JCa0' iiµfo; y)..&crcrav as the "Greek 
language". 

In his edition of the collection of the Miracles, however, the eminent scholar P. 
Lemerle suggests a different point of view. He regards tl]V y)..&crcrav 'Proµairov 
as the Greek language and tl]V JCa0' iiµfo; yAWcrcrav as "our language" (with no 
precise specification), translating the passage as follows: " ... sachant bien notre 
langue ainsi que celle des Grecs, des Sklaves et des Bulgares" ('knowing well our 
language as well as the tongues of the Greeks, the Slavs and the Bulgars'). 
Commenting further on this sentence, he says that he considers it either as a clumsy 
expression or as referring to a particular dialect of Thessaloniki, a dialect which did 
not pertain to the Greek language, but he does not specify at this point which 
language he means: "either the expression is very clumsy or we have here to 

I. P. Charanis, "Kouver, the Chronology of his Activities and their Ethnic Effects on the 
Regions around Thessalonica" BalkSt 11 (1970) 245: "Mauros learned to speak besides 
Bulgar, which wa~ his native tongue, also Slavic, Greek and Latin". 

2 A. Toynbee, Constantine Porphyrogenitus and his World (London 1973) 74:" ... (Mawus) 
spoke Greek, Latin, Slavonic, and Bulgar''. 

3. A. Stratos, To Bv(av-nov <1'l"OV Z' aiwva (Athens I 974) V 80 n. 322: "This LThe 
Book of the Miracles] ... explicitly mentions that, apart from t~v 1m8' T]µfo; 
emcrtaµEvov y').Jixmav, which is the language that the author was writing, i.e. Greek, 
he also knew the languages Lt&v] 'Pcoµaicov (that is Latin), l:.JCA.a~cov ical 
Bou1..yapcov. This opinion is also expressed by P. Christou, 'H ypaµµatda t&v 
~11µ,itpdcov A'. ~lllYTJ<JEtc; 7tEpl t&v 0auµatcov tO\l 'Ayfou ~11µ,itpfou 
(Thessaloniki 1993) 115: "From the moment that the author uses the Greek, by saying ~v 
ica0' T]µiic; yA.&crcrav, he chiefly means the language used by him in this text: that is the 
Greek language". 

4. S. Bernardinello, "In margine alla questione rumena nella letteratura bizantina del XII 
secolo" ZRVI 18 (1978) 100, considers the ica0' T]µiic; y1..&crcrav a~ Greek and the 
mother-tongue of Mauros. I do not, however, agree with his view that 'Pcoµaicov means 
the Rumanian language: " ... la testimonianza della Vita di S.Demetrio di Tessalonica 
nella quale e stata rilevata una distinzione netta, stabilita dall 'autore stesso, fra la sua 
lingua matema, ii greco, e quella dei Rumeni, degli Slavi e dei Bulgari ... " H. Gelzer, 
Die Genesis der byzantinischen Themenverfassung (Leipzig 1899) 49, translates the ica0' 
T]µiic; y1..&crcrav as Latin, as is clear from the sequence in which the Greek terms are 
translated, and he renders 'Pcoµaicov as Greek: "Er (Mauros) spricht lateinisch, 
griechisch, slawisch, bulgarisch." He also remarks (ibid. 49 n. I) that the tongue 
mentioned in the pa~sage wa~ still their Turkish idiom. C. Diehl and G. M~ais, Histoire 
du Mayen Age Ill: Le monde orientale de 395 a 108/ (Paris 1936) 217, simply mention the 
Greek without any particular distinction: "II (Kouber) chargea un de ses chefs, nomme 
Mauros, homme fort habile et qui savait bien le grec, de se presenter comme transfuge 
dans la ville". Cf. also A. Guillou, Regionalisme et independance dans I' empire byzantin au 
Vile siec/e. L' example de I' exarchat et de la Pentapole d'/talie (Rome 1969) 251 n. 111: 
"Mauros, un des principaux personnages de la ville, parle le grec, le 'slave' (=Sklavene) et 
le bulgare." 
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understand that in Thessaloniki people spoke a language which was not exactly the 

Greek language". 1 

At the same time, Lemerle refers to the fourth episode of the first collection of 

the Miracles (known as the collection of the Archbishop John). The episode is 

titled "On the possessed" (Ilept omµov1rovtfuv). 2 The hero of the episode, the 

"possessed" (Omµovuov) soldier, had been taken to the church of St. Demetrios to 

be cured by the miraculous intervention of the saint when he suddenly began asking 

questions in the Roman language (ecp0acrnv autoc; tft 'ProµatKft yAcottU 

eprotrov auwuc; a1tpoo001CT)troc;).3 Lemerle, who prefers to translate the "in the 

Roman language" (tft 'Proµa'CKft yAcottn) as "in the Greek language", comments 

on this passage by formulating the following question: "Why is this detail noted? 

Does it concern a soldier of non-Greek descent, or is he used to speaking in the 

dialect of Thessaloniki?" 4 

It is thus evident that the editor of the Miracles considers that "our language" 

(fi Ka0' fiµa.c; y11,fuocm) is to be distinguished from the "Roman language" of the 

two episodes with Mauros and the possessed soldier: the "Roman language" 

signifies the "Greek language", while "our language" (TJ Ka0' fiµa.c; y11,fuocm) is a 

dialect ofThessaloniki which, moreover, "is not exactly the Greek language" (n'est 

pas exactement la langue grecque). 5 

In addition to these observations, Lemerle refers to the fourth episode of the 

Anonymous collection of the Miracles, "On the affair of Perboundos, the famine 

and the relentless siege" (IlEpt tile; Kata 'tOV Ilep~ouvoov Atµou Kat ClVEVOO'tO'U 

1toA1opKiac;)6 According to the account of the anonymous author, when the eparch 

of Thessaloniki was informed that the leader of the Slav tribe of the Rynchinoi, a 

man called Perboundos, intended to march against the city, he reported this to the 

emperor, who ordered Perboundos to be arrested and transferred to Constantinople. 

The Rynchinoi and the Slavs of Strymon asked the eparch to forgive Perboundos. 

A deputation consisting both of Thessalonians and Slavs was sent to 

Constantinople to ask the emperor to release Perboundos. The emperor committed 

himself to release him when the war against the Arabs he was preparing for at this 

time was over. Perboundos, however, misled by someone who professed to be the 

"imperial hermeneutes" (~a01A1Koc; epµTJVEU'tllc;) escaped through the Vlachemae 

gate, only to be arrested sometime later and sent back to prison. After a second 

attempt to escape he was arrested again and, after having confessed during his trial 

that he intended to organise a conspiracy, he was sentenced to death and executed. 

The episode continues with the revolution of the Rynchinoi who, joining forces 

with the Slavs of Strymon, the Sagoudates and the Drougoubitae, laid a tight siege 

I. Lemerle, Miracles l 223 n. 3. 
2 Tr. Lemerle, Miracles I 82-3; see the Greek text, ibid. 84--6. 
3. Op.cit. I 86.8. 
4. Op.cit I 83 n. 4. 
5. Loe.cit. 
6. Tr. Lemerle, Miracles I 198-208; see the Greek text, ibid. 208-21. 
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against Thessaloniki. Finally, due to a miracle of St. Demetrios, the city was saved 
from the famine and delivered from the siege. 

What is of particular interest for us in this episode is the passage in paragraph 
235 which mentions that "King Perboundos, dressed like a Roman and speaking 
the Greek language, 1 went out through the gate of Vlachemae as one of the citizens" 

(o Pll~ Il£p~ouvoo~. co~ q,oprov pcoµa'iov crx11µa Kat AUAOlV tft 11µ£tEp~ 
Ota/l.£1ctep, co~ Et~ trov 7t0Attrov E~£tcrt tll~ EV BAaxipvm~ 7t'UATl~).2 

Lemerle, who translates the phrases pcoµa'iov crx11µa and 11µ£tepa Ota.A£Kto~ as 
"a la grecque" and "(il parlait) grec", suggests that the information given in this 

passage should be related to what has been recounted previously, and concludes 
with the following words: "Are we to assume that Perboundos speaks Greek or the 

dialect of Thessaloniki?" 3 He thus weakens his earlier assertion that the phrase 

11µ£tepa Ota.A£Kto~ signifies the dialect of Thessaloniki. 
Lemerle returns to his point on the dialect of Thessaloniki, though with some 

reservations on the matter, in the second volume of his work, which forms a 

commentary. He underlines the fact that this problem is really very embarrassing: 
"In fact, as we have already shown, the three passages we have referred to in our 

collection of Miracles suggest a difficult and embarrassing problem, namely that of 

a dialect ofThessaloniki." 4 

But let us take things one by one. In Miracles 291 (the episode of Kouber), Tl 
m0' iiµa~ yArocrcra stands opposed to the language of the Romans and, further, 

to the languages of the S[k]lavs and Bulgarians. Consequently Tl ica0' 11µ&~ 
yArocrcra was neither Slav nor Bulgarian nor Roman. 5 In my view we can find the 

exact meaning in paragraph 235 (the episode of Perboundos), which we mentioned 

above. We read there that Perboundos co~ q,oprov pcoµa'iov crx11µa icat AaArov 

tft 11µ£tEp~ OtaAEKtq>, co~ Et~ trov 7tOAttOlV E~£tcrt tll~ EV BAaxepvat~ 
1t'UA1l~· This passage makes clear that the 11µ£tepa Ota.A£Kto~. which Perboundos 
spoke, must have been a Greek language and specifically a language spoken by the 

ordinary citizens of Constantinople. It cannot have been the Latin language or a 
dialect pertaining to a certain city, whether Thessaloniki or a city of some other 

region. 

I. Op.cit. I 199. 
2 Op.cit. I 209. 29-31. 
3. Op.cit. I 83 n. 4. 
4. See Lemerle, Miracles II 150 nn. 233 and 244 no. 9. A similar opinion was formulated 

some time ago by G.L.F. Tafel, De Thessa/onica eiusque agro dissertatio geographica 
(Berlin 1839) 99: "Quo audito Cuberus ducum suorum militarium aliquem, nomine 
Maurum, hominem astutum, linguarum Macedonicae, Graecae, Siavicae et Bulgaricae 
gnarum, impellit ... "Cf. also A. Guillon, Regionalisme et independance dans /' empire 
Byzantin au Vile siec/e, L'Exemple de /'exarchat et la Pentapo/e d'/talie (Rome 1969) 151: 
"Quelle devait etre a l'egard de Thessalonique, latine hieret ou !'on parlait maintenant des 
dialectes si barbares, la defiance des hommes de la capitale qui s'hellenisaient 
definitivement!". 

5. 'Pcoµ<XtKTJ can mean either Latin (i.e. the language spoken by Romans) but also Greek 
(the language of the Romans = the Byzantines, citizens of the Roman = Byzantine 
Empire). 
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It follows that the fiµEtEpa OtCXAEKtoi; of paragraph 235 1 corresponds to the 
Greek language and, furthennore, to the language Ka0' fiµai; of paragraph 291. 2 As 
for the language of the Romans ('Proµa{rov) of paragraph 291,3 it can only be the 
Latin language. 

This view finds support in the Slav translation of the Miracles, which fonns 

part of the Slav translation of the Menaia (MT)va'ia) (collection of Makarios). 

There, the fiµEtEpa OtcxAEKtoi; in the Perboundos episode is rendered as "the 
Greek language" (eAAT)VtK'Tl yA&crcm).4 

The question which now arises is why the author of the Miracles did not refer 
directly and clearly to the "Greek language". The answer is simple. It is enough to 

recall that the author of the Miracles could not have used the expression eAAT)vti; or 

eAAT)VttcrJ 01cxAEKtoi; or <prov~ instead of fiµEtEpa OtcxAEKtoi; because the word 
"EAAT)V and its derivatives had the special meaning "pagan" at this period. 5 

It remains to focus on the expression 'Proµai:K'ft yArottU of paragraph 496 (the 

episode of the possessed soldier), which could signify the Latin language if it refers 
to a soldier who was not Greek, as Lemerle tends to believe. 7 Nevertheless, it is 

possible that it might signify the Greek language. Given that the terms proµaioi;, 
proµai:K6i; ('Proµa{rov A.a6i;,8 'Proµa{rov <pt>Aov,9 yEvoi; t&v 'Proµa{rov, 10 oi EK 

I. Lemerle, Miracles I 209.29-30: nep~ouvoo; ... Aa.AroV TD T]µEtepi OtaA.Elmp ... 
2. Lemerle, Miracles I 229.21-2: tTJV m0' iiµii; fatcmiµevov y')...fucrcra.v Ka.t tllV 

'Proµa.irov, IKAIX~(J)V lCCll Bou')...yaprov. 
3. See n. 38 above. 
4. Cety Miney (St. Petersburg 1882) col. 1930 (26 Oct.):" ... Knjar ze Prebud nosja 

greceskyja rizy i beseduja greceskomjazykom, ... ".Cf.also G. Ostrogorsky, "Byzantium 
in the Seventh Century" 18, where he says of Perboundos: "Naturally, as is explained 
subsequently, he spoke Greek." 

5. Eusebios, vc 11.44 (66.19-20): ... O<JOl o' EAAT\Vl~ElV EOOKO\JV, toutot; 0uetv 
aneiprito (Constantine the Great); Sozom., HE 8.23 (381.10-11): "EUriv yap rov co; 
EltE"("(EAOOV ta.t; cruµ~opa.t; t~; EKKAT\<Jta.; Ka.t 1tpo; T]OOVllV E<JXE to 
cruµ~av"; ibid. 8.1 (347.23); Mala!. 449.3ff: 'Ev a.utqi OE tip xp6vq> 01royµo; 
"(E"(OVEV 'EU~vrov µeya.;, ... 'E0fo1tt<JE OE o a.uto; ~a.<JtAElJ; (Justinian I) 

OO<JtE µ111t0Amuecr0a.n tou; EAAT\Vl~OVta.; ... ; Theoph.Simok. 5.14 (214.14-16): 
Ka.1. ene1011 ii IetpEµ Xptcrtta.v~ fott K<Xyoo (Chosroes) "EUriv, o iiµetepo; 
v6µo; iioeta.v iiµtv ou na.pexet Xp1crna.v11v EXEtv ya.µet~v; Theoph. 228.30: 
Toutq> tq> EtEl "(E"(OVEV Tl c'xyia. Ka.1. OlKO\JµEVlKll 1tEµ1ttT\ cruvooo; Ka.ta 
'ilpt"(EVO\J; ... lCCll ~touµou ... Ka.t Eua.ypiou lCCll t~; EAAT\VO~povo; a.utrov 
AT\pq>oim; ... ; Nikeph. 80.13f.: Ka.1. a.na.v co; El7tElV to EU<JE~E; Otro0ett0 Ka.t 
anriAa.uveto (Constantine V), Ka.1. oocrnep EAAT\Vtcrµou oeutepou Xptcrtta.vot; 
E7tt~uevto; niicra. µrixa.v11 Ka.Koupyia.; enevoetto". See K. Lechner, Hellenen 
und Barbaren im We/tbild der Byzantiner (Milnchen 1955) 7-72; and most recently, P. 
Christou, Oi 7tEpl7tEtEm; trov e0vtKOOV ovoµatcov tOOV 'E')...Mvrov (Thessaloniki 
1991) 71-84. 

6. Lemerle, Miracles I 86.8: £~0a.crev a.uto; TD proµa.i:JCTI "(AO>ttl] eprotrov a.utou; 
anpocrooK~tro;. 

7. Lemerle, Miracles I 83 n. 4. 
8. Lemerle, Miracles I 228.22. 
9. Lemerle, Miracles I 230.11. 
10. Lemerle, Miracles I 228.9. 
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'tO>V 'Proµairov ovtE<;1 etc.) in the Miracles point to the inhabitants of the 
Byzantine state, who naturally spoke Greek, we could accept that 'ProµatJCll 
y'"Aiix:Jcra points to the language spoken of Byzantium, that is, the Greek language. 

However, this interpretation seems unlikely to me, since the language 
characterised as 'ProµatlCTl or 1t6.1:p10<; in sources earlier than the seventh century 
undoubtedly signifies the Latin language. Some passages from ecclesiastical 
authors are characteristic in this regard. In his panegyrical biography of Constantine 
the Great, Eusebios of Caesarea observes: 'The emperor wrote his speeches in the 
Roman language ('Proµaic;t yAco't'tn) and his translators were charged with 
rendering them into the Greek language."2 Nevertheless, Constantine the Great, as 
Eusebios says, was expert in the Greek language as well ( EAA:r1vil;rov 1:ft <provn). 3 

That the emperor was a fluent speaker of Greek is more clearly shown in 
Sozomenos' Ecclesiastical History: "He was meekly speaking with everyone ... 
because he was not ignorant of the Greek language" ('EAAiivrov yACO't'tll<;).4 

However, Constantine the Great is not the only bilingual person mentioned by 
Sozomenos. Let us for the sake of an example cite Sozomenos' once again, this 
time on the education of the Augusta Pulcheria: "Pulcheria knew how to speak and 
write the Roman and the Greek languages with no mistakes."5 

In the works of the historians of the sixth century the "language of the 
Romans" ('Proµairov <provii) stands in opposition to the "language of the Greeks" 
('EAAiivrov cprovii or 'EA.A.a<; <provii). John Lydus recounts that, in Theodosios II's 
reign, an Egyptian named Cyrus, who held the two offices of praefectus urbi and 

praefectus praetorio simultaneously, had broken with official practice by giving his 
decisions not in the "language of the Romans" (1:ft 'Proµairov <provft) but in the 
"Greek language" ('EAAaOt <provn).6 The same author also informs us that, in the 
middle decades of the sixth century, the members of the Constantinopolitan fire 

I. Lemerle, Miracles l 229.15. 
2 Eusebios, vc IV.32 (132. 11 ): 'Pcoµai~ µev yAOO'tt'fl 'tllV 1:rov i..6ycov cruyypmp11v 

~acrti..euc; impe'ixe µete~ai..i..ov 15' aut11v 'Ei..i..a15t µe8epµ11vrnml. q,covft oL; 
'tOU'tO 7tOtElV epyov ,iv; see also ibid., IV.7 (123.4-7): q>EpE'tlXl µev oov 'Pcoµai~ 
yi..oo't'tn 7t1Xp' (X\J'tOt<; 11µ'iv l((Xt 'tOU'tO 'tO ~(XO"tAECO<; i15t6ypaq,ov ypaµµa, 
µE't1X~i..118ev 15' Eltl 'tllV 'Ei..i..rivcov (j)COVllV yvcoptµoo'tEpov yevot't' liv 'tOt<; 
EV't'\l'YX,aVO'\lO"l V. 

3. Eusebios, vc III.13 (88.9-11 ): itpacoc; 'tE 7t0to\JµEvoc; 'ta<; 7tpoc; EKIXO"'tOV oµti..iac; 
ei..i..11vi~cov 'tE 'tft q,covft, O'tl µ1115e 't(X\J'tll<; aµa0roc; dxe. 

4. Sozom., HE 1.20 (41.13-14): ... 7tpacoc; EKaO"'tCjl 15mi..ey6µevoc;, co<; (ll(O\JElV 
ititicrtato, Ka06tt ou15e 'tll<; 'Ei..i..rivcov yi..oot'tll<; aittipcoc; dxe. 

5. Sozom., HE IX. 1 (391.4-5): TlKPl~CO'tO yap (Pulcheria) AEyEtV 'tE l((Xl ypaq>EtV 
op0roc; l((X'ta 'tllV 'Pcoµaicov l((Xt 'Ei..i..rivcov q,covriv; see also ibid. IV.6 (146.5-6): 
... i..oyouc; 'tE tft 'Pcoµairov Kat 'Ei..i..rivcov q,covft cruyypaq,cov e~e15i15ou 
LPhotinos]; ibid. III.15 (127.14-15); IV.6 (144.13--14). 

6 /oannis Lydi, De magistratibus populi romani ed. R. Wuensch (Stuttgart 1967) IIl.42 
(131.3ff): Kupou yap 'tlVO<; Aiyuit'ttO\l, ... iiµa 'tOV 1toi..iapxov (iiµa) 'tllV 
'troV 7tp1Xt'tCOpicov E7t1XPXO'tll't1X 15t£7tOV'tO<; ... 7t1XplX~llVIXl 8app11cravwc; 'tllV 
7tlXAmav cruv118emv l((Xl 'ta<; lf'll(j)O'\l<; 'Ei..i..a15t q,rovft 7tp0EVEYKO't0<;, O"UV 'tft 
'Proµairov q,rovft l((Xl 'tllV 't\JXllV (aite~ai..ev) Tl llPXTI· 
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brigade were still summoned in the "Roman language of their ancestors" (tft 
1tatpiq:> 'Proµairov q,rovft) with the cry "omnes collegiati adeste." 1 Another 
historian of this era, Agathias, distinguishes the Greek language ('EA.A.T)vrov q,rovT)) 
from the language of "Latins" when discussing a place in Laziki. He says that the 
place actually took its name from a pottery-market that had been installed there: "It 
was surnamed 01/aria, as a Latin would say. This name can be translated into the 
language of the Greeks as XutpomoA.ta." 2 The legislation of Justinian is 
particularly enlightening in this regard. In a novel of the year 535 the legislator 
observes: "We did not write this law in the language of our ancestors but in the 
language understood by everyone, that is the Greek, so that everyone may become 
familiar with it as it is easy to comprehend." 3 In another novel it is noted: "One of 
the exemplars [ of the novel] is written in Greek, to be understood by the people, and 
the other in Latin, and it is the latter which is the official exemplar, since it 
corresponds to the character of the State. "4 

The testimony of the Strategiko11 (:I:tpatriyuc6v) of Maurikios 5 is also 
noteworthy. The experienced general or emperor, who is considered as its author,6 

informs us that the announcement of the "penalties" (e1t1tiµta) was made in front 
of army corps "in Roman and Greek" ('Proµai:crtt Kat 'E)J .. rivtcrti). 7 In another 
passage, enumerating the qualifications of the messengers (µavM.topE~) - vigilant, 
prudent, alert and with a loud voice8 - the author notes: "[the messengers] should 
know Roman and Persian and, if necessary, Greek." 9 Later sources agree in this 
respect; the expressions yA.&crcra, cprovT) or &uxA.EKto~ 'Proµairov or 'Proµai:crti 
all refer to the Latin language. 

Theophanes, in his Chro11icle, mentions that Dorotheos of Tyre left after his 
death a great number of both "Roman" and "Greek" writings, being an expert in 

I. Lydus, De mag. 1.50 (53. I 3-15). John Lydus says also that the imperial officers of the 
various scrinia ought to know well the Roman language ('Pcoµa(cov q,covfiv), because 
XPEtCtlOTJi; ... ~v auto'ii; Kata tcivayKa'iov (De mag. III.27, 114.23ff). John Lydus 
himself was an expert in the Roman language ('Pcoµa(cov q,covfiv) and took up an 
appointment for teaching it on the staff of the Constantinopolitan prnefectus urbi (De mag. 
IIl.29, 116.16ff). 

2. Agath. 11.20.5 (67. I 6- I 8): 'OUcipta yap, roi; ixv Aat'iv6i; tti; q,fioo1, 
E1tcov6µaota1. ouvatm OE tO\JtO ti\ 'EUfivcov q,covft Xutp07tCtlA.ta. 

3. Just. Nov. 7.1.32-5 (535) (CIC III 52). 
4. Just. Nov. 66. 1.2.5-8 (538) (CIC III 342): ... t11i; µEv (iootu1tou Omtci~ecoi;) tft 

'EUfivcov q,covft yqpaµµEvTJi; Otex to tq> 1tA.TJ8E1 KataA.A.TJA.OV, ti\i; OE tft 
'Pcoµa(cov, t\1tEp EO'tt Kat 1rnp1cotatTJ Otex to ti\i; 1tOA.ttdai; oxi\µa ... See 
also Just. Nov. 47.II. 1~28 (537) (CIC III 283ff). 

5. Das Strategikon des Maurikios, ed. G.T. Dennis & E. Gamillscheg (Vienna 1981 ). 
6. Op.cit. 15--18. 
7. Op.cit. 1.8 (98.2-3). 
8. Op.cit. XII B.7 (424.3): Mavocitopai; ciypu1tvoui;, O'\JVEtoui;, yopyoui; Kat 

EU(j)CtlVOUi;. 
9. Op.cit. XII B.7 (424.3-4): Eio6tai; (µavocitopai;) 'Pcoµafott Kat nepo1ot(. eciv 

ciitavtii, Kat 'EA.A.TJVtotL 
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both languages. 1 In the preamble of the I1p6xE1p0(; voµo<; we read: "We have 

rendered the Roman terms into Greek equivalents". 2 Leo VI notes that, during the 

composition of his Tactica, he himself was asked more than once to make clear 

some "Greek words" on the one hand, and on the other to translate some "Roman 
words", both taken from the ancient Tactics. 3 In his work De thematibus, 

Constantine Porphyrogennetos observes, when he refers to the origin of the themes 
and the changes introduced by the emperors after Heraclius: "They were Hellenized 

to a degree and rejected the language of their ancestors, that is the Roman language, 
for they called the chiliarchs 'longini', the hekatontarchs 'centurians' and 'counts' 
those whom we call generals today. And even the name 'theme' is Greek and not 
Roman, deriving from the Greek word 9foti;.''4 

When Genesios, Constantine Porphyrogennetos, Leo Grammatikos and others 
find it necessary to explain some Latin names or expressions, they express 

themselves in the following terms: "He (Leo VI) appointed (Diakonitzes) 

mensurator, as this office is called in the Roman language"; 5 "the castle of Diadora 
is called in Roman language iam era, which is translated as amiptt ~tov" ;6 

finally, Leo Grammatikos remarks: '"murderer' is called mace/ in the Roman 

language. "7 

Interestingly enough, Constantine Porphyrogennetos, Theophanes 
Continuatus and others make use of such expressions as 'Proµairov 8uiAEJCtoi; or 

proµai:KTJ yAiJ,crcra to signify the Greek language. 8 This use probably constitutes a 

I. Theoph. 24.2 I ff: ... Kat 6oop60eoc;, £1tlCJK01tOc; Tupou, ... 7t A.ElCJ'ta 
CJU'Y"fpciµµata Ka'taA.t7tOlV 'PooµatKCl Kat 'EA.A.T)VlKCl, ciic; aµq>otepoov 
y)..oooo&v tµnEtpotatoc; ... 

2 Jus Graecoromanum ed. J. & P. Zepos (Athens 1931) II I 16: t&v 0£ 'Proµai:Krov 
AE/;EOJV 't~V ouv0i,KT)V Eic; 't~V 'EA.A.aOa "(A.ffiCJCJaV µE'tE7t0lf\CJaµEv ... 

3. Leonis lmperatoris Tactica PG 107 col. 676C: "00Ev taui:ac; 1taA.mac; tf\c; 
taKnKf\c; 7tOA.A.ClKtc; 'EA.A.T\VlKUc; µEV foaq>T)VtCJaµEv A.£/;Etc;, 'Pooµai:Kac; 0£ 
OtT)pµT)VEUCJaµEv, ... EVEKEV tf\c; CJaq>ouc; KataA.fllj/'EOOc; 'tffiV EV'tuyxavOV'tOOV 

4. De them. 60.24ff: ... µciA.tCJ'ta EA.A.T)vi~ovtEc; Kat ~v 1tcitp1ov Kat 'PooµatK~v 
yA.ro'ttaV ll7tO~aAOV'tEc;. J\O'Y"flVOuc; yap EA.EYOV touc; XlAtcipxouc; Kat 
KEV'tOUpioovac; touc; EKa'tOV'tapxouc; Kat KOµT)tac; touc; VUVt CJ'tpatT)youc;. 
Auto yap 'tO ovoµa 'tOU 0Eµatoc; EA.AT\VlKOV ECJ'tl Kat OU 'PooµatKOV, ll7t0 
tf\c; 0foEooc; ovoµa~oµEvov. See F. Dolger, "Zur Ableitung des byzantinischen 
Verwaltungstenninus 0eµa" Historia 4 (1955) 189-98; J. Karayannopulos, Die Entstehung 
der byzantinischen Themenordnung (Munich 1959) 89ff. 

5. Genes. 4.37 (88.61-2): ... 1tpOEXEtpiaato µT)vooupcitoopa, 01tEp q>rovft 'Pooµaioov 
outoo npooayopEuE'tat. 

6. De adm. imp. 29.272-3: ... to KCXCJ'tpov 'tffiV 6ta0ropoov KaA.El'tat tft 'Pooµaioov 
OtaA.EK'tq> 'iciµ epa', 07tEp EpµT)VEUE'tat 'a1tcipn rttov', Cf. also De cer. (ed. 
A.Vogt, Le livre des ceremonies, 2nd ed. Paris 1967) I, 1.16.21-3: 'Ev 0£ tft aytf{, Kat 
µqaAn KuptaKft, f\youv 'tOU ayiou ncioxa, Kat µovov, 1tpoon8foa1 Kat 
taU'tT)V t~v 'Pooµaiav AE/;tv '"Avoo, q>tAA.tKf\CJtµE'. 

7. Leo Gram. I I 3.11: µa KEA 0£ AEYE'tat 'Pooµafo'tt o q>OVEuc;. 
8. De adm. imp. 27.69-70: 'latfov, on µaotpoµiAT)c; rpµT)VEUE'tat ·tft 'Pooµaioov 

OtaAEK'tq> 'Ka'tE7tClVO) 'tOU CJ'tpatou'; ibid. 29.263-4: "Ott 'tO KCXCJ'tpov 'tffiV 
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transitional phase in which the words proµaio~ and proµai:JC6~ begin to signify the 
Greek habitant of Byzantium and his language (cf. the modern Greek word 
Proµt6~).1 Nevertheless, we should not forget that these testimonies are dated three 
centuries later than the passage in the Miracles we are dealing with. 

Thus, I think there can be no doubt that the language designated as JCa0' fiµ&~ 
in the Miracles is the Greek language and furthermore that there is no reason to 
believe in the existence of any particular "Thessalonician dialect". 

lleiccxttpcov i:pµTJVEUEtcxt tft 'Pcoµcx'icov OtcxHictcp 'fotevcoµrvov iccxl. 
7tE7tVl yµrvov '; ibid. 32.12-13: l:tp~A.Ol OE tft 'Pcoµcxicov OtCXA.ElC'tCJl 'OOUA.Ol' 
1tpocmyopEUOV'tcxt; TheophCont 308.13-14: Kpivcxvm; OE odv Oux 1CCX'tCXCJ1C07t<OV 
1tp6tepov ta ~CXCJlA.Eco; 1tpayµcxtcx 1CCX'tl0EtV, 'tOV E7tOljloµevov ElCCXCJ'tCX iccxl. 
7tpo; cxuto\J; <X7tCXYYEA.OUV'tCX, 'Pcoµcxicov CJtoA.ft iccxl. yA.roaan xproµEvov, 
E~CX7tECJ'tE lA.CXV; ibid. 407. 15- 16: l:uµecov co; ~CXCJlA.ECX Eu<pftµouv tft 'tO)V 
'Pcoµcxicov <provft; cf. Symeon Magistros, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn 1838) 737:3; Sky!. 220.41. 

I. See N. Politis, '"EA.A.TJvE; 11 'Pcoµwi" laographika Symmeikta 1 (1920) 122-33; S. 
Runciman, "Byzantine and Hellene in the Fourteenth Century" T6µoc; Kwvcnavdvov 
'ApµEvo1rovAov bd rfi e~al('oC11Er11p{81 rfjc; 'E~a/3{/Uov rov ( 1345-1945) 
(Thessaloniki 1952) 27-31; idem, The Last Byzantine Renaissance (Cambridge 1970) 19; 
H. Ditten, "Bap~cxpot, 'EA.A.TJve; und 'Pcoµcx'iot beiden letzten byzantinischen 
Geschichtsschreibern" 12 CEB [Belgrade 1964] II 273-99; D. Zakythinos, Bu~cxvnvft 
'latopicx 324-1071 (Athens 1972) 13-14; P. Christou, Oi 1rEp11rerE1Ec;(see n. 41 supra) 
89f., 106f. 
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The importance of Macedonia during the Byzantine era 

Throughout its long history, Macedonia has always been the bastion of Hellenism.' 
This fact was already acknowledged by the historian Polybius at the beginning of 
the Roman era: "We should pay great honour to the Macedonians, who spend the 

greater part of their lives in constant fighting against the barbarians for the safety of 
Greece. Who does not know that Greece would always have been in the greatest 

danger if we had not had the Macedonians as a bulwark." 2 This too was its role 
during the Byzantine era, and especially in its final stage, when the Empire was 

faced with a host of enemies, particularly the Turks. 
After the interval of Frankish rule Michael VIII, the first of the Palaiologan 

dynasty, restored the Roman Empire in 1261.3 It is said that, shortly before his 

triumphal entry into Constantinople, some of Michael's soldiers discovered the 

body of Basil II the Bulgar-slayer in a monastery where he had been buried in 1025. 
The monastery was then in ruins and being used to house animals. The body, naked 

from head to toe, was still complete and intact but the locals had mocked it by 
putting the reed of a shepherd's pipe in its mouth. The historian goes on to describe 

the considerable pomp and ceremony of the reburial which Michael now arranged as 

a way of showing his great respect for the relic. 4 To me the episode symbolises not 
only the restoration of the empire but also the importance Macedonia had for the 

Palaiologan Empire: Michael VIII Palaiologos recovered all the territories in 

western and north-western Macedonia, while Basil II was the most important 

emperor of the Macedonian dynasty, which some claim was descended from 

Alexander of Macedonia, Alexander the Great. 

Many scholars have studied the question of the origin of Basil I, the founder of 

the so-called Macedonian dynasty, and it is now generally held that he was of 
Armenian descent. 5 Everything we know about Basil I, and consequently about his 
origins, dates from after his ascent to the throne and so must be considered as 

forming part of this dynastic propaganda. The historians from the Macedonian era 
took the view that the founder of the Macedonian dynasty was a descendant of 
Constantine the Great, that he was a scion of the (Armenian) Arsacid family and 

I. A. V acaJopoulos, Hist01y of Macedonia I 354-1833 (Thessaloniki 1973) 5. 
2 Polybius IX 35. 
3. On the Roman idea in the time of the Palaiologoi see D.A. Zakythinos, "Rome dans la 

pensee politique de Byzance du XIIIe au XVe siecle. La theorie 'romaine' a l'epreuve 
des faits" Bv,avrwv. Arp1epwµa arov A. N. Erparo (Athens 1986) I 209-221. 

4. George Pachymeres, On Michael and Andronikos Pa/aiologos II 21, ed A. Failler, Relations 
historiques (Paris 1984) 175-7, with bibliography. 

5. N. Adontz, "L'iige et l'origine de l'empereur Basile Ier (867-886)" Byzantion 9 (1934) 
223--60; A.N. Bees, "Eine unbeachtete Quelle Uber die Abstammung des Kaisers Ba~ilios 
I des Mazedoniers" BNJbb 4 ( 1923) 76; P.G. der Sahaghian, "Un document armenien de 
la genealogie de Ba~il !er" BZ 20 (1911) 165-76. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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that he was descended from the Macedonian kings Philip and Alexander. 1 The most 
important question for the historian, then, is not whether there is any basis for these 
claims, or which of these versions, if any, corresponds to the truth but rather, given 
that the whole thing was an exercise in propaganda, to determine its purpose. It is 
my belief that these legends had a dual purpose: to provide the founder of the 
dynasty with a noble origin, and to make its members acceptable to the imperial 
army, whose two most important corps were those of the Armenians and the 
Macedonians. The other question which I find extremely significant is why Basil 
was described only as a Macedonian, 2 especially since in all probability he was in 
fact Armenian, and why during the final years of the Empire the historical sources 
refer only to Basil I's Macedonian heritage. 3 The answer to these questions is, I 
think, also related to the particular importance of Macedonia, especially during the 
Empire's final years, when it formed the major portion of its territory. 

The particular importance that Macedonia acquired during the Empire's 
struggle against a host of enemies, with the Turks first and foremost, was largely 
ideological in nature, having to do with the dissemination of the romance of 
Alexander the Great. This story was the written form of the myth created by 
Alexander himself 4 and filled out by popular imagination, distorting the actual 
historical events in such a way that the Alexander of the legend is quite a different 
figure from the historical Alexander. This legend acquired an ideological baggage 
appropriate to the climate of the times, including, for example, the incorporation of 
the legend of Gog and Magog, the evil people who, according to the prophecy of 
Ezekiel and confirmed in the Apocalypse, 5 will burst forth in the last days and 
accompany Satan to ravage the earth before their final destruction. The story as it 
developed in the romance took the form that Alexander had built a gate in the north, 
behind which the people of Gog and Magog were confined until their destined 
outbreak at the end of the world; these people were identified with the nations 
which were threatening Europe.6 This story was taken as predicting the final victory 

I. Genes. 107; TheophCont215-6; Cedr. 184. 
2. Ba~il I owed his epithet 'Macedonian' to the fact, that his family had been established in 

Macedonia since the reign of Leo I ( 457- 74 ); he himself was born in Adrianopolis, a 
town in Thrace which administratively belonged to the theme of Macedonia. 

3. G. Moravcsik, "Avc.ovuµov aqnepcoµattKov noiTJµa 1tEpi 'tO\l au'toKp<hopoc; 
BacnAElO\l A'" Er; µv7)µTJV K. Aµaµwv 1874-1960 (Athens 1960) 10. 

4. W. Gawlowska, "Alexandre le grand createur de sa propre Iegende (a Ia lumiere des 
sources greco-latines" Concilium Eirene XVI (vol. I, Prague 1983) 65-9. 

5. Erek 38.1-39.16; Apoc 20.7-10. 
6. On the Gog and Magog legend see A.R. Anderson, "Alexander and the Caspian Gates" 

T APA 59 ( 1928) 130-63; id., Alexander's Gate. Gog and Magog and the Enclosed Nations 
(Cambridge, MA 1932); F. Pfister, Alexander der Grofle in den Offenbarungen der 
Griechen, Juden, Mohammedaner und Christen (Berlin 1956) 24-35; D.J.A. Ross, 
Alexander Historiatus. A guide to medieval illustrated Alexander literature (London 1963) 
34f. 
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of the Christian nations over the foreign hordes menacing Europe. 1 The Alexander 
romance2 became very popular in the East and the West alike, as is demonstrated by 
numerous translations 3 and the production of many fine illustrated manuscripts. 4 

I. W. Gawlowska, "Le mythe de Gog and Magog dans le Iegende d'Alexandre le Gmnd" 
Troisieme Cong res Association Internationale de Litterature Comparee /99 I, Tokyo. 
Congres Proceedings Ill: Vision in Hist01:v (Stanford, CA 1992). 

2 See W. Kroll, "Kallisthenes" RE X.2 1710-13. Editions of the Greek recensions of the 
Alexander Romance: C. Millier, Pseudo-Callisthenes (Paris 1846); H. Meusel, "Pseudo
Callisthenes nach der Leidener Handschrift" Jahrbiicherfiir Klassische Philologie suppl. 5 
(Leipzig 1871) 70 I ff; W. Kroll, Historia Alexandri Magni. Recensio vetusta (Berlin 1926, 
rp. 1958); H. van Thiel, Die Rezension ..l des Pseudo-Kallisthenes (Bonn 1959); L. Bergson, 
Der griechische Alexanderroman, Rezension b (Studia Graeca Stockholmiensia 3, Goteborg
Stockholm-U ppsala 1965); U. von Lauenstein, H. Engelmann & F. Parthe, Der griechische 
Alexanderroman, Rezemion I' (Beitriige zur Klassischen Phi/ologie 4, 12 & 33, 
Meisenheim am Gian I 962, I 963, I 969); K. Mitsakis, dtTJYTJ<ni; 1tepi tou 
A1..e~civopou Km tcov µeyciA.eov 1to1..eµcov, BNJbb 20 (1968) 218-302; H. van Thiel, 
Leben und Toten Alexanders von Makedonien. Der griechische Alexanderroman nach der 
Handschrift l (Darmstadt 1974); J. Trumpf, Anonymi Byzantini Vita Alexandri regis 
Macedonum (Stuttgart 1974); E. Phlytouris, lf'ev80-Ka..l..l1aOivT1;: H ne(~ 
µeaairovtK'~ EA.AT/VIK'~ OtaCJK'EV~ wv µv01awp~µaw; y1a wv Miya 
A..li~avopo K'ara WV K'(1)01K'a 'f(l)V Meremprov ( 1((1)0. Meremprov n. 400, I. 
M. Meraµop<pooe~) (MA diss., Thessaloniki 1990). 

3. The romance wa~ translated into Armenian, Turkish, Georgian, Persian, Syriac, Arabic, 
Ethiopian, Coptic, Hebrew and Mongolian. The most important of the translations is the 
Armenian edited by R. Raabe, lawp{a A..le~avopov (Leipzig 1896). There were two 
Latin translations, the first by Julius Valerius and the second by the archpriest Leo: B. 
Kilbler, Juli Valeri Alexandri Polemi res gestae Alexandri Macedonis trans/atae ex Aesopo 
Graeco (Leipzig 1888); 0. Zingerle, "Historia de preliis" Die Quellen zum Alexander des 
Rudolf von Ems (Breslau 1885) I 27ff; F. Pfister, Der Alexanderroman des Archipresbyters 
Leo (Heidelberg 1913); H.-J. Bergmeister, Die Historia de preliis Alexandri magni (diss., 
Meisenheim am Gian 1975); K. Steffens, Die Historia de preliis Alexandri Magni 
Rezension )3 (Meisenheim am Gian 1975). These translations begat ii mass of medieval 
Alexander material in French, German, Italian, Spanish, English, Swedish, Danish and 
Czech. For the popularity of the Alexander Romance see P. Meyer, Alexandre le Grand 
dans la litterature francaise du moyen age (2 vols, Paris 1886); M. Tcheraz, "La Iegende 
d'Alexandre le Grand chez Jes Armeniens" RHR 43-4 (1901) 345-51; A. Abel, Le roman 
d' Alexandre, legendaire medieval (Brussels I 955); G. Cary, The Medieval Alexander 
(Cambridge 1956); DJ.A. Ross, Studies in the Alexander Romance (London 1985). 

4. See K. Weitzmann, Greek Mythology in Byzantine Art (Princeton 1951) 104; A. Gmbar, 
Recherches sur /es irifluences orienta/es dans /'art balkanique (Paris-Oxford 1928) 109-133 
with pis. XII-XVI, on the Sofia illustmted manuscript; D. Christians & E. Trapp, Die 
serbische Alexandreis nach der Sofioter illustrierten Handschrift Nr. 77 / (Cologne-Weimar
Vienna 1991); J. Vorderstemann, Johann Hartliebs Alexanderbuch. Eine unbekannte 
illustrierte Handschrift von 146/ in der hessischen Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek 
Darmstadt (Hs 4256). Mit Abbildungen und einem neuen Handschriftenverzeichnis 
(Gottingen 1976); A.A. Palles, H <pv..l..laoa WV Mey. A..le~avopov WV 
MaK'e86vo;. Bio;, n6..leµo1 K'at Oavaro; avwv (Athens 1991), with photographs 
from Persian and Indian manuscripts. For the Greek illustrated manuscripts see A. 
Xyngopou)os, At µtK'poypa<p{ar WV Mv01awp~µaw; WV M. AA.e~avopov et; 
wv K'mOtK'a wv EAAT/VtK'ov lvar1wvwv 'fT/; Beveda; (Athens-Venice I 965) 
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The result of the widespread dissemination of the legend of Alexander the Great 
was to convince the Eastern nations fighting against the Hellenic Christian Empire 
of Constantinople that they were destined to be defeated by the Macedonians. 

In the Koran one reads at least two anecdotes which are related to the Alexander 
romance. One of these refers to the construction of the renowned iron gate by 
Alexander, which served to obstruct the passage of the savage nomadic Northern 
people, the Gog and the Magog. In the Koran Alexander is not named but is referred 
to as 'Double horned' (Doul-Kamei11). 1 Arab historians and theologians, 
particularly at the time of Mohammed, attempted to appropriate the attributes of the 
Macedonian leader (it should however be stressed that in general they did consider 
him Greek) and prove (unsuccessfully, however) that the builder of the gate was not 
Alexander the son of Philip but one of the Arab monarchs from Yemen. 2 In the 
eleventh century, according to Michael Glykas, Constantine IX Monomachos sent 
against the Turks "his Macedonian forces ... since there was a rumour that spread 

among the Turks that they would be destroyed by them as the Persians had been by 
Alexander's Macedonians. "3 

The story of Alexander the Great was, of course, a great favourite in the Greek 
world of Byzantium. The chord that the legend of Alexander struck in the hearts and 
souls of the Greeks of the Byzantine Empire is attested by considerable 
philological and archaeological evidence. Of particular importance is the use of 
images from the story on some of the most common everyday items, such as pots 
and jugs, which shows how popular the story was during this period, and 
particularly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 4 The epic of the Macedonian 

11 n. I; DJ.A. Ross Studies (n. 14 supm) 315-405; id., Alexander Historiatus (n. 11 supra); 
R.S. Loomis, "Alexander the Great's celestial journey" The Burlington Magazine 32 no. 
178 (January-June 1918) 136-40. For the illustration of the tomb of Alexander the Great a~ 
depicted in two Serbian illuminated manuscripts see S. Curcic, "Alexander's Tomb: A 
Column or a Tower? A Fourteenth-Century Case of Verbal Confusion and Visual 
Interpretation" To EAAHNIKON. Studies in Honor of Speros Vryonis Jr. II: 
Byzantinoslavica, Armeniaca, Islamica, the Balkans and Modern Greece ed. M.V. Ana~tos 
(New Rochelle, NY 1994) 25-48 (the main idea~ contained in this paper were first 
presented in BSC Abstracts 8, Chicago 1982, 7-8). For representatioms of Alexander the 
Great in art see F. Pfister, "Alexander der Gro8e in der bildenden Kunst" Forschungen 
und F ortschritte 35 (196 I) 331-4; E. Hazelton Haight, ed. & tmns., The Life of Alexander of 
Macedon by Pseudo-Cal/isthenes (New York 1955) 146-53. 

I. Koran 18.84ff; for the other anecdote see I 8.59ff. 
2. F. Pfister, "Alexander der GroBe. Die Geschichte seines Ruhms im Lichte seiner 

Beinamen" Historia 13 (1964) 73-5; H. Badaui, "AvmpopE<; cm<; apaPtK'E<; 1t11YE<; 
yta tTIV K'Cltll'YCO'Yll tCOV MllK'EOOVCOV, tO\J MqnAO\J AAE~nv6pou l((ll to 
0puAO tou OtK'Epcxtou" Proceedings of the 9th Panhe/lenic Historical Congress (May 
/988) (Thessaloniki 1988) 13. 

3. Michael Glycas ed. I. Bekker (Bonn I 836) 599. 15-18. This can explain also the arrogance, 
the uu0n6Eta and 0pucrufTlta of the Macedonian forces; see Psellos, Chron. 6.110 
(Renauld 1122 line 2). 

4. A. Xyngopoulos, "nupucrtllO"Et<; EK' tO\J µu0tcrtopfiµuto<; tO\J M. AAE~nv6pou 
E7tl Pusuvnvcov Cl'Y'YElCOV" ArchEph (1937) 192-202; id., "O Meyu<; AAE~av6po<; 
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dynasty not only grew on and contributed to the legend of Alexander the Great, but 
also fostered the belief that the Empire would in the end emerge victorious over its 
enemies, thanks to the Macedonians. It would appear that this tradition had a 
particular effect on the Turks, as we saw in the quotation from Michael Glykas. But 
on the other side of the coin, the Turks believed that the conquest of Macedonia 
would thus be a great and glorious feat. 1 The Arab historian AI-Maqrizi (c. 14-15) 
attempted to distinguish between Alexander the Great and the builder of the gate, 
whom he claimed was an Arab, reiterating the arguments of his predecessors. 2 The 
firm belief prevalent among the Turks, however, that their glory depended on their 
relationship with Macedonia, continued at least into the seventeenth century, as E. 
Brown noted in his accounts of his travels.3 

Thus it was that within the empire of the Palaiologoi, at a time when their 
greatest danger came from the direction of the Turks, the hopes of all were fixed on 
Macedonia and the Macedonians, while at the same time the story of Alexander the 
Great was enjoying a surge of popularity. In fact, Alexander the Great had become 
so interwoven with the imagination of the people of the age that a manuscript of his 
story, produced in the fourteenth century and preserved in the Hellenic Institute in 
Venice, depicts him standing, wearing the crown and robes of a Byzantine Emperor, 
holding an orb in his left hand, surmounted by an inscription reading: ''To Ch(rist) 
the L(ord) faithful king and emperor of all the East ... "4 The Alexander of 
Byzantine legend had become the agent and defender of Byzantine imperial 
ideology, which is inseparably interwoven with the idea that God will make his 
faithful victorious over the unbeliever. It is interesting that, on coins dating from 
326 onward, the portrait of Constantine the Great, the first Christian Emperor and 
the first to adopt the belief that the Christian God would protect his own by 
proclaiming himself 'victor', 5 closely resembles that of Alexander the Great.6 One 
fourteenth-century version of the story, written in verse, which is still extant and 
which was reprinted by Reichmann in 1963, also describes Alexander as garbed in 
the purple of a Byzantine Emperor. 7 We must suppose that this metrical version 
circulated orally alongside the versions in prose during the whole Byzantine period 
but was not noted until the fourteenth century. 

rv tft ~u~avtivft ayyEtoypmpi~" EEBS 14 (1938) 267-76, rev. F. Dolger, BZ 39 
(1939)556-7. 

I. Vacalopoulos, op.cit 39, 58. 
2 Badaui, "Avmpopii;" (n. 17 supra). See also T. Nagel, Alexander der Grofte in der 

.friihislamischen Volksliteratur (Walldorf-Hessen 1978). Nagel tries to answer the question 
of just how wa~ it possible for Alexander, the Dul-Qamain of the Koran, to be turned into a 
king of Yemen. 

3. E. Brown, Relation de plusiew·s voyages (Paris 1674) 68; Vacalopoulos, op.cit. 62. 
4. Xyngopoulos, "OapmmxaEli;" 199; id., "0 M. AA.e~avopoi;" 275-6; id., A 1 

µucpoypa,p{az 12, 67ff. 
5. Eusebius, VC 1.6 (Winkelmann 17.22-5); G. Rosch, "Ovoµa /3aa1).efa;. Studien zum 

offizie/len Gebrauch der Kaisertite/ in spiitantiker und byzantischer 7.eit (Vienna 1978) 45-6. 
6. K. Wessel & G. Prinzing, "AlexanderderGroBe in Kunst und Literatur" LMA I 354. 
7. S. Reichmann, i\Ugav8po; o /3aa1).d1;. Das byzantinische Alexandergedicht nach 

dem Codex Marcianus 408 (Meisenheim am Gian 1 %3). 
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As has already been said, Alexander the Great had become a tremendously 

popular folk hero throughout the medieval world. The widespread popularity of the 

story in Byzantium, especially during the Palaiologan era, when the Empire had 

shrunk to the dimensions of its Greek territory and its citizens were mainly Greeks, 

is largely due to the fact that the Greeks considered Alexander one of their own, 

since for the Byzantines the fact that the Macedonians were Greeks was just as 

obvious as the fact that they themselves were descended from the Greeks of 

antiquity. And, as was noted earlier, through the translations of the romance the 

whole world was told that Alexander was Greek. 

The Greek metrical version of the story, which would have been the best 

known, repeatedly refers to Alexander as Greek: 

"But Alexander was a Greek, and of the race of the Hellenes" (2745) 

'The pride of Macedonia and the glory of the Hellenes" (6002) 

Furthermore Macedonia is described as part of Greece (688-9): "Nectanebo being 

king of Egypt was buried in Greece, in Macedonian soil," while in another place 

Greece is specified as Alexander's native land: in lines 4535-6 Porus, the king of 

India, says of Alexander: "I advise you, nay, I enjoin you, to return to your native 

land of Greece," and in lines 4542-4: "And do not appear strong being weak. 

Although we have need of Greece - your homeland - the Indians were still the first 

to be defeated by Xerxes." When Alexander dies, the wish of the Macedonians is to 

carry his corpse "into Greece, the land of his fathers" (6063-5). 1 This may explain 

the many references to the ancient Macedonians in Palaiologan literature. A 

complete compilation of these references has been prepared by A. Karathanassis; in 

this paper I shall limit myself to a few typical examples. 

During the course of the siege of Thessaloniki ( 1383-87), the governor of the 

city, who happened to be the son of the Emperor John V and who was later to reign 

as Manuel II Palaiologos, tried to persuade the people not to surrender their city, 

reminding them that "we are Romans, because yours is the land of Philip and 

Alexander". He went on to remind them they were Romans (from the seventh 

century the term 'Roman' became identical with the term 'Greek', as a recent study 

by Stavros Kourousis has demonstrated,2 that they were descendants of Philip and 

Alexander, that it was the destiny of the children of the Macedonians always to be 

I. It is also clear that the Macedonians were considered Greeks and were a~sociated with 
Greece: Oxyderces advised Darius to summon all the nations under his rule and prepare a 
joint defence "against the Macedonian Greeks" (2975ff). In line 3175 the Macedonians 
are again described a~ Greeks: "for he had an intrepid army of Macedonians, Greek men 
armed and strong in battle". The terms imposed by Alexander after his victory over the 
Persians protect the interest~ of the Greeks: "so that the Greeks may enter Persia without 
fear and trade freely in the goods which they require" (3967-8); while the battle against 
Porus, the Indian monarch, is described as a battle between Greeks and Indians alone 
(4567-9, 4672-3). Passing through the land of Candace, Alexander remarked on the 
mountains and the trees, comparing them with those familiar to the Greeks: "not like those 
in Greece, but a strnnge marvel" (5200, cf. 5271). 

2 S.I. Kourouses, "'EAAT)VllCll 1tcxt6da Kill e0Vt1Cll cruvd6T)ati; 't(J)V 'EAATJVCOV 
ClltO Tlli; apxmo'tT)'toi; di; 'tO Bu~<XV'ttov" (Athens 1993) 49. 
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victorious whatever the force sent against them, and that just as dust cannot 

withstand the rush of wind nor can a candle withstand flame, so their enemies 
would never be able to hold out against them. 1 A few years later, in 1345 Demetrios 

Kydones wrote to John VI Kantakouzenos, encouraging him to march against the 
enemy: "For the very name of Macedonia inspires terror in the hearts of the 

barbarians who remember Alexander and the handful of Macedonians who swept 
through Asia with him. Show them, 0 King, that you are Macedonians, and that 
only the age distinguishes you from Alexander." 2 

This brief review shows that the reference to the Macedonians of Alexander the 

Great and the identification of the Greeks of antiquity with the citizens of the 
Palaiologan Empire - so evident in our sources - was more than just a figure of 

speech devised by some antiquarian; rather, it was a solid argument, the product of 

concepts and beliefs shaped and preserved by the centuries. 
But while the identification of the Greeks of the Palaiologan Empire with the 

Greeks of Alexander the Great demonstrates the continuity of historic 
consciousness among the Greeks of Byzantium, the attempt to revive the name 
'Hellene' appears to have been restricted to a narrow circle of scholars and men of 

letters. I have dealt with this question of historical continuity elsewhere. 3 N. 

Svoronos has already demonstrated that the term 'Hellene' was used in a national 
context as early as the tenth century,4 and a more recent study cites examples from 

as much as three centuries earlier. 5 The phrase "revival of the name of Hellene" thus 

refers to its wider use beyond the narrow confines of academia and, in my opinion, 

particularly _among unionist scholars who seem to have accepted not only the 

religious but also the political position of the Pope: it was the Pope who initiated 

discussions of the correct designation of the Byzantines, referring to the Byzantine 

Emperor as the Emperor of the Helle11es and not Emperor of the Roma11s.6 I 

supported my argument with the example of the historian Laonikos 
Chalkokondyles, who systematically used the name 'Hellene' for the Byzantines 
and 'Roman' for Westerners. Chalkokondyles was pro-Western, and in his 
historical writings used and accepted the erroneous papal argument of the Donation 
of Constantine, viz, that when the seat of the Empire was transferred to 

Constantinople the Pope acquired authority over the West. 7 To this example I can 

now add the example of the equally pro-Western Barlaam, who also accepted the 

I. B. Laourdas, "'O 'I:uµpo\lAE\ltllCO<; 1tpo<; tou<; 0E<J<J<lAOVllCEt<;' toll MaVO\lTJA 
naA<XtoA.6-you" Makedonika 3 (1953-5) 297.21-22. 

2 Kydones Ep. 8.28-31 (Loenertz I 35). 
3. B, Ll1e0ve; l:vµtcoC1IO Ap1<1wrEAe10V naven1e1rriµfov eee1<1aA.ov{K71;: H 

Mmc:e8ov{a -,c:ara !rJV enox,1 rwv llaA.alOA.oywv. eee1<1aA.OVl"ICTJ, 14-20 
Lle-,c:eµf3pfov 1992 (in press). 

4. N. Svoronos, "H EAATlVllCTI 16fo <Jtll Pu~avttv~ auto1Cpatopia" Enforiµo1 
}..6yo1 wv navemarriµfov A0rivcov20 (Athens 1975-76) 331-43. 

5. See Kourouses (n. 28 supra) and my paper (n. 31 supra). 
6. Liutprand of Cremona, Relatio de legatione Constantinopolitana ed. I. Bekker (Hannover

Leipzig 1915) ch. 47. 
7. Chalk. I 4.3-16. 
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Donation of Constantine and concluded that the Bishop of Rome owed his 
privileged place in the Church not to succession from Peter but to the Emperor 
Constantine - a clear allusion to the Donation of Constantine. 1 It is interesting to 
observe that the same manuscript (Marc. 408) which contains the metrical version 
of the story of Alexander the Great published by Reichmann, also contains a text of 
the Donation of Constantine: "A Chrysobull and Act of Constantine, first monarch 
of Christendom, to His Holiness Pope Sylvester of Rome, together with his 
successors, that they are to be held in honour",2 which shows that interest in this 
papal argument had been rekindled in the fourteenth century. This may explain why 
the attempt to generalise the appellation 'Hellene' appeared so suspicious in the 
eyes of the Byzantine Greeks. The Byzantines called themselves Romans not 
because they believed themselves to be Romans or to be descended from the 
Romans but because they considered themselves to be the only heirs of the Roman 
Empire; any argument limiting the universality of their Empire was therefore at the 
very least questionable. 

If however the term 'Greek' did not come into such general use as to constitute 
the official appellation of the Byzantines, it did nevertheless enjoy wider use than 
that confined to literary circles, as is indicated by popular poetry and, as I have 
recently argued elsewhere, by modem Greek traditions about the 'old Greeks' .3 

These traditions do not, I think, refer only to the Greeks of antiquity but also to 
Byzantines, whom modem Greeks have always considered Hellenes Uust as they 
have always considered Byzantine history part of Hellenic history). 

An examination of the Alexander romance reinforces this hypothesis. As we 
have already noted, the historical facts about Alexander soon faded, became 
distorted or were even completely forgotten and a great collection of myths was 
created around Alexander's name as a result of the exuberance of popular 
imagination. Alexander was transformed into a legendary hero who brought 
together a number of features of mythical figures from both earlier and more recent 
times, including the Byzantine period. 4 In the collection by J. Kakridis,5 for 
instance, there is a story where the 'old Hellenes' are described as tall, well-built and 
strong, with long beards, possessing great herds of sheep, goats and cattle. The 
reference to the extraordinarily long beards and moustaches of the old Hellenes can 
correspond, I believe, only to the Byzantines and is due to descriptions in 
hagiographic texts or perhaps on Byzantine coins and more precisely on coins of 

I. F. Dvomik, The Idea of Apostolicity in Byzantium and the Legend ~{the Apostle Andrew 
(Cambridge, MA 1958) 294-5. 

2. S. Reichmann (n. 28 supra), "Introduction" ii: 0foittcrµa xpucro~ouA.A.Etov Kal 
voµo~ Krova,av,ivou, ,ou nprotou ,rov Xptatmvrov µqia,ou ~amA.Ero~. 
npo~ 7t0:7tClV 'tOV 0ElO'tCl'tOV I:iA.~Eatpov 'tOV ti\~ ProµT]~ CJ\JV 6m66xol~ 'tOl~ 
autou, nro~ 6Et nµiia0m tou,ou~. 

3. See my paper (n. 31 supra). 
4. See R. Merkelbach, Die Que/len des griechischen Alexanderromans (2nd ed., Munich 

1977). 
5. I.Th. Kakrides, 01 apxaio1 'E,V.,17ve; a,17 veoe.l.l17v1JCTj ,capa8oe117 (Athens 

1989) 30. 
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Heraclius and Constans II, who are each depicted with an extraordinarily long beard. 
On the other hand, the statement that the 'old Hellenes' had many sheep and goats 
is likely to be linked to the great development of stockbreeding in Byzantium.1 

In the Byzantine period allusions to the might and the achievements of the 
ancient Greeks also refer - in my opinion - to the stories and the songs about the 
Akrites, the Byzantine border guards who took their name from the Greek word for 
'limit'; to the tales of Byzantine historiography in which Byzantine leaders are 
compared to ancient Greek heroes; and also to the tales in Macedonian 
historiography about Basil I, the founder of the Macedonian dynasty. In these 
stories, which as we have seen claim that he was descended from Alexander the 
Great, Basil I is presented as a man of exceptional might and bodily strength; in 
fact, the accounts of his life are generally embellished with details which would 
have been familiar to ancient Greeks and are also familiar to the contemporary 
reader of popular tradition. Even the description of the long beard of the old 
Hellenes could derive from Basil II - there is often confusion between the two 
Basils - who, according to Michael Psellos, had a very long, thick beard. When his 
beard grew thinner in old age, he would gather it around his chin so as to preserve 
the impression of a thick beard.2 

The accounts of the life of Basil I, surnamed the Macedonian, could perfectly 
well fuel the traditions referring to the ancient Greeks, not only because the 
Emperor was one of the figures whom the contemporary Greeks invoked in time of 
trouble, but principally because the Byzantines, just like the Greeks of today, never 
saw the Macedonians as anything other than as Greeks: "Greeks and Macedonians 
are one and the same", said one Byzantine historian; 3 and, as we have seen, 
Byzantine folk literature presented Alexander of Macedonia as a Greek: "Alexander 
was a Greek, and of the race of the Hellenes". 

To repeat my opening comment, the role of Macedonia has always been to 
serve as the bastion of Hellenism. During the Byzantine period, this role had an 
added weight of ideology. Thanks to its most famous son, Alexander the Great, 
Macedonia became a significant factor in the continuity of Hellenism and a bridge 
between ancient and modem Greece. The story of Alexander the Great, in both prose 
and verse form, was a popular favourite which nurtured generations of Byzantine 
Greeks, just as the Ballad, the Rimada,4 the Phy/lada and the Tale of Alexander the 
Great5 have in more recent times. 

I. See my paper (n. 31 supra). 
2 Psellos, Chron. 1.36 (Renauld 123 lines 12-16). 
3. George Synce/los, ed. G. Dindorf (Bonn 1829) 496: "EA.A.TJVEc; yap Kal. MaKEOOvEc; 

oi autoi; J. Irmscher, "Der Hellenismus in Geschichtsverstandnis der Byzantiner" 
Soziale Probleme im Hellenismus und im romischen Reich. Akten der Konferenz (lib/ice, 
10-13 October 1972)(Prague 1973) 46. 

4. D. Holton, L1117r11cnq wv A..le{av8pov. The Tale of Alexander. The rhymed version. 
Critical edition with an introduction and commentary (Thessaloniki 1974). 

5. G. Veloudis, H '1>v,l,la8a WV MeyaU~av8pov. L1171r11a1q AA.e~av8pov WV 

Ma,ce86voq (Athens 1989). 
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Philip and Alexander of Macedon in the literature of the 
Palaiologan era 

The agony of Hellenism after the Turkish invasion of Asia Minor, followed by the 
occupation of parts of Greece by the crusaders of Western Europe, revived memories 

of Philip and Alexander the Great in Greek consciousness. An examination of the 

numerous references to these Macedonian kings in the works of Byzantine authors 

is worthwhile. The period after 1204, the so-called Palaiologan era, was crucial for 
the destiny of Byzantium, the Greek medieval empire, and the presence of 

recollections of Philip and Alexander can easily be explained by the fact that people 
took courage and derived strength from the glory of these Macedonian kings. Such 
references can also be found in the literature of the period of Turkish domination as 

well as in that of the tragic days of 1922. 1 After the first Turkish occupation of Asia 
Minor the Greeks considered Alexander a saint, a founder of monasteries and the 
first Christian king. 2 Philip and Alexander lived on in the minds and consciousness 
of princes, kings and people, especially those whose origins were Macedonian. The 
famous ct>u,J .. cioa tOU MqaAOU AAel;civopou was the best-loved romance of 

the people who lived in the Byzantine period and afterwards during the Turkish 

occupation. 
This interest in Philip and Alexander can be related not only to the revival of 

classical learning in this period, but also to Byzantine studies of the classical Greek 

world after the year 1204 which found a harmony between Greek and Christian 

traditions and brought about a synthesis between the Christian and the ancient 
Greek world in Byzantine ideology. In this period we can notice the admiration for 

the ancient Greek spirit in the kings of Nicaea, the ideology of national wholeness, 

the awakening of national consciousness and the revival of the national adjective 
'Hellenic' which are all elements related to the famous heroes of antiquity, Philip 

and Alexander. Niketas Choniates appreciated the struggles of the emperor of 
Nicaea, Theodore I Laskaris, and the duke of Epirus, Theodore Komnenos Doukas, 

and compared them to Alexander. 3 Theodore Laskaris' letters demonstrate this 

relationship which leads directly to the 'Great Idea' of Hellenism, expressed in the 
hope among Greeks of seeing their country expand and liberate their brothers who 

I. See George Seferis, "Mu8to-r6p11µa" A: 
A\JO"'t\JXtOµEVE~ yuva'iKE~ K<X7tOtE µE OA.UA.Uyµou~ 
KA.aiyavE ta xaµeva tO\J~ 7tll\Ol<X 
Kt' aA.A.E~ ayptEµEvE~ yupEUIXV to MeyaA.e~avtpo 
Kilt Oo~E~ Ota ~a0TJ ttl~ 'Aot<X~. 

2. The English chronicler Walter Vinsauf, for example, recorded a tradition circulating in 
Philippoupolis to this effect. See A.E. Vakalopoulos, 'lampia rov Niov 
'EAA71v1aµov (Thessaloniki 1964) I 53 n. 6 = Origins of the Greek Nation I 204-146 / tr. I. 
Moles (New Brunswick, NJ 1970) 23. 

3. Satha~. MB i 122, 13 I. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 

Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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were the slaves of Turks and Westerners. 1 This movement gathered momentum 
during the Palaiologan era and this same relationship is found in the consciousness 
of such Byzantine scholars as Nikephoros Gregoras, Nicholas Kabasilas, Demetrios 
Kydones and others who used elements of pre-Christian history even when they 
wanted to glorify saints such as St. Demetrios. Nikephoros Gregoras, for example, 
did not hesitate to compare St. Demetrios to Alexander.2 

The memory of Philip and Alexander has always been present to some degree 
in the national consciousness of Macedonians. Philip and Alexander's struggles 
and victories strike a chord in the hearts of the Greek people and are proffered as 
worthy examples by scholars and political leaders, especially those who are 
Macedonian. In a very characteristic letter, dated to Autumn 1345, Demetrios 
Kydones, who was born in Thessaloniki in about 1324, wrote to John VI 
Kantakouzenos that "here in Macedonia we have big cities, an army capable of 
beating the barbarians; one can admire our laws and the works of our kings, our 
monuments and our tradition, which we must protect. It is still only the name of 
Macedonia that terrifies barbarians, especially when they recall Alexander and the 
few Macedonians who once occupied Asia." 3 In other letters to John, Kydones 
compared him to Alexander and recalled the story of Alexander and the musician 
Timotheos. 4 Referring to the bravery of the Macedonian he wrote: "The 
Macedonian takes his arms and seeks the enemy, and nobody can stop him once he 
becomes angry. "5 In the autumn of 1371 Kydones wrote to Emmanuel 
Kantakouzenos about how he remembered the glory of Hellenism of Alexander's 
time and his victorious struggles against the Persians and included an historical 
outline of Alexander's life.6 Also in autumn 1371 he wrote to his student Manuel 
Palaiologos who was then governor of Thessaloniki and who was later to become 
emperor, about how his "fellow citizens, Macedonians", were bewailing the fact that 
Manuel had left Thessaloniki.7 In another letter to Manuel, dated between 1373 and 
1376 after Manuel's flight from Thessaloniki,8 Kydones asked God to help Manuel 

I. J.B. Papadopoulos, Theodore II Lascaris, empereurde Nicee (Paris 1908) 56-7. 
2 8. Laourdas, "Bu~avnva Kat µEta~u~avnva EYJCCOµta de; t6v aytov 

llT1µfitpt0v" Makedonika 4 (1960) 84, 142-3. 
3. Kydones Ep. 8 (Loenertz I 35) The passage concerning Macedonia (lines 25-31) is as 

follows: £Vtau0a yap Kat ltOAEtc; µqaAm tml crtpateuµa ltOAU Kal t£p!tElV 
dco0oc; touc; ~ap~apouc;, Kat v6µot Kat A6ycov a.yrovec; ltmVOt ~acrtA£COV 
Epya 0auµa~ElV, Kat iepa ltCXVta creµva Kat OtJCata !tEptaco~ecr0m, a.AAa 
yap MaJCEOoviac; JCal touvoµa µ6vov q>ptlCTJV iµnotEi tote; ~ap~cxpotc; 
'AH~av6pov iv0uµouµevotc; !Cal MaJCEOOVCOV touc; OAtyouc; touc; auv 
EICElVq> ate~avtac; t~V • Aaiav. llEt~OV tOlV\JV EICElVOtc;, if> ~aatAEU, chc; dcrt 
Kal MaJCE06vec;, Kal ~aatAEuc; 'AAE~av6pou µ6vcp Otaq>epcov tq> XPOVq>. 

4. Ep. 16 line 14 (Loenertz I 44). 
5. Ep.16.26- 7 (Loenertz I 44-5): o OE MaJCEOrov ap1ta~El ta OltAa Kat touc; 

ltOAEµiouc; ~TltEl, Kat tOV 0uµov oux. ot6c; tE JCat£X,ElV cina~ ICEIClVTW£VOV. 
6. Ep. 22.20!,2 (Loenertz I 51 ). 
7. Ep. 21.15-21 (Loenertz I 50). 
8. See A.E. Karathanassis, "2ava6ta~a~ovtac; t~v a.AAT1Aoypaqiia llT1µ. 

Ku6covT1 rnt Mavou~A naAmoA6you (1382-1387) - 'H 0ecrcraAovtKTl 
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and give him good luck like the good luck of Alexander in his military enterprises. 1 

Kydones' love for Alexander can also be seen in a letter to another student, the 
distinguished Thessalonian Radenos who after leaving Constantinople settled in 
Thessaloniki where he could feel protected by the arms of Macedonia. In this 
period, one of cultural reformation in Greece and especially Thessaloniki with the 
Hesychast movement, Thessaloniki became the centre of the arts and culture, the 
new Athens, 2 the capital city of Greece according to this Byzantine author. 3 The 
same scholar considered the inhabitants of Thessaloniki to be Greeks and the 
children of Greece.4 

The abiding consciousness of Hellenism, which is so important for Modem 
Greeks, was expressed very clearly by Manuel Palaiologos while he was still 
governor in a speech he made in Thessaloniki when its inhabitants were being 
besieged. To encourage them he reminded them of Philip and the capital city of 
Macedonia: 5 "You must remember," he said, "that we are Romans [i.e. Greeks] and 
that your country is the country where Philip and Alexander lived, so that centuries 
later you are their successors." At the end of his speech Manuel prompted the 
Thessalonians to imitate the glory and struggles of the ancient Macedonians. It is 
noteworthy that in this speech there appeared for the first time ever the slogan 
'Liberty or Death', the slogan of the struggle of the Greek Revolution. It was to be 
expected that Manuel Palaiologos should express himself in this way because for 
Macedonians paying honour to Philip and Alexander was an attitude towards life 
and history. To give a few examples: Thessalonians used to learn their history by 
reading the «l>uA.A.aOa tOU MeyaA.ou AA.e/;avopou and were looking to 

monuments related to Philip and Alexander such as the column of Gaius Vibius 
Quartus which, according to the people, was a remnant of the stable of Bucephalus.6 

Philotheos Kokkinos, patriarch of Constantinople and a distinguished scholar 

of his times, chose to compare St. Demetrios to Philip, stating that the saint, Philip 
and Alexander shared the same origins, the same city of Thessaloniki, the same 
glory and the same influence on their compatriots. 7 In his speech in honour of St. 

KEVtpov ,,,~ <lV'tlCJ'tCXCJEW~ lCCX'tCX trov Toup!Coov" x p, CH, av, n7 
eecrc1aA.ov{1CT7, KB' Ll11µ,jrpia: llaAaw).6yew; e.iroxry · (Thessaloniki 1989) 67-
86. 

I. Kydones Ep. 82.65--0 (Loenertz I 116). 
2 Ep. 169.5-6 (Loenertz 1140) and ~im (Eps. 173, 177, 187 etc.) 
3. Ep. 21.50-1 (Loenertz I 50). 
4. See A.A. Angelopoulos, N11(6).ao; Ka/3acr1Aa; Xaµaer6;, 'H 'wry mi ro 

epyov avrov (Thessaloniki 1970) 16-17. 
5. B. Laourdas, '"O 'l:uµ~ouA.EUnK6~ 1tp6~ ,ou~ 8ecrcraA.ovt1CE1~· ,ou Mavoufi).. 

naA.moA.6you" Makedonika 3 (1958) 290-307. I draw attention to this 
passage: MvTJµOVEU'tEOV uµiv fotiv on Pwµaiot foµev on Tl Cl>tA.lltltOU IC<ll 
'AA.E~cxvOpou uµiv \lltCXPXEl 7tatpl~ IC<ll cii~ 'tO\l'tOtV 'tOlV YEVOlV 'tOl~ 
StaMxot~ rocmEp n~ lCA.llPO~ £A.CXXE Kanrov £7tl µaKpou Otap!CT]~ ... 

6. See the obseivations of P. Collart, Philippes, ville de Macedoine, depuis ses origines jusqu' a 
lafin de l'epoque romaine (Paris 1937) 326-7. 

7. D.G. Tsames, ct>1A.00eov Kwvcrravnvov.ir6A.ew; rov KOl(l(!VOV, 'AylOAOYll((X 
epya (Thessaloniki 1968) I 33. 
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Gregory Palamas he recalled the struggles and victories of Alexander in both the 
east and the west. 1 This same patriarch, in his work on the life of St. Sabas on Mt. 
Athos, glorified Thessaloniki the city of Philip for its size, its scholars, its 
superiority, and its history, and he called it the most famous city in Thessaly and in 
Macedonia. 2 The same encomiastic fervour appears again in a speech for St. Isidore 
where Thessaloniki is referred to as "my beloved country".3 

That so many scholars made such frequent references to Thessaloniki was due 
to the fact that in this period Thessaloniki was menaced by the Turks, who were the 
enemy of the Achaemenids, the common cause of disaster in the Oecumenia 
(Universe), and who menaced and persecuted Macedonia. 4 Theodore Metochites 
(1270-1332), a good observer of the situation in the Byzantine empire, frequently 
refers to Philip and Alexander in his essays where he discusses his anxiety over 
Byzantium's decline. Pondering the vanity of this world, he compares the destiny 
of Alexander's empire with the future of Byzantium facing the Ottoman danger. 5 

On the other hand, in his encomium for St. Demetrios he glorifies Thessaloniki as a 
superior city, a beautiful city, the most beautiful of all European cities.6 St. Gregory 
Palamas refers to Alexander the Great from the same philosophical point of view. In 
answer to the Christians' question of why God abandoned them, Palamas makes a 
comparison between the peaceful character of Alexander's conquest and that of the 
barbarians of Mohammed. 7 Manuel Palaiologos, in a discussion with a Muslim 
Persian, emphasises that Alexander conquered other nations not only through his 
power, wealth and piety but particularly through his patience and the desire of his 
soul.8 

The heroic spirit of Alexander's conquest is also highlighted by another 
scholar of the Palaiologan era, Nikephoros Gregoras, a good historian and 
philosopher, who linked the legendary accounts of Alexander's life to the fictional 
romance by Pseudo-Kallisthenes. This is found in a letter of his of 1347/8 to 
Maximos, the abbot of the Chortaites Monastery near Thessaloniki. 9 In a letter to 
prince Matthaios Palaiologos about Plutarch's life of Alexander, Gregoras recalls 

I. Op.cit. 543. 
2 Op.cit. 162. See for example: Ttc; yap OUK 010£ tTJV <l>tA.l7t7tOU 0EO"CHXA.0Vl1CTJV, 

Q7t(1)c; µev EXEl µeye0ouc; Kat 7tOA.ltEl<Xc;, 07t(l)c; OE A6yotc; Kat CJOq>tc;x l((X\ tq> 
Ota 7t0:Vt(l)V OOKtµcp tc'xc; )(flt' <XUtT)V U7tEPEXEl 7t0:CJ<Xc;, roe; µft µ6vov 
0etta'A.rov tE Kilt MaKEOOvoov Kilt <ilv 011'A.aoft npoKa0fja0m Hyetoo 
7t0A.EOOV, . .. a.A.A.Cl Kil 1. tCflV µeytCJtOOV <XUtCflV ... 

3. Op.cit. 64,333, 97. 
4. Op.cit. passim. 
5. See Miscellanea phi/osophica et historica ed. M.C.G. Milller & T.T. Kiessling (2nd ed., 

Amsterdam 1968)413-9. 
6. Op.cit. 
7. A. Argyriou, Macaire Mac,-es (Paris 1986) 158. 
8. See Manuel II Palaiologos, Dia/oge mit einem 'Perser' ed. E. Trapp (Vienna 1966). 
9. Correspondance de Nicephore Gregoras ed. R. Guilland (Paris 1927) 159: Ehn 

'A'A.e~avopoc; o K<X0' o'A.11c; VEOOtEplCJ<Xc; 'Aafoc; Kill q>lA.OVElKTJCJ<Xc; µT)OEV tt 

K<Xt<XA.l7tEtv a.0fotov, µ~t£ nhpac; a.1tot6µouc; µ110' un6yeta an~'A.ma, 
µ~0' imepveq>EA.<X OpTJ, touc; ftµetepouc; iOEtV OUK e06:ppT)CJ£V. 
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Philip's exhortation to Alexander to go on because Macedonia and Thrace were too 
small for him. 1 The most important of Gregoras' s letters is the one addressed to an 
empress, who must have been either Anna Palaiologina, wife of Andronikos IV 
Palaiologos, or Helena Kantakouzena, wife of John V Palaiologos. Gregoras 
reminded the empress of the range of gifts Alexander sent to his friends from 
Babylon and likens Alexander's love for them to the love the empress feels for her 
friends.2 Likewise Gregoras repeatedly glorifies Philip, Alexander, Macedonia and 
Thessaloniki in his encomium on St. Demetrios.3 The well-known scholar Joseph 
Kalothetos also wrote about Alexander to the chief Logothete of the empire, 
Nikephoros Metochites 4 and similarly Manuel Kalekas, in his work on the life of 
St. Athanasios, refers to Alexander's view that his friends were his only treasure in 
life.5 

The memory of Alexander remained vivid in the minds of Greeks even during 
the Turkish occupation. For instance the traveller Angiollelo, while he was a 
prisoner of the Turks in the Macedonian city of Philippi in 1470, heard from Greeks 
many legendary accounts of Philip and Alexander, legends which still exist. 6 So 
too in the minds of the Greeks of today there still exists the idea of using the 
glorious achievements of Philip and Alexander as exemplars. The passages 
examined in this paper show that this is a tradition which goes back at least as far as 
the Byzantines in the troubled times of the Palaiologan era. 

I. Op.cit. 237. 
2. Op.cit. 269. 
3. Ibid. 
4. D.G. Tsames, '/llJ<TT/<p KaM0iwv avyypaµµara (Thessaloniki 1980) 379,469. 
5. Loenertz, Calecas 229. 
6. A.E. Vacalopoulos, History of Macedonia 1354-1833 tr. P. Megann (Thessaloniki 1973) 

119-112. 
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The Government of the late Late Roman city 
with special reference to Thessaloniki 

This is a collection of papers on Macedonia. This paper has as its background a 
thesis of much wider scope, that city government evolved in much the same way 
over the whole extent of the old empire - even though the timing was different in 
different areas. The situation at Thessaloniki is brought in as an example of a much 
wider development. 

The paper is concerned not simply with the Late Roman or Late Greek city, but 
with the late Late Graeco-Roman city, that is the city after 400 and into the seventh 
century. The distinction is important. What is generally known as the city of Late 
Antiquity is the city of the fourth century, which has been classically analysed in 
the writings of A.H. M. Jones, culminating in the Later Roman Empire. More 
recently, Bagnall's very important Egypt in Late Allliquity 1 has a most informative 
chapter on cities. But again he is concerned mainly with the fourth century. The 
later Late Roman city remains very much less well understood. For from the later 
fifth century, roughly from the reign of Anastasius, we are in quite a different world, 
a world which is distinctly less 'classical' and more 'Byzantine'. In the last decade 

there has been a considerable amount of scholarly work to help us find our way in 
this environment, not least Australian work on Late Roman Chronicles and on 
John Malalas. 2 But as far as cities and their government are concerned, there has 
been no synthesis, the overall view is still missing. 

In Justinian's Code the legislation affecting cities still includes an abundance 
of laws whose object is to stop the drain of men and property from the city councils 
into the imperial service or the Church.3 In fact the imperial government's struggle 
to keep men and wealth in the councils continued beyond the publication of the 
Justinianic Code into the subsequent Novels. 4 This might suggest that councils 
continued to play a vital role in the administration of their cities, and indeed the 
functioning of the Empire. That impression is, however, misleading. Other laws tell 
a different story, that of the decline and fall of curial government. The process had 
already begun in the fourth century with the disappearance of the traditional civic 
magistrates who had been appointed by the council from its members and who, 
working in close cooperation with the council, had shared with it responsibility for 
the internal affairs of the city and the carrying out of orders of the imperial 
government. In the fourth century and subsequently these magistrates were replaced 
by officers of another type, of whom the most prominent were the curator 

I. R.S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (Princeton 1993) 45-109. 
2 Mala!. tr. Jeffreys; E. Jeffreys, 8. Croke & R. Scott, Studies in John Mala/as (ByzAus 5, 

Melbourne 1990). 
3. CodJust. X 32.l-o7 (AD 529), 33.1-4, 35.1-3, 38.1. 
4. Just. Nov. 38 (536), 87 (539), IOI (539). 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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(A.oytcrt~i;), the defensor (EKOt1coi;), 1 the com-buyer (sitona, crttrovTJi;) and the 
pater {1ta.t~p).2 While these functionaries were normally local men, locally chosen, 

they were in fact formally appointed by the imperial government. The most detailed 
information about the work of the officials comes from Egyptian papyrus 
documents, which show clearly that they were responsible to the provincial 
governor, that their instructions came from him, and it was no doubt in the 
governor's court that they had to justify themselves. The rise of the new type of 
official therefore involved not only a reduction in the importance and scope of the 
city councils but also a concentration of political activity in the governor's court 
and the provincial capital 

Candidates for these offices may well have at first been nominated by the 
councils,3 but they themselves were not necessarily councillors. Indeed the most 
prominent of them, the defensor, could not be. After 409 at the latest, defensores 
were chosen by a decree of bishop, clergy, honorati, possessores, and councillors, 
listed in that order,4 so that the councillors were only one group, and not the most 
important among the electors of the secular head of the city. Towards the end of the 
century we hear that the defensor and the curator? {Eq>opoi;) of Korykos in Cilicia 
were to be elected by the bishop and chosen inhabitants of the city. This was an 
imperial reply to a petition by the bishop, clergy, landowners and inhabitants: 
councillors as such are not mentioned either among the petitioners nor among the 
electors. 5 No doubt individuals who happened to be councillors were included in 
both groups, but their status no longer gave them the privileged position of 
speaking and acting for their city. This position was now occupied by a vaguely 

defined group of clerical and secular notables. 
From the late fifth century numerous laws show 'the notables' in a position of 

governing body of their city - if 'body' is the correct term to describe a group 
whose numbers, qualifications and range of duties are not defined. Anastasius 
ordered that if a city required a com-buyer (sitona, cntrovTJi;) he should be chosen 
by bishop and leading landowners from officials and ex-officials.6 In 545 Justinian 
ruled that bishop and leading citizens (primates) and landowners were to elect 
pater, sitona, and other officers, whose accounts would subsequently be audited 
once a year by bishop and leading citizens. 7 In the reign of Justinian instructions 
relating to civic affairs were regularly addressed to bishop and/or defensor and to 
leading citizens without any mention of council or councillors at all. For instance, 
every year the bishop and three 'in every way outstanding citizens' are given the 

I. B.R. Rees, "The defensor civitatis in Egypt" JJP 6 (1952) 73-102; id., "The curator 
civitatis in Egypt" JJP 7/8 (1953-4) 83-105; A.K. Bowman, The Town Councils of Roman 
Egypt(Toronto 1971) 124-5. 

2. C. Roueche, "A new inscription from Aphrodisias and the title 1ta'tT]p ri\i; 1toA.eooi;" 
GRBS 20 (I 979) 173-85. The earliest dated evidence; CodJust. VIII 12 (485/6). 

3. On the defensor: Cod.Theod.129.6 (387). 
4. CodJust.155.8 (409). 
5. W.M. Calder, Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua (Manchester 1928--62) III 197 A. 
6. CodJust.14.17(499-505). 
7. Just.Nov.128.16. 
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duty of auditing the accounts of all individuals who had the spending of public 
revenues. 

It is the bishop who is to take the initiative against officials who demand a 
gratuity of more than six solidi for publishing an announcement from the emperor 
or other high official. 1 Officials of the central administration are not to command 
provincial cities to pull down private structures that infringe building regulations: 
the maintenance of public buildings and the preservation of civic spaces is the sole 
responsibility of bishop, pater (1tat~p) and possessores. 2 So is the enforcement of 
regulations governing the use of water drawn from an aqueduct. Bishop and leading 
citizens are even allowed to refuse to accept orders from agents of the central 
administration which infringe their prerogatives. 3 An inscription from 
Hadrianopolis in Paphlagonia (Honorias) illustrates the circumstances. A scribo 

arrives from Constantinople carrying an imperial letter by which he is authorised to 
take action to suppress armed followers of landowners, and which calls on local 
authorities to give him full support. The letter is addressed to bishop and 
landowners and it was published for the first time in the bishop's court.4 Clearly 
this was a genuine mission sent to deal with a real problem and welcomed by the 
people of Hadrianopolis - otherwise the letter would not have been inscribed. But 
equally clearly the procedure would have given the bishop and the notables 
attending the meeting an opportunity to challenge the validity of the document. 

Who then were these notables who joined bishop and clergy in the election of 
civic officials, and who assisted these officials and the bishop in running the city 
and safeguarding its interests? It is noteworthy that quite a number of collective 
terms are used to describe them, but that none of these terms is ever defined. These 
include 1tprotEuovtE~, 5 &vopE~ 001C1µ01, primates, but not incidentally 
principales. 6 Sometimes the description of the leading group is more 
comprehensive as for instance possessores (~topE~) et habitatores (oi~topE~). 7 

Again we are not given any definition of either of the terms, but the fact that the 
possessores of Antioch, Laodikeia and Seleukeia were compensated for the damage 

I. CodJust. I 4.26.7. 
2. CodJust. I 4.26.8-9. 
3. E.g. CodJust. I 4.26.4-5. 

4. D. Feissel & I. Kaygusuz, "Un mandement imperial du Vie siecle" TM 9 (1985) 397-419. 
5. Cf. P.Laur. 21 (487-9) & Stud.Pal. XX 128; POxy. 1983.2-4 & Stud.Pal. XX 146; 

Pap.lugd.Bat. XIII (=P.Select) 13.1. Whether it has a precise meaning describing a 
definite office is disputed. Pl.RE I IOI I s.v. 'Silvanus 5' (on Theodore! Ep. 15) and 1036 
s.v. 'Strategius 9' (on POxy. 2779, 1983) takes it to be general term perhaps equivalent to 
honoratus. See also L. di Segni, "The involvement of local magistrates and provincial 
authorities in urban building in late antique Palestine and Arabia" The Roman and 
Byzantine Near East: some recent archaeological research ed. J.H. Humphrey (]RA Suppl. 
14, Ann Arbor 1995) 312-32, who at 324 refers to a 1tproto~ at Scythopolis and a 
1t proteurov at Caesarea. 

6. References to principales in Cod.Theod. (see Jones, I.RE III 230 n. 42) have generally not 
been taken into CodJust. It looks a~ if principales, like the councils which they led, Jost 
their position of leadership in the late Late city. 

7. E.g. Ju.~t. Nov. 128.16. 
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suffered in a calamitous earthquake by the title of il/ustris suggests that they were a 
very select group. 1 The term habitatores would cover the whole range of 
inhabitants of a city. The fact that the 'inhabitants' are sometimes mentioned as 
having a role should not be taken to mean that they met in assembly and were 
formally asked to vote. In practice they will have been given an opportunity to 
acclaim - or denounce - decisions taken by the notables. 2 

The lack of formal definition and the coexistence of narrower and wider 
descriptions suggests that we are not dealing with a permanent constitutional body 
of fixed composition but a de facto oligarchical group of laymen and clerics, who in 
practice decided themselves who was to belong and who was not. 3 Most cities will 
have included among their inhabitants a number of individuals who would have 
been recognised as outstanding in wealth and influence, more often than not 
conspicuous by their senatorial titles from 'most glorious' and 'illustrious' 
downwards, whether these represented actual offices, offices formerly held, or 
honorary rank, or had simply been assumed. They would include retired members 
of the central or provincial administration, ex-army officers and leading 
landowners. Some of these will have long had the right to sit with the provincial 
governor during sessions of his court, others will have attended regularly by 
invitation.4 Such men would have constituted the leading citizens, and they would 
have arranged elections and made other decisions needed for the administration of 
the city. Who issued invitations to assemble the notables, and thus also decided 
who was to be invited, probably differed from city to city, depending on local 
circumstances. In a provincial capital the initiative might most often have been 
taken by the provincial governor. Elsewhere the convener might have been the 
bishop. At least that is what we would deduce from Justinian's legislation. In the 
Novels the bishop is almost treated as the chairman of the notables and the regular 
head of the city.5 But in Egypt, about which we have by far the most information, 
the bishops of cities other than Alexandria seem to have played a comparatively 
small part in municipal affairs. Also elsewhere in the East the evidence for bishops 
becoming involved in routine secular affairs is very limited. 6 It is only in 
emergencies of crop failure or invasion that the bishop comes to the forefront. 7 

Normally the convener and chairman probably was the defensor or the pater or 
another of the principal magistrates, particularly if the official was a member or 

I. Malal. I 8.444 (Jeffreys 258). 
2 CT. also G. Fa~ioli, Dalla civitas al commune ne/1' Italia Settentriona/e (Bologna 1969) 46--8, 

7~. 
3. The five primates (summates) of Alexandria in Cod.Theod. XII 1.190 (436) cf. CodJust. 

XI 29.1 may be a survival of an older ammgement. 
4. Lib. Or. 51, 52. 
5. E.g. Just. Nov. 128.4, 16, 17, 23. He is also encouraged to report on wrong-doing by 

imperial officials. 
6. A. Avramea, "Les constructions profanes de l'eveque dans l'epigraphie Grecque" Actes 

du Xie Congres International d' Archeo/ogie Chretienne I (Rome 1989) 829-35; D. Feissel, 
"L' eveque, titres et fonctions d' apres Jes inscriptions jusqu 'au Vile siecle" ibid. 801-28. 

7. D. Claude, Die byzantinische Stadt im 6 Jahrhundert (Munich 1969) 123--35. 
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dependent of a powerful local family like the Apions of Oxyrhynchus and 
Heracleopolis. 1 

I know only one account of an episode involving notables where we are given 
some personal details of the men concerned. This was the occasion when a jury of 
sixteen laymen was summoned at Mopsuestia in AD 550: together with the same 
number of clerics, they were to confirm that Theodore of Mopsuestia had never been 
entered on the diptychs of the church of that city. 2 This list starts with two 
clarissimi, and includes altogether seven men with imperial rank. Only one is 
described as a decurion and a principalis. Some or all of the remaining six could, I 
suppose, have been decurions, but they are not described as such. Members of this 
particular group had been presumably selected from the more elderly notables, 
because they were being asked to give evidence about the past. So this composition 
was probably not typical. Other meetings of possessores and habitatores were no 
doubt chosen by other criteria as appropriate to the occasion. In the case of the 
Mopsuestia group the summons came from the bishop. Selection of the laymen had 
been made by the defe11Sor. 

The jury of notables that made the affirmation concerning the status of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia was a small and select group. If a more representative 
expression of opinion was required this was probably achieved by giving the 
inhabitants of the city an opportunity to express agreement or dissent from the 
decision of the group by means of, as the case might be, acclamation or protest. This 
kind of procedure was altogether characteristic of the time. It was laid down that 
bishops must be elected by clergy and laity and that a bishop was needed to 
consecrate a bishop. But it was nowhere defined what bishops, or what members of 
the clergy precisely, or what laymen, were entitled to have a say in the election of a 
particular bishop. In practice the election was normally made by the archbishop, 
with a group of local clergy, and approved by acclamation of the local laity. 
Sometimes no doubt Jay opinion or, in the case of an important see, the voice of the 
emperor would have a decisive say. The same Jack of definition is found in St. 
Benedict's rule for the election of an abbot.3 The abbot may be elected by the whole 
congregation of monks. But election by even a fraction of the house might be valid 
if they have made a 'sounder choice' (saniore ratione). But if vicious monks 

should elect an abbot of similar character the election might be overruled by the 
diocesan bishop, by other abbots or by neighbouring laymen. So, too, I would 
imagine in the cities. Normally local officials and committees were coopted by a 

ruling group. They could however be overruled by the provincial governor or some 
higher official or even the emperor. I would suggest that the absence of 
constitutional definition is characteristic of the political culture of this late period 

I. See appendix in J. Gascou, "Les grands domaines, Ia cite et l'etat en Egypte byzantine" 
TM 9 (1985) 1-90. 

2 Mansi IX 278-89; G. Dagron, "Two Documents Concerning Mid-Sixth-Century 
Mopsuestia", Charanis Studies 9-30, rp. La romanite chretienne en Orient (London 1984) 6. 

3. Benedicti regula 64. 
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which is very different from the sophisticated constitutionalism of the classical 
city. 

From government by curiales to government by notables. 
It is clear that the loss of control by the councils was a gradual process. A plausible 

explanation of the development was given by Libanius towards the end of the 

fourth century. The maintenance of curial strength depended essentially on the 

curia/es themselves. If they did not keep their colleagues to their duties nobody 

could. But the most powerful councillors did not mind their colleagues' departure 

for it meant that they could concentrate power in their own hands. 1 The 

consideration that they would also have to bear a larger share of the financial 

burdens ceased to carry much weight as the civic services which councillors had 
paid to provide, that is public buildings, banquets, spectacles, and competitions 

came to be valued less, or were financed in different ways. On the other hand there 

was little reason why an ordinary decurion should want to remain in his council. If 
he was well connected he was likely to win more wealth and esteem in the imperial 

service or the church. In any case he was likely to enjoy a more carefree life outside 

the council. Councillors were at risk of being beaten or bankrupted, and this risk 

was no longer compensated by the prospect of high esteem in the city. So they left. 

The government did its utmost right up to the reign of Justinian to stop this 

trend through legislation, 2 but to little effect. In the East the notables were already in 

control by the reign of Anastasius. The government recognised the situation, and 

new legislation took account of this fact. This may well have been an important 

factor in the Justinianic revival. 3 In the West the process may have taken a little 

longer but the outcome was the same: the government had to find ways of raising 

the resources it needed in peace or war through agencies other than decurions, 4 and 

perhaps in the seventh century gave up collecting the basic land-tax altogether. 5 It is 

nevertheless possible to isolate the point of time when the process was complete. In 
an oration of 514-15 the orator Priscian praised the emperor Anastasius for 

lightening the tax-burden of the peasantry in consequence of all the curiae having 

abandoned their perverse habits. 6 Malalas writing in the reign of Justinian is more 

definite. Marinus, praetorian prefect 512-15, 'dismissed all members of the city 

councils and in their place created the vindices, as they are known in each city of the 

Roman state. ' 7 Writing around 555 John Lydus suggests that the councils have 

I. Lib. Or. 49.&-11, cf. 48.37-41. 
2. W. Schubert, "Die rechtliche Sonderstellung der Dekurionen Kurialen in der 

Kaisergesetzgebung des 4-{i Jh." ZSavRom 86 (1969) 287-333. 
3. Cf below 126-7. 
4. Merovingian Gaul: R. Kaiser, "Steuer und Zoll in der Merowinger Zeit" Francia 7 ( 1979) 

1-18; W. Goffart, "Old and new in Merovingian taxation" P&P 96 (1982) 3-21. 
Visigothic Spain: E.A. Thompson, The Goths in Spain (Oxford 1969) 99--100, 21~. 

5. Goffart, Joe.cit. 
6. Priscian, In praise of Anastasius 194, ed. A. Chauvot, Procope de Gaza, Priscien de 

Caesaree, panegyriques de I' empereur Anastase I (Bonn 1986) 64. 
7. Mala!. 16.400 (Jeffreys 225). 
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ceased to exist and that their long history as ruling assemblies of cities came to an 
end when Anastasius established the new office of Vindex. 1 A generation or so later 
the ecclesiastical historian Evagrius gives the impression that decurions have Jong 
ceased to exist. He confirms the testimony of Lydus and Malalas by stating that 
vindices had replaced councillors in the collection of taxes.2 So the end of curial 
government, indeed of the curiae themselves, in the reign of Anastasi us seems to be 
well authenticated. 

The testimony of these authors can nevertheless not be altogether right. Among 
the 68 Jaws of Cod. Just. X. 32, Jaws 33-4 and 35-53 are all concerned to ensure 
that individuals, and if not individuals then their descendants, or at least their 
property, remain available to perform curial duties, or at least meet the civic 

expenditure for which curia/es were liable. While many of the Jaws date from the 
fourth century, legislation in this field was still issued by Anastasius and 
Justinian. 3 There can be no doubt that these emperors, and particularly Justinian, 
thought that the preservation of the numbers, and even more of the financial 
strength, of the councils remained essential for the well-being of cities and empire. 
So Malalas, Lydus and Evagrius certainly exaggerate. But they can scarcely be 
totally wrong. A plausible compromise, and one consistent with the way cities 
seem to have been administered in the sixth century, would be that Anastasius and 
Marinus did deprive councils of the collective responsibility for the administration 
of their cities, and also of the special responsibility for the collection of the imperial 
taxes. But this certainly left the remaining councillors with a hereditary liability to 
perform certain munera of an unpleasant and expensive kind, so that even Jews, 
Samaritans, Montanists and other heretics who were excluded from all public 
honours4 were not by any means to be exempted from the obligations of decurions. 5 

The relevant burdens could be either personal or financial. It is however likely that 
financial burdens predominated since a Jaw of 539 suggests that curial charges were 
becoming a servitude on property, so that men who acquired curial property ipso 
facto became decurions.6 

The Notables at Thessaloniki 
We learn quite a Jot about the government of Thessaloniki in the decades on either 
side of 600 AD from the two oldest collections of miracles of St. Demetrios, edited, 
translated and commented on by Paul Lemerle. 7 Thessaloniki was of course an 
important centre of imperial administration, being the headquarters of the 

I. J. Lydus, De Mag. 3.49, ed. A.C. Bandy (Philadelphia I 983) 208; cf. ibid. 1.28 (Bandy 44). 
2 The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius with the Scholia ed J. Bidez & C. Parmentier 

(London 1898, rp. Amsterdam 1964) 3.42. 
3. CodJust. X 32.66 (497-9), 67 (529), 35.3 (528); Just Nov. 38 (536), 87 (539), 101 (539). 
4. Just. Nov. 37.5-7 (535). 
5. Just Nov. 45 praef (537). 
6. Just. Nov. 87(536), IOI (539). 
7. Lemerle, Miracles. 
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praetorian prefect of Illyricum. 1 Among the leading inhabitants of the city there 
must have been a large number of imperial officials, not to mention former officials 
and officers, and men of honorary official rank. There was also a garrison and no 
doubt a garrison commander. The size of the population is quite uncertain, but was 
perhaps not very large. 2 

The inhabitants of the city had significant political weight vis-a-vis the 
imperial administration because their active contribution was needed to defend the 
walls against the assaults of the Sclavenes which were frequent and dangerous. The 
scale of popular participation in the defence of the city is shown by the quick-witted 
stratagem of an unnamed official. One night while a large congregation was 
attending a service in the church of St. Demetrios it appeared that the shrine was on 
fire. The official was immediately worried that in the ensuing confusion the 
treasures of the shrine would be pillaged. So he made the announcement that the 
city was about to be attacked by the Sclavenes. Everybody left the church to man 

the walls. The fire was put out and the treasure remained intact. It then turned out 
that the city was indeed under attack and the whole incident was thought to have 
been initiated by St. Demetrios in order to get the citizens out of church and out of 
bed and on to the wall to defend his city. 3 That the population should actively 
defend the city was evidently routine, and the inhabitants were lightly armed to 
make it possible. Among the civilian defenders were slaves of leading officials who 
had received military training.4 The fact that it had an armed population must have 
given sixth century Thessaloniki significantly more independence vis-a-vis the 
imperial authorities than was enjoyed by the cities of earlier periods. 

We are told something, but not very much, of the city's institutions of civic 
self government. When the emperor wanted a Sclavene king resident in the area 
arrested he notified the prefect and the prefect gave orders to the authorities of the 
city. The authorities, evidently with some reluctance, arrested the king and sent him 
to Constantinople. This was the beginning of a long series of troubles for the city. 5 

City authorities were responsible for granaries where a great amount of publicly 
owned com, presumably derived from taxation, was stored. We hear that the local 
notables abused their authority making use of an opportunity to sell the com at an 
unusually favourable price at a time when Thessaloniki was threatened with siege 
by the Sclavenes. The siege duly happened and the city was reduced to famine. The 
local authorities dared not appeal to the emperor for supplies in case their wrong-

I. As lllyricum wa~ gradually lost to the Sclavenes (Miracles 2.2 refers to the loss of Naissa 
and Serdica c.614 }, the prefect became less important, and the city seems to have been 
without a regular garrison, and left more or less to its own resources. So we find it 
considerably more independent in the anonymous collection than in that of bishop John. 

2. At Miracles 2.4.281 (Lemerle I 221) the emperor sends 60,000 modii of com to relieve 
famine caused by siege. The author comments that 5,000 would have sufficed. Now 5,000 
modii might have fed 319 persons for one year (Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity 70) or even 
only 111 (Jones, U?E 698); 60,000 modii would thus have fed 3,828 or only 1,333. 

3. Miracles I. 12. 
4. Miracles l. 13. 
5. Miracles 2.4. 
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doing was revealed. Instead they ordered the requisitioning of corn from private 
houses and this was carried out with much violence and brutality. 1 The same 
authorities also sent ships to buy corn from Sclavenes settled in neighbouring areas 
of Greece who were at peace with the city.2 

Who were these 'authorities'? They are never defined. The text describes them 
as 'those governing' (oi. Kpatouvn:c;), 3 or as those holding the first positions (oi 
ta 1tp&ta <pEpovn:c;),4 and in one passage the 'outstanding men among the first'( 
oi i::~oxo1 t&v 1tpomov).5 It looks as if Thessaloniki was administered by just 
such an undefined group of notables as we have found elsewhere. What kind of men 
made up this group? We can only guess. The individuals picked out for mention in 
The Miracles, mostly because they had been chosen by the saint for a significant 
communication, were usually higher officials and ex officials.6 We are also told of 
an obviously wealthy individual man who gave sixty pounds of silver for the 
restoration of the shrine of St. Demetrios, and an ex-advocate(?) (OtKOA.CYyrov) who 
gave forty pounds. 7 One might conjecture that the leading group consisted of men 
such as these. They were presumably laymen. But in times of emergency the bishop 
might sometimes be seen in a leading role. An incident in 479 illustrates the 
circumstances. The citizens {1toA.'itm) were afraid that the prefect would hand their 
city over to Theoderic and his Goths. They rebelled, overthrew the statues of the 
emperor Zeno and threatened to burn the prefect's palace and to attack the prefect 
himself. The clergy and the office holders ( oi iv ta'ic; &~{me;) pacified the citizens 
and asked them to take over the defence of the city themselves. The citizens 
(1toA.'itm) formed a defence force from the inhabitants of the city. The prefect 
handed over the keys of the city to the bishop. Responsibility for surrendering the 
city, if that should become necessary, would be with him.8 Many years later in 618 
Thessaloniki was faced by a huge force of A vars reinforced by Sclavenes and 
Bulgars. The inhabitants were panic stricken at the prospect, but the bishop John 
led them on to the walls, patrolled the walls with them, and assured them of the 
support of St. Demetrios. The saint did not fail them. After thirty four days of siege 
and assault the enemy gave up the attempt to seize the city and withdrew in return 
for some unspecified concessions. 9 Clearly the bishop of Thessaloniki played an 
important role in the city. But as far as we can tell from The Miracles of St. 

Demetrios he was not in normal times the head of the city. Of course as far as this 
text is concerned the real head and patron of the city was St. Demetrios himself, 

I. Miracles 2.4.244, 252 (lemerle I 211,213). 
2 Miracles 2.4.254 (Lemerle I 214). 
3. Miracles 2.4.252, 254,281; cf. 1.14.132 (Lemerle I 146)archontes. 
4. Miracles 2.1. 
5. Miracles 2.4.231 (Lemerle I 208). 
6. Individuals addressed by saint: high official in prefecture (Miracles 1.2.25), soldier 

( 1.4.46-9), relative of prefect ( 1.10.86), official of prefecture ( 1.12.106), holder of 
illustrious rank (1.15. 166). 

7. Miracles 1.6. 
8. Maleh. frag. 208. 
9. Miracles 22. 
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who might communicate with his citizens through the bishop, but more often than 
not chose somebody else. 

Christian inscriptions of Thessaloniki confirm some aspects of the picture of 
Thessaloniki given by The Mirac/es. 1 The end of civic politics is reflected by the 
total absence of civic inscriptions. Similarly there are no references to civic 
institutions like the ~OUATJ, or to civic titles, not even to the late, semi-imperial 
functionaries like the defensor or the 7tatTJp. The majority of inscriptions are 
tombstones without any indication of rank or profession. Only two groups seem to 
have been quite regularly commemorated with reference to their status: former 
imperial officials 2 and clergy.3 There are also a few shopkeeper-craftsmen 4 and 
slaves. 5 But mere civic status or civic merit is no longer commemorated. 

What difference did the end of curial government make? 
It has been suggested that the end of curial government did not in fact make any 
significant difference since 'elite' government continued much as before.6 This I 
would argue is a mistake. First, the end of curial government also meant the end of 
government in accordance with a known and accepted constitution. It thus 
represents the end of the ancient tradition of constitutional politics going back to 
Solon of Athens and beyond, which received its classic exposition in Aristotle's 
Politics. From the point of view of the imperial government the immediate and 
obvious advantage of the new arrangement was that it placed the running of the 
cities in the hands of the men who for over a hundred years had been the most 
influential and wealthiest inhabitants but who had by one means or another 
obtained immunity from curial duties. 7 In addition the new system represented an 
attempt to mobilise the prestige and resources of the bishop for the benefit of the 
secular institutions of the city. On the other hand the reform did not simply widen 
the curial order, for the notables were not required to become members of a 
collective body, and did not acquire a hereditary obligation to perform defined civic 
duties and to meet defined civic expenses.8 The imperial government was not in a 
position to coerce notables in the way it could still coerce decurions. The notables' 
public service remained voluntary. It is also important that the bishop, who, as the 
emperors were aware, was the natural head of the new organisation, enjoyed a kind 
of 'semi-detached' relationship to the secular affairs of the city. Besides the sacred 

I. D. Feissel, Recueil des inscription chretiennes de Macedoine du ll/e au Vie siecle (BCH 
Suppl. 8, Paris 1983). 

2. Ibid. 132, 134, 146-51. 
3. Ibid. 130, 133, 136-7, 138--44. 
4. Ibid. 156-7. They are also found in small numbers in other Macedonian towns. Relatively 

they are more prominent than in the cities of earlier periods. 
5. Ibid. 158-61. 
6. E.g. M. Whittow, "Ruling the late Roman and early Byzantine city" P&P 129 ( 1990) 3-

'19. 
7. Jones, LRE 740ff: the government's unsuccessful struggle to check this process. 
8. CodJust. X 33.3 (465), 4 (528) non-decurions volunteering for particular curial expenses 

do not thereby acquire a hereditary obligation. 
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nature of his office gave him some protection from the cruder forms of pressure 
exerted by the imperial authorities on curial magistrates. 

Government by notables blurred responsibility for the secular government of 
the city, and must have made it more difficult for the imperial government to get its 
commands obeyed. It must also have meant that there was no public body 
permanently responsible for the state of the city and its public buildings and streets. 
We know that the imperial government remained concerned that public spaces 
should not be infringed by private building. 1 But archaeology has shown that in 
many cities private building on public spaces, particularly in the colonnades of 
colonnaded display streets, did take place - even if the date of such building is in 
most cases still very uncertain. 2 

The sixth-century laws concerned with finance, whether the collection of taxes 
for the imperial government or the expenditure of money for civic purposes, show 
quite clearly that there was much greater variety of organisation under the new 
system than there had been under the old. A number of Novels have lists of 
functionaries who might act as tax-collectors. Decurions are mentioned but only as 
one of a variety of office holders who might be responsible for collection. In a law 
of 545 the men whose duty it would be to nominate tax-collectors (unooe,mn) at 
their own risk, formerly the duty of decurions, are simply described as 
'landowners'. 3 In the same law the men who bear the risk of collection are defined as 
'governors, 7tOAttEuoµEvot (decurions), exactores, vindices, ca11011icarii and 

others. '4 If the owner of an estate liable to pay taxes can not be found, or is not in a 
position to pay the taxes, the estate is to be handed over to other tax-payers, or as a 

last resort to the collectors, i.e. exactores, 5 vindices or members of the provincial 
officium. 6 A law of 556 refers to provinces in which neither vindices nor other 
functionaries bore the risk of tax-collection. In these provinces the governor would 
be held liable. 7 A law of Tiberius II of 575 remits taxes for one year in four. 
Instructions to this effect are given to collectors, i.e. ·~oUAEUtai, E1CAT11ttopE~, 
scriniarii, ta~E&tat, avutai and other u1toOe1Ctat. ' 8 Presumably these titles 
reflect different arrangements in different cities. It looks as if the government did 
not try to set up a uniform system of tax-collection to replace collection by the 
curiales, but that it made regional arrangements in accordance with local conditions. 

I. See above n. 13. 
2 H. Kennedy, "From Polis to Madina: urban change in late antique Syria" P&P 106 (1985) 

3-27. 
3. Just. Nov. 128.5. 
4. Ibid. 5, cf. 8. 
5. Exactores are simply the individuals who exact the taxes. In the fourth century they were 

normally decurions. But it should not be assumed that a functionary described as an 
exactor in the sixth century must be a decurion. E.g. the exactores who collected from the 
tenants of the domus divina in Cappadocia (Just. Nov. 30.3) were evidently not decurions, 
as these imperial estates were not attached to a city (Jones, ll?E 713). 

6. Just Nov. 8. 
7. Just. Nov. 134.2. In the 4th century the liability was the decurions'. 
8. Just. Nov. 163.2. 
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As for civic finance, it is reasonably certain that the burden of liturgical 
expenditure which had once been born by decurions was by now much reduced. For 
one thing the resources of the wealthy had now to be shared between the traditional 
secular munificence and Christian charity, with Christian charity absorbing an ever 
increasing amount. As was already observed by A.H.M. Jones, 1 most remaining 
civic expenses seem to have been met from specifically assigned revenue. Expenses 
had no doubt been reduced. There was probably very little secular public building 
except building of fortifications, and it is likely that in many towns some of the 
more spectacular structures of the High Empire were allowed to decay. So the 
church of St. Demetrios at Thessaloniki was built on top of a public bath.2 In The 
Miracles a disused bath-building is used to house refugees.3 

Civic shows underwent important changes. There were fewer of them and there 
was less variety. Athletic games and gladiatorial shows came to an end. 4 Theatrical 
shows continued: the bishop of Thessaloniki felt embarrassed at being seen there -
even if only in a dream.5 Chariot racing of the Roman type, that is as a professional 
spectator sport, became more widespread. 6 It seems to have become the principal 
entertainment in larger cities, perhaps in most provincial capitals, certainly at 
Thessaloniki. 7 It is also significant that the finance and organisation of the shows 
were taken out of civic politics and transferred to the state-financed circus factions.8 

The factions duly became a factor in local politics and from time to time a cause of 
rioting and instability. But not at Thessaloniki, a blessing for which the citizens 
gave thanks to their city's supernatural patron St. Demetrios.9 

In the short run, the new system seems to have served the government well. It 
provided the financial resources for the ambitious policies of Justinian, enabling 
that emperor to finance his buildings and his wars and to pay subsidies to the 
Persians and others. In the long run, the fact that it was now more difficult for the 
imperial administration to assign responsibility for the performance of the cities' 
duties to the Empire made the cities themselves less useful for the administration. 
That is probably one reason why after the disasters of the seventh century the 
recovering Empire based its administrative system in Macedonia as elsewhere not 

on cities but on themes. 

I. Jones, LRE 737; see also my article "Civic finance in the Byzantine period: the laws and 
Egypt" BZ 89 (1996) 389--408. 

2. J.-M. Spiesser, Thessalonique et ses monuments du /Ve au Vie siecle (Paris 1984) 214. 
3. Miracles 1.14.143. 
4. Alan Cameron, Porphyriu~ the Charioteer (Oxford 1973) 228-32. 
5. Miracles 1.14. 
6. Cameron, Circus Factions 208ff. POxy. 2707: a mixed prognunme. 
7. Prokopios, SH I.I I (Haury & Wirth Ill 6). More generally, C.M. Roueche, Pe,formers 

and Partisa11~ at Aphrodisias (l..oodoo 1993). 
8. Cameron, Circus Factions 2 I 8ff. 
9. Miracles 1.10.82 (Lemerle I 112-3). 



Alkmene Stavridou-Zafraka 

The development of the theme organisation in Macedonia 

The evidence for the historical development of the theme organisation is sparse and 

lies chiefly in Constantine Porphyrogennetos' Concerning Themes (Ilt:pi 
BeµauJ)v) which, although a systematic account of themes, must be treated with 

caution because of its sometimes contradictory information and because it 

sometimes reflects the administrative organisation of the state during the sixth 
century. Additional information may be drawn from Arab geographers, the 
ceremonial treatises of precedence at court, narrative sources, documents and 

sigillographic material. 1 Reconstruction of the historical development is not easy 
because there are no explicit references to the creation of themes in Byzantine 

sources; the existence of a theme is only alluded to in technical terms which 

describe divisions of the army (0eµa, toupµa, Opouyy0<;), the officers in charge of 
them (strategos, tourmarches, droungarios) or the political officials of a theme 
(protonotarios, chartularios etc.) 2 

The present paper is merely an attempt to present a general picture of the 

development of the theme organisation in the geographical area of Macedonia from 
the seventh to the early thirteenth centuries and to focus on some problems that 
need further investigation. 

Themes had been established in the Balkan peninsula by the end of the seventh 

century mainly for defensive purposes as military units and as administrative 

divisions under a strategos. 3 According to the extant sources the theme of Thrace 

was created by Constantine IV between 680 and 685 in order to protect Thrace from 
the Bulgarians who had crossed the Danube, entered Byzantine territory and settled 

in the former provinces of Moesia Inferior and Scythia Minor in northeastern 
Thrace.4 Sometime between 687 and 695 Justinian II created the theme of Hellas in 
central and southern Greece,5 and around 688 he settled Scyths (i.e. probably Slavs 

who had succumbed to his authority) in the valley and mountainous reaches of the 

I. De them. 160. Cf. Vasiliev, History 226; E.W. Brooks, "Arabic Lists of the Byzantine 
Themes" JHS21 (1901) 67. 

2 Cf. A. Stavridou-Zafraka, "Slav invasions and the Theme Organisation in the Balkan 
Peninsula" Byzantiaka 12 (1992) 168. 

3. On the origins of the thematic system see J. Karayannopulos, Die Entstehung der 
byzantinischen Themenordnung (Munich 1958) with relevant theories and sources. See also 
G. Theocharides, fowp{a TI)~ Mm,d5ovim; ,rara wv~ µfoov~ xp6vov~ (258-
/354) (Thessaloniki 1980) 203-15. 

4. De them. 84.5-85.25f. 
5. G. Ostrogorsky, "Postanak tema Hellada i Peloponnez" ZRVI I (1952) 64-77, esp. 65 

(Greek translation by J. Papadrianos in BaAKaVIICTJ 81/Uwypa<p{a I: Supplement 
(Thessaloniki 1973) 205-29) with sources; P. Charanis, "Hellas in Greek sources of the 
Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Centuries" Late Classical & Medieval Studies in Honor of Albert 
Matthias Friend, Jr. ed. K. Weitzmann (Princeton, NJ. 1955) 173. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzallfina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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Strymon River against Slavonic and Bulgarian irruptions southwards. The 
Strymon valley served as an important route from the interior of the Balkans to the 
Aegean Sea, but also provided access to invaders. Thus the kleisoura of the 
Strymon River was established. A kleisoura was a small military division ruled by 
a kleisourarch. 1 

It is generally held that the militarization of the Empire was not all
encompassing. The civil administration was also in existence. In the Balkan 
peninsula for example, the prefecture of Illyricum still existed, which towards the 
end of the fourth century had embraced the dioceses of Dacia and Macedonia, which 
then included the Greek peninsula and the islands, although it had suffered losses to 
the Slavs who had settled in its territories. The region of Thessaloniki, which had 
sustained repeated attacks by the Slavs, remained under the authority of the eparch 

of lllyricum until it was formed into a theme. The kleisoura of the Strymon River, 
although theoretically included in the prefecture of Illyricum, came under the 
jurisdiction of the theme of Thrace. 2 

The reorganization of the provincial theme system under the !saurian dynasty 
was most probably completed during the time of Leo III (717-41). Civil power was 
transferred into the hands of the military governor, the strategos, and new themes 
were formed by dividing the large themes of Asia Minor. The reorganisation was 
dictated by political considerations, namely to reduce the military power of the 
strategoi and prevent them from revolting against the emperor, and by external 
dangers due to Arab expansion. 

New themes were created in the Balkan peninsula by the end of the eighth and 
the beginning of the ninth centuries. Sometime between 789 or 792 and 802 the 
theme of Macedonia was created out of the western regions of the theme of Thrace. 
It derived its name most probably from the regions of Macedonia Prima which it 
included, i.e. territories from the Nestos to the Strymon River.3 The region east of 
the Strymon River was later detached from the theme of Macedonia and made into a 
new theme. Its core was the former kleisoura of the Strymon River. According to 
Constantine Porphyrogennetos: to 0£ 0iµa tou l:tpuµ6voi; tft MaKEOovi~ 
cruvtEtaKtat. 4 The theme of Strymon of his day must therefore have been a part of 
the theme of Macedonia. After the establishment of the theme of Strymon the name 
Macedonia came to designate the homonymous theme which extended from the 

l. De them. 88-9. Cf. M. Gregoriou-Ioannidou, "H EK<Jtpatda tou louottvmvou B' 
Kata t<OV BouA.yapcov Kat I:M~cov (688)" Byzantiaka 2 (1982) 113-124. For 
kleisourae see J. Ferluga, "Nize administrativne jedinice tematskog uredenja" ZRVI 2 
(1953) 78-9; M. Gregoriou-Ioannidou, "Ot ~usavttvE<; KA.Et<JOUpE<; Kat 
KA.Etooupapxie<;" Byzantiaka 9 ( 1989) 181-202. 

2. Theocharides, op.cit. 91ff; J. Karayannopoulos, To f3v(avnv6 OIOIICTJTIK'O CJVCJfT/µa 
e1m BaAxav1a (4oq-9oq ai.) (Athens 1994) 15-20. 

3. See A. Stavridou-Zafraka, "0rnoaA.OVlK1l ·npwt11 n6A.t<; 0ettaA.ta<;"' 
Xp1C1TlaVIK'~ eee1C1aA.OVIICTJ. r' E1r1C1T'f/µOVIK'O I:vµ1COC110. KL1, Ll'f/µ~rpia: 
A,c6 T'f/q love1nv1aveiov e,cox~q iwq K'ai T'f/q MaK'e8ov1~q 8vvae1rdaq 
( /8-20 Oicrro/Jp{ov /989) (Thessaloniki 1991) 63-77; eadem, "Slav inva~ions" 173ff. 

4. De them. 88.1-2 
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Hebros to the Nestos River, which is in the geographical region of Thrace. 
Henceforth Byzantine sources refer to it as 'Macedonia of Thrace' (MCX11:1::oovia 

tt1<; Spa.KT)<;), or 'Macedonia near Thrace' (M<XK£0ovia ~ Kata 0pa.KT)v), and in 

reference to the soldiers or the population of these two themes they usually speak of 
Macedonians and Thracians. The headquarters of the strategos of Macedonia was at 

Adrianople. 1 

Let us now consider the textual evidence and the divergent views that have 
been formulated about the themes of Macedonia as a geographical area, i.e. the 

themes of the Strymon River and Thessaloniki. Scholars have turned their attention 
first of all to the period when the theme of Strymon was created. According to P. 

Lemerle the theme of Strymon originated in the second half of the ninth century, 
because its strategos is not mentioned in the table of precedence known as the 

U spenskij Taktikon (842/3 ). 2 The earliest textual reference to its strategos occurs in 
the treatise of Philotheos (899). 3 

But St. Kyriakides asserted that the theme was created in the first years of the 
ninth century, and certainly before 809, when it is recorded that Bulgarians attacked 

the Byzantines at the Strymon River where many Byzantine soldiers were 
massacred along with the strategos and other thematic officials. The Bulgarians 

also took away the money (p6ya) intended to be used for paying the soldiers. 4 

There is a series of lead seals belonging to political or military officials of the 

theme which date from before the mid-ninth century. One belongs to Basil, hypatos 

and protonotarios of Strymon, 5 another to Leo, imperial spatharios and strategos, 6 

and another to Bardas, basilikos spatharios and archon of Strymon. 7 This last seal 

raises the problem of arclwn and archontia, which I will deal with below. There are 

also lead seals that date from the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries. 8 A seal of 
Lycastos, basilikos protospatharios and strategos of Strymon, 9 is probably to be 

dated to the end of the eighth or the beginning of the ninth century if the owner of 

I. Cf. Stavridou-Zafraka, "Slav inva~ions" 176, with relevant sources and literature. 
2 Lemerle, Philippes126-7; De them. (Pertusi 166-7). 
3. Oikonomides, listes 101.25, 105.17, 137.19, 139.13. 
4. Theoph. 484.29-485.3. Cf. St. Kyriakides, Bv(avnva{ M,Urat II-IV (Thessaloniki 

1939) 399-400. . 
5. J. Nesbitt & N. Oikonomides, Catalogue of Byzantine Lead Seals at Dumbarton Oaks and in 

the Fogg Museum of Art I: Italy, North in the Balkans, North of the Black Sea (Washington, 
D.C. 1991) no. 37 .2 (Zacos, Seals I 1772, dates the seal to the second half of the ninth 
century). 

6. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 37.3 (Zacos, Seals I 2659) indicate that it is an anonymous seal. 
7. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 37.1 (Zacos, Seals I 1753). Pemaps the seal belongs to the same 

Barda~ strategos of Thrace: Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 71.23 (Zacos, Seals I 1761a) (9th 
century). 

8. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 37.6, 37.5, 37.7. 
9. V. Laurent, "Sceaux byzantins inedits" BZ 33 (1933) 350. Cf. St. Kyriakides, 

Bv(avnva{ M,Urar II-IV 353-357, 400. 
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the seal is the same person as the homonymous correspondent of Theodore 
Stoudites 1 or Lycastos 'atpatll'YETIJ~ McxKEOov{cx~' of another lead seal.2 

Scholarly opinion differs regarding the exact territory of the Strymon River 
indicated by the sources. It is usually asserted that the kleisoura and later the theme 
of Strymon included the valley and the area between the lower reaches of the 
Strymon and Nestos Rivers up to Melenikon, i.e. mainly in the present Greek East 
Macedonia. 3 But as I have pointed out in a previous paper, the kleisoura and later 
the theme of Strymon included not only the main kleisoura between Roupel and 
Melenikon but also the mountainous regions of Rhodope and Orvilos and the 
valley leading up to the plateau of Sofia, where the river rises. This is corroborated 
by the fact that the Byzantine border was not at Rhodope but extended to the 
southern slopes of Haimos. Also, the campaigns of the emperors at the end of the 
seventh and during the eighth and the beginning of the ninth centuries against the 
Bulgarians and the Slavs who fought with them as allies (auµµcxxo1) took place in 
Thrace and not in Northern Greece. I refer only to the expeditions of the emperors 
Justinian II in 688 and Constantine V in 758 and 763, as well as the long 
expedition of the official Staurakios in 783, the great disaster which befell 
Byzantine troops under Constantine VI at the stronghold of Markellai in 792, the 
expeditions of Nikephoros I in 808/9 and the thirty-year peace agreement concluded 
between Leo V and the Bulgarian Omurtag in 815 that defined the border between 
the two states in Thrace from Develtos to Makrolivada as far as the Haimos 
mountains. 4 

The theme of Strymon included also the area of Voleron which corresponds to 
the modern provinces of Xanthi and Rhodope.5 It is not certain whether the capital 
of the theme was Serres or Christoupolis (modem Kavala), an important seaport 
and stronghold. 6 According to an inscription, the walls of the latter city had been 
repaired by the strategos of the theme of Strymon, Bcxat1,Et0~ KA.a.Orov, in 926.7 

Seals of kommerkiarioi and theme officials of Christoupolis have been preserved 
and they prove the importance of the city as a commercial and military centre. 8 

I. Theod. Stoudites (ed. Fatouros) ep. 505: "AuKacrtcp imutcp". 
2. Cf. Kyriakides, op.cit. 353--4, 400. This date is rejected by Lemerle, Philippes 126. 
3. Lemerle, Philippes 125; Mila Rajkovic, "Obla~t Strimona i tema Strimon" ZRVI 5 ( 1958) 

1-7; J. Karayannopoulos, "H EJttKotvcovicx 0ecrcrcxA.oviKTJ~-
Kcovcrtcxvttvouit6A.eco~ mtu tou~ 7o-9o m." EEPhSPTh (1984) 215. 

4. A. Stavridou-Zafraka, "Tex 0iµcxtcx tou µcxKEOovtKou xoopou. To 0iµcx 
I:tpuµ6vo~" ByzMak 307-12. 

5. St. Kyriakides, Bu;avrrva{ MeUrai IV: To Bo).ep6v 291-494; Theocharides, 
lmop{a 231-2. 

6. Lemerle, Philippes 128; Kyriakides, op.cit. 401; Theocharides, ibid. 227. 
7. S. Reinach, "La reconstruction des murs de Cavalla au Xe siecle" BCH 6 ( 1882) 267-75. 

Cf. Lemerle, ibid. 141; Kyriakides, ibid. 396. 
8. Seals of archontes of Christoupolis of the ninth and tenth centuries: Nesbitt & 

Oikonomides I 39.1 and II (South of the Balkans, the Islands, South of A~ia Minor) 39.3. A 
seal of a droungarios of Christoupolis (9th century): I 39.4. Seals of three kommerkiarioi: 
39.5, Zacos, Seals 11205. 
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The second theme in the geographical area of Macedonia was the theme of 
Thessaloniki. Its strategos is first mentioned anonymously in the Vita of St. 
Gregory the Decapolite (831-8) 1 and in the Uspenskij Taktikon. 2 The theme is 
probably alluded to by Emperor Michael II in his letter to Louis the Pious in 824, 
where he says that Thomas the Slavonian had recruited men from Thrace and 
Macedonia, i.e. from the respective themes, and from Thessaloniki and the 
surrounding Sclaviniae: "Thraciae, Macedoniae, Thessaloniae et circumiacentibus 
Sclaviniis." 3 Thus 831 and 824 serve as termini allte quern for the creation of the 

theme. 
Thessaloniki, the second city of the empire, had been the capital of the 

prefecture of Illyricum - Tl ev tip 'IA.A.uptKq> µeyaA.61toA.t~ 0rnaaA.OVtKT),4 as it 
is usually referred to by the sources. Many territories of the prefecture had been lost 
to the Slavs, who had settled there during the sixth and seventh centuries. The 
£parch of Illyricum is mentioned in the Miracles of St. Demetrios, the patron saint 

of Thessaloniki, in the seventh century. 5 The u1tapxo~ mentioned by Theodore 
Stoudites in 796 6 was suggested by Bury to have been the eparch of Illyricum. 7 P. 
Lemerle has asserted that Illyricum had been confined to Thessaloniki itself and 
that the prefect of Illyricum actually became a prefect of the city, as in 
Constantinople.8 Angeliki Konstantakopoulou considered the prefect a new official 
appointed by the government,9 while other scholars see in his role the continuation 
of the praefectus praetorio per Illyricum. 10 

The fact is, however, that there are references in the Miracles of St. Demetrios 
which prove that already in the seventh century Slavic settlements in Macedonia 
near Thessaloniki, e.g. Drougoubitae and Rynchinoi, had been effectively under the 
control of the Byzantine Empire. 11 It would be strange indeed if a territory as 
important as Thessaloniki lacked power and that the prefecture of Illyricum was 

I. F. Dvomik, La vie de Saint Gregoire le Decapolite et /es Slaves macedoniens au /Xe siecle 
(Paris 1926) 36.62--63. 

2 Uspensky Taktikon (Oikonomides, Listes 49.16). 
3. Mansi XIV 418; MGH Leges III Cone. T. 2 pt. 1 p. 477; Reg no. 408. 
4. Theoph. 461.5-6. 
5. Lemerle, Miracles I 137. I 6ff, Eparchos of Thessaloniki, 188, 208-9, 229. 
6. Thecx:I. Stoudites (ed. Fatouros) Ep. 3.106. 
7. Bury, ERE 223-4. 
8. Lemerle, Philippes 123; id., "Invasions et migrations dans Jes Balkans depuis la fin de 

l'epoque romaine jusqu'au VIiie siecle" RH 211 (1954) 271; id., Miracles II 173, 176. See 
also Theocharides, op.cit. 220; Aik. Christophilopoulou, "Bu~a.vttvii Ma.ice6ovia.. 
:Exeoia.crµa. yta. tTJV £7tOXTJ 0.7t0 ta. tEA.TJ tO'I> :Et' µEXPl ta. µfoa. tO'I> 0' a.t." 

Byzantina 12 ( 1983) 9--64, 46, 51. See objections by Stavridou-Zafraka, "Slav invasions" 
I 6 9- 72; eadem, "Ta. 0iµa.ta. tO'I> µmce6ovucou xcopou. To 0iµa. 
0ecrcra.wvi1CT]<;" Byzantina 19 (I 998) 160-2. 

9. A. Konstantakopoulou, "L'eparche de Thessalonique: Les origines d'une institution 
administrative (Vlle-IXe siecles)" Greek papers submitted to the 5th International 
Congress of Southeastern Ew·ope /984 (Athens 1985) 157--62. 

10. For example Karayannopoulos, L11011r71r11(6 IvCJfT/µa 16-20. 
11. Miracles I 229,209,214. Cf. Stavridou-Zafraka "Slav invasions" 170. 
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confined to the city of Thessaloniki. The problem clearly needs further 
investigation. 

There are several seals which belong to the eparch of Thessaloniki dated to the 
eighth and ninth centuries. 1 This suggests that he may have co-existed with the 
eparch of Illyricum and later with the strategos of the theme of Thessaloniki, if he 
had been a civil officer with responsibilities similar to those of the eparch of 
Constantinople. 2 There are also seals of kommerkiarioi dated to the eighth and 
ninth centuries and seals of other political officials of Thessaloniki that provide 
evidence for economic and commercial activities between the city and its 
hinterland. 3 There are also seals of thematic officials which belong to the eighth and 
ninth centuries such as those of Constantine, hypatos and protonotarios of 
Thessaloniki, 4 as well as the seal of a komes tes kortes (count of the tent) from the 
eighth century, "who was a kind of chief-of-staff' of the thematic strategos.5 These 
two seals together with the fact that Byzantine sources use the term Thessaloniki 
both geographically and politically provide some grounds for believing that the 
theme of Thessaloniki had already been founded in the late eighth century before 
the above-mentioned dates.6 This remains a hypothesis, however, and the evidence 
is insecure at present. 

Many seals belonging to strategoi and thematic officials of the theme of 
Thessaloniki 7 such as tourmarches, 8 protonotarioi 9 and chartoularioi have been 
preserved as well as the seals of an arclwn 10 and an acting strategos 'eK 1tpoooJ1tou 
8rncra.A.ovt1CTJ<;'11 which belong to the ninth and tenth centuries. 

Since it included the towns of Veroia (Beroea) and Servia, the theme of 
Thessaloniki must have extended west of the Strymon River to the Pindos 
mountains. 

During the eighth century the theme of Cephallonia, which included the Ionian 
islands, was established, and at the beginning of the ninth century, probably during 
the reign of Nikephoros I, the theme of the Peloponnese took its final form. 
Sometime before 815 the theme of Dyrrachion was created. Nikopolis, which 
included Old Epirus, was established as a theme in the second half of the ninth 

I. Zacos, Seals I 1691, 957, 2588, 2589 (Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.18, 18.19, 18.20, 18.22, 
I 8.23). Cf. Christophilopoulou, op.cit. 52; Konstantakopoulou, "L'eparche de 
Thessalonique" 162. 

2. Cf. Stavridou-Zafraka, "Slav invasions" 17 I. 
3. Christophilopoulou, op.cit. 52-53, 54-55. 
4. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.53. 
5. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.27 and 50. Cf. Oikonomides, l.istes 341. 
6. Cf. Stavridou-Zafrnka, "Slav inva~ions" 171-2; Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.27. 
7. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.61-77. Cf. F. Winkelmann, Byzantinische Rang- und 

Amterstruktur im 8. und 9. Jahrhundert (Berlin 1985) 106, 126. 
8. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.78 (Zacos, Seals 12558). 
9. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.54, 18.55 (Zacos, Seals 12135), 18.56 (Zacos, Seals I 2W7), 

18.57-60. 
10. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.12, 18.13. 
I I. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.17. Cf. Oikonomides, l.istes 342. 
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century. This completed the theme system in the Balkan peninsula. 1 These themes 
and the themes of the Strymon River and Thessaloniki were called the western 
themes (i.e. west of Constantinople), and so Thessaloniki was called ft to:iv 

ecmepirov µ1h11p. They were not supported by the treasury but by the revenues of 
their respective districts. 2 

The Escorial Taktikon records another administrative and military reform in 
the tenth century (971-5), which is confirmed by narrative sources, documents and 
sigillographic material. Thessaloniki, like important frontier themes in the east, 
came under the command of a doux, who was provided with heavy cavalry from the 
regiments (tagmata). 3 He was ranked after the doux of the theme of Anatolikon in 
the hierarchy of theme officials. A strategos of Thessaloniki also appears in the 
Taktikon. 4 This means that the theme could be potentially under the command of a 
strategos or a doux. There are seals of an acting strategos5 and from the documents 
of the monasteries of Lavra and lveron we know of two 'EK 1tpocromou 

0ecrcraAOVtlCll~' who served in 974 and 975.6 

It has been suggested that the rise of the doux to the supreme military 
command of a theme is most probably connected with the military reforms of 
Nikephoros II Phocas (959-63) and the increase in heavy cavalry. A change in the 
property rating for cavalry soldiers - a Novel of the emperor fixed the value of their 
lands at no less than twelve pounds of gold instead of four - meant that only the 

wealthy could become soldiers, or that soldiers could either be provided by joint 
contribution or mercenaries could be recruited instead. 7 This Novel has been 
questioned by T. Kolias, who has shown convincingly that cataphract cavalry was 
not an innovation ofNikephoros but had always existed in the Byzantine army.8 

It seems that in the course of the tenth century large themes were divided into 
smaller ones and new themes were established around a city or a stronghold. The 
size of the theme of Thessaloniki was much reduced by the creation of the themes of 

I. D. Zakythenos, "Le theme de Cephalonie et la defense de !'Occident" Hel/Cont 8 (1954) 
303-12; J. Ferluga, "Sur la date de la creation du theme de Dyrrachium" 12 CEB [Ochrid 
1961] 83-92, rp. Byzantium on the Balkans (Amsterdam 1976) 215-24; P. Soustal & J. 
Koder, Nikopolis und Kephallenia (TIB III, Vienna 1981 ). 

2 De cer. 696-7. 
3. Oikonomides, Listes 263.33, 354; Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 51. 
4. Oikonomides, Listes 265.35. 
5. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 18.17. Cf. Oikonomides, Listes 342. 
6. Lavra no. 6.1 (974?); lvir. no. 2.1 (975). 
7. See G. Ostrogorsky, Geschichte des byzantinischen Staates (3rd ed., Munich 1963) 239; 

Lemerle,Agr.Hist. 131, 150-1. 
8. T. Kolias, Ntl(f/q,opo<; B' IPwK:a<; (963-969): 0 crcpafT/ro<; avw,c:parwp K:at w 

µemppv8µ1(m,c:6 wv ipyo(Athens 1993). Cf. reviews by J.F. Haldon in JOB 45 
( 1995) 437, M. Philippides in Speculum 70 ( 1995) 395-6, K. Panayotidis in Byzantina 18 
(1995-6) 460-7. 
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Veroia, Drougoubiteia and Edessa, whose strategoi are also mentioned in the 
Escorial Taktikon.1 

The theme of Veroia lay to the west of the river Axios, southwest of 
Thessaloniki, and also included the coast of Pieria. The theme of Drougoubiteia lay 
northwest of Thessaloniki and bordered on the theme of Strymon. 2 The name 
Drougoubiteia is reminiscent of the Slavic tribe of Drougoubitae mentioned in the 
Miracles of St. Demetrios (seventh century) and in the text of John Kameniates in 
the tenth century. It seems that they had been integrated into the imperial 
administration from a very early date and had already converted to Christianity by 
the ninth century since a bishop of Drougoubiteia, a suffragan to the archbishop of 
Thessaloniki, is known to have attended the Council of 8793 in Constantinople. 

Apart from the Escorial Taktiko11, a seal of a strategos of Drougoubiteia from 
documents in the Iveron monastery of 995 and 996 has been preserved,4 as well as 
seals of political thematic officials of the eleventh century such as the Kpt-ciic; E7tt 
wu i1t1toop6µou mt 'tfjc; dpouyoupm:iac; and the Kpt-ciic; 'tllc; dpouyoupm:iac;. 5 

Modifications of the provincial administration, however, did not prompt 
change in the ecclesiastical administration. The bishoprics of Veroia, 

Drougoubiteia and Edessa continued to be subordinate to the metropolis of 
Thessaloniki. 6 

The theme of Strymon was also modified. In the Escorial Taktiko11 its 
strategos is said to be o l:-cpuµ6voc; iiwt Xpucra.pac; and elsewhere N fou 
l:-cpuµ6voc;.7 N. Oikonomides has proposed that Chrysava be identified with 
Krousovo (modem Achladochori) situated in the Strymon valley northeast of 
Siderokastron. 8 A seal of the tenth century belonging to a NtKOMXoc; pacrtA.tKoc; 
1tpcowcr1ta0a.pt0c; Kat cr-cpmrnoc; Xpucra.pac; is also extant. 9 

A problem connected with the theme organisation is that of the archo11 and 
archontia. The name archo11 usually referred to the Slav commander of a Slavic 
tribe or a Sclavinia, but later on to the Greek commander of a Sclavinia or a 
subdivision of a theme (apxov-cia), as is proved by the names, Slavic or Greek, of 

the archontes on seals. The title arc/ion indicates also the commander of the naval 
forces of a theme. It is a well known fact that coastal themes had naval forces under 
the jurisdiction of the relevant strategos to protect the coasts and the islands from 
the Arabs. It is most probable that the themes of Thessaloniki and Strymon had 

I. Oikonomides, Listes 265.32, 267.6, 267.29); cf. ibid. 356, 357-8. For seals of a 
tourmarches of Veroia see P. Speck, Byzantinische Bleisiege/ in Berlin (Bonn 1986) no. 146 
(10/l lth cent); Zacos II 240. 

2. Nesbitt & Oikonomides 1184; Oikonomides, Lisles 357-8. 
3. DHGE 12 (1953) col. 992. 
4. Jvir. nos 9, 10; N. Oikonomides, A Collection of Dated Byzantine Lead Seals (Washington, 

D.C. 1986) no. 72; Nesbitt & Oikonomides II 84. 
5. Nesbitt & Oikonomides 121.1, 21.3 eta/. 
6. Notitiae CP 7.299, 9.185 et al. 
7. Oikonomides, l.istes 265.33, 357. 
8. Oikonomides, l.istes 351. 
9. Nesbitt & Oikonomides I 40.1. 
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their own naval forces as well, and that the arc hon of Thessaloniki and the arc hon 

of Strymon or of Christou polis, who are known from seals, were at the head of the 

naval forces of their respective themes. 1 The problem of the archontes still requires 

further study. 
In 971 John Tzimiskes conquered Bulgaria, which became a province of the 

Byzantine Empire. After his death in 976 a rebellion of the Bulgarians under 
Samuel led to continuous warfare between the Empire and the Bulgarians which 
severely affected the western provinces of the Empire. Samuel proclaimed himself 
emperor, and having established his palaces at Achrida and Prespa conquered many 

cities and strongholds in Macedonia such as Veroia, Vodena (Edessa), Kastoria, 
Servia and Kolyndros. Thessaloniki became the centre of the imperial military 

forces, which were commanded by a doux or the domestikos of the Schools of the 

West, the supreme commander of the army, or even the emperor Basil II himself. 
After Samuel's death in 1014 Basil II continued the struggle until Bulgaria was 

finally conquered in 1018 and annexed to the empire. 

The provincial administration was then reorganised by Basil II. Most of the 
western provinces of the state of Samuel formed the so-called theme of Bulgaria 

under a doux with Skopje as its capital, while the areas south of the Danube formed 
the Paristrion or Paradounavon theme with Dristra (Dorystolon) as its 
headquarters. 2 The area of Sirmium most probably formed the theme of Serbia. 3 

Strongholds with their surrounding areas, which roughly corresponded to 
geographical divisions, formed smaller themes under a strategos. Thus the 

strategoi of Kastoria, Achrida, Deabolis and others are mentioned in the eleventh 

century. 4 It has been asserted that these smaller themes corresponded to the 

bishoprics which the three seals of Basil II show to be dependent on the 

Archbishopric of Achrida. But it is debatable whether Veroia and Servia, which 

were suffragans of the metropolis of Thessaloniki, were annexed to Achrida 

together with Stagoi in Thessaly as is stated in the third seal. The fact that there are 
references in later sources, e.g. Demetrios Chomatenos, which prove that Veroia and 
Servia continued to be subordinate to the metropolis of Thessaloniki, indicates that 

the third seal is spurious. If Servia had become subordinate to the Archbishop of 
Achrida even temporarily, it is strange indeed that Demetrios Chomatenos did not 

use it as an argument against the Patriarch Germanos' accusations, since 
Chomatenos had sanctioned the bishop of Servia in 1223.5 

Continuous warfare during the tenth century ruined the countryside and the 

peasant soldiery. Measures taken by the emperors of the Macedonian dynasty 

I. Cf. Ahrweiler, Mer 71-3; P. Yannopoulos, "H opyaV<O<Jll tOU Atyaiou Kata TT1 
µEO"O~U~<XVtlVT] 7tEpiooo" Parnassos 32 (1990) 211, 213-4, 215,218. 

2 J. Karayannopoulos, larop{a rov Bv,avr1vov Kparovq II (Thessaloniki 1976) 
464ff. 

3. See recently J. Tzanis, To 1rp6/3).77µa r77q v1rap~77q f3v,avnvov 0eµawq 
It:p{3{aq Kata WV 1 lo µ.X, auova (PhD thesis, Thessaloniki 1994). 

4. Sky/Cont 164.14 (Ka~toria); Skyl. 354.75-76, 359.18 (Achris), 164.12-13 (Deabolis). 
5. Chom. 150 (Pitra 578-88). 
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against the powerful proved inadequate in reducing their influence and halting 
centrifugal tendencies. Further division of the larger themes curbed the power of the 
strategoi, while the role of the doukes and of the katepano was increased because of 
new military needs. On the other hand political officials of the theme, e.g. the 
Kpttr]c; tou 0eµcnoc;, gained in significance. Due to these substantial changes the 
theme system began gradually to decline. Mercenary troops were used increasingly 
and the chief characteristic of the themes - their recruitment of peasant soldiers -
began to disappear. The whole system began to disintegrate and the term theme is 
rarely used in the narrative sources and documents. From the eleventh century 
onwards regions designated as themes lost their military character and became 
administrative divisions and fiscal-judicial units.1 

The themes of Macedonia continued to be divided into smaller units, most 
probably in the late tenth or early eleventh centuries during the wars of Basil II 
against the Bulgarians, as mentioned above. The theme of Zagoria, with Melenikon 
as its capital, was created out of the northern regions of the theme of Strymon. Its 
existence in 1014 is attested by Kekaumenos' Strategikon: BacriA.noc; ... 
EXEtpcocrmo to' XtA.uioac; BouA.yapouc; Eic; 'tO 0eµa 'tOlV Zayopicov.2 At the 
same time Voleron probably also constituted a separate theme. It is mentioned 
many times by John Skylitzes as the place where the Bulgarian captives were 
resettled by Basil the II following the wars against Samuel in Western Macedonia. 

It has been shown that the new themes thus created had been former tourmae or 
banda, i.e. subdivisions of the older themes. This is corroborated by the Typikon of 
the great domestikos of the West, Gregory Pakourianos (founder of the Monastery 
of Petritzos, modem Backovo, in 1083), in which the theme of Voleron and its 
banda of Mosynopolis and Peritheorion are mentioned: EV 'tql 0eµan wu 
BoA.Epou Ka-ta 't~V 'tOito0rniav 'to\) ~avoou MocrUVOltOA.Ecoc; ... oµoicoc; EV 'tql 
UU'tq> 0eµan Jm't(l 'tO ~avoov 'tO ITEpt0ecoptOV. 3 Thus Zagoria and the region 
of Serres had also been turmae of the theme of Strymon, while Zavaltia and 
Chrysava were banda.4 

From the early eleventh century onwards the theme of Voleron was often 
united temporarily with the themes of Strymon and Thessaloniki, with Strymon 
alone, or with Serres, Strymon and Stromnitsa for financial, fiscal and judicial 
purposes. The same combinations of themes occur with Thessaloniki, Strymon and 
Drougoubiteia, or Strymon and Drougoubiteia, in documents of Mt. Athos and 
seals. 

Information on provincial administration under the Komnenoi during the 
twelfth century can be drawn from the Chrysobull of Alexius III Angelos of 

1. Cf. M. Gregoriou-Ioannidou, napa,cµ~ l(at lrTWCJT/ WV 0eµarr,cov 0eaµov. 

Evµ/30}.~ CJTT/V e~iAl~T/ TT/; 810IICT/fl~; l(at TT/; CJTpamlJTI~; opyavWCJT/; 
wv Bv,avTiov an6 wv /Oo ar. ,c.e. (Thessaloniki 1985). 

2. Kek. 152.20-3, comment~ 372. 
3. "Le typikon de Seba~te Gregoire Pakourianos" ed. P. Gautier, REB 42 ( 1984) 5-145, lines 

288-9, 299. 
4. Ibid. 351-2. 
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November 1198, in which trade privileges were granted to Venice. Names of 
provinces where the Venetians could carry on their business transactions are listed. 
The following themes (provinciae) are mentioned in Macedonia: 1. Voleron, 
Strymon and Thessaloniki, 2. Zagoria, 3. Veroia, 4. Servia, 5. Stromnitsa, 
6. Malesovo and Morovisdon, 7. Prilep and Pelagonia, Moliskos and Moglena, 
8. Achrida, 9. Skopje, 10. Prespa, 11. Deabolis, 12. Kastoria. 1 These were actually 
towns with their surrounding districts, which were quite limited in area. Many of 
these themes are also mentioned in documents of Mt. Athos and seals. 

The same themes are also listed in the Partition Treaty (Partitio Romaniae) 
drawn up by the crusaders and the Venetians in 1204 for the distribution of the 
provinces of the Byzantine Empire among themselves. Another theme is also 
mentioned, that of Vardariotae2 (near modem Gevgeli), where Hungarian captives 
had settled in 934. The Axios River was perhaps called by them Bar-Dar, which 
means 'great River'. The same themes and towns such as Drama are recorded in the 
thirteenth century as administrative units by Demetrios Chomatenos and George 
Akropolites when Macedonia became part of the State of Epirus. 

I. Tafel-Thomas, Urkunden I 246-80. Cf. D. Zakythenos, "MEA.Eto.t 1tepi tTJ<; 
OlOtlCT]tllCTJ<; Otcxtpfoeroc; Kill tTJ<; E7tllPXtcXK11<; OlOtlCTJCJEO><; EV tco ~ul;avttvro 
Kpam" EEBS 17 (1941) 208-74, 18 (1948)42-62. 

2 A. Carile, "Partitio Terrarum Imperii Romaniae" StVen 7 (1965) 125-305. Cf. D.A. 
Zakythenos, "MEA.Etm 1tepi ti\c; OtotlCT]ttlCTI<; Oto.tpfoecoc; Kat tf\c; i1tapxm1CT1c; 
OlOllCTJCJECO<; EV tq> Bul;avnvip KpatEt" EEBS 21 (195 I) I 79-206. 



Gerhard Podskalsky 

Two Archbishops of Achrida (Ochrid) and their 
significance for Macedonia's secular and church history: 

Theophylaktos and Demetrios Chomatenos 

In the course of my first trip to Bulgaria in the summer of 1969 I also visited the 
cloister of The Holy Metamorphosis/fransfiguration (Preobrazenie) near Veliko

Tiirnovo, the old capital. One of the few remaining monks took us through the 
small chapel (katholikon), whose carved iconostasis (if I remember correctly: on the 

lower parts of the royal doors) depicted doves pecking at a bunch of grapes. 

Although this image is usually interpreted as an early Christian symbol of the 
soul's quest for everlasting salvation (eucharist!), 1 our guide, no doubt one of the 

less educated of his trade, offered an unexpected and altogether 'unscientific' 

explanation, albeit one meant in earnest: "The doves pecking at the grapes are the 

Greeks never ceasing to pick on the Bulgarians!" Spontaneous as this statement 
was, it nevertheless recalled the patriotic sentiments voiced by Bulgarians during 

the so-called Bulgarian Exarchate (1870-1953) in response to the Greek hierarchy 
of the 19th century, or to the Ecumenical Patriarchate on whose directions the latter 

had been sent to their country. 

Yet the roots of the mutual antipathies between the Bulgarian/Macedonian side 
on the one hand and the Greek side on the other can be traced back to medieval 

times. It was Achrida's perhaps two most outstanding archbishops, Theophylaktos 

and Demetrios Chomatenos (who also enjoyed the title 'of Bulgaria' from 1020 to 
1767), whose attitude played a significant, even catalytic, role in the matter. We 
may therefore ask whether these men were typical representatives of Greek prejudice 

against the Slavs or of Hellenic-Byzantine claims to monopolize Orthodoxy, or 

whether it was they who succeeded in overcoming, at least in rudimentary form, 

this fateful approach. 

Theophylaktos of Acbrida 
Although our knowledge concerning Theophylaktos' biography has been 
broadened and deepened in the wake of Paul Gautier's editions 2 and further studies 

I. Cf. F. Stihling, Die Taube a/s relig. Symbol im christl. Altertum (Freiburg 1930); A. 
Thomas, "Weintraube" LC/ IV (Rome-Freiburg 1972) 494--6, here 495. 

2 "Le discours de Theophylacte de Bulgarie a l'autocrator Alexis I" Comnene (6 janvier 
1088)" REB 20 (1962) 93-130, ed. 109-120, cf. R. Anastasi, "Sul Logos basilikos di 
Teofilatto per Alessio Comneno" Orpheus n.s. 3 ( 1982) 358-62; id., Deux oeuvres 
hagiographiques du Pseudo-Theophylacte (unpublished diss., Paris 1968) ed. Vita of 
Clement of Achrida: 47-91, Passio of the 15 martyrs ofTiberioupolis: 226-83, cf. the 
negative comment of A. Vaillant, "Constantin-Cyrille et le Pseudo-Theophylacte" Slavia 
38 ( 1969) 517-20; id., Theoph.Achrid. I, cf. summary by G. Prinzing in BS 45 ( 1984) 64-
68; id., Theoph.Achrid. II, cf. the partly critical review by M. Mullett in BS 52 (1991) 
157-62. 

Byz.antine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 

Scott (Byza11ti11a Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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on the subject, 1 we remain dependent on hypotheses when dealing with the spiritual 
and intellectual background which influenced his multifarious work. 2 This 
dilemma is especially evident from the never-ending discussion on the authorship 
of two compositions whose themes are of particular interest to us, namely: a) the 
detailed life story of Clement of Achrida3 (i.e. 'the Bulgarian Legend'); and b) the 
Passion of the 15 Martyrs ofTiberioupolis. 4 

I. D. Cuchlev, "Ochridski archiepiskop Teofilakt (1084-1108)" Spis. na bi1/g. knit. drut. v 
Sofija 69 (1903) 161-99; I. Snegarov, Istorija na Ochridskata archiepiskopija l (Sofia 1924) 
198-204; R. Katicic, "Btoypacpt1CCl 7tEp1. 0EO!p\JA.a1C't0\J 'Axpioo~" EEBS 30 (1960-
1) 364-85; Gautier, "L'episcopat"; W. Swoboda, "Teofylakt" Slownik staroiytnosci slow. 
6 (Wroclaw 1977) 59ff; D. Obolensky, "Theophylact of Ohrid", Six Byzantine Portraits 
(Oxford 1988) 34-82; G. Podskalsky, 'Theophylacte d' Achrida, archeveque ( + vers 1120-
26?)" DictSpir 15 (Paris 1991) 542-46. 

2 For that 'continuity' see Leonid (Kavelin), Socinenija blat. Feofi/akta Bolgarskago, 
archiepiskopa Pervoj J1winiany (Moscow 1870); A. Angelopulos, "Editions of the Wolks of 
the Archbishop of Bulgaria Theophylactos in the I 8th and I 9th Centuries" Cultural 
Relations between Bulgarians and Greeks from the Middle of the 15th to the Middle of the 
19th Centuries (Sofia 1984) 78--83. 

3. Ed. N.L. Tunickij, Materialy d/ja istorii tizni i dejate/' nosti ucenikov sw. Kiri/la i Mefodija I 
(Sergiev Posad 1918, rp. London 1972) 66-140; for earlier ed., id., Sv. Kliment, episkop 
Slovenskij (Sergiev Posad 1913, rp. Munich 1970) 6-18; A. Milev, Zitie na Kliment 
Ochridski (Sofia 1955) 32-88; id., Gra:kite titija na Kliment Ochridski (Sofia 1966) 76-
146; Gautier, Deux oeuvres (seen. 2); K. Nichoritis, Atonskata knitovna tradicija v 
razprostranenieto na Kirilo-Metodievskite izvori (Sofia 1990) 195-216; Engl. tr. by I. 
Duichev, Kiri/ and Methodius (New York 1985) 93-125. For discussion of authorship cf. 
N.L. Tunickij, "K voprosu o proizchozdenii i avtore bolgarskoj legendy" Sborn. statej posv. 
V./. Lamanskomu 2 (St. Petersburg 1908) 769-86; M. Muretov, "Greceskoe 'Zitie' sv. 
Klirnenta, episk. Slovenskogo" Bo gos/. vestnik 22(2 (1913) 475-87; M. Jugie, "L'auteur de 
la vie de s. Clement de Bulgarie" EO 23 ( 1924) 5-8; 0. Polach, "Kdo je autorem tak zv. 
'bulharske legendy'?" Acta Acad. Velehr. 18 (1947) 53-74; M. Kusseff, "St. Clement of 
Ochrida" SIEERev 27 (1948) 193-215, here 196-201; A. Milev, "Za avtorstvoto na 
prostrnnnoto Klirnentovo zitie" lzv. na Inst. za balg. lit. 5 (1957) 405-34; I. Snegarov, "Les 
sources sur la vie et l'activite de Clement d'Ochrida" Byz-Bulg. I (1962) 79-119; I. 
Dujcev, "Kliment Ochridski i negovoto delo v naucna kniznina" Kliment Ochridski (Sofia 
1966) 415-37; id., "Kliment Ochrid~ki v naucnoto direne" Kliment Ochridski (Sofia 1968) 
21-31; S. Ma~lev, "Zur Quellenfrage der Vita Clementis" BZ70 (1977) 310-15; J. Lesny, 
"Zywoty sw. Klimenta Ochrydskiego" Slownik 7 (seen. 3) 307-309; D. Obolensky, 
'Theophylactos of Ohrid and the authorship of the Vita Clementis" F estscrhift Stratos 60 I
I 8; K. Nichoritis, "Ki\m vi\prosa za avtorstvoto na Prostrannoto zitie na sv. Kliment 
Ochridiski (Novi svedenija)" Duch. kultura 68(2 ( 1988) 13-19; D. Gones, 'O /Haq wv 
ayfov KA.71µevwq 'Axp{ooq cna daicna rfjq Bv,avnvfjq aywAoyiaq 
(Athens 1989); I. lliev, "Belezki vi\rchu tvorcestvoto na Teofilakt Ochrid~ki" lstPreg 47 /3 
(1991) 67-91, here 83-87 (Passio), 87-91 (Vita); id., 'The Manuscript Trndition and the 
Authorship of the Long Life of St. Clement ofOhrid" BS 53 (1992) 68-73; N. Dragova, 
"Theophylact of Ochrida's Old Bulgarian Sources on Cyril and Methodius, EtBalk 28/3-4 
(1992) 107-110; P. Devos, "L'auteur de la vie de S. Clementd'Ochrida" AB 112 (1994) 
32 

4. Cf. V.N. Zlatarski, "Legenda za otkrivane mostite na Tiveriupolskite mi\cenici" Otcet na 
Balg. archeo/. inst. za /921 g. (Sofia 1922) 22-37, also in lzbr. proizvedenija I (Sofia 1972) 
190-205; N. Dragova, "Starobi\lgarskite izvori na zitieto za petnadesette tiveriupolski 
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One reason advanced to contest Theophylaktos' authorship of the first work is 
the apparent irreconcilability of his depreciative judgements on the Bulgarians in 
various letters 1 (similar to the ones made later by Demetrios Chomatenos) with the 
praise of Bulgaria encountered in the biography (P. Gautier), which goes so far as to 
identify with the country (D. Gones speaks of the text's 'Bulgarocentrism'). Others 
have rightly pointed out, however, that negative comments on the Bulgarians (such 
as on their grubost 'toughness') can be found in the letters as well as in the life 
history of Clement (K. Nichorites). More important still is the argument first put 
forward in Margaret Mullet's dissertation 2 that the upper-class snobbery vis-a-vis 
the uneducated masses occasionally displayed in his letters (and as such reflecting 
his family background) should not be taken as manifestations of a nationalist spirit, 
since such arrogance could affect both Greek and non-Greek populations alike (as 
the example of the Metropolitan Michael Choniates in Athens proves)3 (D. 
Obolensky). Finally, Theophylaktos' efforts to alleviate the lot of the exploited and 
overwhelmingly Slav population in his diocese, as illustrated in his 
correspondence where he pillories the injustices committed by Byzantine tax 
collectors (cpopornmpaKtopr<;),4 ought to be considered alongside the defence of 
the privileges of his archbishopric. Even if these references cannot establish the 
origin of the Clement vita with any certainty, they do suggest the possibility, if not 
the likelihood, of Theophylaktos' authorship. Since preparations for a canonization 
usually require that both the vita and the office be drawn up by the same author, the 

ml\cenici ot Teofilakt Ochridiski" StBalc 2 (Sofia 1970) 105-13 I; A. Angelopulos, "Oi 
te' 'lepoµciptupe; Tt~Eptou1t6A.ero;-l:.tproµviw11;" Makedonika 20 (1980) 463-
84; id., "Petnadesette tiveriopolski mlicenici v gracko-bl!lg. duchovno predanie" /zv. na 
carkovnoistor. i archiven inst. 2 (1984) 102-111; O.V. Ivanova, "Bolgarskie istoriceskie 
tradicii v socinenii Feofilakta Ochridskogo" Etniceskie processy v Central' no) i Jugo
Vostocnoj Evrope (Moscow 1988) 55-63. 

I. Cf. A Leroy-Molinghen, "Du destinataire de la lettre Finetti I de Theopylacte de 
Bulgarie" Byz 36 (1966) 431-37; G. Podskalsky, "Das Verhfiltnis von Griechen und 
Bulgaren" BS 29 (1978) 34-8. 

2. Theophylact through his Letters: the Two Worlds of an Exiled Bishop (Birmingham 1981 ), 
now published under the title Theophylact of Ochrid. Reading the letters of a Byzantine 
Archbishop (Aldershot 1997); part of a chapter was published earlier as ''The Disgrace of 
the Ex-Basilissa Maria" BS 45 (1984) 202-211. 

3. G. Stadtmilller, Michael Choniates, Metr. von Athen (Rome 1934) 154-66, esp. 155ff. 
4. V.N. Zlatarski, "Namestnici-upraviteli na Bl\lgarija prez caruvaneto na Aleksija 

Komnin" BS 4 (1932) 139--58, 371-98; V.A. Nikolaev, Feodalni otnosenija v pokorenata ot 
Vizantija &'ilgarija, otrazeni v pismata na Teofilakt Ochridski, Archiepiskop &Jlgarski (Sofia 
1951), cf. the critical review by R. Janin in REB 10 (1952) 261; B. Nerantzi-Varmazi, "O 
0£0q>UAIXKtO; Axpioo; Kill O 0UtlKOµllK£00VlKO; xropo;" Byzantina 15 (1989) 
343-49; E.S. Papagianne, "<l>opoAoytKt; 7tA1]poq,opie; ano E7tlCJtOA£; tou 
MeyaAOU BaatA.ElOU (329/31-379) Kill tO\l 0£oq>UMKtOU 'Axpioo; (1050/55-
1125/26)" 'H mfhiµep1vi) {wi) <no Bv{avrw (Athens 1989) 391-407, here 396-
405; M. Mullet, "Patronage in Action: the Problems of an eleventh-century Bishop" 
Church and People in Byzantium ed. R. Morris (Birmingham 1990) 125-47 (the best 
work). 
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recent fixation on the first Clement office by Theophylaktos 1 further reinforces the 
above conclusions. 

As to the second work, namely the Passio of the 15 Martyrs of Tiberioupolis, 
which is evidently set successively in early Christendom from the 4th and 6th until 
the 9th centuries (i.e. the era of the Slav invasions in the Balkans), a similar 
argument (as in the case of the Clement vita) has been proffered according to which 
the author of both works used, translated, and inserted available ancient Slavic 
sources (for a different view, see P. Gautier). Yet the significance of this 
hagiographical story lies in its emphasis on the rootedness of the newly baptized 
Bulgarian Christians in ancient Christianity, based on a report of the erection of a 
Church in honour of the 15 Martyrs in the recently founded bishopric of Bregalnica 
(probably near Strumica). 2 

Further proof that Theophylaktos was neither an extreme polemicist nor driven 
by cynical, implacable prejudice against heterodox or alien populations is found in 
his (for our purposes marginal) dialogue on the charges raised against the Latins,3 a 
text which relies heavily on the attitude of the irenic Patriarch Petros III of Antioch 
(from 1052). 

But let us return once more to Theophylaktos' extensive correspondence, 
which unfortunately has not yet been arranged in chronological order.4 In it we can 

I. G. Balascev, Kliment, epislwp slovenski, i sluzbata mu po star slovenski prevod s edna cast' 
grik:ki parole/en tekst i edno faksimile (Sofia 1898), ed. a-µi;; Tunickij, Sv. Kliment (see n. 
5) 98-101; I. Snegarov, "Neizdadeni prepisi ot gracki sluzbi na sv. Kliment Ochridski" 
Godisn. Duch. Ak. "Sv. KlimentOchr." 5 (31) (1955/6) 221-39; Cyrillometh.10 (1986) 53--
120; K. Nichoritis, "Neizvestni prepisi ot Sluzbata i ot Prostrannoto zitie na Kliment 
Ochridski" Kirilo-Metod. Studii 3 (Sofia I 986) 66-71, here 68-71; id., "Teofilakt 
Ochridski-Avtor na p!lrvicnata gracka sluzba na Kliment Ochridski" Godisn. Sof univ. 
'Sv. Kliment Ochr.'. Naucen centiir za slavj.-viz. proui'vanija 'Ivan Dujcev' 83 (3) (1989) 
163--78; M.D. Peyfll~s, Die Druckerei van Moschopolis /73 /-1769 (Vienna-Cologne I 989) 
115-20; Nichoritis, Atonskata kniz. (seen. 5) 216-26. 

2 D. Koco, "Prilog kon proucvanjeto na Bregalnickata episkopija" Zborn. Sv. Radojcica 
(Belgrade 1969) 155-162; Obolensky, "Theophylact" (seen. 3) 71-7; B. Aleksova, 
Epislwpijata na Bregalnica (Prilep 1989). 

3. Theoph.Achrid. 1247-85. Cf. J. Dr'Jseke, "Theophylaktos' Schrift gegen die Lateiner" BZ 
10 (1901) 515-29; B. Leib, Rome, Kiev et Byzance a la fin du Xie s. (Paris 1924) 41-50; A. 
Quacquarelli, "La lettera di Teofilatto d' Acrida: gli errori dei Latini" Rassegna di sc.jilos. 
2 (1949) 2-3, 11-40; S. Ferrara, l'unionismo di Teojilatto d'Acrida nel/'opusculo "De iis 
quorum latini incusantur" (diss., Rome 1951); M. Trombacco, Teojilatto di Bulgaria tra 
Oriente e Occidente (diss., Bari 1979); E. Papayanni, "Rome et C/ople dans !'oeuvre de 
Theophylacte archeveque d' Achrida ( I 050/55-1125/26?)" Idea giuridica e politico di Roma 
e personalita storiche I (Rome 1991) 79-94. On the basis of internal evidence (i.e. because 
of his basically irenic tendency) another anti-Latin tract attributed to Theophylact cannot 
have been written by him: P. Gautier, "Un second traite contre les Latins attribue a 
Theophylacte de Bulgarie" Theologia 48 (1977) 546-69. 

4. Theoph.Achrid. II. Cf. in general K. Roth, "Studie zu den Briefen des Theophylaktos 
Bulgarus" Progr. desk. Gymnasiums ludwigshqfen a. Rh. (1900) 1-22; Simeon (Nankov), 
Pismata na Teofilakta Ochridski, archiepislwp Ba/garski (Sofia 1931); V.N. Zlatarski, 
Istorija na ba/g. darzava prez srednite vekove II (Sofia 1934) 261-350, 503-15; G.G. 
Litavrin, "Budapestskaja rukopis' pisem Feofilakta Bolgarskogo" lzvlnstBi1lglst 14/15 
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find numerous observations on the beginnings of the Bogomil movement in 
Macedonia, even if names and an ethnic division into Greeks and Bulgarians are 
missing; already P. Uspenskij hypothesized that the description of a certain monk 
who sheds his monastic habit to indulge in all forms of intemperance was based on 
Basileios, the Bogomil leader who was later burned in Constantinople.1 Aside from 
the religious component, the correspondence also includes irreplaceable 
information on Macedonia's political and economic history.2 A very short and 
puzzling later letter addressed "to the Bulgarians" (i.e. students?), to whom he also 
paid his respects individually, 3 remains to be explained satisfactorily. 4 

Theophylaktos also testified to having taken part in the annual celebrations (15 
May) for St. Achilleios in Prespa, where the said (local) veneration had commenced 
following the transfer of the relics by Czar Samuel (976/996-1014). 5 By contrast, 
the three letters to one or more members of the Pakourianos family seem, for 
reasons of content and timing, to speak against the founder of the well-known 
Monastery of the Mother of God (Petritzos/Backovo) near Plovdiv. 6 

Although apparently unable to master Bulgarian,7 Theophylaktos was also 
concerned with the lower classes in his intensive and competent commitment to 
Macedonia 8 and to (Eastern) Bulgaria (see, for example, the three letters on the 
defence of a simple monk against the bishop of Triadica/Sofia). Theophylaktos 
discloses in his work an intellectual open-mindedness transcending the ethnic 
boundaries of his day, an approach which had once characterized the seven apostles 
of the Slavs (and which would later be taken up by his successors Demetrios 

( 1964) 511-24; Vizantijski izvori za istoriju naroda Jugos/avije Ill (Belgrade 1966) 257-3ffl 
(extracts from 79 letters, Serbo-Croatian transl. with commentary by R. Katicic). 

I. B. Panov, "Bogomil'skoe dvizenie v Makedonii na osnavanii pisem Feofilakta 
Ochridskogo" 14 CEB [Bucharest 1971] 721-7; id., "Bogomilskoto dvizenje vo 
Makedonija odrazeno vo pismata na Teofilakt Ohridski" Godifen zborn, Fil.fak. 2 (28) 
(Skopje 1976) 179-91. The renegade monk is described in letter 11, Theoph.Achrid. II 163 
lines S-16. 

2 D.A. Xanalatos, Beitriige zur Wirtschafts-u. Sozialgesch. Makedoniens im Mitte/a/ter, 
hauptsiich/ich auf Grund der Briefe des Erzbischofs Theophylaktos von Achrida (diss., 
Munich 1937); B. Panov, "Ohrid vo krajot na XI i pocetokot na XII v. vo svetlinata na 
pismata na Teofilakt Ohridski" lhorn. Arheo/. Muzej na Makedonija 6(7 (1967-74, 
appeared 1975) 181-95; id., "Osvoboditel'noe dvizenie v Zapadnoj Makedonii v konce 11 
veka, otrazennoe v pismach Feofilakta Ochridskogo" JOB 32/2 ( 1982) 195-205. 

3. I. Djuric, "Teofilakt Ohridski pod satorom Arona" 7RVI 27 /28 (1989) 69-91. 
4. Theoph.Achrid. II 517 no. 103. Cf. S. Maslev, "Za roljata i znacenieto na dejnostta na 

Teofilakt Ochrid~ki kato archiepiskop brugarski" lzvlnstBulglst. 23 (1974) 235-47. 
5. Theoph.Achrid. II 415 no. 78. 
6. So Gautier in Theoph.Achrid. II 98-100, as against R. Katici<:, "Al npo<; 

CTa.KoUpuxvou<; E7tlCJtoA.a.l. tOU 0eoqmA.aKtO\J apxtE7tlCJK07tO\J 'AxpiOo<;" 
EEBS 30 ( J 9(i)/6 l) 386-97. 

7. In his letters there are only minor traces of the Slavic language: A. Leroy-Molinghen, 
"Trois mot~ slaves dans les lettres de Theophylacte de Bulgarie" A/PhO 6 (1938) 111-7. 

8. R. Katicic, "Korrespondencija Teofilakta Ohridskog kao izvor za historiju 
srednjovekovne Makedonije" ZRVI 8 ( 1964) 177-89; B. Panov, Teoji/akt Ohridski kaka 
izvor za srednovekavnata istorija na maked. narod. (Skopje 1971). 
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Chomatenos and Konstantinos Kabasilas). On these grounds Theophylaktos 
should be mentioned in any history of Bulgaria's theological literature. Indeed, 
South Slavic Orthodoxy judged Theophylaktos in a similiar vein, not the least 
because works of his with no direct link to Bulgaria/Macedonia were translated into 
medieval Bulgarian. Thus we not only know the year (1348) and the translator's 
name (Pope Teotokij Psilica of Tamovo) of the Slavic version of his commentary 
on St. John's Gospel, 1 but also record that many manuscript catalogues contain a 
large number of copies of the prefaces to the four commentaries on the gospels that 
had been translated into Slavic.2 Other kinds of works (e.g. sermons) also found 
their translators in the Balkans.3 

To sum up: in spite of his living in an intellectual and societal schizophrenia 
regarding his wishful dream of Constantinople on the one hand, and Achrida, where 
he worked and which he faithfully defended, on the other hand (all of which was 
admitted in a letter to the former empress Maria of Alani), 4 the outsider 
Theophylaktos succeeded, to a remarkable extent, in taking up and continuing the 
spiritual traditions of the Slavic province under his charge.5 In short, he knew 
nothing of a moronic nationalism or of cultural imperialism. 

Demetrios Chomatenos 
In the field of hagiography some parallels exist between the widely productive 
(ranging from exegesis to poetry) Theophylaktos and his successor Demetrios 

I. K.K. Kuev, SiJdbata na starolx1/g. rakopis prez vekovete (Sofia 1979) I 88. 
2 Cf. e.g. P.P. Panaitescu, Manuscrisele slave din Biblioteka Academiei RPR I (Bucharest 

1959) 267f no 179, a~ well a~ 13 further MSS (nos. 182, 185, 189-197, 199f); NJu. Bubnov, 
O.P. Lichaceva & V.F. Pokrovskaja, Pergamennye rukopisi biblioteki AN SSSR (Leningrad 
1976) 205ffno. 394; N.A. Doldobanova & 0.A. Knjazevskaja, "Bolgarskaja rukopisnaja 
kniga X-XVIII vv." Archeogr. ezeg. za 1978 g. (Moscow 1979) 357f(commentary on the 
Gospel by Th. of Achrida with signature of Teodosij of Tlimovo 14th c.); A.-E.N. 
Tachiaos, The Slavonic manuscripts of the Panteleimon Monastery (Rossikon) on Mount 
Athas (Thessaloniki-Los Angeles 1981) 69ff no. 25; E. Matthes, Katalog der s/av. 
Handschriften in Bibliotheken der Bundesrepublik Deutsch/and (Wiesbaden 1990) 2 lff no. 
23; 64ffno. 64; 117ffno. 137; 135 no. 161; 146 no. 180; N.R. Sindik, M. Grozdanovic
Pajic & K. Mano-Zisi, Opis rukopisa i starih stampanih knjiga biblioteke Srpske 
pravos/avne eparhije Budimske i Sentandreji (Belgrade-Novi Sad 1991) 153ffno. l07ff. 
For the reception of the biblical commentaries of Theophylaktos by the Slavs cf. also the 
first answer of the Ecumenical Patriarch Gennadios II Scholarios to the Serbian despot 
Djuradj Brankovic: L. Petit, X.A. Siderides & M. Jugie, Oeuvres completes de Gennade 
Scholarios 4 (Paris 1935) 207. For the Greek original: Ch.I. Papaioannou, '"'Ev 
x.e1p6yp(l(pov tou u1toµviiµcnoi;; tou ap:x,1e1tto1C61tou BouA:yap(ai;; 
0eoqmA.aKtou eii;; ta 4 eua'Y"(EA.ta" Theo/ogia 3 (1925) 243-55; J. Reuss, Matthiius-, 
Markus-u. Johannes-Katenen (Mtinster 1941) 220-37; E.W. Saunders, "'lbeophylact of 
Bulgaria as writer and biblical interpreter" Bibi. Research 2 ( 1957) 31-44. 

3. Panaitescu, op.cit. 200-210 no. 152; B.St. Angelov, "Za avtora na 'Slovo za 
mironosicite"' Starolx1/g. lit. 4 (1979) 39--46. 

4. Theoph.Achrid. II 141 lines 58-9. 
5. Cf. the comprehensive essay by P.Ch. Ilievski, "Gr~koslovenska kultuma simbioza vo 

Makedonija" Slovens/ca pismenost (Ohrid 1966) 45-55. 
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Chomatenos (second halfof the 12th century, after 1236; term ofoffice: c. 1216- c. 

1236), who has become known, above all, as a canon law specialist and whose 

biography likewise contains many gaps with regard to his youth and old age. 1 The 

anthology of his canonical works (1891) by the Benedictine Cardinal J.B. Pitra, 2 

while commendable in its time and emended in later years, 3 cannot altogether 

satisfy. Only with the new critical edition (1toviiµcxtcx oux<popcx) by G. Prinzing 

(Mainz), which contains a detailed introduction to his life and work, will legal 

historians find a satisfactory basis from which to embark on their studies. 

But for now we are interested in the brief vita of Clement of Achrida, the so

called 'Ochrid Legend', 4 which initially was not ascribed to Chomatenos and later 

was denied him. A number of arguments were put forward to dispute Chomatenos' 

authorship: numerous gross historical errors (Boris and Michael [i.e. Symeon?], for 

example, are regarded as two different people, cf. no. 11); the contention that 

Clement of Achrida invented Cyrillic (no. 14), even though Achrida and its 

environs were a centre of glagolithic scriptoria and Theophylaktos never once 

mentioned such an undoubtedly significant event. 5 In the light of these 

reservations, the date of origin (the 'seat of life') of the vita also remains in the 

I. I. Snegarov, "Polozenieto na Ochrid~kata Archiepiskopija ot v11z.~tanovjavaneto na vtoroto 
balg. carstvo do 1334 g." Minalo 3/9 (1914) 38-57; id., /storija (seen. 3) 207-10; A.P. 
Christophilopulos, "L1T)µ~tptoc;Xooµanav6c;" Theologia 20 (1949) 741-9; L. Stiemon, 
"Demetrios Chomatianos ou Chomatenos" DHGE 14 (Paris 1960) 199-205; N.B. 
Tomadakes, 1:uA.A.a~oc; Bu~aVtlVCJlV µEA.E'tCJlV Kat KEtµevoov (Athens I 961) 437-
42: G. Prinzing, "Chomatenos (also: Chomatianos), Demetrios" I.MA 2 (Munich-Zurich 
1983) 1874-5; St. Rek, "DymitrChomatian" Slownik8 (seen. 3, Wroclaw 1991) 104-5. 

2. Pitra, Analecta VI: cf. the positive review by A. Momfemllos in VizVrem 2 ( 1895) 426---8. 
3. M. Drinov, "O nekotorych trudach Dimitrija Chomatiana kak istoriceskom materiale" 

VizVrem 1 (1894) 319-40, 2 (1895) 1-23, also in Trudove no M. S. Drinova I (Sofia J9()C)) 
583---629; N .A. Bees, "E ic; l1T]µ~tptov Xooµanav6v" VizVrem 20 ( 1913), also in id. 3, 
64ff; I. Snegarov, "Nejakolko dumi za Chomatianovija sbomik, izdaden ot Pitra" Godisn. 
Sof univ., Bogosl . .fak. 4 (1926/27) 173-83; N.P. Matses, Noµa:a (rrrryµara be -rwv 
lpywv wv 1111µ11-rpiov Xwµanavov (Athens 1961); G.S. Marcou, "Demetrio 
Chomatianos nel quadro della cultura bizantina del sec. XIII (Correzioni al codice 
Monac. gr. 62 edito dal Card. G. 8. Pitra)" EEPASPE (Athens 1976/7, appeared 1978) 

435-46. 
4. Ed. J. Ivanov, Baig. starini iz Makedonija (Sofia 1931, rp. 1970) 316-2 I; A. Teodorov

Balan, Kiri/ i Metodi 2 (Sofia 1934) 179-87; I. Dujcev, "Kratkoto Klimentovo zitie ot 
Dimitrij Chomatian" Kliment Ochridski. Sbornik ot statii po slui'aj /050 godini ot smiirtta 
mu (Sofia 1966) 161-71, ed. 165-71, also in Proui'vanija varchu srednovekovnata ba/g. 
istorija (Sofia 1981) 164-73; Milev, Griickite titija (seen. 5) 166---86; M. Georgievski & 
R. Iljovski, "Novootkrien rakopis od pocetotok na XVIII vek so kratkoto zitie na Kliment 
Ohridski" Glasnik na Inst. za nacion. istor. 18/2 (1974) 237-49, ed. 239-44; English tmns. 
by Duichev, Kiri/ (seen. 5) 127-30; for the older ed. cf. V. Grigorovic, "Izyskanija o slavj. 
apostolach proizvedennyja v stranach Evropejskoj Turcii" ZMNP 53.1 (1847) 1-28, ed. 
14-24: E. Georgiev, "Kratkoto zitie na Kliment Ochrid~ki v novo osvetlenie" Uteraturna 
misiil 19/4 (1975) 102-9; M.D. Peyfuss, "Eine unbekannte Edition der 'Legenda 
Achridensis"' Die slaw. Sprachen I (1982) 60--71 (for the Venice ed. 1700?). 

5. A. Leskien, "Zur Kritik der ktirzeren Legende vom h. Clemens" Arch..f. slav. Philo/. 3 
(1879) 79-83; Tunickij, Sv. Kliment (seen. 5) 89-98; Georgiev, Joe. cit. 
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dark. 1 One argument in favour of Demetrios as author is an acrostic (KATJµ£vta 
nµro 1to1µtv6.px11~ BouA.ya.prov .111µiitp10~) in a canon 2 on Clement written by 
him which displays literary motifs from the vita. Besides, both the vita and the 

canon represent hymns in honour of the Bulgarian neophytes and the preaching of 
the Gospel in Moesia by the seven apostles of the Slavs. The critical or negative 
judgement on the Bulgarians (similar to the one found in Theophylaktos), on the 

other hand, was restricted to the field of education 3 and therefore cannot 
substantially qualify the main tenor of both works. 

Like his predecessor Theophylaktos, and in contrast to his colleague and canon 
law specialist Theodore Balsamon (Patriarch of Antioch with residence in 

Constantinople, from 1195), Chomatenos also rejected any form of rigorism 

towards the Latins and fully agreed with Theophylaktos' position, namely that 
only the Filioque denoted a serious difference from the Latins.4 

Yet Demetrios Chomatenos was also concerned with eastern Bulgaria 

('Zagora') in other ways, inasmuch as Czar Kalojan's union with Rome, established 
in 1204 and witnessing signs of disintegration soon after his death before being 

finally repealed in a treaty with the Byzantine patriarch in Nicaea (1235), had given 

rise to difficult questions regarding the approach towards the formerly uniate 
bishops (patriarchs), as well as the ordinations bestowed by them. Chomatenos' 

tendency to be lenient (oi1Covoµ{a) was revealed in this instance too. Whereas the 

synod in Constantinople could not agree on whether to accept the ordinations 
conferred by the Patriarch (Primas) of Tarnovo and the Latin Patriarch of 

Constantinople or whether to dismiss all concerned hierarchs, Demetrios 

Chomatenos advocated a compromise solution: the legal force of the ordination of 
priests and bishops was to be recognized (not least in order to ensure the legality of 

the sacraments conferred by these), while the hierarchs were to give up their offices, 
leaving only sub-deacons, deacons, and priests in their posts.5 

Best-known, however, is Chomatenos' letter of protest against the foundation 
of an autocephalous archbishopric of Serbia (1219/20) and the appointment of the 

I. P. St Koledarov, "Koga i zasto Dimitlir Chomatian e napisal kratkoto zitie na Kliment 
Ochridski" Literaturna misi'fl 27 /3 (1989) 89-100. 

2 Hieromon. Gregorios (ed.), 'AKoA.ov0ia WV EV ayiot; narpo; fiµwv 
K.lryµevro; 'Apx1ent<1K6nov 'Axp1owv, VEW<1Ti Kai rip rvntp froeooµevri, 
<1VA.A.ex0eiaa fr TWV avyypaµµarwv WV TE Llriµrirpfov roil Xwµartavov 
Kai roil Ka/3&<11.la, 'Apx1em<1K6nwv roil atiroil 0p6vov xpriµar1<1avrwv 
(Moschopolis 1742); Nichoritis, Atonskata knit. (see n. 5) 227-32. Cf. A Papadopulos
Kerameus, "Bu~avttva 'AvaAEK'.t<X" BZ 8 (1899) 75f; J.Z. Dimitrov, "Ober einige 
Fragen der griech. Akoluthien der hll. Kyrill u. Method (Lebensbeschreibende Angaben 
aus den griech. Akoluthien)" Symposium Methodianum (Neuried 1988) 415-20, here 417f. 

3. Podskalsky, "Das Verhaltnis" (seen. 7) 37. 
4. Pitra, Analecta VI 625-30 (answer to the third question of the metropolitan Konstantinos 

Kaba~ila~ of Dyrrhachion; cf. altogether: 617-86); also Rhalles-Potles, Syntagma V 434-36 
(omitted by Pitra). 

5. Pitra, Joe.cit. 563-70. 
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Holy Sabas as its first spiritual leader; 1 for some suffragans (Rasa) in this new 
province of the Church had until then belonged to Achrida. This conflict, in which 
the Ecumenical Patriarch Germanos II was dragged in (he was to become the main 
'culprit'),2 was not concerned with the national issues but rather with coming to 
terms with the political situation in the Church after 1204 (the breakdown of the 
Byzantine Empire together with all of its Church structures), where Achrida's 
hitherto uncontested autocephaly, defended by Chomatenos in a patriarchal manner 
with quotations from numerous ecumenical councils and particular synods,3 
appeared to have become a dangerous rival of the weakened patriarchy in 
Constantinople/Nicaea. Demetrios' threat, found towards the end of his letter, to 
excommunicate Sabas was bound to have no effect given that the former had not 
ordained the latter. Besides, Chomatenos' accusing Sabas of seeking fame 
(Oo~oµavia) completely failed to appreciate the true background underlying the 
jurisdiction of the new order. 

Finally, further proof that Demetrios was not in principle ill-disposed towards 
the Serbs (as Slavs) are his 14 canonical answers to the Serbian leader Stefan 
Radoslav (c. 1192-after 1235; rule: 1228-34 ),4 which dealt with liturgical (e.g. 
Azyma) and disciplinary details (e.g. fasting) of a more secondary nature and which 
are only explicable with reference to contact with Latin customs. The Slavic name 
of Radoslav (from Prilep; another name is unclear) also appears in the (13) well
known demands for penance by Chomatenos, which contain much valuable 
information on the history of Macedonia, and one of which was compiled in 

I. Pitra, lac.cit. 381-90; G. Ostrogorski, "Pismo Dimitrija Homatijana sv. Savi i odlomak 
Homatijanovog pisma patrijarhu Germanu o Savinom posvecenju" Sveto-Savski zborn. 2 
(1938) 89-111, also in Vizantija i Sloveni (Sabrana de/a G. Ostrogorskog4, Belgrade 1970) 
170-89; cf. the corrections by F. Dolger in BZ 39 (1939) 499ff; Serbian transl. by St. 
Novakovic, "Protest Dimitrija Homatijana" Srpski Sion 15/1 ( 1905) 4-6. 

2. Besides Ostrogorski (loc.cit.) cf. also D.M. Nicol, "Kaisersalbung" BMGS 2 (1976) 37-52, 
here 42-52; G. Prinzing, "Die 'Antigraphe' des Patr. Germanos II. an Erzbischof 
Demetrios Chomatenos von Ohrid u. die Korrespondenz zum nikaisch-epirotischen 
Konflikt 1212-1233" RSBS 3 (1983, appeared 1984) 21-64. 

3. Cf. D. Ruzic, Die Bedeutung des Demetrios Chornatianosfiir die Grundungsgesch. der serb. 
Autokephalie (diss. with H. Gelzer, Jena 1893); J. H(adti)-V(asiljevic), "Dimitrije 
Homatijan, arhiepiskop Ohridski, o sv. Savi i nezavisnosti Srpske crkve" Brastvo 28 
(1934) 76-84; M. Petrovic, "Istorijsko-pravna strana Homatijanovog pisma 
'Najprecasnijem medju monasima i sinu velikog fopana Srbije Kir Savi"' ZRVI 19 
( 1980) 173-208; I. Tarnanides, 'forop{a rfii; Eep{Judji; EKXATJCJ{ai; (Thessaloniki 
1982) 42-4; V.Th. Kontovas, "~TlµT]'tptoi; Xcoµa'tlav6i;, ap:(tE1tta1Co1toi; 
'Axpi6oi;, K<Xl I:appai; Neµavta, ap:(tE7tl<JK07tOi; 'IitEKlOU" GregPal 73 (1990) 

576-637. 
4. Ed. M.A. Petronijevic, "Dimitrija Homatinskog odgovori na pitanja kralja Stefana 

Prvovencanog o crkvenim stvarima" Glasnik Srpskog naucn. drust. 33 ( 1872) 1-37; Pitra, 
Analecta VI 685-710; F. Granic, "Odgovori Ohridskog arhiepiskopa Dimitrija 
Homatijana na pitanja srpskog kralja Stefana Radoslava" Svetosavski zborn. 2 ( 1938) 147-
89 ed. 154-88. 
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cooperation with the responsible Bishop of Pelagonia (Bitola/Manastir). 1 The 
special and lasting relationship with Achrida is revealed in the inscription of a 
silverplated icon of Christ, whose interpretation in the existing literature is 
controversial and far from over yet. 2 

Looking at the works of these two outstanding archbishops of Achrida more 
closely (the same could be done with regard to others, such as Konstantinos 
Kabasilas, and from the era of Turkish rule), we see that although both were subject 
to culture shock, being as they were members of a civic culture in an ethnically 
mixed province, they never confronted the main characteristics of Slavic 
Christendom with derision or separation, but successfully tried to interpret the 
latter within the proven structures (e.g. hagiography) available to them. 

I. D. Simon, "Die Bussbescheide des Erzbischofs Chomatian von Ochrid" JOB 37 (1987) 
235-75, esp. 255f; S.N. Trojanos, "Der Teufel im orth. Kirchenrecht" BZ90 (1997) 97-
111, here I03f. 

2 B. Filov, "Ochridskijat nadpis na Dimitrija Chomatian" SpBAN 24 (1922) 1-8; S. 
Michajlov, "Kam razcitaneto na nadpisa na Dimitar Chomatian varchu edna Ochridska 
ikona" Archeo/. 20/3 ( 1978) 47-49; S.K. Kisas, "Natpis Dimitrija Homatijana na okuvu 
ikone Hriste Velikog Arhiereja iz Ohrida" 7hlikUmet 23 (1987) 167-73, ed. 167. 



Demetrios J. Constantelos 

Classical Greek Heritage in the Epistles of 
Theophylaktos of Achrida 

Athens or Jerusalem? Hellenism or Christianity? Biblical revelation or Greek 
natural theology? These are a few of the alternatives posed either directly or 
indirectly by Christian intellectuals of the first four centuries of our era, churchmen 
like the Syrian Tatian, the Latin Tertullian, and the Greek Epiphanios of Cyprus.1 

The Christian encounter with Hellenism has been a lively issue for many 
centuries and the bibliography on the subject is extensive. In one of the most 
authoritative recent studies on the subject, Jaroslav Pelikan of Yale University 2 

raises a relevant question: how did Greek Church Fathers of the Byzantine era 
manage to remain culturally and intellectually Greek and yet be Christian at the 
same time? His extensive discussion of the Cappadocian Fathers Basil the Great, 
Gregory of Nyssa, their sister Makrina, and Gregory the Theologian, who set the 
standards and became the prototypes for Church Fathers and theologians of the 
Greek Middle Ages and later, provides the answer: the Fathers remained essentially 
Greek because they had been excellently trained in the classical Greek heritage 
(language, literature, philosophy, history) as well as the Christian scriptures.3 They 
found no antithesis between the ideals of Hellenism, and in particular its teachings 
about natural revelation, and the teachings of Christianity. 

It is in the context of this tradition of learning that I approach my topic on the 
classical Greek heritage in the epistles of Theophylaktos of Achrida. 
Theophylaktos, like other traditionalist Church Fathers before and after him, 
followed the practice of the early Church Fathers who had achieved a synthesis 
between the Greek logos and Christian scripture, between Athens and Jerusalem. 
The writings of Theophylaktos confirm beyond any doubt that he remained Greek 
while being a Christian because of his excellent training in both traditions. His 
epistles in particular indicate that he would not have been disturbed by Tertullian's 
question, "What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?" 

A 
Known as Theophylaktos Hephaestos, Theophylaktos was born circa 1050 in the 
Euripos region of Euboea, in the Theme of Hellas. He received his primary 
education in his hometown and probably also at nearby Athens, as Archbishop 
Symeon of Bulgaria maintains. Theophylaktos then moved to Constantinople 

I. See Qua~ten, Patrology 1220-8, II 246-340, esp. 320-2, llI 384-96, esp. 385-{i. 
2. J. Pelikan, Christianity and Classical Cultw·e (New Haven, CT 1993), esp. ~21. 
3. Ibid. esp. 9-12. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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where he received his higher education under Michael Psellos, the u1tato~ t&v 

<ptAocr6q,rov ('the supreme of all philosophers '). 1 

In Constantinople he became acquainted with members of the imperial court 
and served as tutor of the prince Constantine Doukas, son of Emperor Michael VII 

Doukas ( 1071-8), and of the sons of other prominent Constantinopolitan families. 

Following his ordination to the priesthood, he served as deacon of Hagia Sophia. In 
1088/9 he was elected to episcopal rank and during the same year was appointed 

Archbishop of Achrida. This city of Byzantine Macedonia was built on the site of 

ancient Lychnidos, whose citizens spoke Greek and claimed descent from the 

Bacchiadae, who had fled to the north from Corinth in the seventh century before 

the Christian era. 

By the eleventh century of our era, however, Achrida had changed hands and 

was composed of a mixed population. It had served as the capital of the Bulgarian 

tzar Samuel (987 /8-996/7) and as the see of an autocephalous Bulgarian 

archbishopric until it was recovered by the Byzantine emperor Basil II (976-1025) 

and came once again under Byzantine rule. The fact that many people welcomed 

Basil as a liberator from Bulgarian rule 2 indicates that Achrida must have had a 

large number of native Greek-speaking people besides Bulgarians and Slavs. 

Theophylaktos was one of the best educated churchmen of Macedonia in the 

Byzantine era and perhaps in the whole millennium, trained in both sacred and 

profane learning. His commentaries on Christian Scriptures are consulted by 

scholars to the present day. The use of the Scriptures in his other writings, such as 

encomia, panegyrics, polemics and especially epistles, commend him as an expert 

exegete and a faithful student of the Bible. He wrote commentaries on 26 books of 

the New Testament and on the 12 minor prophets of the Old Testament. Equally 

valuable for biblical studies are the numerous passages, paraphrases and 

illustrations from nearly every book of the whole biblical corpus, including the 

Apocalypse of John and the Deuterocanonical books, with which he embellished 

his epistles. The books of the Psalms and the prophet Isaiah were his favorite Old 

Testament books. From the New Testament he used the Gospels of Matthew and 

Luke and the Letters of Paul to the Corinthians extensively to enrich his 

correspondence. 

Theophylaktos was a polymath but not an original thinker. As a biblical 

exegete he relied on Clement of Alexandria, Methodios of Olympus, Cyril of 

Alexandria, Dionysios the Pseudo-Areopagite, the Cappadocian Fathers, 

Oikoumenios of Trike, Euthymios Zygabinos, and especially John Chrysostom. In 

I. V. Georgiades, "MvrtµE'ia 'EICICAT\OlCl<JtlJC(l 'AveICOO'tCl EiC trov 'tO\l 
'ApxmnaIC61tou Bou;\.yapim; 8EO<pUMXICtou" EkAI 4 no. 8 (Constantinople 1883) 
109-116, 135-8, 141-3; id., 5 (1884-5) 11-13; R. Katicic, "BwypacptICa ntpl. 
8rncpu;\.cxICtou &pxtE1ttaIC61tou 'Axpioo'-" EEBS 30 (1960-1) 364-85; R. Janin, 
"8tocpu;\.aICto'o 6 "Hcpmato'o" ThEE 6 (Athens 1965) cols. 417-9; D. Xanalatos, 
"8EO<pUACXIC'tO'o 6 BouA.yapia'- ICCll ~ OprtOl'o ClU'tO\l EV 'Axpiot" Theo/ogia 16 
(1938) 228-40; Va~iliev, Histo1y496-7, including note 378. 

2 Theoph.Achrid. I 11-37, esp. 36-7; Cedr. II 468. 
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his exegesis as a rule he followed the historical method, although he also used the 
allegorical method.' 

But, as already indicated, Theophylaktos was more than a student of the Bible. 
Under Michael Psellos he received an excellent training in Greek philosophy, 
poetry and literature. His letters reveal a familiarity with Greek mythology and the 
Greek intellectual tradition in general. The numerous passages, paraphrases, 
onomatology, proverbs and mythological allusions from the classical Greek corpus 
which embellish his epistles are not epideictic rhetoric but rather an overflow of 
digested knowledge of Greek learning. Toeophylaktos knew the Greek classics and 
was proud that he was born in glorious Hellas. In a letter addressed to his students, 
he exclaimed that he was a product of fortunate Hellas ('E1..M8oi; rov EJCEtVfli; 'tlli; 
eu8a{µovoi; ~1..acnriµa).2 But whether he had studied in Athens before he moved 
to Constantinople is still disputed. In his correspondence he laments the fact that he 
has to be away from the capital to serve a provincial diocese with a mixed but 
illiterate population composed mainly of Bulgars, Slavs and Greeks. 3 A few 
illustrations will substantiate our observations. 

In a letter written from Achrida in I088/9 to a palace dignitary (the officer E1tt 
'tWV 8£T]O"£COV) Theophylaktos is biting, and writes about the people he serves 
with a sense of deep disappointment: "It is in the middle of such monsters ('tEpam) 
that I am condemned to live, and the worst part of it is that there is no hope that 
these [thick] necks may some day receive a head with some superior intelligence so 
that friendship, according to the wise man of Akragas, may bring imperfect heads 
[minds] to perfection." 4 The wise man of Akragas he refers to is the philosopher 
Empedocles. Whether Theophylaktos quotes him directly from an original 
manuscript or from Aristotle's [lepl. 'lftlXlli; 3.6 is difficult to say. He expresses 
similar complaints in a letter addressed to Caesar Nikephoros Melissenos, calling 
upon him to set him free from an unpleasant environment and citing Pindar's Ode 
xii where the poet speaks of the daughter of Zeus "who sets people free.',s 

Theophylaktos was not an exception in his complaints about the conditions 
prevailing in his diocese. Other highly educated bishops of the Byzantine era 
assigned to provincial towns suffered from culture shock and complained of their 
assignments, bishops such as John Apokaukos of Naupaktos, Michael Choniates of 
Athens, Pediatites of Kerkyra, Nicholas Mouzalon of Cyprus, and John Mavropous 

of Euchaita. 
Theophylaktos' correspondence however indicates that he experienced a 

conflict between his desire to be in Constantinople among cultivated people and 
his pastoral duty to stay close to his flock in Achrida. He may have used unkind 

I. D.S. Balanos, '01 Bv{avnvoi E,c,c).rtaracrmmi .Evyypa<pe'i<; (Athens 1951) 87-90, 
esp. 88; K. Krumbacher, GBL tr. Soteriades I 262-7, II 113-5; Beck, Kirche 649-51. 

2. Gautier, I 13 I. 
3. Xanalatos, toe.cit. 236-7; Katicic, toe.cit. 373 n. 5. Both works use the same original 

sources. 
4. Theophylaktos, Ep. 6 (Gautier II 147-9). 
5. Ibid. Ep. 13 (Gautier 171-3). 
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epithets to describe them ('rude', 'wild' and 'dull') but he nevertheless exerted 
every effort to improve their economic conditions. He protested against the harsh 
and unscrupulous manner of tax collectors and appealed to the civic authorities for 
more lenient taxation measures for his poorer subjects. Not only did he remain 
faithful to his assignment but stayed close to his flock until the day of his death 
sometime after 1126. He also wrote letters to fellow bishops in similar 
circumstances advising them to remain patiently in their positions and do their 
utmost for the spiritual, social and intellectual benefit of their people. 1 Pastoral 
duties prevailed over his intellectual interests. 

Faced with the harsh conditions in Achrida and the lack of educated people, 
Theophylaktos often found consolation in his books and in his correspondence 
with fellow bishops, imperial dignitaries, and members of the imperial house such 
as Despoina Kyra Maria, the wife of Emperor Michael VII Doukas, Andreas 
Komnenos, the brother of Alexios Komnenos, and the Grand Domestikos Niketas, 
the teacher of the Great Church, to name a few. But sometimes even his books could 
not free him from the pain he felt among uneducated people.2 In a letter to the Grand 
Domestikos written from Achrida c. 1088/9 Theophylaktos concludes: "I am not 
the slave of a rich queen, fit, clean, and beautiful, a type of golden Aphrodite, but 
rather of uncultivated people, dirty, who exhale the stench of the skin of sheep and 
who are as poor in assets as they are rich in wickedness or rather who are in control 
of everything at all times thanks to their poverty of assets and their wickedness. 
Free me from this shameful slavery, you who can, otherwise I shall disappear from 
your sight before the time ordained by God. "3 

B 
Whether Theophylaktos was sent to Achrida in order to educate its citizens and 
instruct them in the faith or as punishment from his antagonists in the capital is a 
controversial question. In a letter to the Empress Maria he indicates that he left 
Constantinople reluctantly and that he viewed his appointment in Achrida as a 
punishment where his "many sins" (a topos in Byzantine religious literature) 
multiplied. 4 Theophylaktos' letters from Achrida are of three types: first, those 
addressed to imperial dignitaries, civil or military personalities, which include the 
most references, passages, paraphrases and allusions from classical Greek authors as 
well as proverbs and mythological references; second, letters sent to ecclesiastical 
personalities, which are embellished with quotations from the Scriptures rather 
than from classical masters; third, those addressed to the Empress Maria and his 
"disorderly" students, which use scriptural and classical quotations 
interchangeably. 

The question is: did Theophylaktos quote directly and verbatim from his 
sources or did he paraphrase indirectly from memory? In his letter to the Empress 

I. Xanalatos, toe.cit. 231. 
2 Theophylaktos, Ep. 71 (Gautier II 283--5). 
3. Ibid. Ep. 5 (Gautier 11143-5). 
4. Ibid. Ep. 4 (Gautier II 137-45, esp. 137). 
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Maria he paraphrases Aristophanes' Wasps 516: "Mocked by men you all but 

worship, for you cannot their treachery see." His quotation from Psalm 111.10 is 

changed slightly, using a singular for a plural, 'sinner' rather than 'sinners'. 1 In a 

letter to an unidentified person he opens with a slightly re-arranged quote from 

Euripides' The Phoenician Maidens 920, in which Teiresias says "He is no longer 

the same man because he changed his mind." Theophylaktos starts with oo' avT)p 

0\)1(£0' auto<; while the original opens with UVTJP oo' OUKE0' auto<;. His quotation 

OUtE 0EOV out' avepa ttElV doo<; is a paraphrase of Homer's Iliad 9.238-39: 

OUOE n ttEl avepa<; OUOE 0rnu<;. It speaks of Hektor's great pride in his strength 

which "gives way to neither god nor man". 2 

In his letter to Kamateropoulos, 3 Theophylaktos starts paraphrasing the words 

of the Homeric Achilles (Iliad 22.389-90) who says that he will not forget 

Patroklos even in Hades: d OE 0av6vtrov 1tEp KataA:ii0ovt' Eiv 'Aioao / 

autap f,''((J) Kat KEi0t <ptA.O\l µEµVTJO"Oµ' EtatpOU ('Though the dead forget the 

dead in the house of Hades, even there I shall still remember my beloved 

companion'). 

In his letter to Nicholas Mermentopoulos, Theophylaktos has a direct 

quotation from Homer's Odyssey 16.187. He opens his letter with Odysseus's 

response to Telemachos who perceived his father as a god: ou ti<; tot 0E6<; Eiµt · ti 

µ' a0ava.totmv E°icrKEt<;; ('I am no god. Why compare me with the immortals?') 4 

In addition to his wide use of the Scriptures and classical Greek authors, 

Theophylaktos used Greek mythology extensively for didactic purposes. He writes 

that one should avoid Phaedon's hybris in trying to reach the heights of heaven 

because like Phaedon one will be destroyed. Instead, one must imitate the prudence 

of Deukalion who sought refuge in an ark and was saved from the flood. He viewed 

the period in which Kronos reigned as a golden age, happy and without sorrows. 5 In 

an epistle to his students about the nature of the human body, its sufferings and 

illnesses, Theophylaktos writes ti OE µot to crfuµa, () O"UVOlKO<; VEKpo<;, () Ea\ltOV 

<peprov ta.cpo<; (' And what to say of the body, that corpse dwelling in the same 

house, the tomb that carries itself') so exploiting the idea of the body as a tomb, an 

idea that goes back at least as far as Plato but which was also later exploited by 

Neoplatonists and the Church Fathers. He then cites Hesiod's Works and Days 

102-3 verbatim: VOUO"Ol o' av0pco7tOlO"lV E<p' fiµepn, a'i o' E7tl V\ll(tl / 

aut6µatot <pottfum ('Illnesses come to men uninvited, some during the day and 

others during the night'), as well as making use of Galen. Later in the same letter he 

turns to ancient history (1taAma<; icrtopia<;) refering to Athens, Alcibiades, 

Kallias, Aristophanes, Lysandros, the Lakedaimonians, Lykourgos' laws, the 

I. Ibid. 139: Theophylaktos writes em0uµfa aµaptcoA.ou <lltOA.Eltat while the 
original speaks of Eltt0uµfa aµaptcoA.rov <lltOA.Ettal. 

2. Ibid. Ep. 6 (Gautier 11147-9). 
3. Ibid. Ep. 27 (Gautier II 219-21). 
4. Ibid. Ep. 29 (Gautier 11225-7). 
5. Theophylaktos, "To his undisciplined students" (Gautier I 135). 
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wisdom of the Homeric Palamedes and the mythical land of the gloomy 
Cimmerians (Homer, Odyssey 11.15-19). 

Writing about his dilemmas in his pastoral duties, Theophylaktos likens 

himself to a father who slaps his sons and at the same time kisses them tenderly, 
shuts them out of the house and again welcomes them back. Menelaos, 

Laestrygonians, Charybdis, Cyclops and Skylla are referred to along with references 
to teachings of the Bible. He cites 1 Thessalonians, 2 Corinthians, Psalms 30, 103, 
108, Zachariah, Proverbs, Isaiah, Gospel of John, Hebrews, Hosea, Jeremiah, 

Numbers, Ephesians, Titus, 1 Corinthians and Colossians. 1 He advises his students 
to behave modestly so that outsiders will not accuse them of indecency; to behave 
in such a way as to grieve their enemies by being good and virtuous, reminding us 

of what Odysseus said to the Princess Nausikaa about the results of a good and 
h . 2 

appy mamage. 
In a second letter to his "undisciplined students",3 Theophylaktos writes that 

he has adopted a milder tone in his letter so that he might not appear more cruel 
than the misanthropist Timon, quoting Aristophanes, "words are but a shadow to 
deeds" (Birds 1549). In the same letter he cites Homer, Hesiod, Plato, Diogenes 

Laertios, Herodotos, Greek mythology and epigrams, along with several books of 
the Bible including Genesis, Isaiah, Job, Psalms, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, Proverbs, 
Zachariah, Matthew, Romans and Hebrews. 

Unlike his two epistles to his students, Theophylaktos' letters to religious 
dignitaries make much greater use of the Scriptures. In a letter to the Grand 

Oikonomos 4 of the Patriarchate, probably Nicholas Grammatikos ( 1084-1111 }, the 

brother of the Patriarch, Theophylaktos uses twenty four biblical passages from the 

following books: Psalms (12 passages), Isaiah, Job, Exodus, Deuteronomy, 
Jeremiah, 2 Corinthians, Matthew and Ephesians. 

More important is his discourse (Myo<;) addressed to his student the prince 
Kyr Constantine, the son of Michael VII Doukas. 5 While his logos includes 25 
scriptural references and quotes and only seven from the Greek classics (Homer, 

Sophocles, Euripides) and proverbs, the logos is replete with historical persons and 
events from pagan antiquity. "I will not flatter my emperor, nor will I use soft 
words to please your ears, nor yet will I adopt a Lydian law but the severe and 

Dorian mode," Theophylaktos writes. 6 He goes on to indicate that he needs the 
sweetness of Herodotos and the precision of Aristeides in order to speak of the 

virtues of the prince's mother. Furthermore he cites several good or evil persons 

such as Cambyses and Sardanapalus, Aristeides and Epaminondas, Ares the god of 
war, the Minotaur, Sirens, Plato, Archimedes, Euclid, Persians and Darius, with 

several references to historical events. Political experiences mentioned in 

I. Ibid. 135-43. 
2 Ibid. 143. Homer, Ot(vssey 6.180-5. 
3. Ibid. 147--65. 
4. Ibid. 169-75. 
5. Ibid. 179-211. 
6. Ibid. 179. 
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Theophylaktos' logos reveal beyond any doubt that he was excellently versed in 
ancient mythology and history.' 

In 134 epistles (edited by Paul Gautier), Theophylaktos cites fourteen classical 
Greek authors, including poets, philosophers and historians, as follows: 

Aristophanes six (6) 

Aristotle three (3) 

Empedocles five (5) 
Euripides ten (10) 
Herodotos two (2) 

Hesiod six (6) 

Homer 
Lucian 
Lykophron of Chalkis 
Oppianos 
Pindar 
Plato 
Sophocles 
Thucydides 

sixty one (61) 

two (2) 

one (1) 
one (1) 

five (5) 

three (3) 

four (4) 
one (1) 

In addition to these one hundred and ten references to classical authors, 
Theophylaktos uses fifteen ancient Greek proverbs. Some of his homilies and /ogoi 

are enriched with passages or paraphrases from Archilochos, Aeschylos, Simonides, 
Aristotle, Aristophanes, Diogenes Laertios, Euripides, Herodotos, Hesiod, Pindar, 
Plutarch, Plato, Sophocles and especially Homer. It is interesting to note that he 
uses Church Fathers sparingly, citing only Gregory the Theologian (Nazianzenos) 
and Synesios of Cyrene. 

C 
Theophylaktos remained faithful to the masters of ancient Hellas who had provided 
the basis of his education and had shaped his culture. His education consisted of 
mastering the Christian Scriptures in the same way that he had mastered his Homer 
and other Greek authors. Erudition was one of Theophylaktos' outstanding 
characteristics. He knew by heart many scriptural verses but also passages from the 
writings of his non-Christian ancestors. Reading and memorizing sacred and 
profane texts had been a normal practice of educated Church Fathers for many 
centuries. 

The integration of Biblical and Greek classical learning that Theophylaktos 
had achieved was so skillfully done that it is difficult to recognize whether he had 
memorized or had a manuscript before his eyes. The Psalter and Homer are quoted 
more frequently than any other sacred and profane source. In the Psalter, quoted 
more than 200 times, Theophylaktos found a book which had long been accepted as 
having universal religious significance. Long before Theophylaktos, many Greek 
Church Fathers were able to discern in the Psalter not only inspiring poetry but also 

I. Ibid. 193. 
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references to Christ and teachings that suggested the inclusion of all humanity in 
God's plans for salvation. In the Greek classics he found a propaideia for 
Christianity, a natural theology in agreement with Christian theology, something 
that had been emphasized by the Cappadocians. 

Theophylaktos' attitude toward the classical Greek heritage is in full agreement 
with the inherited patristic tradition. The Church Fathers considered that although 
the ancient Greeks were in religious error, they were nevertheless their ancestors. 
For the educated among them, the mind and ethos of ancient Hellenism was never 
static, irrelevant and incomprehensible, but always alive and evolving, adapting 
itself to the needs of every century. For them there was no discontinuity in time 
between ancient and medieval Hellenism, but continuity which in the process had 
achieved an alleloperichoresis, an inter-relationship, a consummation and 
metamorphosis that led to the formation of Christian Hellenism. 

Theophylaktos' attitude toward the Greek classics and his commitment to 
Christian Scriptures illustrate once more the interrelationship that existed between 
sacred and profane learning. He was well-versed in both and regretted the absence of 
Greek learning among his subjects. In his biography of Clement, the bishop of 
Bulgaria, Theophylaktos praises him because he made "the wall of ignorance" of 
the Bulgarian priests crumble. "Knowing the coarseness of the people, their utter 
dullness in comprehending the Scriptures, and seeing that many Bulgarian priests 
were slow to understand writing in Greek," Clement invented some means to 
educate his people. Furthermore Clement "gave another benefit to the land 
[Bulgaria] by bringing over from the country of the Greeks all kinds of cultivated 
orchard trees. By engrafting, he turned the wild trees into orchard trees. "1 

The introduction of learning and the improvement of life among the Slavic 
peoples, including those in Byzantine Macedonia, were some of the major 
contributions of men like Clement, Constantine-Cyril, Methodios, and 
Theophylaktos of Achrida. 

I. Theophylaktos of Achrida, Bfo; ,c:ai 1ro).1re£a 17 rov K).fiµevro; 
'Apx1emox61rov BovAyap{a;ed. J.P. Migne, PG 126 cols. 1194-1240. For the Eng. 

tr. by S. Nikolov see I. Duichev, Kiri/ and Methodius (New York 1985)esp. I 18-9. 
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The Athonites and their neighbours in Macedonia 
in the tenth and eleventh centuries 

One of the most important principles in Byzantine monasticism was eremia 

(solitude) and the Holy Mountain of Athos in Macedonia was originally a place 
where ascetics could seek that solitude. By the end of the ninth century there were 
many monastic groups and solitaries on the mountain, and from this time date the 
earliest written records detailing their relations with each other and with their lay 
neigbours. These documents, the so-called archives of Mt. Athos, are slowly but 
surely being published, monastery by monastery, by French scholars and provide 
the major source for the history of the Athonite monasteries in the Byzantine 
period.' 

In the tenth century, with the foundation of the Great Lavra by St. Athanasios 
the Athonite, actively supported by the Emperor Nikephoros II Phocas, a new era 
dawned in the history of Athonite monasticism. Lavish amounts of imperial 
patronage in the form of annual donations of money (rogai) and grants of privileges 
were given, particularly to the Lavra and to the Monastery of Iveron.2 This house for 
Georgian monks was founded by the father and son Sts. John and Euthymios and 
was financed by imperial generosity and, it must be added, by the booty gained by 
the Georgian general John Tornik (later the monk John the Synkellos) when he 
emerged from Iveron to lead Georgian forces to the rescue of the young emperors, 
Basil II and Constantine VIII, from rebellions in Anatolia in 978-9. 3 It was this 
influx of wealth and the growth of imperial approval which allowed the Athonites 
in general (and these two houses in particular) both to improve their own buildings 

I. See R. Morris, "The Origins of Athos" Mount Athas and Byzantine Monasticism ed. A. 
Bryer & M. Cunningham (Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies, Publications 4, 
Aldershot 1996) 37-46. The Archives de/' Athas are published by a team based at the 
College de France, Paris. With some 15 volumes already published, the enterprise is over 
half way to it~ completion. 

2. For the life and achievements of St. Athana~ios of Athos see Vitae Athanasii; Lavra l, 
Introduction; Prot. Introduction 22-31. For donations of rogai (annual payments) and 
so/emnia (diverted fiscal revenues) see R. Morris, Monks and Laymen in Byzantium 
(Cambridge 1995) Table 4. By 1057 the Lavra received 2,232 nomismata each year from 
imperial donations alone, see Lavra l no. 32. Before 1079 the Monastery of Jviron had 
received a total of 592 nomismata per annum, of which 288 had been suppressed at some 
time before that year, cf. lvir. II no. 41 ( 1079). 

3. For St~. John and Euthymios see 8. Martin-Hisard, "La Vie de Jean et Euthyme et le statut 
du Monastere des !heres sur I' Athos" REB 49 (1991) 67-142, tr. of life 84-134. The early 
history of Iviron is discussed in lvir. I 3-102; for a shorter summary see J. Lefort and D. 
Papachryssanthou, "Les premiers Georgiens a I' Athos dans !es document~ byzantins" Bedi 
Kartlisa 41 (1983) 27-33. John Tomik-'-i.Gareer is discussed in lvir. 115-16; see also J.-C. 
Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations a Byzance (963-1210) (Byzantina Sorbonensia 9, Paris 
1990) 28, 330--1. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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and property on the holy mountain itself and to acquire lands and influence further 
afield. In doing so, they naturally came into contact -and, indeed, conflict - with 
their secular neighbours and it is some of these relationships which are the subject 
of the present paper. 

At the root of the difficulties lay the remarkable increase in the numbers of 
monks on Mt. Athos. By the mid-eleventh century, the monastic population ran 
into thousands. Although St. Athanasios had originally stipulated that his lavra 

should only contain eighty monks, he later allowed for forty more. By 1030 the 
Great Lavra contained 700 monks and an act of 1102 speaks of a 'great increase in 
monks', though did not specify how many. It is possible that there were over a 
thousand monks associated with this one house by the end of the eleventh century; 
some living in the /avra, some deputed to live on and organise its estates beyond 
the mountain. 1 Iveron similarly saw a great increase in vocations: by c. 1008 there 
were 300 monks in the monastery.2 Even in a more modest Athonite establishment 
which fell on hard times during the eleventh century - the Monastery of 
Xenophontos - monastic numbers in l 083, before its 'refoundation', were some 55 
monks. 3 Given this remarkable expansion in numbers it was inevitable that the 
monastic houses of Athos should seek to expand their property holdings beyond 
the mountain itself. For much of Athos was unsuited to agrarian exploitation; 
vineyards, gardens and small olive groves were carved out around the monasteries 
themselves, but there was no possibility of the large-scale production that was 
needed to feed even frugal monastic communities of the size we find in the eleventh 
century. The problem was already evident by the end of the tenth: the monk 
Nicholas, the author of a hagiography of the ninth-century St. Peter the Athonite, 
writing c. 970-80, commented on the regrettable desire of the Athonites of his own 
time for possession and expansion.4 

The Athonites, however, had little choice but to use their new found wealth to 
acquire land which would supply adequate amounts of three basic commodities -
wine, olive oil and grain - to their burgeoning communities. Although it appears 
that Athos was self-sufficient in wine at the end of the tenth century, since the so
called Tragos of the Emperor John Tzimiskes (970-2) legislated against selling 
surplus wine to the laity living beyond the boundary of the Holy Mountain, it is 
unlikely that this was the case in the eleventh.5 Certainly, in the case of both Lavra 
and Iveron, the accumulation of vineyards in the Chalkidike indicates an awareness 
of the need to acquire productive properties. Lavra, for instance, acquired vineyards 
at Pisson (present-day Pisona) when it took over the Monastery of St. Andrew at 
Peristerai (Peristera) and exchanged two vineyards at Sykea for two others on the 

I. Lavra I nos. 27 ( 1030), 55 (1102). 
2 Life of St~. John and Euthymios ch. 26 (Martin-Hisard 108). 
3. Xenoph. no. I (1083). 
4. Prot. 71. 
5. Prot. no. 7 (970-2) lines 95-100. The Tragos or 'goat' wa~ a typikon (regulatory document) 

so called because it wa~ written on a large piece of goat-skin parchment. 
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peninsula of Longos (present-day Sithonia). 1 In the case of lveron, the mobilisation 

of the monastery's considerable liquid assets allowed it to gain possession of a 

productive vineyard at Thessalonikea on the peninsula of Platys on the north coast 

of the Holy Mountain, even in the face of opposition from many of the other 
Athonite houses. But in the course of day-long negotiations with the Protos of 

Athos and the representatives of the other monasteries, the hegoumenos of lveron 

(by this time Euthymios, son of the founder) had to raise his offer from 34 
nomismata to 200 nomismata. The Georgians clearly wanted this particular 

vineyard (the document concerned records that Euthymios had specifically asked 
for it) and their wealth allowed them to obtain it, even at an inflated price.2 

The same sort of pattern is visible in the acquistion of grain and olive-growing 
lands by the more prosperous Athonite monasteries. Whilst we do hear of the 

planting of olive groves on the mountain, such as those undertaken by the second 
'founder' of the Monastery of Xenophontos, Symeon the Sanctified, only those 

monasteries with lands beyond the mountain would have been self-sufficient in oil. 
In other cases, supplies would have had to have been augmented from the open 

market. This was even more true for grain and the necessity of obtaining the vast 

amounts needed to feed the monks of the larger monasteries was the main reason for 

Athonite expansion into the region around Hierissos, into the Chalkidike and 
further afield into southern Macedonia. 3 

The expansion of monastic land-holding into the Chalkidike can be explained 
by the need to make use of the more varied opportunities that this area afforded for 
agriculture and animal husbandry. The two peninsulas to the west of Athos, 

Kassandra and Longos, possessed both arable and pastoral lands and supported 

other activities such as bee-keeping. 4 But the acquisition of lands on the coastal 
plain from Serres to Constantinople meant the possession of lands in one of the 

most important agricultural areas of the empire. The most striking feature of the 

process was the speed at which Athonite houses gained property far away from the 

Holy Mountain. By the mid-tenth century, the Lavra held lands at Chrysoupolis; 

by the end of the eleventh, its lands could be found on the outskirts of Thessaloniki 

in one direction to estates in Derkos (mod. Durusu, formerly Terkoz, in European 

Turkey) on the other. 5 lveron, basking in imperial favour at the beginning of the 
eleventh century, was able with the support of the Emperor Basil II to gain control 

I. Lavra I no. I (987) for Pisson; Lavra I no. 24 (1018): vineyards at Longos. For the 
historical geography of the regions concerned, see J. Lefort, Villages de Macedoine I: La 
Chalcidique occidentale (TM I, Paris I 982). 

2. lvir. I nos. 20 and 21, both drawn upon 19th April, 1015. 
3. Xenoph. no. I (1089). 
4. See Lefort, Villages de Macedoine and J. Koder, "Die Metochia der Athos-Kloster auf 

Sithonia und Ka'isandreia" JOB 16 (1967) 211-24. 
5. Hendy, Economy 85-90 and map 19, discusses the interest of both secular magnates and 

mona-;tic houses in obtaining lands on the coastal plains of Macedonia and Thrace in the 
I Ith century. For the location of Derkos see M. Kaplan, "In search of St. Cyril's Philea", 
Work and Worship at the Theotokos Evergetis, /050-1200 ed. M. Mullett & A. Kirby 
(Belfast Byzantine Texts and Translations 6.2, Belfast 1997) 213--221, 216. 
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of the Monastery of Kolobos near Hierissos and with it estates nearby, more lands 
near Kassandra and in the Western Chalkidike and, most importantly, property in 
the valley of the River Strymon (mod. Struma) near Ezoba. 1 By the end of the 
eleventh century the Lavra's properties in the Macedonian theme of Boleron
Strymon-Thessaloniki amounted to about 47,052 modioi (about 4,705 h); those of 
Iveron were about 80,000 modioi (about 8,000 h)2 

There is no doubt, then, that Athonite monasteries became major landowners in 
Macedonia because this was the most obvious area for expansion if they wished to 
obtain more land to feed their monastic populations. But although much of the 
property was acquired by purchase, a considerable amount was gained through 
donation. Iveron, for example, gained the important Radolibos estate (modem 
Rodolibos in Eastern Macedonia) as a bequest from two Georgians, Symbatios 
Pakourianos (who was to be buried at Iveron) and his wife Kale, and there are many 
other examples of small to medium donations of land, all of which helped to build 
up the holdings of the monasteries concerned. 3 

Wliat were the consequences of the increased Athonite 'presence' beyond the 
Holy Mountain? One of the most interesting, which certainly demands further 
research, is the possible 'diversion' of patronage from already existing churches and 
monasteries towards the houses on Mt. Athos, increasingly influential both in 
spiritual and political terms. Why, for example, when a new house for Georgian 
monks had recently been founded at Backovo (in present-day Southern Bulgaria) in 
1083 by Gregory Pakourianos, did members apparently of his own kin choose to 
donate their property to Iveron? An older house, perhaps, or one with a stronger 
spiritual pedigree, having been founded by two Georgian saints?4 Certainly one 
which had clearly established itself as a focal point for the increasing numbers of 
Georgians settled in the Empire in the eleventh century. The same kind of spiritual 
'focussing' is evident when we consider donations to the other Athonite houses, 
and it must at least be suggested that the local houses of Macedonia may well have 
been deprived of important sources of patronage by the growing power of Athos. 

This, however, needs further investigation. What is rather clearer are a number 
of issues which brought the Athonites into conflict with their neighbours. Firstly, 
the tenth-century establishment of a frontier between Athos and the lay world, 
which could only be crossed by the laity at times of emergency - such as 
'barbarian' attack - was, in itself an encroachment on the Jong-held lay rights of 
communal pasture on the mountain. So from 943 onwards, Mt. Athos remained a 
place where laymen were only admitted on sufferance; the previous structure of the 
koinosis (communal holding) of Hierissos and its region had been irrevocably 

I. For a detailed discussion of Iviron's property acquisitions in this period see lvir. I 25-59 
and II 70-9 I. 

2 See Morris, Monks and Laymen 228-9. 
3. lvir. II nos. 44 (1090), 46 (1093), 47 (1098), 48 ( 1098), 51 (1103) forthe Pakourianos 

bequest; also J. Lefort, "Radolibos: population et paysage" TM 9 ( 1985) 195-234. 
4. For the establishment of the Georgian monastery at Bachkovo see P. Gautier, "Le typikon 

du seba~te Gregoire Pakourianos" REB 42 (1964 = 'Pakourianos') 5-145. 
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altered. 1 Since the alteration had been effected by imperial decree, there was nothing 

the lay inhabitants could do about it. This kind of situation, admittedly rare, was a 

direct consequence of the increasing imperial patronage of Athonite houses. 

But a second, more frequent source of conflict was the growing power of their 

considerable disposable income. In particular, the larger Athonite houses were able 

to intervene in the land market almost at will. We have seen how the monks of 

Iveron could increase their offer for a coveted vineyard on Athos itself almost 

seven-fold in the course of one day; there are other examples which illustrate the 

ability of the monks to 'outbid' their lay neighbours in competition for land. This 

was particularly evident in competition for the possession of k/asma lands. These 

were lands which had, for some reason (in the case of Macedonia in this period, 

usually Slav, Bulgar or Norman raiding), been abandoned by their previous owners, 

had then been subjected to a lightening of tax (sympatheia) and finally, after thirty 

years' abandonment, had reverted to the state for re-sale. Possession of them was 

advantageous for a number of reasons: the price to be paid was to be not more than 

twenty-four times the tax on the land before it had been abandoned; the tax initially 

to be paid while the land was brought back into cultivation was to be only one 

twelfth of the original tax; and the land could often speedily be restored to full 

production by those, such as monasteries, which had access to adequate supplies of 

manpower. In some cases it had never ceased to be cultivated even though its 

ownership had been unclear. Thus land which had been cheaply acquired and, for 

some time at least, was only subject to a light fiscal burden, could provide a 

productive investrnent. 2 

So when large-scale sales of k/asma were made in 941-2, the Monastery of St. 

Andrew of Peristerai, later possessed by the Great Lavra, was able to purchase 

properties on the peninsula of Kassandra amounting to some 1,800 modioi (of 

which 1,200 modioi were already again under cultivation), whereas a single private 

individual, one Nicholas 'son of Agathon' could only afford to bid for 100 modioi 

in the same region. 3 In another case, the Athonite Monastery of Xeropotamou was 

able to buy up 950 modioi of klasma lands from a group of peasants who had been 

able to find the original purchase price of 19 nomismata between them, but, when 

the land was re-assessed and the price doubled, clearly could not manage the extra 

sum. The monastery was easily able to find the extra 19 nomismata demanded by 

I. See Prot. nos. 5 and 6 (943) and, for a more detailed discussion, R. Morris, "Dispute 
settlement in the Byzantine provinces in the tenth century" The Settlement of Disputes in 
Early Medieval Europe ed. W. Davies & P. Fouracre (Cambridge 1986) 125-47. 

2. Klasma lands and their exploitation are discussed in A. Haivey, Economic expansion in the 
Byzantine empire (Cambridge 1989) 67-9; N. Oikonomides, "Das Verfalland im 10.-11. 
Jahrhundert. Verlcauf und Besteuerung" Fontes Minores 8 (Forschungen zur Byzantinischen 
Rechtsgeschichte 14, Fr.inkfurt 1986) I 16-18, rp. Byzantium.from the ninth centwy 5; and, 
importantly, M. Kaplan, Les hommes et la terre a Byzance du Vie au Xie siecle. Propriete 
et exploitation du sol (Byzantina Sorbonensia I 0, Paris 1992) 399--408. 

3. Lavra I nos. 2 (941 ), 3 (941 ), where the purchase of Nicholas is mentioned; Prat. no. 4 
(942). 
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the state and thus gained land which had already been brought back into use. 1 The 
Athonites, therefore, were able to make use of their financial assets to change the 
nature of land-holding, initially in the region of Hierissos but, increasingly, further 
and further afield. The phenomenon of the powerful landowner was not, of course, a 
new one in Byzantine Macedonia, but there was a marked difference in what could 
be achieved by powerful institutions. 

All the more significant, however, is the fact that the Athonite expansion 
beyond the Holy Mountain was beginning to take place at precisely the period in 
the mid-tenth century at which imperial legislation professed itself concerned about 
the activities of dynatoi ('powerful'), amongst whom were numbered the heads of 
monastic houses. 2 In many cases, the monasteries of Athos were 'powerful' 
precisely because imperial patronage had made them so by providing gifts of 
money and exemptions from taxation for their workforce and by confirmation of 
their privileged territorial position, so the paradox is particularly striking. It is a 
matter to which we shall return. 

A third area of conflict between the Athonites and their neighbours was the 
perennial problem of disputes centred on landholding, the raison d'etre of many of 
the documents preserved in the Athonite archives. In many of these conflicts it is 
clear that two major advantages aided the Athonites in their endeavours. One was 
the institutional advantage already mentioned - monasteries did not die like 
individual landowners; the second, of significant importance to some but not all 
Athonite houses, was their relationship with the imperial power. 

A case from the Iveron archive illustrates how local disputes over land and the 
payment of dues on it could take on a whole new dimension if they involved 
houses which enjoyed imperial favour. In 982, recalled an Iveron document, the 
inhabitants of Hierissos had long clashed with the monks of the Monastery of 
Kolobos (taken over by Iveron in 979-80) and had often had recourse to local 
judges, to provincial governors (strategoi) and even to judges in Constantinople. 3 

Each side had won and lost cases, but they were now on good terms. The agreement 
that was being made in 982 was, in fact, the settlement of an extremely long
running dispute which had, as its origin, the refusal of the Hierissiotes to pay land 
tax for land they rented from Kolobos at Gradiska at the gates of their town. The 
case went to court in 927 and was heard by the judge of the theme of Thessaloniki, 
Samonas, as was all right and proper. The status of the land was again in question in 
942-3 when it was involved in the negotiations centred on the establishment of the 

Athonite frontier and was, in fact, granted to the Hierissiotes in return for other 
parcels of land (and payments) which suited the Athonites better. What turned up in 
the course of this settlement was the fact (related in 982) that there were other 

I. Xerop. no. I (956). 
2 For the identification of dynatoi in the mid 950s see R. Morris, "The Powerful and the 

Poor in tenth-century Byzantium: Law and Reality, P&P73 (1976) 3-27; and Kaplan, Les 
hommes et la terre 429-36. 

3. The Monastery of Kolobos dedicated to St. John Prodromos, though not technically on the 
Holy Mountain, lay between it and the town of Hierissos. On it~ history see Prot. 36-40. 
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Kolobos lands on the peninsula of Longos which were claimed by the inhabitants 
of Hierissos who had leased them for 29 years and had then wished to buy them, a 
request which had been refused by the then hegoumenos of Kolobos. This time the 
dispute had gone all the way up the judicial chain to Constantinople. In about 958 
the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos instructed an imperial official, one 
Constantine Karamallos, to leave his post in Thessaloniki and investigate these 
continuing problems. Eventually, in 982 a settlement was reached by which the 
Hierissiotes were allowed by the monks of lveron to keep the lands on Longos but 
to offer other properties in exchange. These estates were very near lands which 
lveron had gained near Hierissos itself and clearly helped to consolidate the monks' 
property holdings in that region.' 

A number of interesting conclusions may be drawn from this somewhat 
tangled tale. The care with which the monks of Iveron investigated, and were able to 
pursue, any property claims outstanding on behalf of their new dependency of 
Kolobos testifies not only to the superior record keeping of the latter institution, 
but also the determination of the Georgian monks to trace and claim all possible 
assets. They were able to do this not only because the Kolobos monks before them 
had had the means to appeal to Constantinople but also because, by 982, they 
themselves were basking in imperial approval. Even though the Hierissiotes had 
banded together to pursue their case (and this example of communal activity is 
itself interesting), the fact that the Iveron monks and their predecessors at Kolobos 
could take simple land disputes way beyond the local thematic courts in which they 
should have been heard, right up to the imperial judges in Constantinople, is proof 
of the practical benefits which accrued from imperial patronage in cash and in 
concern. 

This is not to say that matters always went in favour of the Athonites. Again as 
a consequence of the 'following up' of the estates of Kolobos that took place after 
980, the Georgians determined to sort out once and for all the disputes that were 
occurring between them (as the heirs of Kolobos) and the villagers of Siderokausia 
(to the north of Hierissos). Both groups owned lands in the nearby region of 
Belikradou and Arsenikea; there were complaints that the monks were allowing 
their animals to trample the crops of the laity and, more seriously had laid claim to 
lands which did not belong to them. Even more seriously, they had brought in 
paroikoi (dependent peasants) of their own to work the disputed lands and had 
installed mills on land which was not theirs. Again we see groups of villagers 
banding together to take on monastic institutions since individuals were unlikely 
to have much success. Indeed, it is possible that some of the property concerned was 
actually jointly held by the men of Siderokausia. Interestingly, the monks do not 
seem to have carried all before them in this particular case. For the judge who heard 
it, Nicholas, the thematic krites of Strymon and Thessaloniki, knew a thing or two 
about monks. Certainly, he wrote in his judgement, they had need of material 
sustenance so that the body could come to the aid of the soul, but, he added, 'it 

I. See !vir. I nos. I (927) and 4 (982) for the disputes. 
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sometimes happens that material necessities lead them to do wrong to their 
neighbours'. 1 

The outcome of this particular case should act as a warning against the 
assumption that the Athonite monks were always able to triumph over their lay 

neighbours. Indeed, it would also be wrong to assume that relationships between 

them were always strained, for medieval documents were almost always drawn up 

to settle disputes or confirm rights, rarely to report the unsung acts of day to day co
operation and co-existence which, we must assume, also took place. But there is 

enough evidence in the Athonite archives strongly to suggest that these houses may 

have enjoyed advantages denied their neighbours, however influential the latter 
may have been. 

We know, for instance, of at least two powerful laymen who received a great 
deal of imperial patronage at the end of the eleventh century. One was Gregory 

Pakourianos whose distinguished military career earned him the reward of 

considerable estates near Stenimachos in the Rhodope Mountains (including 

Backovo ); in the Stephaniana region to the south of Serres, and around 
Mosynopolis (6 km. west of present day Kumetzena on the Thracian coast). In 1083 
he founded the Georgian Monastery at Backovo but was killed in action against the 

Petchenegs (probably in 1086) before he could enter it.2 The other was Leo 
Kephalas, rewarded by both the Emperors Nikephoros III Botaneiates (1078-81) 
and Alexios I Komnenos (1081-1118) for sterling services to the state, not the least 

of which was the successful defence of the town of Larissa against the Norman 
Bohemond in 1082-3. 3 As recent work by Oikonomides has shown, both these 

gentlemen received considerable gifts of property from their grateful employers (the 

Kephalas estates lay near Thessaloniki, near Moglena, near Derkos and at 
Tra"ianopolis) and with them considerable privileges including exemptions from 

the payment of fiscal dues in both cash and kind as well as the diversion into their 
hands of land taxes due on these properties. 4 But even their undoubted privileges 
pale into insignificance when compared with those accorded to the powerful 

Athonite houses. 
By the end of the eleventh century, in fact, it was abundantly clear to the 

imperial tax inspectors and collectors in Macedonia that the Great Lavra held far 

more land than its level of tax payment indicated was legal. In 1088-9 the 
hegoumenos stated that the monastery held 42,705 modioi (c. 4,270 h). When the 

properties (outside Athos) were measured by the judge and tax inspector Niketas 

Xiphilinos, it was discovered that the true extent of their estates was some 47,052 

I. lvir. I no. 9 (995). 
2 For the career of Gregory Pakourianos, see 'Pakourianos', Introduction; and most 

recently, N. Oikonomides, Fiscalite et exemptionjiscale a Byzance (/Xe-Xie s.) (Athens 
1996) 190-2. For the location of the properties see Asdracha, Rhodopes. 

3. See G. Rouillard, "Un grand beneficiaire sous Alexis Comnene: Leon Kephalas" BZ 30 
(1930) 44-50; Oikonomides, Fiscalite 192-4. Lavra I no. 65 notes( 1181) reconstitutes the 
'dossier' of the Kephala~ lands, most of which came into the possession of the Great Lavrn 
onAthos. 

4. Oikonomides, Fiscalite 190-4 
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modioi. After a series of fiscal manoeuvres carried out with the full consent of the 
Emperor Alexios Komnenos (though doubtless to the fury of the tax-farming 
officials involved!), the Lavra was allowed to keep the extra property and, in 
addition, to pay a far lower rate of tax on it than had been established as long ago as 
the 1040s. In addition, it is possible that they were allowed to pay in the low-value 
coins circulating before Alexios' currency reform of 1092, thus adding to their 
financial advantage. 1 This, added to the exemptions from the visitations of the 
officials of the demosion (fisc) and the right to pay what few taxes still remained 
directly into the sekreton ton oikeiakon (a bureau concerned with the management 
of state lands and with the registration of privileges) meant that they were, in 
theory, to be free from the general attentions of roving tax officials and, in 
particular, the need to feed and house them and their retinues. As Oikonomides has 
commented, the Lavra had achieved a 'veritable tour de force' unequalled by any 

2 other monastery. 
This is undoubtedly true, but if we glance at the fortunes of other Athonite 

houses in the 11th century, especially in the reign of Alexios Komnenos when, 
there is no doubt, imperial initiatives were succeeding in tightening up both the 
processes of assessment of dues and taxes payable on landed property and the 
means by which they were paid, it is quite clear that the 'special relationship' which 
they enjoyed with the imperial power helped to protect them, to some extent, from 
the cold fiscal winds which were now blowing through the Empire. 3 

The monks of lveron, for example, were also able to arrange for their taxes to be 
paid directly to the bureau of the genikon (responsible for maintaining lists of tax
payers and collecting taxes) and, at least under Nikephoros Botaneiates, paid very 
little tax on their lands to the fisc. Things were harder under Alexios Komnenos; as 
a consequence again of the general review of holdings and payments that took place 
in Macedonia in the 1080s, they were found to be holding a surplus of land relative 
to the land tax paid and were forced to give up some 75,000 modioi of it. But c. 
30,000 modioi was later recovered and, as we have seen, in 1103 the Georgians 
received the massive gifts of the estate of Radolibos, comprising 20,000 modioi of 
land and 122 dependent peasants, both of which gifts were free of all fiscal 
obligations. 4 In an even more extraordinary tum of events, a high-ranking imperial 
official, the Sevastos John Komnenos, a nephew of the emperor, devoted himself 
for three months at the end of 1103 to a detailed survey and measurement of all the 
lands of Iveron, to an examination and re-listing of all of the monastery's 

privileges, and to the confirmation of his findings by the relevant official bureaux 

1. Lavra I no. 50 ( 1089). For a detailed account of the sharp practices employed by the monks 
of the Lavra, see N. Svoronos, "L'epibole a l'epoque des Comnenes" TM 3 (1968) 375-95, 
rp. Svoronos, Etudes 5. Fuller discussion in Morris, Monks and Laymen 2~. 

2. See Oikonomides, Fiscalite 197-200; 227 for the functions of the sekreton ton oikeiakon. 
3. For the details of Alexios Komnenos' currency and fiscal reforms see Hendy, Economy 

434--4, 513-7 and the differing views ofC. Morrisson, "La Logarike: reforme monetaire 
et reforme fiscale sous Alexis I Comnene" TM 7 (1979) 419-64. Harvey, Economic 
expansion ch. 3 ha~ a cogent treatment of the major issues. 

4. See Ivir. II 31 and Oikonomides, Fiscalite 200-2. 
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in Constantinople. It is hardly surprising that he was henceforth inscribed in the 
Synodikon of Iveron and allowed a special commemoration as a 'new founder', for 
his expertise in sorting out the affairs of the house led to a remarkably peaceful 
period in the landed affairs of this particular monastery in the twelfth century. 1 

If the Sevastos John Komnenos 's actions helped to prevent depredations by tax 
officials, the actions of other members of the Komnenos family sometimes simply 
overturned them. In 1088-9, again as part of his investigation into Athonite land
holding, the hapless Niketas Xiphilinos confiscated two eststaes belonging to the 
monastery of Docheiariou. He was immediately overruled by the Dowager-Empress 
Anna Dalassene, the mother of Alexios Komnenos. Initially, Alexios supported his 
own official, but after representations by the monks in Constantinople allowed 
their appeal and, in addition, allowed them to go on paying 'the tax which they had 
always paid'. In other words, they were to be subject to no new taxes even if extra 
land were to be acquired in the future.2 

It is, of course, difficult to compare the fortunes of monastic and lay 
landowners simply because we have so few examples of lay estates with which to 
make a meaningful comparison. It has, indeed, been suggested that the granting of 
fiscal exemptions and immunities to the laity was widespread in the eleventh 
century as a means of buying political support for the reigning emperor at a time of 
grave insecurity. 3 As things stand, there is simply not enough evidence to support 

such a view. Indeed, even if great lay families received as preferential a treatment as 
some of the great monasteries, it is unlikely that they would have been able to hold 
on to their gains with such tenacity as did the Athonite houses. Even the largest and 
legally most well-protected estates could eventually fall victim to the fragmenting 
processes of inheritance and dowry as well as the danger of confiscation.4 

What ultimately distinguished the Athonites from their neighbours and 
allowed them to enjoy a status which even the most powerful of their lay 
neighbours could not enjoy, and which also seems to have removed them from the 
difficulty of being considered 'powerful' in the legal parlance of the tenth century, 
was not just the fact that they were monks. For although the monastic estate was 
one to be respected and admired, it did not provide an automatic right to ignore or 
circumvent the demands of the imperial power. Nor were all Athonite houses 
equally rich or influential. But those that flourished in the tenth and eleventh 
century had one important factor in common: they had all enjoyed imperial 
patronage from the outset. It did not matter whether individual emperors came and 
went; all holders of the imperial office shared the duty of their predecessors to 
uphold and protect the monastic life, and continuing the patterns of imperial 
patronage was, in itself, a means of demonstrating legitimacy. This in itself placed 
many Athonite monasteries in a powerful position. But they were also part of an 

I. lvir. II no. 52 (1104) and see Oikonomides, Fiscalite, 202. 
2 Docheiar. no.2 (1089). 
3. See J. F. Haldon, "Military administration and bureaucracy: state demands and private 

interest~" ByzF 19 (1993) 53--60. 
4. Oikonomides, F isca/ite 195. 
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institution that came to be seen as the microcosm of the empire itself, for just as the 
oikoumene encompassed men of every race and tongue so, too, did Athos, attracting· 

as it did Greeks, Italians and Georgians in the tenth century and Russians and Slavs 

from the eleventh century onwards. It became the Holy Mountain par excellence, 

eclipsing all its other rivals, and its continued existence became a metaphor for the 

survival of the empire itself. It was this evolving reputation which protected the 
insititution of Athos against the vicissitudes of the tenth and eleventh century and 

meant that the protection of Athonite monasteries, even at the expense of their lay 
neighbours and often as a consequence of unfairness, if not injustice, towards them, 
remained an important imperial priority. 



Triantafyllitsa Maniati-Kokkini 

Clergy and laity "opponents" in claims for privileges and land 
from the twelfth to the fourteenth century.* 

From the middle of the eleventh century until its downfall, the Byzantine state 

suffered a gradual decline from former excellence in many areas such as 

international status, defence capabilities, economic robustness and pecuniary 

stability. However, as is also the case in our own times, the process of the decline of 

a state does not necessarily coincide with the economic decline of its citizens; rather 
the opposite is true. This was the case in Byzantium: as the financial position of the 

state continued to worsen, many wealthy bodies - whether private citizens or legal 
entities - became wealthier with the "blessings" of the state. The Byzantine state, 
or the Byzantine Emperor himself, granted them increasingly more privileges of an 

economic nature either by choosing to show favour or by giving in to the on-going 

demands of powerful citizens for extra concessions. 
Whether direct or indirect, most of these state grants were either exkousseiai 

(tax exemptions) or oikonomiai (temporary entitlement to the annual rent from 

state lands). 1 The obliging recipients or persistent claimants of these grants were 

Church representatives, who were usually representatives of a monastery, and 

members of the laity (be they military men or not) of a certain wealth and 
importance in the state hierarchy, and who many a time fought even amongst 
themselves and requested mediation by the relevant officials of the Empire or 

sought to have their disputes settled by the emperor himself. 

The testimony of the sources gives us this general picture for almost the entire 
Empire, and for certain areas in particular. Macedonia,2 an area by nature and 

position susceptible to such concessions and claims, features prominently in 

* 

I. 

2 

On the relationship between monasteries and laymen in general cf. P. Charanis, "The 
Monastic Properties and the State in the Byzantine Empire" DOP 4 (1948) 53-118, rp. P. 
Charanis, Social, Economic and Political Life in the Byzantine Empire (London 1973) I; 
Ostrogorsky, Feodalite 92-179; Laiou, Peasant Society; A. Laiou-Thomadakis, 'H 
aypomd1 ·1w1vwv{a crrryv varepri /3vt;avnv11 brox11 tr. A. Kasdagli (Athens 
I 987); J. Haldon, "Limnos, Monastic Holdings and the Byzantine State: c.I261-1453" 
Continuity and Change in Late Byzantine and Early Ottoman Society ed. A. Bryer & H. 
Lowry (Birmingham/Washington, D.C. 1986) 161-215. On specific subjects and persons, 
see the recent editions of the sources to which I refer. On persons and titles of the 
Palaiologan era see Pl.P. 
During the Palaiologan period state grants constituted all the arable land of the Empire, a~ 
noted by Helene Glykatzi-Ahrweiler, "La concession des droits incorporels, donations 
conditionelles ... " 12 CEB [Ochrid 1961] 103-114, rp. Ahrweiler, Structures i 113. 
On different regions and place-names see in general J. Lefort, Villages de Macedoine: 
Notices historiques et topographiques sur la Macedoine orientate au Mayen Age I: La 
Chalcidique occidentale (Paris 1982); V. Kravari, Vil/es et villages de Macedoine 
occidentale (Paris 1989). For more specific information see the comments of the editors 
of the document~. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byza11ti11a Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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archival material. Many documents from the archives of monasteries on Mt. Athos 
and elsewhere in Macedonia have been studied. Issued by the emperor and state 
officials, these documents deal with the granting of rights and rents, the census 
(apograplze) made from time to time, and the verification of state concessions. 
Naturally, as our records are drawn from monasteries, most refer primarily to 
monastic possessions and only secondarily to possessions of laymen (who usually 
have some association with the landowning monastery - it is rare for a document 
to refer exclusively to a lay landowner who benefited by state concessions). 

Of course, of all the testimonies pertaining to Macedonia which have been 
considered in the treatment of our topic, it is possible to mention here only data 
relating to the period from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, particularly the 
latter, and the beginning of the fifteenth century, when the effect of important events 
of the previous century can still be seen.1 Let us first analyse some documents of 
special significance. 

A long-lasting dispute between the Megiste Lavra monastery on Mt. Athos and 
some of its secular neighbours is described with sufficient detail in a long but 
unheaded and rather unclear2 document of November 1162,3 which bears the 
signature of John Kontostephanos, the doux of Thessaloniki.4 Both the monks and 
their neighbours were occupying proasteia, likely via a state grant, which were 
clearly delimited by a creek5 though they had the same name ('Apxovtoxcop10v). 
The monastic land would have been part of the oikonomia of the monastery, 
whereas the other, as the document states, was one of the many pieces of state land 
which had been given to private individuals as pronoia. Long before the above
mentioned document was drawn up, a dispute had arisen involving the monastery 
and its neighbours, Andreas Romanos Rentinos and Theotimos and Leo Loukitai, 
who were soldiers and co-owners of the proasteion. Arrangements made at that 
time, after state intervention in December 1118,6 provided that their paroikoi could 
cultivate part of the monastic proasteion, but only for the period that the three 
soldiers would be the owners of their own proasteion and on the proviso that they 
would not settle the shared land. However, the new owner of the pronoia, kyr 
Pankratios Anemas, not only allowed his paroikoi to continue cultivating part of 

I. On the other hand, we have scarce evidence on the region from the twelfth century up to 
the end of Frankish domination, a~ J. Lefort notes when dealing with the property of an 
Athonite monastery: J. Lefort, "Une grande fortune fonciere aux Xe-XIIIe siecles. Les 
biens du monastere d'lviron" Structures feoda/es et feodalisme dans /'Occident 
Mediterraneen (Xe-XJ/le siecles). Bi/an et perspectives de recherches, Rome 10-13 
octohre /978 (Rome 1980) 379. Imperial documents between 1383 and 1403, when East 
Macedonia is in the hands of the Turks, are rare (see G. Ostrogorskij, "Autour d'un 
prostagma de Jean VIII Paleologue" ZRVI 10 (1967) 83), as well a~ between 1344-1355, 
the time of Serbian rule; in the second period, however, we have many Greek documents 
of Stefan Dusan mentioning imperial grants of the Byzantine state (see also infra n. 76). 

2. On the main rea~on of confusion see infra n. 9. 
3. Lavra I no. 64. 
4. Ibid. lines 113-4 and p. 329. 
5. .. . Katapumcov, o T~Epvaxo~cx faovoµa~E'tcxt ... (ibid. lines 34--44 and 56-7). 
6. Or in 1119. On the chronology in question, ibid. 328 and 330. 
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the Lavra monastery's proasteion, but also to settle there. Anemas certainly claims 
that the houses built by the paroikoi were already there at the time that the 
proasteion had been granted to him. The problem of the resettlement of eight 
paroikoi from the monastery in his proasteion following the action of a certain 
Koskinas 1 also remains unclear. A decision made by Kontostephanos satisfied the 
demands of the monastery, as its eight paroikoi were returned and the homes of 
Anemas' paroikoi were "removed" from the Archontochorion belonging to the 
monastery. These paroikoi, having been ordered (1taprryy0..0T)aav 
£1tuprovT)µ<Xtt1C&<;J never to return, promised along with kyr Pankratios to obey 
the command ( cpuA.a~m tTJV 1tapayyEA.1av ). 2 

In a document dated September 1265,3 the brothers John, Konstantinos and 
Michael, sons of the Pansevastos Sevastos kyr Demetrios Spartinos, confirmed and 
approved of the gift that their father had given to the monastery of Chilandari. In 
addition they also donated the remainder of the land in the same village which 
belonged to them. The monastery thus acquired full possession of this village, 
which they owned "by royal grant proclaimed in a chrysobull" (EJC OropEii<; 
~acr1A.t1CT1<; 81a xpuao~ouUou ), and also of one of the paroikoi who was situated 
there,4 for the salvation of the emperor's soul, their father's and their own.5 

The deception of the state by a private individual is revealed in an order 
(op1aµ6<;) given by Andronikos II to the domestikos ton dytikon thematon, Georgios 
Strategos, and to kyr Nicholas Theologitis, in August 1312.6 An accusation was 
made by the monks of the monastery of St. John Prodromos on Mt. Menoikeion, 
who presented to the emperor documents (a chrysobull and apographikai 
apokatastaseis) proving that long ago they had been granted land but had had 
trouble with Georgios Troulinos, who was obviously their neighbour and an 
oikeios of the emperor. Prior troubles caused by him had forced the oppressed 
(Ouvacrteu6µevo1) monks to seek a judgement,7 which by order of Empress Anna 
was granted to the monastery. Troulinos was obliged to promise in writing that he 
would not challenge the outcome and that from then on he would abstain from 
making any claims on the land (0a a.1tEXT1 tEA.EOV tll<; totautT)<; Yll<;). 8 For some 
time (about 30 years 9) the monks had possession of their land undisturbed. 
However Troulinos, when the opportunity arose of preparing a praktikon for his 
oikonomia, "by cheating and deceiving us" (OoA.tEuaaµevo<; JC<Xt a.1tat~cra<; 

I. A controversial figure, characterized by features in common with Anemas (ibid. 329), 
whose mention (once, line 8) finally enhances the confusion about the ca<,e, 

2 Ibid. line l()C). 

3. Chi/. no. 6 ('Aqaepoocmoc; £YYpacpov). 
4. Ibid. lines 2-4, 28-30 and 33-4. 
5. Ibid. lines 31-3. 
6. Prodrome no. 5. 
7. . .. avmcpt0T)cmv UU't<p ... (ibid. line 8). 
8. Ibid. lines 11-12. 
9. Since the horismos of Anna of Hungary, consort of Andronikos II, and therefore the 

judgement precede 1282, the year of the death of the empress (cf. Prodrome p. 47). 
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fiµfo;), 1 as the emperor himself confesses, managed to have the disputed land 
included in the lands granted to him by the state. Having grabbed this opportunity 
he extended his sway over the rest of the land and held it for himself (Opal;a.µev°'; 
aq>opµi,<; ~1tA.coae Kat Ka-tEKpa.n1ae tautT)v) by expelling the monks. 2 "What 
right did he have to act like that", wondered the emperor and concluded that his 
oikeios had done something utterly wrong and unreasonable (1tavtEA.0><; aOtKOV 
Kat 1tapa.A.oyov).3 The final judgement made by Andronikos is similar. His 
officials ought to have ensured immediately that the monastery would possess the 
disputed land, without obstruction and tyrannising (xcopt<; eµ1toOtaµov Kat 
Kataouvaatdav) on the part of Troulinos, and have the praktikon of the latter 
corrected on that point. From what we know, the monastery acquired the land once 
again4 and Troulinos' ambitions were probably checked. 

A similar dispute, which lasted for at least a decade, appears in another four 
documents which concern the same monastery. Three of these, the chrysobull 
(xpua6pouA.A.o<; A.6yo<;) of September 13175 and two orders (1tpoatayµata) of 
April and November 1325,6 are signed by Andronikos II. The emperor, having 
ratified the various monastery possessions in 1317, accepts the request of his 
daughter Simonis, the Kralaina of the Serbs, and in addition grants to the 
monastery an agridion, the Monospeton. 1 The problem with this particular piece of 
land was that it was already held by a soldier called Nikephoros Martinas as part of 
his oikonomia, as is stated in great detail in the first order of 1325.8 This document 
is dismissed by Andronikos for the reason that, even though he had given an order 
at the end of 1317, or shortly thereafter, for compensation of an equal amount (i'.OTJV 
1toa6tT)ta) to be granted for the removal of the agridion, Sevastos Martinos9 chose 
to take advantage of the confused state of affairs - that is, the civil war between the 
two Andronikoi - and thus keep the Monospeton. 10 The emperor, now respecting 
his original decision 11 to grant the piece of land to the monastery, stresses once 
again that Martinas would not suffer any ill-treatment and specifies the oikonomia 

from which an equal amount would be granted in place of that taken away from 

I. Ibid. lines 13-14. 
2 Ibid. lines 15-16. 
3. Ibid. lines 19 and 21-2. 
4. See Prodrome p. 47. 
5. Prodrome no. 7. 
6. Prodromenos. 16and 17. 
7. Prodromeno. 7.15-18. 
8. Prodrome no. I 6.8-10 ( ... 01tEp EKpatEt 6u'x 1tpa1Ctt1Cou Ei~ 'tllV 1tocr6tTJta Tll~ 

OllCOVOµta~ UUtOU ... ) 
9. Ibid. lines 11-15 and pp. 68-9. 
10. Ibid. lines I 5-17. Cf. p. 68, on the way in which this was accomplished. Martinas was 

loyal to Andronikos II, while at the same period the founder and protector of the 
Prodromos monastery, the bishop ofZichnai, supported Andronikos III. 

I I. ... 6u'x tTJV ttµTJV 1tporrrouµevro~ ICCXt to CllCCXt<lA.UtOV tOU 611Aro8ivto~ 
xpucro~ouA.A.ou ... (ibid. no. 16.25). 
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Martinos' oikonomia. 1 It appears, however, that Martinos was once again not 
convinced, 2 and so a few months later the emperor intervened and, having outlined 

the entire story to the domestikos John Tarchaneiotes, gave clear and irreversible 

instructions for the immediate handing over of the piece of land to the monastery, 
concluding in an austere and angry manner: "Either this Martinos wants and wishes 

that in place of this he shall accept the said amount, ... that's good; if not ... he is 
going to be deprived of it." A significant threat, if one takes into account that it was 

not unusual to impose upon the owner of an oikonomia certain changes in his 

source of income. It is rather improbable, however, that the fixed amount of his 

annual income would have been reduced without reason. Besides, Andronikos in 
his previous letter had promised a full and equal amount (cxKepcxiav Kat 

cxvuatep11tov 1toa6t11tcx)3 for Martinos. In the last of our documents, which is an 
order (op1aµ6~) issued in August 1327,4 Andronikos III informs the protovestiaritis 
Andronikos Kantakouzenos about this still unresolved matter, stressing that 

Martinos, having received and concealed (ACX0rov KCXt cx1to1Cp{nvcx~) the emperor's 
wish, had continued to retain the piece of land.5 He orders, in a mild but decisive 
manner, to have the matter resolved in favour of the monastery, which in future 
should not be tyrannised or troubled by anyone, especially Martinos, 6 who would 

pay the consequences of his actions by being forced to accept some abandoned 
property (e~cxAe1µµcxt11Ca 1CtT]µextcx) as compensation. 7 

Ratification of the return of land which had been previously "taken away" was 

sought by the monks of the monastery Docheiariou on Mt. Athos, and obtained in 

May 1343 through a chrysobull given by John V Palaiologos. 8 This concerns land 

of fifteen hundred modioi which was granted to the Barbarini (Berber) soldiers and 
a lay owner of an oikonomia named Neokastritis, and also of other land of three 
hundred and fifty modioi which was given to Komnenoutzikos and then to the 

vestiarios kyr Manuel kata logon gonikotetos.9 This last arrangement turned out to 
be in favour of the monks, who through the mediation of the oikeios kyr Manuel re

acquired the land of three hundred and fifty modioi in 1337 with the right of 

I. It wa~ the oiJCovoµicx of a deceased Sarakinos (ibid. lines 28-32). The 1tocr6T11~ of the 
piece of fannland under claim is mentioned in the four documents sometimes as 24 and 
sometimes as 30 u1tEpmJpcx. The matter lies unresolved (cf. Prodrome p. 81 n. 3) and I 
mention it elsewhere, where I deal with some documents also referred to here, naturally by 
examining them from a different viewpoint: T. Maniati-Kokkini, 'O f3v,avnv6,; 
0eaµ6,; rij,; ",rp6vo1a,;" (typescript Thessaloniki 1990, in press). 

2 Prodromeno.11.15-16. 
3. Prodromeno. 16.32-3. 
4. Prodrome no. 22. 
5. Ibid. lines 13-16. 
6. Ibid. lines 22-5. 
7. Ibid. lines 25-6: ... 000ft <l7t0 E~CXA£lµµcxt11COOV JC(ll arn0€pcov ttv&v 

icroto1tov; cf. icr61tooov in the other documents of the dossier. 
8. Docheiar. no. 21. 
9. Ibid. lines 4-12. Cf. also pp. 140-1. 
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possession kata logon gonikotetos even after the death of Manuel. 1 Another 
document, dated September 1344 and bearing the signature of the protovestiaritis 
John Doukas,2 ratifies once again the monastery's possession of the first piece of 
land, for in the meantime the monastery's rights to that land had been challenged. In 
particular an apographeus by the name of Hageris, whilst conducting a census in 
the area, "took away" the land from the monastery 3 on the grounds that it had 
previously been granted to the Barbarini and Neokastritis. From the beginning the 
hegoumenos raised objections to this wrongful act and succeeded in getting a "cross 
examination" with the apographeus 4 in which he admitted that "this land had 
previously been taken away by apographeis." Nevertheless, he claimed that this 
had not been done "rightly but wrongly and unreasonably", and for that reason the 
emperor (Andronikos III) had ordered that the property be returned to the 
monastery. 5 In the end, when the process had reached a stalemate, the fact that the 
monastery had had possession (voµT)) of the land for three hundred years was taken 
into account, and was considered to be the strongest proof.6 So by the monastery's 
account justice was done. 

An imperial order to which the megas dioiketes John Doukas Balsamon 
responds in 1355,7 and which could have been issued as a result of a reminder, if not 
a persistent request, by the monastery Docheiariou, grants to the monastery a 
village and "land of one thousand modioi" which had earlier belonged to it through 
an imperial grant. The monastery had lost all rights to the village when it was 
"taken away" and handed over to Michael Pitzikopoulos, one of the dytikoi 
arc/wntopouloi, who was no longer alive; he in tum had ceased to possess the land 
when the state appointed a new beneficiary, Theodore Mouzalon, an officer from the 
Great Allagion of Thessaloniki (a1to tO'U 0£0'(JaAOVtKaiou µqaAO\l 
allayiou ). The second of these properties had already been given back to the 
monastery by order (1tp6atayµa) of the Empress Anna of Savoy8 following the 
assassination of Mouzalon by the Turks. 

Unique for its contents is a document of 1393, a decision (Kptatµoypa<pov) of 
an ecclesiastical court made by Matthaios, the metropolitan of Serres, regarding the 
possession of half a village. 9 Four monasteries of Mt. Athos and Thessaloniki 

I. See Docheiar. no. 18 {l:tytUtroOEi; ypaµµa to\J ooµEO'tllCO'IJ 'tO)V 8Eµatrov of May 
1337 by Konstantinos Makrinos) and mainly lines 16-17, 19-20 and 25-8. 

2 Docheiar. no. 23. 
3. ... "Eq,8a<JEV ... ClltO'tEµrov lC(ll OTJµocrm'.icrai; yfiv ClltO 'tOU ... 1CtT1µatoi; 

(ibid. lines 1-2 and 5-6). The document refers to Manuel Hageris, apographeus and 
orpharwtrophos; cf. PLP no. 30344. 

4. Ibid. line 4 ( ... tivttKpt0fi ... ). 
5. Ibid. lines 29-3 I. 
6. . .. voµriv tptalCO<JlCOV xpovrov, ~i; O'UOEV icrx'UpotEpov ... (ibid. line 40). Cf. 

"llepi voµijq mi 8ernrore£aq", 'Apµevo1rov.lov llp6xe1pov N6µwv ~ 

'E~a/31/3,loqed. K.G. Pitsakis (Athens 1971) 98-107. 
7. Docheiar. no. 29. 
8. Ibid. lines 8-9 and p. 192; cf. also p. 209. 
9. Esphig. no. 30. 
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became involved in this matter, as owners and not just as possessors of the land, as 
well as a lay person named Demetrios Laskaris, who temporarily held the 
remaining half of the village under pronoia. Relying on this circumstance, Laskaris 
bought the other half from the monastery of Akapniou, making use of his right as 
owner of adjacent land (a.vmcoivcoat~) to offer service to the monastery of 
Koutloumousiou, which had provided the purchase money as it was not eligible to 
plead the right of a further adjacency (7tATJO'taaµ6~).1 Soon afterwards he donated 
that part of the village to the monastery of Koutloumousiou. The monks of 
Chilandari, however, challenged the sale as unlawful on the grounds that Laskaris 
was only the holder and not the owner of one section of the village. He had therefore 
improperly claimed the right of 7tATJO'tacrµ6~ so as to be the preferred buyer, 
whereas they themselves had this right on the property sold. An investigation of the 
matter demonstrated that the monastery of Koutloumousiou as well as Laskaris 
himself had acted deceitfully,2 something which the latter agreed to in writing. In 
the meantime, the Esphigmenite monks also became involved, invoking rights of 
a.vax:oivcoat~. An on-the-spot investigation showed that they were indeed the 
closest neighbours and they eventually won the case, having also the consent of 
Laskaris himself. 

The "co-existence" of lay and church possessors of state properties, not in the 
form of adjacency but of "co-possession", is mentioned in the praktikon of 
paradosis of lands belonging to the monastery Docheiariou signed by Pavlos 
Gazis and Georgios Prinkips in May 1409.After the usual counting of the paroikoi 

of four villages - included of course in the oikonomia of the monastery - and the 
recording of their properties and the corresponding taxes, it is made clear that the 
paroikoi should pay the total amount of the tax owed to the occasional pronoiarioi, 

while towards the "very honourable monks" (ttµuotmot µovaxoi) they ought to 
exhibit "proper respect and obedience", doing for them the usual angareiai, paying 
some secondary taxes and "anything else that they usually have the right to receive 
from such villages. "3 

From the documents we have presented so far and from many others of a 
similar content we note: 

I. The obvious disposition of the Byzantine state, as was noted in the 
beginning, to lavish grants on church institutions and on lay representatives of the 
middle and upper class, temporarily denying itself some of its rights, mainly taxes. 
Even though there are many extant documents from Macedonia, the fact that they 
have been kept mainly in monastic archives does not of course allow us to produce 
statistical findings as to the quantitative or qualitative superiority or inferiority of 
such concessions granted to the laity vis-a-vis those that were granted to the 
Church. Only hypotheses can be made, and such hypotheses are more likely when 
based on historical data or the known tendency of the emperors to limit the power 

I. On these two tenns see infra n. 64. 
2 ... l((lt tOU KCltCX t~V ltpaaiv tE KClt ciqneproatv OOA.O'l.l ClltEA.£Y:X0evto~ 

(Esphig. no. 30.21). 
3. Docheiar. no. 53 lines 19-24. 
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of the aristocracy and the excessive enrichment of the monasteries. Certainly, state 
concessions granted to both sides were significant in numbers and economic value. 1 

II. The obvious and predictable contrast between lay and church holders of land 
and privileges in Macedonia as they came into frequent contact either as neighbours 
or as successive holders of the same land. The fact that we refer to church and lay 
holders of land and privileges does not mean that they can always be contrasted as 
separate entities. Disputes usually occur at the level of individual cases of 
landowners who may be either monasteries or dynatoi laymen. However, we are 
forced to see them as members of either side and not as particular individuals. What 
I mean will become clear if we attempt to create a picture of the relationship of 
church and lay holders of oikonomiai and privileges within Macedonia, as well as 

of the repercussions of the state interventions and arrangements which were made 
from time to time. I consider this proposal to be of greater interest and more feasible 
than the comparison of the rights that were granted by the emperor each time. With 
this in mind, the documents selected for presentation and examination are those in 
which both sides appear repeatedly, and usually have some dispute to settle. This 
picture is easier to draw if we pay special attention to some of the terms which 
appear frequently in the Byzantine documents 2 and attempt to distinguish their true 
meaning and implications. Thus: 

1. The most common relationship which exists amongst privileged holders of 
state land is that of adjacency. 3 Monasteries and laymen, whether state officials or 
soldiers (especially those who are holders of oiko,wmiai of lesser value) collect the 
fixed amount of their entitlement from paroikoi who often cultivate adjacent 
properties and who, though related to each other, pay to various beneficiaries the 
money owing to the state in the form of a 1ta1Ctov, µopt11 or teA.o~. In the areas of 
Thessaloniki and Chalkidike in particular, those privileged appear literally to 
"crowd themselves" over an area that is not large but profitable and accessible, and 
for this reason obviously much sought after. They are the holders of "properties 
manorial, personal, ecclesiastical, monastic, military, granted by chrysobull, and so 
on" (1Ct1Wat<X apxovttlCCX, 1tpOO'C01tt1CCX, £1C1CA.TJO'l<XO'tl1CCX, µovaO'tT)ptalCCX, 
O'tpattCOtllCCX, XPUO'O~OUA.A.ata lCCXl A.Ot1ta)4 who, from time to time, upon the 
emperor's order, are subjected to an apographe, after which they obtain a new 

praktikon ratifying their oikonomia. 

I. a. G. Ostrogorsky, "Obsetvations on the Aristocracy in Byzantiwn" OOP25 (1971) 19. 
2. This is why references to the following docwnents are only to select examples out of many 

identical or similar reports. 
3. See infra n. 64. 
4. A common expression at the beginning of many extant praktika apographikes exisoseos. 

See among others Zogr. no. 17.3-5 of the year 1320. A similar expression is found in 
documents of the same type from 1321: ... tOOV lCtT\µ<ltCOV tOOV llPXOVtCOV tOOV 
npocryev&v tOU ... ~(XCJtAECO<; lC<Xl trov EtEprov apxovtrov £1C1CATICJl<XCJtl1CO)V. 
µovacrtTIPt<XKrov, crtpattcottKrov, xpucro~ouAAatcov Kal. Aom&v ... ( see 
Xenoph. no. 15.2-3 of the year 1321). 
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The state audit, the apographike exisosis kai apokatastasis, 1 often reveals 
breaches and arbitrary increases of the amount of an oikonomia, actions which are 
not only harmful to the state but also affect the neighbours. Of course, these 
discrepancies are corrected by the relevant apographeis. 2 State officials, however, 
are called upon even outside censorial periods, on the initiative of those affected, in 
order to examine the degree to which the holder of an oikonomia has breached the 
rights of his neighbour. The documents refer to ambiguities (aµ<pt~oA.ia) 
surrounding the possession of land or of paroikoi, 3 and to the ensuing hearing 
(1Cpicnc; or avti1Cpunc;),4 during which the documents of the original granting and 
paradosis following a censorial audit are examined as evidence and proof of legal 
possession. These challenges often reveal fraud on the part of one of the parties 
involved, who sometimes tries to deceive even the state authorities so that the land 
and the paroikoi he wishes to hold are included in his praktikon, thus providing 
him with the necessary documentary evidence.5 In the document of 1393, where an 
abuse of the right of protimesis based on 1tA.11amaµ6c; is described, we see an 
attempt to deceive the state and an abuse of privileges provided by the law to the 
neighbours as owners and not holders of land.6 

At other times the holders of oikonomiai, without actually officially breaching 
the rights of their neighbours, resort to causing troubles (OtEVOXA.11a1c;, 
1Cataouvaatda 1C<Xt E1ti0rntc;)7 with a view to regaining the holding and 
benefits (voµ~ 1Cat lC<XtOX~) of land to which they, rightly or wrongly, lay a claim. 
When they fail and the judgement of competent imperial representatives calls them 
to order, they are obligated to provide a written8 or verbal promise that they will not 
repeat the trouble as expressly stated in the document resolving that dispute. Quite 
often, however, the troublesome neighbour does not give up so easily,9 and the state 

I. ... coptcr0TJµEv 7t0ltl0<Xl (l7t0j'p<X<pl1C1JV E~tcrcocrtv K<Xt (l7t0K<Xt<XOt<XOlV ... ; see 
Zogr. no. 17.2 and Xenoph. no. 15.1. 

2 Cf. the actions of apographeus Hageris when he considered that the monastery 
Docheiariou wa~ holding a piece of land illegally (see supra Docheiar. no. 23). 

3. See Lavra l no. 64.26 and the whole document in general which was analysed above. 
4. See the ca'ies of the monastery of St. John Prodromos on Menoikeion regarding Georgios 

Troulinos (Prodrome nos. 5.8 and 11) and of the Docheiariou monastery regarding the 
apographeus Hageris (Docheiar. no. 23.4 and 1 1ft). 

5. Prodrome no. 5.13--14. 
6. Cf. E. Papayianni, "O 6po~ '<XV<XKOlVCOOTJ' crto Eµitpayµato OtK<XlO tTJ~ 

~u~avttv~~ 7tEpt66ou" Byzantiaka IO (1990) 226; H. Saradi, "The Neighbors' Pre
emption Right. Notes on the Byzantine Document~ of Transactions" Diptycha 6 ( 1994-5) 
272-3. 

7. Ibid. no. 22.24-5. See also Chi/. no. 95.4-10 (npootayµa of Andronikos II Palaiologos, 
1323): ... oi. µovaxol. XEA<XVt<XptOU (lVE<pEpov Otl d~ to K<Xtexoµevov oux 
xpucro~OUAAOU ... xcoptov ta Kptt~l<XV<l U<plOt<XVt<Xl OlEVOXATJOlV (l7t() 
tlVO~ tOlV £7tOtKCOV tll~ ... 0ecrcr<XAOVlKTJ~, tO\l l:ap<XVtTJVO\l ... 

8. See Prodrome no. 5.10-12; Lavra I no. 64.109. 
9. Cf. the ca'ie of Pangratios Anemas (Lavra I no. 64) vis-a-vis that of Demetrios Laskaris 

who immediately withdraws when the illegality of his demands is revealed (Esphig. no. 
30). 
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authorities intervene again once the party in whose favour the first judgement was 
made complains to the emperor himself.1 

Regarding the question of the conduct of neighbour-holders 2 of oikonomiai, I 
have deliberately excluded reference to the identity of a fraudulent and troublesome 
neighbour as either a representative of the laity or of the Church. I did this since 
usually those who appear to be in the wrong in these documents are indeed the 
laity; but again I do not, as was previously stressed, think that any valid 
conclusions can be drawn on this matter, for we study mainly documents which 
have been kept in monastic archives and are therefore valuable to the monastery 
because they concern land that was finally returned to it. At any rate monasteries, 
whether they had had bad experiences with their neighbours or were simply afraid 
of possible claims by their neighbours, made certain that they were protected from 
them by keeping a record of imperial documents ratifying their possessions" ... to 
ward off with the sight of this my royal chrysobull any and every person who might 
attempt in uncontrolled greed to trample these rights under foot and upset the 
monks" ( ... a.7tOO"O~Et0"0at tn iµq>aVEt(l. tOU 1tap6vto<; XPUO"O~O'UA.AO\l tt1<; 
~aatA.Eta<; µou l:x1tavta tov 7tEtpa0T)a6µevov 1tAEOVEKttK0><; Kat 
1tapaA.6yco<; 1t68a 1tapa~aA.Etv £7tt toutot<; [sc. tot<; OtKatot<;] Kat tapaxTJv 
1tpol;ev11am tot<; µovaxot<; ... )3 

2. Even more complicated is the relationship between successive holders of 
either a whole oikonomia, or, as is often the case, part of one. The inventory of land 
belonging to an oikonomia frequently mentions the "prior holders," 4 as they are 
referred to. We should first of all distinguish here the Church and the laity as two 
sides with conflicting interests, since the successive transfer of land to different 
monasteries is infrequent, while the successive transfer of land to different lay 
persons, mainly pronoiarioi, is very common. This was often due to death or, less 
frequently, to the displeasure of the emperor with a citizen. Such matters, however, 
are not relevant to the topic under discussion. 

Our sources also refer to sequestrations (a.1toa1taaEt<;) when lands which had 

previously been granted to a monastery by an imperial order, are later - following a 
new imperial order - granted to another owner, this time a member of the laity. The 

I. CT. the ca..e of Georgios Troulinos (Prodrome no. 5). 
2. Neighbours in a broad sense, because we do not always know the degree of adjacency of 

the lands of the opposing parties (apart from the ca..es such as the two Archontochoria, in 
IAvra I no. 64). At any rate, conflicts between the two sides are indicative of the existence 
of interests in neighbouring lands. Cf. the meaning of the term 1tA.T1crtcxcrµoc;, i.e. a 
relationship more or less adjacent, as related to the term avaKoivcootc;, which means 
common boundaries (see relevant remarks in Esphig. p. 174; and cf. Papayianni, "O 
OpOt; 'aV<llCOtV(J)O"Tl "' 224). 

3. Docheiar. no. 8.22-4 (XpucropouA.A.ov crtyiAA.tov of Michael VIII Palaiologos of 
January 1267 or 1282). 

4. Cf .... tq> ~EU'YTIA.atElq> tft ropmvt~ft. JCa0roc; 7tp01C<ltElXEtO tOUtO 1tapa 
wu 1tavcrEPcicrtou crEPacrtou oiKEiou tft pacrtA.d~ µou A.oyaptcxcrtou tf\c; 
auA.f\t; 'tOU Kacravoprivou ... (Chi/. no. 42.9-11, XpucropouHoc; Myoc; of 
Michael IX Palaiologos of March 1319). 
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monastery thereafter seeks to regain the land or privileges which were "taken away" 
and this is perhaps the reason why it takes the matter to the emperor, sometimes 
aided by strong supporters. 1 It usually succeeds in regaining possession of the land, 
even after a long period when the lay holder has died and the land has been 
transferred to the state2 or is in the possession of a successor of the first holder in 
whose favour it was "taken away" from the monastery.3 But, of course, even these 
cases require that a judgement or a decision be made by officials of the state. The 
decision relies on the following (stated in order of importance):4 (a) the possession 
of the written privileges (ifyypmpa. 01Kmroµa.ta.) 5 of each side, that is the 
documents, especially the oldest ones, 6 which could prove the granting and 
possession of the land, and mainly praktika paradoseos or apographikes 
paradoseos, which describe in detail an oikonomia, since the imperial documents 
(horismoi or chrysobulls) refer to it in general terms; (b) if the matter involves the 
possession of land and the relevant documents have been lost or destroyed "by the 
anomalies of the times"7 (that is in one of the many raids and occupations that the 
land of Macedonia was subjected to during that time), the testimony of older people 
in the area who probably knew the status of the territory; (c) the auvop1crµ6~. that is 
knowledge of the boundaries of the disputed land and conveying this information 
to the mediators of the dispute; ( d) imcrta.cria., that is an on-the-spot investigation 
of claims relating to the rights of possession of a piece of land,8 and finally, in case 
both sides produced equally significant evidence, the length of time the disputed 
land was in possession (voµ~J of each of the parties involved. As is 
characteristically stated: 'Ev ol~ ~ a.itia. t<JTI Kpdaarov icrttv o veµ6µevo~ 
("When other claims are equal, the possessor prevails").9 That monasteries would 
win a dispute even in these cases may be interpreted in two ways: either the 
monasteries were indeed right and their lay opponents did not have in their 
possession any documents at all indicating their rights, or the monasteries were 
better able to preserve the documents handed over to them by the imperial 
authorities. 

I. Cf. Manuel vestiarios, oikeios of the emperor, in the case of returning a piece of land to the 
mona~tery Docheiariou in 1337 (Docheiar. no. 18); see also infra n. 77. 

2 See Docheiar. no. 29 of 1355, which was presented above. 
3. See Docheiar. no. 41 of 1373, according to which Ioannis Katzaras, a relative of the 

despotes Manuel Palaiologos and son of the megas adnoumiastes Katzaras, after judging the 
case, loses his right~ on land of 2400 modioi that had been grnnted to his father with a right 
of trnnsferring it to his son. 

4. Ibid. lines 28-39, where a similar procedure is analysed. Cf. D. Simon, H eupE<Jll wu 
0t1Ccxiou ato cxvrotmo Bu~cxvnv6 Ot1Cll<JTT1Pto (Athens 1982). 

5. See Docheiar. no. 23. 14 and 45 (and passim). 
6. See Docheiar. no. 23.25, where the apographeus Hageris toutmi;, toaoutoti; Kilt 

totoutoti; oilat to"ii; OtKmroµcxat (i.e. of the monastery Docheiariou), µ Tl 
apKO'llµEvoi; <i'J..J,.a Kill ta 'tO\J't(l)V E'tl ~TJ'tOlV iOElV apxm6tepa. ... 

7. Cf. Docheiar. no. 41.33; see suprn n. 43. 
8. See also the decision of the ecclesia~tical court in the case of Demetrios Laskaris and the 

four monasteries: ... fatatcxaia.v to1ttKT]V yevfo0m ... (Esphig. no.30.4 I). 
9. . .. ou'x tov mv6va. tov A.eyovtcx ... (Docheiar. no. 23.46). 
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In the mid-fourteenth century monks, especially those of Mt. Athos, took 
advantage of the interruption of Byzantine rule over the greater part of Macedonia 

and the beneficial policy of the Serbian ruler Stefan Dusan by re-acquiring many of 

the lands that previously "had been taken away" (a.1tocmacr0evtcx.~ t61tou~).1 

The "taking away" of land is also repeatedly mentioned in the case of lay 

owners of oiko11omiai, the clear intention on the part of the state being to grant them 
to a monastery. The intervention of important persons in favour of the monasteries 

in these cases also is understandable and desirable for the monks. 2 Many times, 

however, the lay holders of land attempt to delay or cancel the implementation of 

the imperial order, taking advantage of the domestic problems of the empire (t~v 
£i~ ta 1tpayµ<Xt<X O"'U'YX,UO"lV ). 3 

It is clear that any change in possession of the land usually takes place as the 
result of an imperial decision; in essence, however, it is usually preceded by a 

request, if not a claim, from the party concerned, who is certainly more powerful 
than the one who already possesses the land. It is also certain that the former holder, 

if there are no grounds on which he could lose all of his oikonomia,4 is usually 
compensated by a piece of land of equal value (icr61tocrov J.5 It appears, however, that 

the new property, though it would bring the same financial benefit (1tocr6v) to its 
possessor, was not considered by him to be equal to the one he previously 

possessed, and this must explain his unwillingness to comply with the imperial 

order. At any rate, these holders would never wish to refuse openly to comply with 
the order, since the state had the absolute right to take the land away from them; no 

I. See most of Dusan' s documents concerning the monasteries. Cf. my paper 
"Opovoµta.KE<; 1tllpllxoop~ow; tau Up~ou llutoKpcitopll l:teq,avou Dusan 
(1344-1355)" in Byzantium and Serbia in the 14th Century. International Symposium 3 
(Athens 1996) 299b329. See also infra n. 84. Cf. however, the somewhat exaggerated 
contents of a letter of Ioannis Palaiologos about the financial situation of the monastery 
Megiste Lavra: ... Kllt~VtTJOE ... Kill d>ptoKEtm vuv cxno tfi<; trov 
1tpllyµatoov cxvooµllAlll<; tE Kill OUYXUOEOl<; Ei<; EOXIXtT]V taA!llltOlptllV Kill 
evoew.v, t&v KtT]µatoov ll'lltOt> q,01lpEvtoov Kill cxvllAoo0evtoov cxno tE tfi<; 
ltOA.ATI<; trov l:ep~oov Eltt0foeoo<; CXltO tE tfi<; AET]AllOtll<; Kill t&v KOUpooov 
trov cx0eoov ix0p&v ... (Lavra III app. XV, post August 1370- ante 1391, and p. 214). 

2 Cf. the mediation of the daughter of the Byzantine emperor and consort of the Serbian 
ruler Simonis in favour of the Prodromos monastery (case of Nikephoros Martinas, 
Prodrome nos. 7, 16, I 7 and 22). 

3. See the ca<;e of Nikephoros Martinas (Prodrome no. 16.15-17). 
4. This would be justified mainly in times of civil conflict when oikonomiai were taken away 

from supporters of the pretenders to the throne; see e.g. the confiscations of properties held 
by dynatoi supporting Ioannis Kantakouzenos or Ioannis Palaiologos in V. Kravari, 
"Nouveaux documents du monastere de Philothee" TM IO ( 1987) 294. 

5. See, apart from the case of Nikephoros Martinas, Lavra II no. 97.5-7 (OllpllOOttKov 
ypaµµll of April 1304 by Theodoros Tzimbeas): ... 1tllpllOrocm<; npo<; to µepo<; tri<; 
... µqaATJ<; Allupll<; ... Ota tE ltllpOlKOlV Kill YT!<; ltOOOtTJta imEpitupoov 
OtcxKOOlOlV E~~KOVta ... 1tpo<; OE tOU<; otpllttCOta<; E~ &v µEA.A.Et<; 
CXltOOltCXO!ll tl'lV tOtcx'l>tT]V ltOOOtTJta ltllpllOC.OOEt<; oµoioo<; CXAAllX00Ev CXltO 
tfi<; 00\JA.Etll<; 00\l etEpllV \OT]V ltOOOtT]tll, Kill O'UOEV OtEpTJ0iiiotv oi 
tOlO\ltOt tot> tux6vto<; E~ ll'lltIDV. 
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permanent title on land was ever granted, but only the right to hold and benefit from 
it. 

This was the situation prior to 1371. Then, following the defeat of the Serbs, 
the Byzantine emperor was forced to begin talcing away half of the lands granted to 
the monasteries of Mt. Athos and Thessaloniki and giving them to lay people in 

order to strengthen the defensive forces of Byzantium against the Turks. 1 The 
monks raised strong objections to this "confiscation," as they called it, and to the 
"pronoiarisation" (that is the granting of the land that was talcen away from them as 
pronoia), 2 a move that significantly affected their financial condition. So they 
immediately started the "battle" to regain the rights they had lost, which in essence 
was the abolition of tax deductions only for that part of their land which was talcen 
away.3 The sources mention the apographike paradosis to a monastery of an entire 
or one half of a village, with or without any explanation as to the remaining part of 
it.4 In 1408, the emperor Manuel II, visiting Thessaloniki, stated to the monks of 
Mt. Athos, who were always complaining, that he could not yet return the land that 
had been talcen away but promised tax concessions instead. 5 Eventually the monks 
succeeded in getting many exchanges (avta.A.Aa.ya.i) with the state so that they 
again became the possessors of an entire village, of which after 1371 they had held 
only half, in exchange for a renunciation of their rights to the half of another village. 
As to the reason why the monks sought these exchanges we should consider not so 
much their preference for certain villages but the fact that they did not like the idea 
of being neighbours with the state and especially the lay people to whom the land 
that was talcen away would be given. In the beginning of the fifteenth century, they 
openly complain of the attacks, actions and troubles they are subjected to in their 
own share of the land (8ux ta<; em0foe1<;, E1tllpEia.<; !CCX.I. <>XA.TJO"El<; a<; 
EUptCJICO'UO"lV EV tot<; a.utcov µetoxio1<;), and consider this as a ground for an 
exchange. 6 Nevertheless, as such avta.A.A.a.ya.i did not occur in all areas, clergy 

I. See infra a later mention of this subject in a Ilp6cmxyµll of Manuel JI Palaiologos of 
December 1408 in V. Mosin, "Akti ... "Spomenik Srpska kraljevska Akademija 91 (1939) 
165.3-9: ... lhex 't~V E1ti0eatv 't~V 'tO'tE yeyoVUlllV 7tllpex 'tfi>V ToupKCOV ... 
eoo~ev, tvll 1tpovorna0&m tex ~µiaT1 t&v µetoxicov t&v te 'Aytoptt&v Kill 
'tfi>V 0rnallAOVtKECOV, Kill Cl1tA.&<; ltCXV'tll, Otex 'tO µ~1tO'tE UltllV'tll 
auU~~OTIV Xll0&atv ... 

2 On the ca..e in general see Lavra IV 52-3 (by P. Lemerle). 
3. CT. the rights of monks and pronoiarioi in Docheiar. no. 53 of 1409 and p. 129. 
4. See Docheiar. no. 53.2-3: ... 'tO oA.ov 'tO\l 1tupyou 'tT\<; neptyllpOtKElll<;, 'tO 

~µtau 'tO\l 1tupyou ll'll'tfi>V (i.e. of the monks) 'tll<; 'EpµT1Aetll<;, 'to oA.ov 'tO\l 
xcopiou t&v Mllptav&v Kill to ~µiau tou KllAOKcxµnou ... , and cf. an older 
document of I 347 returning lands, by Stefan Dusan (lavra III no. 128.27-9): ... Ei<; to 
Ei<; tex :EtOTIPOKllUOEta Kll't(l(j)ll'YlOV 1tpOKll'tElXEV µev ~ tOlll\JtTI AllUpll 'tO 
~µ tau Otex 1tllA.atyev&v XPUOO~O\JAA.COV' euepyete'i ~ ~llOtA.Elll µou ioico<; 
Kill 'tO A.OlltOV UltllV oaov euptOKEtat OT1µ0alllKOV Kill 1tpovotaa'tlKOV. 

5. See V. Mosin, "Akti ... "(n. 81 suprn) 165-7. 
6. Lavra III no. 162.2-3 ('Optaµ6<; of April 1409 by the despotes of Thessaloniki 

Andronikos Palaiologos). Cf. also the obviously slightly older document no. 161.4-5 
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and laity were forced on a number of occasions to be not only neighbours but also 
co-possessors of the same land.1 

At any rate, whether these halves which were taken away from the monasteries 
were returned or not, we must admit that even though the state was forced to resort 
to a measure which indeed affected rights that had been granted to the monasteries, 
it tried from the beginning to lessen as much as it could the consequences of this 
move. This, I think, is what is indicated by the "taking away" of only half of the 
pieces of their land. In this way monasteries kept their hopes alive that in the future 
they might regain that land, regardless of whether in the end - for the reasons that 
we have mentioned - they opted for "exchanges". 

3. Despite tensions in their relationships as neighbours, and the justified 
animosity felt by one side because of the removal of their land for the benefit of the 
other side, the laity and the church holders of oikonomiai in Macedonia maintained 
good relations. The monks prayed for the salvation of the souls of the laity who, in 
turn, showed their respect by looking after the monasteries and by helping them 
maintain their good financial situation. The lay holders of an oikonomia did not 
restrict themselves to aiding the monasteries in the hope that the emperor might 
grant them a piece of land,2 nor did they simply donate land which was owned by 
their ancestors. Such actions on their part do not concern us and they are no different 
to those of other contemporary wealthy and respected citizens. The important thing 
is that they found a way to donate to the monasteries part of their oikonomia or 
pro11oia which, being state land, was only temporarily granted for possession 
(Kmoxii Kat voµii). But we have insufficient data which comes mostly from the 
fourteenth century3 when conditions generally became more difficult.4 whilst at the 
same time many holders had acquired the right to transfer their oikonomia to their 

children. 5 The lands donated were usually abandoned (e~aAEiµµata) 6 and 
therefore problematic from the point of view of cultivation at times when hands 
were short. These lay holders usually stress that they donate the lands for the period 
that they themselves also have rights on them.7 This is why, in return, they ask the 

('Av'ta1J .. aKTI1ptov ypaµµa of April 1409) which is ratified by the document no. 162 
(ibid. 161 ). 

I. See Docheiar. no. 53 of 1409. 
2 Cf. the mediation for the return to a monastery of a piece of land that had been "taken 

away" (see supra n. 77 and also n. 67). 
3. See Docheiar. nos. 13, 14 ('Aq>tEpom,pta mpmpa of 1313 and 1314). 
4. See N. Oikonomides, "To µEpilho 'tcov µovacrn1picov <J'tf\V ayopa 'tT\<; 

ToupKoKpa'touµEVT\<; E>rncraA.ovtJCT\<; (1400)" XptCJ-rravtJCTI 0eCJCJa)..ovilCT'/, Z' 
E1CICJTT7µov1 l('O I:vµ,coCJIO' I:rnvpo1CT7YtaK'£; l('at EvoptaK'i; Movi; 
(Thessaloniki 1995) 79. 

5. A similar remark, that old pronoiai became lands of the Church after they were 
transformed into "full ownerships" (I would describe them a~ possessions transferable to 
one more generation) is supported by N. Svoronos, "Petite et grande exploitation a 
Byzance" Anna/es ESC 11 ( 1956) 325-35, rp. Svoronos, Etudes II 329. 

6. Docheiar. nos. 13.4 and 14.3-4. 
7. ... µexpti; iiv OT]A.aOT\ nap' eµou Kai 'tOOV 1taiocov µou Tl 1tp6vota 

JCa'tEXTJ'tat ... (Docheiar. no. 13. 6-7 and cf. no. 14.6). Cf. also the following reference. 
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monks first to commemorate the emperor's name and then their own, 1 accepting 
thus that they are only holders and not owners of these lands. However, neither time 
limitations nor qualitative "impediments" prevented monasteries from accepting 
those donations with joy, 2 which in the end may not be perhaps so few as the extant 
documents suggest. The reason that they not only accepted but probably sought 
such donations was not, I think, to satisfy the temporary needs of the monasteries, 
which perhaps were not in good financial shape at a time of wide-spread difficulties, 
but rather "to register a future mortgage" in the hope that these lands would in time 
be incorporated into their oiko11omia. And it appears that the hope of the monks was 
not unreasonable judging from the emperor's ratification of such donations, even in 
the mid-thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,3 and also by a "strange" return of a piece 
of land in the mid-fourteenth century, by the intervention of the important person to 
whom it had been granted, something which in fact was a donation.4 

We may consider that the testimonies relating to the lease of properties to a 
monastery at the beginning of the fourteenth century also refer to a donation from 
which further economic benefits would ensue in exchange for prayers. These 
properties were abandoned (E~aAnµµattKa) and had once belonged to the 
oikonomia of a lay person. In this form two Athonite monasteries came into 
conflict over its acquisition. 5 

Another unique case of a "donation" is that which occurred in the late 
fourteenth century when, as we have seen, the donation did not belong to an 
oiko11omia, but the donor was the possessor of a pro11oia who breached the law in 
order to help a monastery obtain the land it wanted: "he pretended to own the land, 
allegedly to donate it to them in exchange for gifts of a spiritual kind" 
(m:prnoiii<ma0m t~v toutou OEcr1toteiav autot<; a<ptEpcocrEco<; &110ev tp6mp 
Kat \j/UXtlCll<; EVE KEV &cop ea.<;). 6 

I. Cf. Docheiar. p. 127. In the document of the donation of the three brothers (Chi/. no. 6 of 
1265) which was mentioned above, the donors do not make any reference to time 
limitations, but they too ask for a commemoration first of the emperor and then of their 
family by the monks. 

2 Cf. also the remark of N. Oikonomides in Docheiar. p. 161. 
3. Xenoph. no. 5.7-9 (impaoottKov ypcxµµa of October 1300 by the apographeus 

Demetrios Apelmenes): ... hepa YTI 'to\l NEaKl'tOU EltOVoµasoµev11, 
aitocmacr0e"icra CX7t0 tfi~ µovfi~ itapix to\l Tstµitfo Kat tO\l 'Aµvrov EKElVOU 
Kat oo0eicra Ot<X itpaKttKO\l tip ~OUK07tOUACfl EKElVCfl Kacrtpoq>uA.aKt, Etta 
7tpOCJKUpC00EtCJa itap' a'\ltO\l tft tOtaUtTI µovft Kat 0£iou Kat 7tpOCJKUVTltO\l 
EltlKUpCOtlKO\l 7tpOCJtcxyµatO~ Eltl ta\>tTI 7tpO~CXVtO~, OlCJEl µoOlCOV Otl<Ja 
tptaKOCJlCOV ... 

4. See mainly Docheiar. no. 18. 
5. The royal stratiotes Demetrios Armenopoulos leases i~aA.EtµµattK<X crtacr{a for three 

voµ{crµam as µoptfi initially in the monastery of Megiste Lavra and later on in the 
mona~tery of Xenophon (Xenoph. no. 6 of August 1303). 

6. Esphig. no. 30.12. It concerns the ca~ of Demetrios Laskaris and the four monasteries. 
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Let us finally attempt some general conclusions about the behaviour of the 
representatives of the Church and the laity in Macedonia as holders of state lands 
and privileges from the twelfth to the beginning of the fifteenth century. 1 

Despite any justifiable reservations we may have, due to the source of our 
documents, in expressing with certainty an opinion as to whether those who 
benefited the most from the state were the monks or the laity, or who most 
frequently troubled their neighbours, or won more decisions in their favour in the 
case of litigation, or suffered a greater loss from properties being taken away, I think 
it becomes obvious in the end that monastic communities were the more privileged 
recipients. 

This can be attributed to the fact that the monasteries, as institutions, had time 
on their side. Furthermore, they were associated with the spiritual rather than the 
political aspect of the Empire. The laymen holders of an oikonomia or privilege 
could die, be killed in wars or even displease the emperor at any time; even worse, 
in times of foreign occupation of Macedonia they had to choose sides and 
eventually suffer the consequences. The monks, on the other hand, represented 
eternal life, and therefore could wait for many years till they re-acquired the lands 
they considered their own. After aH, the fact that they alone could pray for the 
Byzantine emperor, or the Serbian ruler Stefan Dusan, gave them a definite 
advantage in any claims or negotiations. 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that it seems not to have been the 
intention of the Byzantine Empire in matters of economic concessions to favour 
monasteries over important individuals who had offered their services to the 
emperor. In fact it attempted from time to time the opposite. However, in the long 
run the measures against the increase of ecclesiastical property that the Byzantine 
emperors had tried to enforce all along simply did not work. The many documents 
granting privileges to monasteries, as well as those in favour of laymen, which 
finally ended up in the monastic archives are simply an indication of the outcome 

of many grants acquired by members of the middle and upper class, the oikeioi and 
prosge11eis of the Palaiologan times, based on their family or personal value and 
power, their bravery or loyalty to the emperor. The fall of the Empire found the 
monks, who were always praying for the salvation of the souls of the donors and 
benefactors of their monasteries, in possession of a great part of the fertile land of 

Macedonia. 2 

I. Cf. supm n. 3. 
2. Cf. H.W. Lowry, "The Fate of Byzantine Monastic Properties under the Ottomans. 

Examples from Mount Athos, Limnos and Trabzon" ByzF 16 (1991) 275-311, with 
bibliogmphy; E.A. Zachariadou, "Some Remarks about Dedications to Monasteries in the 
late 14th Century" Mount Athas in the 14th-16th Centuries. Athonika Symmeikta 4 (Athens 
1997) 27-31. 



Michael Jeffreys 

Manuel Komnenos' Macedonian military camps: 
a glamorous alternative court? 

At Christmas in the year 1149 Manuel Komnenos arrived back in Constantinople 
and celebrated a triumph for three exploits. The first was the recapture of Kerkyra, 
while the other two events were less certain successes: a victory over the Sicilian 
fleet and a campaign against the Serbs and Hungarians. In the verses composed for 
the occasion by Theodore Prodromos, the poet says that the Emperor's brilliant 
return breaks a three-year darkness. 1 In other words, by the inclusive rules of 
Byzantine arithmetic, the Emperor's absence from the city had entered its third year. 
It was broken by the spectacular ceremonial of the triumph. 

This paper will examine some evidence for what Manuel was doing away from 
the city during this period and other absences in the early years of his reign. In the 
warmer months he was of course involved in a series of important military 
campaigns. But much of the winters too was spent in military camps, where 
members of the imperial family seem to have taken up residence. As well as 
evidence already fully available, I will use further details derived from two 
inadequately published texts for which (with Elizabeth Jeffreys) I am publishing 
editions: the Letters of Iakovos Monachos and the Poems of Manganeios 
Prodromos. 2 I will attempt to integrate the results into patterns provided by Paul 
Magdalino, whose work is fundamental for all analysis of Manuel's reign.3 An extra 
dimension will be given to the presentation of Manuel as a romantic hero, whilst a 
little will be added to speculation over twelfth-century administrative districts in 
the Balkans as they emerge in documents surviving from the end of the century. 

Four, perhaps five areas outside Constantinople seem to have been used as 
base-camps for the army in the first two decades of Manuel's reign. 
Malagina/Melagina 4 in Asia Minor has nothing to do with Macedonia. Two others 

I. Theodoros Prodromos, Historische Gedichte ed. W. Horandner (Wiener byzantinistische 
Studien XI, Vienna 1974) 30.14, cf. p. 361. 

2 The work of Manganeios Prodromos ( conventional name for the anonymous poet of the 
MS Marcianus Graecus XI 22) is cited by the poem numbers given by E. Mioni. 
Bibliothecae Divi Marci Venetiarum codices graeci manuscripti (Rome 1973) III I 16-25. 

3. P. Magdalino, "Eros the king and the king of amours: some observations on Hysmine and 
Hysminias" DOP 46 (1992) 197-204 (henceforward Magdalino, "Eros"); id., "Tex 
xcxptOUAcxpcitcx 't'% B6petCX<; EAA<lOCX<; to 1204" llpana:a L1u:0vov~ 
Evµ1ro<1iov yra w Lie<11ro1aw 11'/~ H1refpov ('Apra, 27-31 Maiov 1990) ed. 
E. Chrysos (Arta 1992) (henceforward Magdalino, "XaptouACXpcita"); id., The Empire 
of Manuel I Komnenos, JJ43-1180(Cambridge 1993)esp.413-54. 

4. Though not much mentioned in Manuel's earliest years, this was one of the historical 
a1tAT\Ktcx or imperial Asian marching camps: see S. Sahin, "Studien iiber die Probleme 
der historischen Geographie des nordwestlichen Kleina~iens II: Malagina/Melagina am 
Sangarios" Epigraphica Anatolica 7 ( 1986) 153-66. 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzantina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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were in the ancient area of Macedonia, at Veroia and Pelagonia (Bitola), the latter 
apparently the most used of the camps at the time. The remaining two were in 
Thrace, and thus in the area which Manganeios Prodromos and other twelfth
century writers called Macedonia, at Veroe (Stara Zagora) and perhaps 
Philippoupolis (Plovdiv ), 1 now in Bulgaria. 2 

The choice of base camp plainly depended in part, at least, on the enemy to be 
faced in the year's campaign. Veroia, the southernmost camp, was used as a base for 
attack across the central spine of Greece against the Normans when they occupied 
Kerkyra during the Second Crusade. Pelagonia and Stara Zagora (and probably 
Philippoupolis) were bases for war in the north-west against the rising power of 
Serbia and behind it the powerful Hungarian kingdom, the major military targets of 
the wars of these years. Stara Zagora in the north was also used in a year when there 
was trouble from the raiding nomads of the trans-Danubian plains. 
Malagina/Melagina was doubtless occupied when the campaign was in the East 
against the Turks. It is likely that there were also reasons of supply for varying the 
bases used, so as not to exhaust provisions from one area. 

The evidence for the picture I am painting is varied, and chronologically 
imprecise, so that the dates below should be regarded as only indicative.3 Some is 
direct: Kinnamos tells us that the winter of 1148-9 was spent at Veroia, 4 and 
Choniates that 1149-50 was spent at Pelagonia. 5 In 1152-3 Manuel was again at 
Pelagonia.6 A later winter of uncertain date is placed by Kinnamos at Stara Zagora.7 

Less direct evidence is given by the fact that anecdotes about the Komnenan family 
and its feuds are nearly all set in the camps. The best-known early squabble about 
the comparison between Manuel and his father took place at Malagina/Melagina. 8 

The later emperor Andronikos plotted against Manuel when the latter was hunting 
at Pelagonia. 9 The promotion of Manuel's nephew John to the rank of 
Protosevastos happened when John was badly wounded in the eye by an Italian 
during a tournament at Pelagonia. 10 It was at Pelagonia too that the same future 
emperor Andronikos was sleeping in a tent with the same John Komnenos' sister 

I. A doubtful ca..e: I infer the existence of a camp from the fact that Manganeios Prodromos 
( 4.16-44, see below) imagined himself flying there to the Emperor Manuel, when the latter 
was absent from the capital. 

2. This aggregation of two historical phases of the meaning of the name Macedonia 
represents an attempt to link this paper more closely than would otherwise be possible to 
the subject of the Conference. 

3. See F. Makk, The Arpads and the Comneni: political relations between Hungary and 
Byzantium in the twelfth centwy (Budapest 1989) 52. 

4. Kinn.96. 
5. Nik.Chon. I 89. 
6. Kinn. 127: the winter had begun with a visit to Constantinople. 
7. Kinn. 133. 
8. Kinn. 127-128. 
9. Kinn. 127. 
10. Kinn. 126. 
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Eudokia, thus committing incest, and had to cut himself out of the side of the tent 
when Eudokia's family came fully-armed at its front to catch the pair injlagrante. 1 

Another level of evidence is the emphasis given during this period to the cliche 
of imperial propaganda which contrasts the emperor living rough in tents on 
campaign with his subjects, who can sleep safe and comfortable in their beds. This 
is repeatedly used by Manganeios Prodromos in the five years following the 
Second Crusade ( 114 7). As one example, I quote words which the poet puts into the 
mouth of Constantinople herself: 

«TIOA.A.a. µot,» A.£y£1, «0£0roK<X<; IC<Xt 0auµacmx tpO(j)Et<X, 
ta<; VtlC<X<; ta<; 1tEpt(j)<XVEt<;, ta O"tp<XtT)Yllµata. O"OU, 
ta<; <XUtOXElPOU<; auµ1tA.OKO.<;, ta KpO.tT) tIDV XEtprov O"OU • 
a.A.A.a l((lt ti µot t&v A.aµ1tp&v tOO"O'l>tO)V OropT)µa.trov; 
Tipo trov ttµrov O"OU tt0Eµat tOV ttµT)tllV O"E ~A.£1tEtV, 
l((lt 1tpo t&v OropT)µa.trov O"OU tov µqaAf>Oropov O"E. 
T&v EUEpyEtT)µa.trov aou µiya<; fotlv 6 1tA.outo<; · 
a.A.A.a tOV EUEpy£tT)V µou ~A.£1tEtV E1tt0uµ& O"E. 

"AXPt Kat tivo<; µa.xmpa Kat ~£Ao<; ev XEtpi aou; 
axp1 Kal 1toaou alCT)vtK&<; o ~aa1A.Eu<; ~1coaE1<;, 
l((lt 1t<XO"O"<XA.tO"ICOt<; l((lt ICOVtot<; auµ1t11~Et<; TI]V (l'\)A,(l\(XV; ... » 

(4.807-19)2 

Just as in the analysis of Magdalino, 3 this direct praise of Manuel's devotion in 
military terms is also reflected in a mythological way. In the fourth poem of 
Manganeios Prodromos, the poet presents a picture of the Graces, who naturally 
follow the young and handsome Manuel even on campaign. They are furious that 
they have been kept for so long away from the amenities of the capital, particularly 
the baths, so that their hair is filthy. They seem to tempt the emperor with the 
opportunity for some strictly forbidden mixed bathing with them, with the Erotes 
as bath attendants, so as to entice him back to the city. The quotation begins where 
the poet has been praising life on campaign but is now contrasting the delights of 
the city he is missing: 

'AA.A.a Kal 1tou ao1 ta A.outpa Kal xa.pttE<; eKE'ivm 
<Xl tot><; 1tA.OKO.µOU<; <XUXµT)pOU<; 1t<Xp<X(j)UA.0.ttOUO"t O"Ot 
0><; av 1tpoaovEtOtaroO"tV eprottK11V O"Ot µ£µ'1ftV 
Ott 1tapiopaµE<; auta<; pu1tcoaa<; E<; tOO"OUtov; 

I. Nik.Chon. I 104-105. 
2 "You have given me", she says, "much wonderful payment for your nurture, your 

spectacular victories, your feats of generalship, your single engagements, the might of 
your arms; but what use to me are these great and brilliant gifts? We think it more 
important than the honours to see you the honourer, more important than your gifts to see 
you the great giver ... For how long will your hand hold a knife and an arrow? For what 
period, Emperor, will you live in camps and pitch your tent with pegs and poles? ... " cf. 
1.141-60; 4.645-50, 753-68; 8.181-5, 23041; 20.384-90; 20.537-42; 34.56-60; 36.4-6etc. 

3. Especially Magdalino, "Eros". 
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'YitocrtpE\jfOV tOV xaAtVOV, vai, VEUO"OV tOV put11pa· 
EioEA.0E Kat O"UAA.ou0ritt tati; XaptO"tV EKElvmi;. 
Ei yap EioEA.0oti;, epcotEi; 0Epµo8otfiooucri crot 
OEl;aµEvai; ltATI pcooouot crttAPoucrai;, wucroxeiAOui;. 
tov 0auµacrtov Aout11pa oou itEptKUKAO>croucri crot ... ( 4. 776-784 / 

Later Aeria, one of the Graces, speaks: 
«'Op~i; EKElVTIV t~V Xpucr11v, op~i; t~V 'AyA<iiav, 
op~i; Kat t~V EtmpEltEtaV, K<Xµ£ t~V 'Aepiav, 
moi; toui; ltAOKaµoui; exoµev xripoui; el; <XA.Oucriai;. 
Aioouµe0a Kat PAEltEtV OE tocroutov <XAOUtoucrm, 
OttltEp UltEpopwi; o tOOV 'Eprotcov "Epcoi; ... » (4.793-797)2 
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There is a technical term for being on campaign with the Emperor outside 
Constantinople. The word is tal;EtOEUEtV or a phrase including to ml;Eiowv, 
familiar from the treatises of Constantine Porphyrogennetos where he covers the 
movements of the imperial household3 and also from some later and more popular 
forms of the Alexander-romance.4 In the period I am describing we find this phrase 
used, for example, of both sons of the famous Sevastokratorissa Eirene (Manuel's 
sister-in-law), one sent di; to tal;Eiowv very young, to his mother's great fury, the 
other coming back &ito tou tal;noiou to visit his mother. 5 But it is also used of 
females, which is rare, to my knowledge, in other periods. In the heading of Letter 1 
of the Monk lakovos the Sevasokratorissa herself is said to be eii; to tal;Eiowv 
with the emperor Manuel, thus presumably causing the separation which led to the 
correspondence. 6 In Manganeios Prodromos' poems, two of her daughters arrive in 
the city &ito tou tal;noiou, 7 in a phrase which has caused trouble because it has 
been translated "journey" by the common modern meaning of tal;iot. These 
women had almost certainly been living at a camp. The existence of women at the 
camps is also confirmed by the anecdote mentioned before when the third of the 

I. "But where are your baths and the famous Graces, who are keeping their hair filthy for 
you, so as to direct at you an erotic censure, that you have ignored them by letting them get 
so dirty? Turn back your bridle, yes, turn the reins; go in and bathe together with those 
Graces. Jfyou go in there, Erotes will provide you with hot water, they will fill gleaming 
reservoirs lipped with gold, they will hover round your wondrous bath for you ... " (cf. 
Magdalino, "Eros" 201). 

2 "You see the famous Chryse, you see Aglaia, you see Euprepeia, and me, Aeria, how dry 
our hair is through lack of washing. We are ashamed to appear before you so unwa~hed, 
because the Eros of Erotes is away from the city ... " 

3. See Constantine Porphyrogenitus, Three Treatises on Imperial Military Expeditions ed. J.F. 
Haldon (Vienna 1990) 155. 

4. The Thesaurm Linguae Graecae, CD-Rom D, gives several references each to recensions 
E, F, V and the Fyllada and Rimada: for details of these versions of the Historia Alexandri 
Magni see L. Berkowitz & K.A. Squitier, Thesaurus linguae graecae: Canon of Greek 
Authors and Works (3rd ed., New York and Oxford 1990) 208. 

5. Manganeios Prodromos, Titles to poems 47 and 48. 
6. See for example C. du Cange, G/ossarium ad scriptores mediae et infimae graecitatis (Lyon 

1588) Index auctorum 27. 
7. Manganeios Prodromos, Titles to Poems 54 and 55. 
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Sevastokratorissa's daughters, Eudokia, shared a tent with the future Emperor 
Andronikos at Pelagonia. 

Manganeios Prodromos shows awareness of the camps in other ways. In one 
poem he has been praising Manuel as if he were present, but then imagines himself 
flying through the air to hover above Philippoupolis, so that the rhetorical and 
narrative fiction of the emperor's presence could become a reality. 1 Another half
edited poem concerns the Sevastokratorissa's eldest daughter Maria when she 
married her second husband, Ioannes Kantakouzenos, one of the Emperor Manuel's 

chief military commanders. Addressing Ioannes in terms of enthusiastic panegyric, 
Manganeios Prodromos talks about his wedding with Maria, at which the poet had 
not been able to be present and sing appropriate songs. He asks Ioannes what the 
ceremony was like, basing his questions on the mythological marriage of Peleus 
and Thetis. I quote the first two lines of a long passage: 

TI6001 1tap11oav trov 01::rov EV tq> KA.ElVq> <JOU yaµq>; 
TI6oo1 to V£Ktap ifa1vov; TI6001 OUVEUCOXOUVto; (52.95-96) 2 

Several of the gods are mentioned as likely inclusions on the guest-list, together 
with Manganeios' regular mention of the Graces and the Erotes, and here the Muses, 
who bring with them some of the ancient poets with whom they were most 
connected. Only Sappho is missing - that is, the bride's mother the 
Sevastokratorissa, who was in imperial disgrace, and is represented as staying in 

Constantinople to mourn her dead husband Andronikos the Sevastokrator. The 
Erotes finally, in the imaginitive picture of Manganeios' poem, conduct the happy 
couple to the bridal chamber and put them to bed. 

Where did this wedding take place? The information is given in a mythological 
way: 

"Q 8EttaA.ta~ optov, 6> KA.tµa tll~ Muoia~. 
tllV "18,iv VEVlKT]KatE tllV 1taA.m 0puUouµiv,iv ... (52.144-145) 3 

Mt. Ida, where Peleus married Thetis, has been defeated by a place named by 
reference to Thessaly and Mysia (the Roman province which covered much of 
Bulgaria and the south of former Yugoslavia), clearly the place where the wedding 
took place between Ioannes and Maria. It is impossible, granted the flexible 
nomenclature of the area during the late medieval period, to be precise about the 
location. In my view, it is likely to have been in or near one of the camps.4 

I. 4. I 6-44. It is by no means certain that Manuel in Philippopolis was resident in a camp. 
This poem is not completely understood by Magdalino, "Eros" 201 n. 28. 

2 "How many of the Gods were present at your famous marriage? How many drank the 
nectar? How many joined the feasting?" 

3. "Oh boundaries of Thessaly, oh area of Mysia, you have defeated Ida that was celebrated 
in ancient times ... " 

4. Alternative proposals for the wedding location - for example the city of Thessaloniki -
go against the fact that geographical references to Manuel's early years nearly all move 
from Constantinople via the camps to the theatres of military operations. Other urban 
centres play only a very small role. 
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Three other poems of Manganeios, better known because they have been given 
a modem edition by S. Bemardinello, 1 refer to the poet's return from a period away 
from Constantinople. In the first and second, he talks of his homesickness, old age 
and illness and need for comfort and readily available hospital treatment, and pleads 
with the Sevastokratorissa's son Ioannes and his wife Maria to send him back to the 
imperial city. In the third poem he has just arrived at his goal in Constantinople, 
and makes a further petition to the emperor for a place in the Mangana Adelphaton, 
a comfortable home in which he hopes to be subsidised to spend his remaining 
years. He declares that he has just returned from barbarian Bulgarians: 

'A1to BouAyapc.ov OTJµEpov ~ap~apc.ov &va/;Eul;ai; ... 2 

As a result of this phrase, it has been assumed that he had just got back from Sofia, 
and that Ioannes, his patron, was Governor of Bulgaria. In the circumstances, this is 
surely unlikely. It is more probable that we have here another case of residence at 
one of our camps. The Slavic-speakers he would have encountered in the 
neighbourhood of any of these camps are called Bulgarians in all the sources; of 
course they would have been barbarians to the Greek-educated city snob 
Manganeios. 

It is possible that Slavic influence in the camps was more intense than their 
mere presence in the neighbourhood. Magdalino has written of the xapwuA.apcha 
with Slavic names which appear in later documents, like the chrysobull for the 
Venetians of 1198 and the document (Partitio terrarum imperii byzantini) which 
divided the Empire among the crusaders of 1204.3 One of the xapwuA.apata, 
Dobrochouvista, may be identified with an area near Veroia. Magdalino suggests 
persuasively that this was where Manuel camped in 1148-1149, and also makes the 
connection of the xapwuA.apam with the Chartularios, a commissariat official of 
the central, not the provincial administration. In that case, Dobrochouvista could be 
an area where provisions and particularly animals - horses and pack-animals -
were assembled for imperial campaigns. It is interesting that a Slavic name is used 
for this area, admittedly in sources where the influence of the learned Byzantine 
language would be minimised. This could lead one to suggest that the provisioning 
of the army in the area was, in the twelfth century, largely in the hands of Slavic 
speakers. Perhaps the surviving references to xapwuA.apata do not exhaust the 
number of areas concerned. One could speculate that Manganeios Prodromos had 
been living in a camp where the staff were mainly Slavic speakers, with a clear 
economic function in the military commissariat. This could provide a precise 
meaning for his reference to return from Bulgarian barbarians. 

I. Theodoros Prodromos, De Manganis ed S. Bemardinello (Padua 1972) 1-3. 
2. "Having arrived today from barbarian Bulgarians ... " 
3. For references to matters mentioned in this paragraph, including these document~ and the 

geographical secondary literature, especially the Tabula imperii byzantini, see Magdalino, 

"Xapwu1..apata". 
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Two final poems of Manganeios Prodromos give us a visual indication of what 
the camps might have been like. 1 Poem 145 is a description of the 
Sevastokratorissa's tent. This wealthy patroness of literature and the arts did not 
leave her culture behind, even when camping. The decoration of the porch of her tent 
matches in visual terms the minor mythological deities which we have seen filling 
Manganeios' poems. Since, as we have seen, Manganeios probably spent time in 
one of the camps, we may only assume that this is a realistic description. 2 

In the description of Poem 145 there are Erotes, Sirens, Satyrs, Nereids, Graces 
and Muses, together with anthropomorphic animals and exotic birds, such as were 
prominent in the miniaturist art of the time. The rhetorical thrust of the poem is a 
panegyric of the Sevastokratorissa herself: if her tent is as remarkable as this, how 
much more remarkable must be the mistress who dwells inside it? One may 
speculate on the way in which this extensive pictorial cycle was organised, and even 
more over the medium in which it was executed. Could something have been 
painted at so large a scale on such impermanent canvas as the porch of a tent, or 
should we perhaps think of applique technique? The other poem 146 is only four 
lines in length, a moral thought about the impermanence of all things, inspired by 
the picture of a beautiful tent deflating to the ground. This is short enough to have 
been embroidered in some way on the tent itself: 

'On:otav tOro ta~ OKTJVa~ ta~ 7tE7tTl'YµEva~ tat>ta~ 
KEXaAacrµiva~ £7tt yf\~ Kat µEta1tTJyvuµiva~, 
t,iv 1tpocrKatpov )..oy{~oµm tou ~fou 1tapo1Ktav 
Kat t,iv crKTJviiv tou crroµato~ t,iv µEtatt8Eµfrr1v.3 

It is time for a conclusion. The glamorous picture of the early years of Manuel 
Komnenos' reign was reinforced by the fact that the citizens of the capital saw their 

emperor comparatively rarely during that period. This may well have been a 
deliberate political decision: he was able to control his subjects' view of him by 
keeping his appearances brief, on occasions like triumphs. At the same time, the 
imperial propaganda machine was working through the speechwriters, whose 
products were delivered on many public occasions, and writers of rhetorical verse 
encomia like those of Manganeios Prodromos, which have survived in greater 
numbers from this period than from any other Byzantine age. These references used 
the chivalrous and mythological methods noted by Magdalino to enhance the aura 
of the absent Emperor. We may instance particularly the poem of Manganeios 

I. Edition and commentary in J.C. Anderson and M.J. Jeffreys, "The Decoration of the 
Seva~tokratorissa' s Tent" Byzantion 64 ( 1994) 8-18. 

2 There is also another poem (50) which makes several references to a tent (CJKT]VTI), 
principally in terms of the tent of the earthly body (see e.g. 2 Corinthians 5, 1-4; 2 Peter I, 
13-14 ). However the references would become interestingly ambiguous, thus gaining extra 
point, if the poem were recited in a tent. 

3. "These tents which are now pitched, whenever I see them lying collapsed on the ground 
and repositioned, I think of the temporary sojourn of human life, and the mutability of the 
tent of the earthly body". 
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which speaks of the marriage of Maria Komnene and Ioannes Kantakouzenos in 
terms of Peleus and Thetis. 

We can only guess how far the image of the glamorous camp conformed with 
reality. The tents may have been beautiful, but what about the lack of city 
amenities? One wonders whether the Sevastokratorissa at times felt as bedraggled 
as Manuel's Graces on the mythological plane in the poem, unable to care for her 
hair as well as in the city. For the men, it is unclear whether the amatory intrigues 
which sometimes surface in the literature were any compensation for the hard 
military training which is referred to more frequently. What is sure is that for a 
decade and more in the mid-twelfth century the heart of the Empire moved from 
Constantinople to military camps in Macedonia - two in the ancient Macedonian 
heartland, and one, pehaps two, in Thrace, the point where the sliding geographical 
name of Macedonia rested in the twelfth century. 



V. Nerantzi-Varmazi 

Western Macedonia in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 

By the term 'Western Macedonia' I suggest the mountainous area to the west of the 

river Axios and, more precisely, from Mt. Vermion and the Pieria across to the 
Pindos range. The southern borders of this area are the mountains Olympus and 

Chasia, while as the northern limit we can consider a hypothetical line beginning at 

the Prespa lakes and Achrida and reaching the river Axios. 1 

Western Macedonia was for many centuries a remote province of the Byzantine 

state and we have little information about the area during the early centuries. 

Nevertheless it is certain that Western Macedonia underwent the same vicissitudes 

as the other Balkan provinces of the Byzantine Empire. It suffered from the 
incursions of the Goths in the fourth and fifth centuries and the invasions of the 
A vars and Slavs in the sixth and seventh centuries. Slavs later settled in the district, 

while Bulgarians occupied Western Macedonia twice during the fighting between 
Byzantium and Bulgaria in the reigns of Czar Symeon (893-927) and Czar Samuel 
(976-1014). 

When in 1018 the last war between Byzantium and Bulgaria came to an end, 

the Byzantine emperor Basil II (976-1025) founded the archbishopric of Achrida in 

the homonymous city. His purpose was to replace the Bulgarian patriarchate, which 

had had its seat there during the reign of Czar Samuel. The archbishopric of Achrida 
later coincided with lustiniana Prima, which had been founded by Justinian I 

during the sixth century in approximately the same district and, being the 
birthplace of that emperor, had many privileges. In the following centuries it is 
known as the archbishopric of Achrida, lustiniana Prima and All Bulgaria. 2 In the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy of the Orthodox Church the archbishop of Achrida was 
ranked immediately after the patriarchs. This high position brought to the 
archiepiscopal throne some very important prelates. The best known of them are 

Theophylaktos of Achrida (1089-1108 or 1126) and Demetrios Chomatenos 
(1217-35). Each produced prolific writings during his stay in Achrida, thus 

providing much information about the district under their jurisdiction. 3 Western 

Macedonia belonged ecclesiastically to the archbishopric of Achrida during this 
period. 

At the same time other events increased the interest of the Byzantine 

government in the Balkan provinces of the Empire. Turks conquered most of Asia 

I. This clarification is necessary because V. Kravari, Vil/es et villages de Macedoine 
occidentale (Paris 1989) includes in her book many names of locations which belong in 
Northern Macedonia. 

2 Greg. 1.27; G. Prinzing, "Entstehung und Rezeption der lustiniana Prima Theorie im 
Mittelalter" BS 5 ( 1978) 269-87. 

3. Theoph.Achrid. and Chom. (see Abbreviations); Gautier's edition has replaced the older 
one in PG 126 cols. 307-558. See also Gautier, "L'episcopat". 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 
Scott (Byzallfina Australiensia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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Minor before the end of the eleventh century, and from that time on Byzantine 
historians and scholars refer more often to events taking place in the Balkan 
peninsula. In addition, the passage of various groups of crusaders crossing the 
Balkans in different directions aroused the interest of western chroniclers in these 
far-flung parts of the Empire. For all these reasons references to Western Macedonia 
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries became more numerous. 

The political history of the province during this period is more or less known. 
Before the end of the eleventh century Western Macedonia was threatened by 
Normans from southern Italy and Sicily. The emperor Alexios I Komnenos 
obtained a decisive victory over them near Kastoria in 1083 and forced them to 
abandon their conquests and withdraw to Italy. About fifteen years later in 1097/8 
an army of Norman crusaders under the leadership of Bohemond re-entered the 
same area and caused major destruction on its way to Constantinople and the Holy 
Land. Members of the First Crusade later followed the same route. Finally in 
1107/8 Bohemond and his Normans managed to create fresh temporary 
disturbances in the far western parts of the Macedonian district. Theophylaktos, 
who was archbishop of Achrida during this period, characterizes the passage of the 
western crusaders as an invasion rather than a crossing, adding that as time went by 
the local population became used to Frankish damages and could bear them more 
easily than at first. 1 

A quiet period of some years then ensued, although the sources indicate the 
presence of the emperor Manuel I Komnenos in Veroia and Pelagonia, from where 
he organized the war against the Serbs in 1149. Serious turbulence arose again 
towards the end of the twelfth century. In 1185 the Normans, in a new attack against 
the Byzantine Empire, marched from Durazo (Dyrrachion) along the Via Egnatia to 
Thessaloniki, thus crossing Western Macedonia, while a little later the Serbs and 
the rebel protostrator Manuel Kamytzis 2 caused ephemeral problems in the 
northern parts of the area. 

At the beginning of the thirteenth century, before the arrival of the crusaders of 
the Fourth Crusade (April 1204), the Bulgarian czar Kalojan occupied part of 
Western Macedonia. According to the Partitio Romaniae, signed by the crusaders 
after the capture of Constantinople in 1204, Western Macedonia, like all other 
Byzantine provinces, had to be divided among the crusaders, the Venetians and the 
Latin emperor of Constantinople. Putting this decision into effect, Boniface of 
Montferrat arrived in Thessaloniki and occupied the district between Veroia and 
Servia, but did not succeed in penetrating any further. For a brief period there was 
fighting between the Bulgarians, the crusaders' army and local authorities. These 
skirmishes favored the leader of the state of Epirus, Theodore Doukas, who then 
took possession of the whole district of Western Macedonia between 1215 and 
1219. Western Macedonia remained a part of the state of Epirus until 1252/3, when 
the emperor of Nicaea, John III Vatatzes, incorporated most of it into his empire. 
Throughout this period Bulgarians were present in the northern parts of the area, 

I. Theoph.Achrid. II Ep. 52 lines 4-I7. 
2. Nik.Chon. 533-4. 
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while members of the leading family of Epirus continued to claim various parts of 
Western Macedonia until 1259. It was not until after the defeat of the Epirots and 
their allies at the battle of Pelagonia that Western Macedonia became part of the 
state of Michael VIII Palaiologos. Two years later, in 1261, Michael Palaiologos 
took Constantinople from the Latins and restored the Empire in its ancient seat, 
decisively strengthening his position. 1 

From the ninth century, when the governing institution of themes was 
expanded to all the Balkan provinces of the Byzantine Empire, Western Macedonia 
administratively belonged to the theme of Thessaloniki. After 1018 and the 
submission of the Bulgarian State to Basil II, it became part of the newly founded 
theme of Bulgaria. Western chroniclers who followed the First Crusade in the last 
years of the eleventh century still refer to the area as Bulgaria. 

In subsequent centuries administrative changes and evolutions took place 
much faster. The splitting of the themes into smaller units began and was continued 
in the years of the Komnenoi and the Angeloi. The Partitio Romaniae shows 
clearly that the subdivision of the old themes affected all the Balkan provinces of 
the Byzantine Empire. According to this text, in the district of Western Macedonia 
in 1204 there were the themes of Achrida, Veroia, Moglena-Moliskos, Prilep
Pelagonia, Prespa and Kastoria. The leaders of the Epirotic state and especially 
Theodore Doukas followed the same tradition in the provincial administration of 
their state. During the reign of Theodore Doukas Western Macedonia was divided 
into several small themes, each of which included a city or a castle and the 
surrounding area. The governors of these small themes often took the title of 
doukas.2 

Because of this administrative subdivision, the role of the local governor 
became more and more important. Theophylaktos of Achrida, archbishop at the 
time of Alexios I Komnenos (1081-1118), refers with nostalgia to the last 
creditable governor of the district of Achrida and accuses the subsequent local 
authorities of abuses and oppression of the local population. 3 

The importance of the provincial authorities is more obvious during the 
thirteenth century, particularly in the granting of justice. In Achrida the episcopal 
court of the archbishop Demetrios Chomatenos functioned as a complete court of 
justice and was called upon to judge not only ecclesiastical matters but civil and 
property disputes as well. Demetrios Chomatenos and the local synod of Achrida 
based their decisions on the traditional Byzantine law of old times, which ranges 
from the Justinian Code to Basilika and the Novels of the emperors of the 
Macedonian dynasty. Their verdicts were honored by the parties concerned, public 

I. Kravari, op.cit. 33-48. 
2 G. Prinzing, "Studien zur Provinz- und Zentralverwaltung im Machtbereich der 

epirotischen Herrscher Michael I. und Theodoros Ducas" EpChron 24 (1982) 73-120, and 
25 (1983) 37-112; Kravari, op.cit. 39, 42. 

3. Theoph.Achrid. II Eps. 79 lines 10-15, 32.17-20, 45.62-67, 88.34-35. 
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opinion and the leaders of the era. 1 Decentralization, an inevitable fact after the 

capture of Constantinople by the crusaders of the Fourth Crusade, gave exceptional 

validity to all the above initiatives. 

The main source of income for the people, as well as for the sovereigns of the 

district who received their taxes, was agriculture. This holds for Western Macedonia 

as well as for almost all provinces in the Byzantine Empire. In the mountainous 

regions of Western Macedonia and the plateaus between the mountains one could 

find fields, vineyards and pasture for small and large animals. Vineyards received 

special attention; most available money was spent on their improvement. 2 Fishing 

the rivers and lakes of Western Macedonia also contributed substantially to the 

local economy. From a letter sent by Archbishop Theophylaktos of Achrida we can 

assume that he gave away fish, probably salted, as a gift to his friends in 

Constantinople. 3 

The crusaders who crossed Western Macedonia were struck by the fertility and 

the abundance of produce in the district. According to the anonymous chronicler of 

the Gesta Francorum, the Norman crusaders who spent the Christmas of 1097 in 

Kastoria and the surrounding villages took away cattle, horses, donkeys and 

anything else they needed after they failed to come to an agreement with the 

inhabitants. 4 Since these incidents occurred during winter, the chronicler makes no 

mention of agricultural products. 

Archbishop Theophylaktos, however, who was in Achrida at the same time, 

was not content with agricultural productivity in the district under his jurisdiction. 

According to his letters, both private and ecclesiastical property did not attain 

satisfactory levels of production. He mentions fields that had been neither farmed 

nor sowed. 5 He calls the district around Achrida a "desert" 6 and blames the 

destructiveness of the crusaders as well as the decrease in human resources.7 

Conditions appear, however, to have improved in the thirteenth century. After 

the temporary conquests of the Bulgarians and Franks during the early part of the 

century, the inhabitants of Western Macedonia returned and took special care in the 

cultivation of their properties. 8 Their return, however, gave rise to many property 

disputes which the episcopal court of Demetrios Chomatenos in Achrida was called 

upon to resolve. 

Heavy taxation of agricultural produce is particularly evident in the twelfth 

century. It is well known that the state under the Komnenan dynasty imposed heavy 

I. Beck, Kirche 708-710; A.G. Jameson, The Responsa and Letters of Demetrios 
Chomatianos, Archbishop of Achrida and Bulgaria: A Study in Byzantine Legal and 
Economic History in the thirteenth Centw-y (diss., Harvard 1957). 

2. Chom. 25 (Pitral07}, 51 (230), 53 (240), 91 (402), 105 (445) 
3. Theoph.Achrid.11 Ep. 13 lines 17-20. 
4. Gesta Franc"arum et aliorum Hierosolimitanorum 1.3 ed. Rosalind Hill (London, Paris, New 

York 1962) 8. 
5. Theoph.Achrid.11 Ep. 45 line 57. 
6. Ibid. 126.9-10. 
7. Ibid. 24.26-27. 
8. Chom. 47 (Pitra 211-15). 
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taxes on the inhabitants of the provinces of the Empire in its attempt to exercise a 
vigorous foreign policy. 1 According to the testimony of Theophylaktos of Achrida, 
the residents of Western Macedonia experienced the severity of the tax collectors, 
who did not even exempt uncultivated fields, as both earlier and contemporary 
Byzantine law permitted.2 

This heavy taxation system resulted in injustices: small cultivators lost their 
properties, while widows, orphans and the poor were not protected in any way. 
Those malicious and audacious enough took advantage of the situation and 
managed to increase their wealth, unmoved by what their unfortunate neighbours 
were suffering.3 

The evidence of Demetrios Chomatenos shows that during the thirteenth 

century the agrarian economy became more stable and taxation levels dropped 
despite the external disturbances. It is clear that the frequent changes of head of state 
during this period prevented the establishment of a permanent taxation system, 
which in tum allowed the population to cultivate their lands relatively undisturbed. 
Personal property included various assets such as houses and land, as well as 
animals.4 Other items of property were mills (windmills and watermills)5 and more 
rarely currency (nomismata, hyperpyra or chrysini). 6 In verdicts of the episcopal 
court of Achrida concerning divorces, clothing of all kinds is also mentioned.7 

Most inhabitants lived in small settlements which formed separate villages. A 
few lived in walled towns around the castles. During this period the most important 
of the fortified castles of Western Macedonia were Achrida, Kastoria, Servia and 
Veroia. Grevena, Vodena and Staridola were smaller fortified settlements. 8 It is 
impossible to calculate the population of the castles in times of peace, but it 
certainly must have been small. This population, the 'Castlemen', 9 depended for 
their survival and prosperity on the possession and cultivation of land, as did the 
peasants in the villages. Besides owning the fields and the estates outside the city 
walls, some of them also had property inside the towns, such as houses, courtyards 
and small gardens.10 

I. Nik.Chon. 208.31-3; Nik. Mouzalon, "l:·dxot Ev tT) 1tcxpmt~crEt cxu-rou" ed. S. 
Doanidou, Hellenika 7 (1934) 106-150; TM 6 (1976): Recherches sur le Xie siecle. 

2 Theoph.Achrid. II Eps. 45 lines 50-59, 77.73-82; Dolger, Beitriige; Ostrogorsky, 
Steuergemeinde; D.A. Xanalatos, Beitriige zur Wirtschafts-u. Sozialgesch. Makedoniens im 
Mittelalter, hauptsiichlich auf Grund der Briefe des Erzbischofs Theophylaktos von Achrida 
(diss., Munich 1937). 

3. Theoph.Achrid. II Eps. I I lines 21-2, 26.20-2, 79.34-45, 96 passim. 
4. The Greek words are cxKivri-rcx (immovables) for houses and land and cxutoKivri-rcx or 

KtVT)'t<X (movables) for animals. Chom. 51 (Pitra 231). 
5. Chom. 21 (Pitra 85), 81 (355). 
6. Ibid. 53 (241), 92 (403). 
7. Ibid. 136 (542); A. Kiousopoulou, 0 0ecrµ6; r11; 011coreveia; cr't1]v 'H1mpo w 

130 mwva (Athens 1990). 
8. Kravari, op.cit. 63-7, 68-70, 335--0, 357-61. 
9. Chom. 73 (Pitra 320). 
IO. Ibid. 73 (3 I 9), 81 (335). 
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The sources indicate another distinction within the population which concerns 
mainly the inhabitants of the towns: the crowd (to 1tA.fi90<;) and the 'elite', the 

logades. 1 Wealthy townsmen along with state and church officials are included in 
this latter group. They constituted the upper class which made decisions about local 
issues as well as about general matters whenever the central government could not 
intervene. 

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries our sources refer to the occupations of 
most inhabitants as either peasants or landowners. Very seldom are other 

occupations mentioned, except, of course, soldiers and priests. A coppersmith, a 

tinker and a notary are also mentioned. 2 It is questionable, however, whether all 
these people could have met their everyday needs without being landowners as 
well. 

Population movements were a feature of this period. The frequent recruitment 

of young and productive men obliged them to leave their homelands to serve in the 

Byzantine armed forces. Many of them never returned to their places of origin. This 
fact compelled Theophylaktos of Achrida to write to his friends in Constantinople 

to request a reduction in the number of men from remote provinces like his 

archbishopric 3 liable for military service. Some inhabitants of Western Macedonia, 

however, were obliged to leave their land under the pressure of heavy taxation. The 
demographic problem of the district is particularly obvious in this period. 4 

The turbulence of war during the first years of the thirteenth century caused 

further population movements. For example many of the inhabitants around Veroia 
fled after facing the violence of the Franks of the Fourth Crusade. Later, when the 

Franks were forced to abandon the district, most of the old inhabitants returned to 
their homes, where many faced property disputes because others had profited from 
their absence and cultivated their fields. 5 Servia suffered the most from the hostile 

incursions of the crusaders; its castle and city were almost destroyed. In subsequent 

years the members of the synod of Achrida took radical measures to repair the 
damage and reform the district, "having in mind only to re-establish a holy and 

sacred seat and gather together a scattered flock", in the words of Demetrios 

Chomatenos. 6 

Even in periods of comparative peace many inhabitants were forced to leave the 

district to seek a better future elsewhere. The case of the two brothers from Veroia is 
well-known: " ... they sought a better way of living, so they left their country and 
went abroad to a foreign place". 7 Likewise, in cases of famine many were quick to 

I. Ibid. 89 (395). 
2. Ibid. 89 (394-5), 136 (541), 84 (371). 
3. Theoph.Achrid. II Ep. 24 lines 22-4; F. Chalandon, Essai sw· le regne d' Alexis Jer 

Comnene (Paris 1900) 296-301. 
4. V. Nerantzi-Varmazi, "O 0eocpuA.aKto<; AXPi6a<; Kat o ~utt1Coµa1CE6ovt1Co<; 

xoopo<;" Byzantina 13 (1989) 343-9. 
5. Chom. 102 (Pitm 436). 
6. Ibid. 78 (335-6). 
7. Ibid. 99 ( 421). 
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leave their native land. Furthermore, when a family had several brothers some of 
them preferred to seek their fortune in larger cities and distant places. 1 

The lack of any testimony concerning organized trade in Western Macedonia is 
striking. The soldiers of the the First Crusade declared that despite the prosperity in 
the area they could not come to an agreement with the people of Kastoria to buy 
their goods. 2 This is more likely to be an excuse for the pillaging they committed. 
Nevertheless no other text of the period gives any information about organized 
trade. The peasants must have been self-sufficient, and trade exchanges very limited. 

No particular information concerning the ethnic formation of the population of 
Western Macedonia exists, although a distinction between native inhabitants and 
foreign invaders, like Franks and Bulgarians, is always present. 3 The Greek 
language of Demetrios Chomatenos's judicial verdicts, did not seem to cause any 
difficulties for Western Macedonian litigants. Many of the names of inhabitants 
referred to by Demetrios Chomatenos are entirely Greek, like Maria Alopophonou 
from Veroia, Leo Kontos from Vodena, the monk Niphon Grevenitis and many 
others.4 

Testimonies concerning intellectual life in Western Macedonia during this 
specific period are extremely limited. When Theophylaktos of Achrida was first 
appointed archbishop and forced to leave Constantinople and go to Achrida in the 
last decades of the eleventh century, he constantly complained in his letters to his 
friends in the capital (which was at that time the intellectual capital of the world) 
that he lived in a place without any intellectual tradition at all. 5 The situation 
improved, however, and around the scholar-archbishops a circle of educated people 
was formed. Theophylaktos in his later letters refers to a small circle of pupils and 
friends. 6 Subsequent archbishops, like John Kamateros and Demetrios 
Chomatenos, helped widen this circle of educated priests in Achrida as well as in 
the episcopal sees subject to them.7 

To conclude, it is obvious that during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
Western Macedonia, like other Byzantine provinces, experienced considerable 
turmoil. In spite of this the inhabitants of the district, settled in small villages or 
fortified castles with agriculture as their basic livelihood, managed to overcome 
these difficulties, solve many of their problems, survive and sometimes even 
prosper between the wars and the political changes of the times. 

I. lbid.136 (541). 
2 Gesta Francorum 1.3 (Hill 8). 
3. Chom. 8 (Pitra42-4), 102 (436), 48 (215-16). 
4. Ibid. 47 (211), 105 (445), 119 (505) etc. 
5. Theoph.Achrid. II Ep. 34 Iine 18, 55.5. 
6. Ibid. 10.3, 41.2. 
7. 'H ~E µE'tplO'tTJ<; iiµrov µrn'x 'tOOV crnµmxpoV'tCOV CXU't~ iEpO'tlX'tCOV llPXlEpECOV 

is an expression which occurs regularly in Chomatenos' text. 
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The economy of Byzantine Macedonia in the Palaiologan period 

For much of the Palaiologan period, Macedonia was the most important part of the 

Palaiologan state in economic terms, and thus its investigation is well worth 
undertaking. As we shall see, until the 1340s it was fairly well articulated, and 
therefore may also be studied as a model of a late medieval economy. In what 

follows, I shall examine the articulation of the economy of Macedonia, and also the 
stresses and strains on the system. 

The topic cannot be discussed with the same assumptions for the entire 

Palaiologan period. A sharp dividing line must be drawn in the middle of the 
fourteenth century; and it has been argued that there is yet another dividing line in 

the 1420s, although I believe that in the latter case the indicators are far from clear. 1 

A number of conditions important for the economy, that later would disappear or 

undergo fundamental changes, obtained until the 1340s. There was still a state 
which considered it its duty to provide minimal security for its subjects, even 

though it was a duty it frequently could not perform. For the countryside that meant 
some concern for security so that agricultural activities could be pursued. Although 
security was adversely affected by Serbian incursions in the 1280s and 1290s, the 

Catalan invasions of 1307-9 and the first civil war of the 1320s, at least the intent 
of safeguarding it was still there, as was the effort of the emperors to protect 

Byzantine merchants from the provinces, including the city of Thessaloniki, 

against piratical or semi-piratical attacks from the merchants and seamen of the 
Italian city states. The geographic boundaries of the state itself were still relatively 

large. Communications with Constantinople by land and by sea were open, and so 

was the way inland along the western routes to Belgrade. The interchange between 
cities and countryside could still function, for the cities were not cut off from their 

hinterland except in times of acute hostilities, which were sporadic rather than 

endemic. Thus, while conditions in the first half of the century were far from ideal, 
we can still speak of an economy that was still functioning, with its structures still 

descernible, and without major disruptions. 
With the great civil war of the 1340s and the concomitant Serbian and Turkish 

incursions, all of this came to an end. During the second half of the fourteenth 
century the state functioned in a rudimentary way, war was virtually endemic, the 
countryside was devastated by enemy attacks which not only destroyed the crops 
but put into enemy hands the people and cattle on which production depended, 2 and 

I. See J. Lefort, "Population et peuplement en Macedoine orientate, IXe-XVe siecle" 
Hammes et richesses dans I' empire byzantin II VJ/le-XVe siec/e ed. V. Kravari, J. Lefort & 
C. Morrissofl (Paris 1991) 63-82. 

2 Looting was common also in the first part of the century, but at that time the Byzantines 
sometimes profited from it; after the middle of the century, the terms changed 
significantly, and it wa~ mostly Byzantine lands that were looted: see A.E. Laiou, "In the 

Byzantine Macedonia. Identity Image and History. Edited by John Burke & Roger 

Scott (Byza11ti11a Australie11sia 13, Melbourne 2000). 
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the cities were progressively cut off from their hinterland as land communications 
with Thrace and Constantinople were interrupted after 1341 for a long time. The 
profound demographic and economic crisis which struck the Italian city states -
due partly to the great epidemic of bubonic plague - had negative effects on 
Byzantine trade as well. So the conditions obtaining in the first half of the 
fourteenth century were, to a considerable extent, reversed thereafter. 

The agricultural economy was, as is common in medieval states, the sector 
which engaged by far the greatest part of the labor force and much of the capital, and 
the source from which the primary surplus was derived. But agriculture alone 
makes for fairly simple economies, which this was not. There was also trade, and it 
is the articulation between the two that is of interest. Macedonia, Thrace and 
Thessaly were important agricultural areas. The main crop was cereals: wheat and 
barley were used for making bread, while other kinds of grain were also grown. A 
testament of a proprietor who was relatively prosperous but by no means a great 
landlord shows that he cultivated on his land grains that were used primarily for 
fodder along with those used for human consumption: vetch (p6Prt), rye (Ppi~a), 
millet (Kexp{v), in amounts much smaller than wheat. 1 There was polyculture, that 
is to say, diversified production, including that of cash crops. The peasant plots 
included vineyards. Indeed wine was a major cash crop, as well as being a crop for 
domestic consumption, both for peasants and for greater landlords, including 
monasteries. 2 Flax was also produced. Rice, which was a crop known to the 
Byzantines and cultivated in late fourteenth-century Crete, does not seem to have 
been grown here. Olive cultivation was not important, undoubtedly for reasons of 

terrain and climate, although some olive trees are mentioned in the Chalkidike. On 
the other hand, fruit trees are mentioned; every peasant household, generally 
speaking, had fig trees, mulberry trees, perhaps attesting to the production of raw 
silk, pear trees, walnut, almond and cherry trees. In the very fertile area around the 
Strymon River, peasant households owned large numbers of fruit trees. There was 
some cotton and legumes. Peasants also owned beehives, and in the areas around 
the rivers (the Strymon, for example) fishing was an important secondary 
agricultural occupation. Finally, there were, of course, oxen, used for agricultural 
labor, and sheep and goats. Some peasant households owned large flocks, indeed 
this is the steepest differentiating factor in measuring the wealth of peasant 
households. In one case, in the village of Gomatou in 1300-01, the largest flock 
comprised 300 animals, and four households owned 770 (65%) of the 1193 sheep 
in the village; the great majority of households did not own any, although it is 

Medieval Balkans: Economic Pressures and Conflicts in the Fourteenth Century" 
Byzantine Studies in Honor of Milton V. Anastos ed. Speros Viyonis Jr. (Malibu 1985) 148ff. 

I. This is the testament ofTheodosios Skaranos in Xerop. no. 9; it has been studied by J. 
Lefort, "Une exploitation de taille moyenne au XIIIe siecle en Chalcidique" Aphieroma 
Svoronos I '362-72. 

2 On all of this see Laiou, Peasant Society 26ff, and P. Schreiner, "Die Produkten der 
byzantinischen Landwirtschaft nach dem Quellen des 13.-15. Jahrhunderts" BHR 10 
( 1982) 88-95. 
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possible and indeed probable that the tax registers which are our major source did 
not record the ownership of a single sheep or one or two goats. 

These few elements can give us a partial picture of the agrarian economy, as it 
affected the peasantry; it should be mentioned here that the peasants we are talking 
about were dependent peasants, the paroikoi, and for the most part dependent on 
monasteries. The existence of polyculture is normal in pre-industrial peasant 
societies. It reflects the need for self sufficiency, and to some degree fulfils it. Thus a 
peasant household could normally be self-sufficient in the staple crops, except in 
times of bad harvests. But self-sufficiency is seldom absolute, and certainly was not 
so in this case. While the population of paroikoi may not have marketed their grain 
(except perhaps for what helped pay their tax), both vineyards and flocks of animals 
could produce marketable surplus. Flax, wine, the products of oviculture and cotton 
were all cash crops. The great variation in the number of sheep and goats owned by 
peasant families, and the existence of large flocks, suggests very strongly that this 
was an activity whose products were commercialised: after all, it is not to be 
expected that a single household could drink all the milk, eat all the butter and 
process all the wool produced by 300 sheep. Wool is the most interesting by
product of sheep raising, because its use involves manufacturing activity of some 
kind. A number of configurations are possible in the trading of wool. It is possible 
that the peasants sold their wool to large landowners, for example the monasteries, 
which had their own production of cloth, although they also bought it in the 
market, as we know from the typika of the twelfth century. They may have sold it, 
either as wool or as yarn, to the cities, and indeed there is strong evidence that there 
was wool manufacturing in both Serres and Thessaloniki. 1 Finally, there may have 
been small cottage industries of woollen cloth. In the late thirteenth century the 
Patriarch Gregory Kyprios ordered a cloak made of rough cloth. He wanted it plain, 
and it was to be woven in the countryside, in a village inhabited "by men who wear 
cloaks and make them," that is, in a place which specialised in the production of 
such garments. 2 Of course these possibilities are not mutually exclusive, indeed the 
most likely probability is that they all existed simultaneously. What in any case is 
interesting to stress is that a few of the dependent peasants had a large surplus of an 
eminently marketable commodity. It should also be noted that this type of 
enterprise and investment, i.e. investment in sheep, could be quite risky, for these 
were the most mobile assets of a household, especially a peasant household, and 
therefore the first to fall prey to marauders or soldiers out for loot. Thus, when 
Andronikos III attacked the Albanians in Epirus in 1336 his spoils included 

I. On Thessaloniki see K.-P. Matschke, "Tuchproduktion und Tuchproduzenten in 
Thessalonike und in anderen Staadten und Regionen des spaten Byzanz" Byzantia/ca 9 
(1989) 47-87, although I think that the cloth production of the late fourteenth -early 
fifteenth ce~tury is exaggerated; for Serres see A. Laiou, "Kotvrovuce<; ouvcxµEt<; Ott<; 
I:eppE<; t6 140 mcova" (in press). Cf. infra. 

2. S. Eustratiades, 'Tprrropiou tou Ku1tpiou 'EmcrtoA.ai" Ekk/Phar 2 (1909), letter no. 
87 to Neokaisarites, who was in the xrop(a of XA.atVfl<pOprov avoprov lCUI. 

XA.atvepyatrov nvrov. Letter no. 82, to Staurakios, mentions a hat being woven in 
Thessaloniki on Gregory's commission. 
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300,000 oxen (an incredible number for mountainous Epirus), 5,000 horses and 
1,200,000 sheep. 1 In Macedonian villages the flocks declined precipitously during 
the first half of the fourteenth century: in 1320/1 the size of the flocks of the village 
of Gomatou (now consisting primarily of goats, not sheep) was half what it had 
been in 1300/1, and the largest flock comprised only 70 goats; by 1341 there was a 
single flock owned by one family and made up often sheep.2 

Vineyards were an important and valued source of wealth; they were given as 
dowry, bought and sold, and a peasant household might seek to increase its 
ownership of vineyards by clearing and planting a piece of land. They produced the 
other major marketable commodity, wine (and raisins), but they were much more 
equitably distributed among peasant households, over three quarters of which 
owned vineyards. This suggests that wine was produced primarily for household 
consumption, with the surplus being marketed. Presumably, those at the upper end 
of the scale had most of the opportunity and most of the surplus to send or take to 
market. All of this holds true for the first part of the fourteenth century. For the 
second part, we have very few comparable sources as far as the peasantry is 
concerned, but productivity seems to have been down because of the political 
instability that we have already mentioned. 

A good deal of the arable land, along with woodlands, fisheries, pastures and so 
on, was owned by great landlords and worked by the dependent peasants. The great 
landlords concentrated into their hands the surplus production in three ways: one 
was the payment of rent by the peasants, in kind, I think. This appears in the sources 
as dekatia, i.e. 10% of the crop, but it actually varies according to the arrangements 
made between tenant and landlord and who owned the equipment and the seed. 3 

Secondly, the landlords, or at least the monastic landlords and those who held 
special privileges granted them by the state, received the tax that in the past the 
peasant had paid to the Treasury; this was at least partly a payment in cash, which in 
itself means that the peasant had to market some of his produce. Finally, the 
landlords could and did have a domanial reserve, although never so considerable as 
it was in western Europe, and this was cultivated by peasants who either owed labor 
services or were paid in cash. A very considerable part of the surplus, therefore, 
found its way into the storerooms of great landlords. What happened to it? 

Undoubtedly, some of the agricultural production that ended up in the hands of 
the landlords was slated for consumption by the household, the community or the 
retainers. That could be a considerable number of people, if one realises that we are 
talking here of the great monasteries of Mt. Athos as well as the retinue of a man 
such as John VI Kantakouzenos. However, self-sufficiency is not much to live for, 
and the monasteries of Mt. Athos had, already since the eleventh century, marketed 
their surplus production, especially wine, but also cereals. The estates of great 

I. Kantak. I 497. 
2 Laiou, Peasant Society 173-4. The 70 goats were owned by the household of Eudokia, 

widow of Kapasas; see lvir. III no. 79 line 154. 
3. N. Oikonomides, "Terres du fisc et revenu de Ia terre aux Xe-Xie siecles" in Hommes et 

richesses II 321-37. 
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secular landlords and the great monasteries had both included market towns, at least 
since that period. In the fourteenth century the situation was no different. The 
Athonite monasteries sold their produce in Thessaloniki and Constantinople, and 
the very considerable production of the region of Serres, where the Kantakouzenoi 
and others had extensive properties, was carried down the Strymon and exported 
from Chrysoupolis. It is possible that other, smaller ports existed in this period on 
the eastern side of the Strymon Delta, where smaller boats could put in. 1 Grain was 
sold both internally, in the Byzantine market, and to Italian traders. 2 Thessaloniki, 
Serres and Chrysoupolis were centres for the concentration and export of 
agricultural products, especially grain. Until the middle of the fourteenth century, 
Thessaloniki exported grain to Venice and also to the western Balkans, including 
Dubrovnik. 3 Indeed, the export of grain was an important component of the entire 
Mediterranean trade system, for it constituted one part of a two-part exchange 
which, in oversimplified terms, may be seen as an export of grain (and some raw 
materials) from the Byzantine Empire against cloth, especially woollen cloth, from 
western Europe. It is important here to keep a sense of proportion. These terms of 
exchange obtained not only for Byzantium but also for the rest of the eastern 
Mediterranean (if one includes spices, as products re-exported from the eastern 
Mediterranean). And in this larger system the part Byzantium played was small. 
But everything is a matter of scale. And if in the Mediterranean scale the Byzantine 
component is small, within the Byzantine economy the export trade is rather 

important. 
If one wishes to test the outside possibilities of the Byzantine agricultural 

economy, one may look at the case of John VI Kantakouzenos, who was a great 

aristocrat and a great landowner. He was a mediocre emperor, but that only goes to 
show that a talent for politics does not come naturally to the very rich. Besides, we 

do not know that he had any talents for economics either; the economist in the 
family was his mother, as was often the case with great aristocratic households in 
Byzantium. 4 His description of his material losses during the great civil war has 
been quoted so often that it has become a commonplace. Let us look at it, however, 
not as an index of wealth but as a portfolio. He did not specifically mention his 
great estates, which we know he had, and we know they were concentrated in 
Macedonia, especially in the rich Strymon valley and in Serres.5 Quite as might be 

I. A. Dunn, "Loci of Maritime Traffic in the Strymon Delta (IV-XVIII cc.): Commercial, 
Fiscal and Manorial" (in press). I thank Mr. Dunn for letting me see the manuscript of this 
interesting study. 

2 The correspondence of the Patriarch of Constantinople Athanasios I attests that the 
provisioning of the capital in the early fourteenth century wa<, in the hand'> of both Italians 
and powerful Byzantines, including merchants. 

3. A. Laiou, "H 0ECHHXA0Vl1CTI, Tl EVOoxropa tT1i; icm O oticovoµuc6i; tl'li; xropoi; 
O"'tT\V £1tox.11 to>V naAmoA6yrov" ByzMak 183-94. 

4. See A. Laiou, "The Role of Women in Byzantine Society" JOB 31 (1981) 241ff; and 
eadem, "Observations on the Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women" ByzF9 (1985) 59-
102, pa'>sim. 

5. Kantalc. II I 92. 
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expected, in a list of assets lost he mentioned his movable and liquid assets. He 
lists 1,000 pairs of oxen, which were used in farming his estates. There were 50,000 
pigs producing, one might imagine, vast quantities of lard and meat, not to mention 
the bristles which were used by painters and those who decorated rich houses with 
frescoes, 1 and 70,000 sheep, again with a prodigious production of wool. There was, 
he says, an "incredible" quantity of crops, hard to estimate. Presumably these were 
in storehouses and since, as far as we know, the attack on the properties of the 
powerful took place mostly in the cities, in urban storehouses. There were 300 
mules, 500 donkeys, and 200 camels. He lists 2,500 mares, which may have been 
used for breeding draft horses. As for the money he and his mother lost in 
Constantinople and other cities, neither he nor anyone else could tell how much it 
was, which means that it was so much that, again, it could not be estimated. 2 What 
we have here, if we remember that the quantities mentioned are suspect and 
undoubtedly exaggerated, is the capital needed to run a group of very large estates 
(probably the largest in the Empire at that time) and an inkling of what such estates 
yielded. In terms of the capital engaged, we have oxen and possibly draft horses; 
unless one imagines that the mares, which were certainly breeding mares, were 
producing horses exclusively for sport (polo) or for the army. The cattle, sheep and 
pigs required considerable investment. Transport by land was taken care of by use 
of the draft animals, donkeys, mules and camels. As for the yield, the "incalculable" 
quantities of grain stored in the warehouses must have been stored in part for the 
market; his vast quantities of money must have been realised primarily from 
agricultural and pastoral activities, and presumably came from the sale of grain and 

hides, meat, and wool. Undoubtedly some of these products, especially the animal 
by-products and the grain, fed the mills and shops of the Kantakouzenoi in Serres; 
we know that a number of the manufacturing shops in that city were in the hands of 
the great landlords. Another part of the production must have been sold to 
independent manufacturers; Theodora Kantakouzene owned workshops in Serres 
which she rented out, and the existence of independent manufacturers is also 
attested from other sources. 3 A sense of proportion must be preserved here: the 
workshops for which we have evidence were small; whether there was large-scale 
manufacturing on the estates of people like the Kantakouzenoi ( of whom there were 

not many) remains open to question. In any case, the production of this large estate 
should be connected with the manufacturing of woollens in Serres and perhaps in 
Thessaloniki. It may also be noted that the properties of people like Kantakouzenos 

were probably relatively safe from small-scale marauding attacks. On the other 
hand, they were very much exposed in times of grave political or military crisis. 

One other category of landed proprietor is visible in our sources. That is the 
medium-scale independent proprietor, whether resident in a city or not, who again 

I. V. Tsiouni, na1816q,paaroc; L1171Y71<11c; rwv t;<f,mv rwv rerpa1r68wv (Munich 
1972) verses 396-40 I. 

2 Kantak. II 184-5. 
3. For Theodom Kantakouzene see Kout/oum. no. 18; for the rest, see Laiou, "KotvrovtK~ 

~uvaµrn;". 
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engaged in polyculture although he (or she) did not work the land personally. The 
relative importance of this type of proprietor is not, at this point, easy to estimate, 
partly because as a category they are not well represented in the sources and are just 
beginning to be studied. We can already say that both the new documentation that 
is coming to light, 1 and the study of long-known documents are permitting us to 

understand better the activities of such people. They had the possibility of 
producing enough grain and wine not only to provide for the needs of their 
household but also to send to the market. The lands of Theodosios Skaranos, one 
representative of this category, were cultivated by direct exploitation, with the 
landlord furnishing the animals (three buffaloes, two oxen, one donkey, two 
horses), the implements and the seed. He had approximately 270 modioi of arable 
and 24 modioi of vineyards. He sold some wheat but his marketable produce was 
primarily wine, of which 600 measures were to be sold, almost double the amount 
he kept for purposes of consumption. 2 

A certain Theodore Karavas has left a will, dated 1314, which provides 
interesting evidence for the activities of a proprietor with medium-sized holdings. 
He lived in Thessaloniki and had both arable land and vineyards around the city. He 
had, however, invested his money mostly in vineyards, of which he had 61 modioi 
(almost 61 stremmata) while only 10.5 stremmata were given over to wheat 
cultivation. The possession of a single ox and a cow do not allow us to determine 
whether this was direct exploitation of the land or not, although an ox would have 
sufficed for the cultivation of 10.5 stremmata; besides, he also owned the amount 
of seed necessary for the land that could be cultivated by one ox. The predominance 
of vineyards is not surprising when we realise that Karavas was also a merchant. 
Wine was, as we have seen, a good cash crop, and vineyards need less capital 
investment than does arable land. Thus he was a man whose agricultural production 
was primarily geared to the market. When he died he left, among other things, 
papers showing debts owed to him in grapes and grain. This is undoubtedly a 
matter of advance purchase of crops from peasants, a process which fulfils two 
purposes: it functions as a concealed loan to the peasant, and it concentrates into the 
hands of merchants commodities which they can then market. 3 

We thus have three types of proprietors producing for the market, in quantities 
which are different enough for us to posit different kinds of marketing. For the most 
part, the peasants would have sold just enough to pay their taxes and whatever part 

I. For example, P. Schreiner, Texte zur spiitbyzantinischen Finanz und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 
in Handschriften der Biblioteca Vaticana (Vatican City I 991) no. 3; and Laiou, 
"KotVOOVll(Ei; ouvaµni;" and "0E<J<J<XAOVllCTj". 

2 This document ha~ been studied by Lefort, "Exploitation". 
3. The will is published in Chit. Appendix I no. 27. Of course, this type of purchase need not 

necessarily be made by merchants: it can just as well be made by the prospective 
consumer who, like the merchant, is gambling on the expectation that the eventual market 
price of the commodities will be higher than what he ha~ paid to secure part of the harvest. 
In Karava~· ca~ it is out of the question that, with so many vineyards, he wa~ purcha~ing 
wine for his own household consumption; the si:ze of the vineyards he owned is sufficient 
to show that part of his production wa~ commercialised. 
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of their rent might be due in cash; they might sell a little grain and probably some 

wine, perhaps once a year. The normal pattern of this kind of marketing is for 

money to remain in the possession of the peasant for a rather short time, say 

between the time of the harvest and the day the tax is due, which fell on the 

traditional date of September 15. The peasant might also sell enough to have a little 

left over for extraordinary expenses (the jewelry or household furnishings given as 

dowry?) or some small luxuries. The few who owned relatively large numbers of 

sheep could lay their hands on more cash. But for the majority of peasants it would 

seem that they had some surplus to put on the market but not very much, at least 

not individually. The advance purchase arrangements, attested also by the Patriarch 

Gregory Kyprios, may be an indicator of rural poverty: Gregory pities the 

''miserable peasants" who are on the receiving end of these arrangements, and 

claims that it is need that forces them into such practices. 

The middle-level proprietors also did not individually sell great quantities of 

goods. When Karavas composed his will he had in hand 300 measures of wine 

(about 3,120 litres), 30 tetartia (1,728 kg.) of wheat and 10 tetartia (576 kg.) of 

millet. 1 Assuming that the price of wheat was in the vicinity of 2 hyperpyra 2 
keratia per politikos modios, from the sale of the wheat he could realise about 

fifteen hyperpyra. 2 Presumably he had already sold most of the year's wine, since 

the will was composed in May. Certainly, his 61 modioi should have produced a lot 

more than 300 measures. When he died Skaranos had, from his 24 modioi of 

vineyard, 600 measures of wine for sale, while the total of his reserves, plus the 

wine the monks had drunk that year, came close to 2000 measures (but it is not clear 

how many harvests the reserves represent). Karavas' production should have been 

proportionately greater, but in any case these are not vast quantities to throw on the 

market. However, between that and his other activities he had a cash surplus. In cash 

he only left 52 ducats, and among his household effects the only things that might 

have been expensive were a silk coverlet, a large chest, and a few pieces of jewelry, 

mostly in silver, and two gold rings. He was owed some agricultural products, and 

he himself owed 17 hyperpyra and 7 ducats. Whichever way one counts it, this is 

not an unshakeable fortune. On the other hand, he had twelve houses, some of which 

he had inherited, while others he had purchased. Was he getting residential rent 

from all these houses or were some of them shops (even though the term is not used 

in the text)? It is hard to know, but in any case this was an interesting investment in 

real estate on the part of both Theodore and his family. 

While people like Karavas could not have had much of an impact on the market 

individually, collectively their production may have been significant. They were 

sufficiently above the level of subsistence to have made some economic decisions 

I. The tetartion is equal to the commercial pinakion, i.e. to 76.878 litres (one fourth of a 
commercial modios) or 57.6 kg. See E. Schilbach, Byzantinische Metrologie (Munich 
1970) 108. 

2 J.-C. Cheynet, E. Malamut & C. Morrisson, "Prix et salaires a Byzance (Xe-XVe 
siecle)" Hammes et richesses II 358. 
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with profit maximisation in mind, that is, to decide when to sell, depending, among 
other things, on whether prices were up or down. 

Finally, large proprietors, lay and ecclesiastical, must have had considerable 
impact on the market. They could commercialise products in relatively large 

quantities, if one takes into account the very extensive properties of great 

monasteries: Lavra, Iveron, Docheiariou, Chilandari, St. John Prodromos in Serres, 
as well as those of the great landlords such as the Kantakouzenoi or the Choumnoi, 

who also owned substantial lands in Macedonia, especially in the Strymon valley. 

One must suppose that the wheat exported from Thessaloniki and Christoupolis or 
stockpiled in Serres and Constantinople came from these estates (and the estates in 
Thrace, including imperial ones). This was wholesale trading. 

It was in the cities that agricultural products of the large and medium-sized 

landowners found their markets. Peasants may well have sold their products either 
at the annual domanial fairs or in occasional markets in the towns. But the annual 

fairs on the estates of Mt. Athas yielded too small a revenue to have functioned as 

real outlets for the production of the large estates, while the grain market in the 

Mediterranean was too well articulated to depend on such low-frequency periodic 

markets. The cities were rich in this period. Even when all of the exaggerations of 

our sources are accounted for, one still retains the picture ofThessaloniki as a major 
urban centre with two complementary actvities: the agricultural production of its 

hinterland and the trade of its port, a set of activities that is known since the early 
tenth century.' It still had its land communications with Thrace and ultimately 
Constantinople. Nevertheless, these communications were not of major economic 

importance; in the economic sphere, Thessaloniki functioned in this period as an 
outlet for the production of Macedonia and Greece, and also as a port of entry for the 

hinterland of the western Balkans, which imported both cereals from Macedonia 

and cloth from the West. Serres is an interesting city with a diversified economy 

which includes both the marketing of products of the countryside (a "fish market" 

is mentioned) and a secondary sector tied to the agrarian economy: a large number 
of mills and bakeries attests to this, as does a significant number of otherwise 
unspecified "shops" or "workshops" (epycxotftptcx) which must have treated 

products such as animal skins and wool, for trade in woollen cloth is attested for 

Serres.2 

There is thus a fairly well articulated economy in Macedonia of the early 

fourteenth century, with agricultural production being integrated both with a 
manufacturing sector and with a trade sector. However, one must not paint too rosy 

a picture of a situation that had inherent structural problems and constraints. One 

problem was the economic crisis that scholars agree existed among the peasantry. 

Whether this was the result of earlier demographic pressures, which had led to the 

use of increasingly low-productivity lands, or of an already present demographic 

I. Laiou, "0mcraA.ovi1Cl]" passim. 
2. Laiou, "KotVCOVUCE~ ouvciµEt~" passim. 
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decline, 1 it is quite certain that in the course of the first half of the fourteenth century 
the peasant population became poorer both in terms of productive capacity 
(measured by the number of oxen the population possessed) and in terms of the 
ownership of lands capable of producing a cash crop (measured by the surface of 
vineyards). The flocks also declined precipitously. 

What that means in the terms we have been discussing is at least two things. 
First, the production of cereals, which was for the most part appropriated by the 
landlords, was on a downward curve; second, those elements of the peasant holding 
that produced marketable surplus, on which they themselves made cash, were on a 
similar curve. There is, in the same period, evidence of flight of the population from 
the monastic estates. As the population of these estates became poorer, it also 
became more sparse. The peasants may have moved to the domains of lay 
proprietors, as we know some did in 1341; or into towns where, however, they can 
not have made a very good living; some may have become brigands.2 There was, to 

be sure, land clearance undertaken in this period, especially in order to plant 
vineyards, and some investments, for example, in the building of mills. This was 
undertaken with the labor of the peasants but also through the instigation of 
monasteries and probably Jay landlords as well. This investment must not be 
minimised, but it is one of the few healthy signs in an otherwise deteriorating 
situation. 

In the cities, too, while there was real prosperity coming from trade, there were 
structural problems because the terms of trade were controlled not by the 
Byzantines but by the Italian merchants who were organising trade to suit their own 
interests. Despite the collaboration between Byzantine and Italian merchants, the 
situation created an increased element of vulnerability for the former. Thus there 
were tensions. The decline in the numbers and the productive capacity of the 
peasants led to a decline of overall production. The concentration of property in the 
hands of great landlords meant that their economic habits acquired greater 
importance. And to the degree that demand was dependent on international trade, 
there is a certain fragility. 

These structural problems were greatly exacerbated by the multiple crises of the 
period which starts in 1341. Destructive civil wars, destructive foreign invasions, 
the (as yet unmeasurable) effects of the bubonic plague, the general demographic 
and economic crisis in Italy, western Europe and the eastern Mediterranean, all 
created conditions which disarticulated the economic life of Macedonia. As far as 

the countryside is concerned, the main problems were two. A profound 
demographic crisis affected the rural population and thus diminished the 
productive element of the population. At the same time, there was a restructuring of 
the ownership of economic resources. The great Jay aristocracy lost its lands. The 
second level of aristocrats and landowners may have suffered less. And the 
monasteries profited, relatively speaking, because they were able, through 

I. For these two points of view see Lefort, "Population et peuplement" 75ff and Laiou, 
Peasant Society esp. chs. 6-7. 

2 Laiou, ibid. 260ff. 
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arrangements with the Serbs and the Ottomans, to retain part of their lands, as well 
as to benefit from donations of lands by the aristocracy which could no longer 
manage them. 1 There is thus a heavily increased economic presence of the 
monasteries, especially the Athonite monasteries, in the countryside. Although half 
of the monastic estates had been given to soldiers after 1371, in the late fourteenth 
and first half of the fifteenth century the transfer of land from laymen to monasteries 
becomes evident. The privileged economic position of the monasteries is indicated 
in a document of 1408, a prostagma of the Emperor Manuel II, who was then in 
Thessaloniki. 2 Aside from the return of part of the confiscated lands, what is 
interesting to us are the provisions regarding the disposition of agricultural 
products. The monks of Mt. Athos are relieved of the obligation to provide a certain 
amount of wheat for biscuit for seamen; they thus have more disposable grain per 
cultivated acre than do the other landowners of Kalamaria and Hierissos. They are 
exempted from the payment of taxes on flocks, which means that the wool, meat 
and so on that they get from these flocks comes cheaper to them than to other, non
exempt landholders. They are relieved of a tavern-tax on their wine. They are 
allowed to sell their wine in Thessaloniki freely, while the governor of that city is 
forbidden to delay the sale of other wine until "his own" has been sold. This 
medieval practice, known as "monopoly," usually benefited the rulers; it is here not 
allowed, or discontinued. All of this means that the monks of Mt. Athos could 
market their products in privileged conditions. But the monastic landlords were 
probably rather conservative managers and investors. 

The urban markets had also contracted. Thessaloniki was greatly impoverished 
by the effect of all the conditions mentioned above, and also by long sieges by the 
Serbian and Ottoman armies. From an exporter of grain the city had become an 
importer. The major difficulty was that it had lost its hinterland, which was in 
Serbian and then Ottoman hands. The integration of the rural and urban economies 
in western Macedonia had to wait until the Ottomans had established control over 
all of the area. Other cities seem to have fared better, especially those whose 
hinterland was under the same political control as the cities. Such is the case of 
Serres, both during the Serbian and during the Ottoman conquests ( 1345 and 1383 
respectively). A few years after the fall of Constantinople Serres already shows a 
differentiated economy with a population that included merchants, cloth 
manufacturers, jewellers and so on.3 It is true that in the 1420s and 1430s there is 
again evidence of some economic activity, but I do not think that it was 
considerable, and a good deal of it seems to have been concentrated in the hands of a 
few great proprietors. 

I. On this see N. Oikonomides, "Monasteres et moines lors de la conquete ottomane" Siidost 
35 (1976) 1-10. 

2. V. Mos in, "Akti iz svetogorskih arhi va" Spomenik Srpska kraljevska Akademija 70 ( 1939) 
no.2. 

3. P. S. Nasturel & N. Beldiceanu, "Les eglises byzantines et la situation economique de 
Drama, Serres et Zichna aux XIVe et XVe siecles" JOB 27 (1978) 272. 
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A case brought before the Despot of Thessaloniki and the Emperor Manuel II in 
1421 shows some of the problems of this period. A rich and aristocratic family of 

Thessaloniki, the Argyropouloi, had rented a large market garden from the monks 
of Iveron. They had made extensive capital improvements but the monastery 
complained that its revenues had not increased accordingly. The decision was to 
take the gardens, improvements and all, from the Argyropouloi and to give them to 
the monastery, which had behaved in a very conservative manner that did not foster 
investment. 1 In such circumstances no one could be blamed for not investing 
heavily in agriculture. Byzantine aristocrats did invest in trade in this period, and 
indeed in the first half of the fifteenth century trade recovered. But in Macedonia it 
labored under the conditions of insecurity and the difficulty of communication 
between cities and the hinterland that we have already described. 

In conclusion I would argue that the economy of Macedonia in the Palaiologan 
period calls for a more qualified optimism than current scholarship sometimes 
exhibits. Certainly the region had then, as it always has had, much productive 
potential. The land is rich; agriculture and pasture can be very productive. There 
were mines in Siderokausia, and salt pans close to Thessaloniki and in the Strymon 
Delta, producing commodities that were greatly prized in the Middle Ages. Until 
the 1340s the economy was relatively well integrated and people from diverse 
social and economic categories had surpluses from agriculture which could be 

manufactured into finished products and/or marketed. While manufacturing labored 
under the weight of cheap western woollens, and trade under the dominance of 
Italian merchants, there was nevertheless a regional economy as well as an economy 
tied to international trade under disadvantageous conditions. The activities of the 
proprietor of moderate means, of the producer cum merchant are, I think, among the 
most promising aspects of this phenomenon. But if this economy seems to have 
been thriving, it was doing so under constraints. In particular, the economic 
condition of the peasant was unenviable enough that peasants were selling off their 
lands to monasteries and abandoning the land. This concentration of resources into 
a few hands may be a step forward in terms of economics, since such people are 
untrammeled by the constraints of self-sufficiency on very limited resources and 
can maximize profits and make new investments. However, such was probably not 
the case here. First of all, the impoverishment of the peasantry also meant the 
demise of a certain aggregate demand which, though admittedly limited and 
periodic, was nevertheless real. Secondly, while the monasteries did participate in 
investment, the part of the investment in land that depended on labor was a peasant 
investment; and that was in decline. Finally, with the concentration of property in 
the hands of the monasteries in the late fourteenth century, even considerable 
investment by forward-looking laymen was at risk as landlords simply sought to 
increase rents and certainly had no interest in rewarding entrepreneurship. In the end 
the exploitation of the peasantry bore fruit: the Ottoman system of exploitation was 

lighter than the Byzantine one, and the Ottomans were easily accepted. The civil 

I. Dolger, Schatz. nos. 24 and 102. 
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wars of the aristocracy bore fruit: the aristocrats as a class lost their resources, and 
the pattern of both agricultural production and trade changed. The aristocracy 
participated heavily in trade but they did not control it. Political rivalries bore fruit: 
for a long time the economy could not function properly because of lack of unity of 
the geographic space. The Byzantine economy of Macedonia, in other words, was a 
diversified economy with different sectors which exhibited different degrees of 
responsiveness to the general economic environment. And certainly, here as 
elsewhere, economic activity and economic success or failure are not to be separated 
from social and political conditions and decisions. The successful-looking 
economy of the first half of the fourteenth century owed a good deal to relative 
political stability but was built on shaky social relations; it could not survive the 
admittedly overwhelming stresses of the second half of the century. 
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Alexandria, 2, 55, 119, 150 
Alexandrian letters, 66 
Alexiad, 72, 75-6 
Alexios I Komnenos 
Alexios III Angelos 
Alkmene, 128 
Allagion, Great, of Thessaloniki, 173 
alleloperichoresis, 156 
almond,200 
Alopophonou, Maria, 198 
Ambrose, Archbishop of Milan, 58 
Ammon, Ze11~. 55 
Amphipolis, 80 
Anastasios I, Emperor, 15, 116-7, 121-2 
Anasta~ios II Artemios, Emperor, 58-9 
Anatolia, 17, 157 
Anatolikon, theme, 134 
Andrea~ Komnenos 
Andreas Romanos Rentinos 
Andrew, St, church (monastery) at 

Peristera, 158, 161 
Andronikoi, 171 
Andronikos I Komnenos 
Andronikos II Palaiologos 
Andronikos III Palaiologos 
Andronikos IV Palaiologos 
Andronikos Kantakouzenos 
Anemas, Pankmtios, 169-70 
angareiai, 174 
Angeloi, 194 
Angelos, Manuel, 76 

Alexios III, 137 
Theodore Komnenos Doukas, Despot 
ofEpirus, 111, 173-4 

Angiollelo, 114 
animals, 80-2 102, 159, 163, 189-90, 195-6, 

200-1, 204-5, 207 
Ankyra,27 
Anna Dalassene 
Anna Komnene 



Anna of Savoy, wife of Andronikos III 
Palaiologos, mother of John V 
Palaiologos, 170, 173 

Anna Palaiologina 
anthology, 23, 145 
anthropology, 47, 69 
Antioch in Syria, 2, 56, I 18 
Antiochos, 38, 76 
antiquity, 29, 29, 44, 49, 52, 64, 67, 107-9, 

111,154 
Aphrodite, I 52 
Apion, 120 
Apocalypse, 103, 150 
apographe, 169-70, 173, 175-6, 178 
apokata~ta~is, 170, 176 
Apokaukos, John, Bishop of Naupaktos, 9, 

151 
Apollonia, 50 
Apostyppes, Leo, strategos, 35 
aqueduct, I 18 
Arab, 2, 5-7, I 5-I 8, 64, 95, 105-6, 128-9, 

135 
archbishop, 8, 23, 25, 45-6, 58-9, 95, 120, 

135, 139, 141, 146, 148-150, 192-5, 
197-8 

Archilochos, 155 
Archimedes, 154 
archives, 13, 157, 162, 164, 169, 174, 177, 

183 
archon, 130,133, 135-6 
Archontochorion, 170 
archontopouloi, 173 
Arda river, 16 
Areopagite, Dionysios the, 150 
Ares, 154 
Argyropouloi, 210 
Arianism, 58 
Aristeides, 154 
aristocracy, 9, 175, 203, 208-11 
Aristophanes, 153-5 
Aristotle, 23, 125, 151, 153-5 
Armenia, 66, 71 
Armenian, 15, 39, 44-5, 48, 51, 55. 57, 59, 

64-68, 102-3 
army, 2-3, 5, 9, 15-17, 21, 24, 32, 34, 37-8, 

41-3,47,55,59, 72, 73,83-4,99, 103, 
112, 119, 128, 134, 136, 184, 189, 193, 
204, '2fE 

Arsacid, 65-7, 102 
Arsacis, 65 
Arsenikea, 163 
Artaxerxes I, 65 
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Artemios Anastasios JI 
Asan, Michael, son of Eirene Komnene & 

John II Asen, 43 
Asen I, 8 
Asia, 5, 9, 16-17, 21, 23-4, 51, 60, 75, 79, 

92, 108, 111-12, 129, 184, 192 
Asparuch, Khan of Bulgaria, 16 
Assyrian, 14 
Astrapas, Michael, painter, 10 
Athana~ios, St., the Athonite, 114, 157-8 
Athens,8,23, 78,113,125,141,149,151, 

153 
athletic games, 127 
A0t.oq,6poi;, 53 
Athonite, 157-63, 164-7, 182,203,209 
Athonite, St. Athanasios 
Athonite, St. Peter 
Athos, Mt. (Holy Mountain), IO, 18, 82, 

114, 137-8, 157-62, 164, 167, 169, 172-
3, 179, 180,202,207,209. See Church 
Protaton (Karyes); Mona~teries 
Chilandari, Docheiareiou, 
Esphigmenou, Great Lavra, Italian, 
lveron, KoutloumouseiouXenophontos, 
Xeropotamou 

Attaleiates, Michael, 18, 37, 41-2, 72-4, 77 
Augusta Pulcheria 
Augustus, Emperor, 58 
authority, 3-4, 9, 48, 64, 108, 118, 123-4, 

126, 128-9, 152, 176-7, 193-4 
authors, 20, 23, 30, 32-3, 45, 50, 52, 79-80, 

98, 111, 122, 140-1, 145, 152-3, 155 
autumn, 85, 112 
Avar, 2L-3, 16, 32-3, 52, 54, 89, 124, 192 
axes, 11 
Axios (Vardar) River, 2, 82, 135, 138, 192 
Azyma, 147 
Babylon, 114 
Bacchiadae, I 50 
bakeries, 207 
Balkan, 2, 5, 7-9, 13, 16-7, 24-6, 32, 48, 51, 

60,74,77,79-80,89, 128-9, 134,142, 
144,184, 192-4,203,207 

Ballad of Alexander, 110 
Balsamon, John Douka~. mega~ dioiketes, 

173 
Balsamon, Theodore, Patriarch of 

Antioch, I 46 
bandits, 81 
Baptist (Prodromos), St. John. 

Mona~teries: Mt. Menoikeion 170, 
Serres, 207 
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Bar-Dar Axios 
barbarians,23,54,58,60, 75, 77,82,84, 

87, 89, 102, 108, 112, 114, 160, 189 
Barbarini Berber 
Barda~ Skleros, 59 
Barda~. archon of Strymon, 130 
Bardas, Caesar, uncle of Michael III, 6 I -2 
Barda~. son of Kordyles, 34 
Barda~. son of Kouropalates, 36 
Barlaam, I 08 
barley, 24,200 
Ba~il I, Emperor, 19, 22, 35, 39, 41, 44-5, 

47-8,51,59,61-2,64-8, 102-3, 110 
Ba~il II B ulgaroktonos, Emperor, 7, 67, 51, 

59,102,110, 136-7, 150,157,159,192, 
194 

Ba~il Kourtikes 
Basil, a fraudster, 34 
Ba~il, hypatos and protonotarios of 

Strymon, I 30 
Ba~il. St (the Great), 149 
Ba~ilakios, 72 
Ba~ileios Kladon 
Ba~ileios, Bogomil leader, 143 
Ba~ilika, 197 
Ba~ilikinos, 62 
ba~ilikos, I 30 
Ba~iliskianos, 6 I 
bath, 127, 186 
battalion, 40, 76 
battle, 23, 25, 27, 56-7, 90, I 80, I 94 
Backovo (Petritzos) near Plovdiv 164. 

Mona~tery 137, 143, 160, 164 
beard, I 09-110 
bee, 159 
beehives, 200 
Bekla~. 66 
Belgrnde, 7, 11, 199 
Belikrndou, 163 
Belkanos, 46 
Benedict's rule for election of abbot, 120 
benefactors, 183 
beneficiary, 173-5 
Benjamin of Tudela, 7 
Berber (Barbarini), I 72-3 
Berenguer of Rocafort, 24 
Beroea Veroia 
bilingual, 98 
biogrdphy,57-8,98, 139,141,145,156 
BtOI; L(fe 
birds, 190 
Birds, Aristophanes', 154 
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biscuit,209 
bishop (metropolitan), 18, 32-3, 36, 52, 83, 

87, 109, 117-20, 124-5, 127, 135-6, 
141-3, 146, 148, 151-2, 156, 173 

Bitola (Pelagonia, Mana~tir), I 5, I 38, 148, 
185, 188, 193-4 

Black Sea, 7-9, 16-18 
Bla~tou,46 
boats, 3, 81, 203 
Boeotia, 7 
Bogomil, 143 
Bohemond, 164, 193 
Boleron Vo/eron 
Boniface of Montferrnt, 8, 25, 193 
book, 12,54,66,89, 150,152, 154-5 
Boris I Michael, Czar, 145 
Botaneiates, Nikephoros III, Emperor, 60, 

73-4, 76, 164-5 
Bothios,55 
Bou;\. ya.poKtov01; Basil II 
Bratonos, 46 
Brdo, Novo, 9 
bread, 200 
BregalnicaTiberioupolis 
brigade, 99 
brigand\ 50, 81, 208 
Bryennios, John, brother of N ikephoros 

strategos,39,42, 76 
Bryennios, Nikephoros, husband of Anna 

Kornnene, Caesar and historian, 38-9, 
41-2, 45, 73-6 

Bryennios, Nikephoros, strntegos, 37-40, 
42-3,45,48,59-60, 73, 76 

Brysis, 80 
bubonic plague, 200, 208 
Bucephal11~, 113 
buffaloes, 205 
buffoonery,22, 70, 71 
building, 2, 32, II 8, 121, 126-7, 208 
Bulgar, 17-18, 21, 51, 59, 75, 81, 94, 102, 

124, 151 161 
Bulgaria, 3, 6-8, 20, 34, 73, I 36, I 39, 141, 

143, 146, 149, 156, 160, 185, 188-9, 
192, 194 

Bulgarian,6-7, JO, 16, 19,25-6,48,94, 
129, 131, 137, 139-40, 142-4, 146, 150, 
156, 189, 192-4 

Bulgarians, 5-7, 17, 21, 25, 38-9, 41, 48, 
58-9, 74-5, 89, 91, 128, 130-1, 136-7, 
139, 141, 143, 146, 150, 189, 192, 193, 
195,198 

Bulgarocentrism, 141 



Bury, J.B., 61, 132 
Byzantinus, Stephanus, 14 
Caesar, 62, I 5 I 
Caesarea in Palestine, 52, 98 
Cambyses, I 54 
camels, 204 
Cappadocia, 31, 35, 73, 149-50, 156 
caravans, 7, 80-1 
Carthage, 57 
CassiusDio 
Ca.~tlemen, I% 
ca.s;tles, 100, 194, 1%-8 
Catalan, 24-5, 79, 82, 199 
cattle, 8, 109, 195, 199, 204-5 
cavalry, 39, 76, I 34 
Cephallonia, 7, 133 
cereals, 24,200,202, 207-8 
ceremony, 102,128, 184, 188 
chagan, 90 
Chaldos, John, 6 I 
Chalkidike, 26, I 58-60, I 75, 200 
Chalkokondyles, Laonikos, I 08 
Chamaetos Kahasilas 
Chariot racing, 127 
Charioupolis, 67 
Charsianites, 35 
Chartoularata, Chartularios, I 89 
Charybdis, 154 
Cha.s;ia, 192 
Chazars, 18 
Chilandari, mona.~tery on Athos, 170, 174, 
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children, 66, 80, 91, 107, I 13, 181 
chiliarchs, 100 
Chios, 23 
Choirosphaktes, Leo, 79 
Chomatenos (Chomatianos), Demetrios, 

25,45-7, 136,138,139,141, 144-7, 
192, 194-8 

Choniates, Michael, bishop of Athens, 8, 
23, 141, 151 

C'honiates, Niketa.s;, 21, 40, 45, 48, 69, 73, 
76-7, Ill, 185 

choria, 24 
Chortaites, mona.s;tery on Mt. Chortiates, 

114 
Chorta.s;menos, Joannes, 83-4 
Chortiates, Mt., 85 
Choumnoi, 207 
Christ, 14, 52, 53, 58, 148, 156 
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Christian, 4-6, 25, 30, 49, 52, 67, 104-6, 
111-2, 125, 127, 127, 139, 149-50, 155-
6 

Christianisation, 2, 5-6, IO 
Christianised, 5 
Christianity, 30, 135, 142, 149, 156 
Christians, 5, I I 4, l 42Pod 
Christmas;, I 84, 195 
Christoupolis (Kavala), 20, 26, I 31, I 31, 

136,207 
chronicle, 17, 18, 21, 54-7, 99, I 16, 193-5 
Chronographia, 70 
Chronology, 68 
Chrysava, I 35, I 37 
chrysobull, 109,137, 170-2, 175-6, 177,189 
Chrysostom, St. John, 150 
Chrysoupolis, 159,203 
church, 2-6, IO, 18-21, 45, 52, 54-5, 62, 79, 

95,109,116, 120-1, 123,127,139,109, 
I 16, 142, 147, 149, 152-3, 155-6, 160, 
174, 168, 174-5, 177, 181, 183, 192, 
197 

Cilicia, 117 
Cimmerians, I 54 
circus, 127 
citizens, 4, 31, 33, 48-9, 52, 70, 71, 83-4, 

86, %, 107-8, I 12, I 17-9, 123-5, 127, 
150, 152, 168, 177, 181, 190 

Clement of Alexandria, I 50 
Clement of Ochrid (Achrida), St., I 40--2, 

145-6, 156 
clergy, 50, 117-20, 124-5, 181 
cloth, 7, 1%,201,203,207,209 
Code, Justinian's, I 16, 194 
Colossians, 154 
commerce,6-8, 10,26, 131,133,201,207 
Company, 22, 24 
Constans II, Emperor, I I 0 
Constans, son of Constantine the Great, 58 
Constantine Doukas 
Constantine I the Great, Emperor, I 4, 52, 

55, 58, 102, 106, 108-9 
Constantine IV, Emperor, 16, 128 
Constantine V, Emperor, 2 I, I 3 I 
Constantine VI, Emperor, 13 I 
Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, 

Emperor, 12, 23, 36, 61-2, 64-5, 67, 98, 
100, 128-9, 163, 187 

Constantine VIII, Emperor, I 57 
Constantine IX Monomachos, Emperor, 

22,37, 70,70-3, 105 
Constantine X Doukas 
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Constantine Karama//os 
Constantine Manasses 
Constantine, courtier, 40 
Constantine, hypatos and protonotarios of 

Thessaloniki, 33 
Constantine, son of Ba~il I, 66 
Constantine-Cyril Cyril 
Constantinople, 2-11, 16-19, 23-4, 26, 45, 

50-2, 56, 59, 61, 61, 67, 70-2, 74-6, 79, 
85, 95, 98, 102, 105, 108, 113, 118, 123, 
132-5, 143-4, 146-7, 149-52, 159, 162-
3, 166, 184, 186-9, 191, 193-5, 197-
200, 203-4, 207, 209 

Continuatus, Theophanes 
coppersmith, 197 
Corinth, 150 
Corinthians, Epistle to, 31, 150, 154 
com, 117, 123-4 
corps, 15, 16,30,37,99, 103 
cotton,200-1 
Council of Constantinople (879), 135 
Councillors, 121 
councils, 62, 116-7, 121-2, 147 
court, 23, 56, 62, 117-9, 128, 150, 162-3, 

173, 184, 194,-6 
Cremona, liutprand 
Crete, 9, 14,200 
Croesus, 86 
crops, 119,163, 199-202,204-5,208 
Crusade, First 193, I 94, I 98; Second I 85-

6; Fourth 25, 51-2, 193, 195, 197 
Crypt of St. Demetrios church in 

Thessaloniki 
Cumans, 75 
curiales, I 16, 121-2, 125-6 
Cyclops, I 54 
Cyprus, 149, 151 
Cyrene, Synesios 
Cyril (Constantine), 6, 10, 51, 156 
Cyril of Alexandria, 150 
Cyrillic, 145 
Cyrus, 98 
czar,5,21,26,48,59, 143,146,150, 192-3 
Dacia, 16, 18, 129 
Ddla~sene, Anna, mother of Alexios I 

Komnenos, 166 
Dalmatia, 8, 20, 26 
dancing, 62, 70-2, 82 
Daniel, 56, 57, 60 
Danube (lstros), 2, 16, 18, 34, 45, 5 I, 60, 

74-5,90, 128,136,185 
~apoavwt, 21 
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Darius, 154 
daughters, 18, 73, 80, 151, 171, 187-8 
David the Paphlagonian, Niketa~, 65 
Deabolis, I 36. I 38 
deacons,21,84, 146,150 
Decurions, 126 
decurions, 120-2, 125-7 
defensor, 117, I 19-20, 125 
Demetria~. 4, I 4 
Demetrios Chomatenos 
Demetrios Kydones 
Demetrios Laskaris 
Demetrios Spartinos 
Demetrios, Despot ofThessaloniki, 43 
Demetrios, St, 3, 7-8, 33, 51, 53-4, 92, %, 

112-4, 123-4, 127. Church: 
Thessaloniki 3-4, 95, 123-4, 127. 
Miracles 2-3, 32, 52-4, 89, 94-5, 97-8, 
IOI, 122, 124-5, 127, 132, 135 

demon,83 
Derkos (Terkoz, Durusu), 159, 164 
Despot, 43, 210 
Despotate, 8, 51 
Deukalion, 153 
Deuterocanonical Books, 150 
Deuteronomy, 154 
Develtos, 13 I 
Diadochoi, 57 
Diadora, castle, 100 
Diakonitzes, mensurator, 100 
dialect, 94-5, IOI 
Dio, Ca<i.~ius, 57, 64 
diocese, 120,129,141,151 
Diocletian, 51 
Diogenes Laertios, 154-5 
dioiketes, I 73 
Dionysios the Areopagite (Pseudo-), 150 
diptychs, 120 
divorces, 1% 
Dobrochouvista, I 89 
Dobros,46 
Docheiariou, Mona~tery on Athos, 166, 

172-4,207 
documents, 117,128, 134-5, 137-8, 157, 

162, 164, 169-72, 174-8, 182-4, 189, 
205 

Domestikos, Grand, 152 
Domitian, 55 
Donation of Constantine, I 08-9 
donkeys, 195,204-5 
donors, 182-3 
Dorian mode, I 54 



Dorotheos of Tyre, 99 
Dorystolon (Dristra), 136 
douka~. 194 
Douka~. Constantine, son of Michael VII 

Douka~ 34, 150, 154 
Constantine X, Emperor 60, 74 
John D. Valsamon, mega~ dioiketes, 
173 
John, protovestiaritis 173 
Michael VII, Emperor 75, 150, 152 
Theodore Komnenos D. Angelos 

Doul-Kamein, 105 
doux, Ill, 134, 136-7, 169 
dowry, 166,202,206 
Dragomados, 46 
Dragutin, Stefan Urosh I, JO 
Drama, 138 
Drazes, 46 
Dristra Do,ystolon 
Droboslavos, 46 
Drougoubitae, 91, 95, 132, 135 
Drougoubiteia, 135, 137 
droungarios, 128 
Dubrovnik, 9. 203 
Duru~u Derlws 
Du.~an. Stefan, 5, 9, 26, 179, 183Man 
Dyrrachion (Epidamnos, Durazzo, 

Durres), 14, 26, 50, 74, 76, 133, 193 
earthquake, 18,26, 119 
Ea~ter, 26, 81-2 
economy, 1-4, 7-12, 50, 133, 143, 152, 

168, 175, 182-3, 189, 195-21 I 
Ecumenical Patriarch, 139, 147Pod 
Edessa(Vodena), 135-6. 196, 198 
education, 6, 14-5, 26, 52, 56, 98, 139, 146, 

149, 150-2, 155,189,198 
Egnatia, Via, 7-8, 11, 50, 193 
Egripo Ew·ifXJs 
Egypt, 7-8, 15, 54, 98, 107, I 16-7, I 19 
Eirene Komnene 
Eirene, daughter of Theodore Metochites, 

!O 
Eirene, Empress, mother of Constantine 

VI, 16, 61 
Eirene, wife of Alexios I Komnenos, 73 
election, I I 7-120, 150 
Emmanuel Kantalwuzenos 
Empedocles, 151, 155 
emperor, 2-4, 6, 8, 12, 14-26 34-9, 40, 42-

44, 47-8, 58-66, 70-77, 83-4, 92, 95, 
98-102, 106-12, 118-27, 129, 131-2, 
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134, 136, 150, 152-4, 157-9, 163. 165-
6, 168-94, 190, 199,203,209-10 

empire, 2, 4-5, 8-9, 11-16, 19-24, 29-31, 
33,40-1,50-2,54-61, 70, 74, 76-7, 79, 
81, 102-3, 105-9, 111, 114, I 16, 122, 
127,129,132,136,138,147, 159-60, 
167-8, 179,183,189, 191-6,203-4 

Empress, 152, 166, 170, 173 
Epaminonda~. 154 
Eparch of Illyricum, I 32 
Ephesians, Epistle to, 31, 154 
Epidamnos Dyrrachion 
Epiphanios of Cyprus, 149 
Epiru.~, 8-9, I I, 13, 15, 20-1, 51, 111, 133, 

138, 193, 201-2 
Epistle ofTheophylaktosl49; 14th century 

79. See Colossians, Corinthians, 
Ephesians, Hebrews, Titus 

Eros, 64, 186-8, 190 
E.~orial Taktikon, 134-5 
Esphigrnenou, mona~tel)' on Athos, 174 
Euboea, 23, I 49 
Euchaita, I 5 I 
Euclid, 154 
Eudokia, sister of John Komnenos, 

daughter of Seva~tokratorissa Eirene 
Komnene, 186, 188 

Eudokia, wife ofBa~il I, 61, 66 
Eugenius, 58 
Euprepia, sister of Constantine IX, 71 
Euripides, 153-5 
Euripos (Egripo), 27, 149 
Europe,2,5,8-13, 16, 19,23-4,26,55, 75, 

79, 103-4, 111, 114, 159, 202-3, 208 
Eusebios, Bishop of Caesarea and 

historian, 14, 52, 55, 98 
Eustathios, Bishop of Thessaloniki, 74 
Eu.~tmtios, 40, 45 
Euthymios Zygabinos 
Euthymios, son offounderof lveron, 157, 

159 
Eutychios, painter, I 0 
Evagrius, historian, 52, 122 
Evangelist John 
Evros Hebros 
Exarchate, Bulgarian, 139 
Exodu.~, 154 
Ezekiel, 103 
Ez.oba, 160 
Fathers of the Church, 149, 150, 153, 155-6 
Filioque, 146 
fishing, I 95 
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flax, 200-1 
France, 7 
Frnncorum, Gesta, 
Frank,24-5,42,51, 102,193,195, 197-8 
French, 56, 157 
Gabala~, Matthaios, 80 
Gaius Vibius Quartus, 113 
Galen, 153 
Gallipoli, 24, 26 
Ganos, 79 
gates,2,3,9,84-5,95-6, 103, 105-6, 162 
Gazis, Pavlos, 174 
genernls, 2, 39, 47, 55-6, 59, 76, 99-

100,157, 165 
Genesios, 62, 67, 100 
Genesis, 154 
Genoa, 9 
geogrnphy, 2, 12-21, 24, 31, 33, 35-6, 39, 

41, 43, 47, 49, 73, 75,77-8, 89, 128, 
130, 132-3, 136, 191 

George Akropolites 
George Kallierges 
George Monachos 
George Pachymeres 
Georgian, 54, 157, 159-60, 163-5, 167 
Georgios Prinkips 
Georgios Strategos 
Georgios Troulinos 
Germanos II, Patriarch of Constantinople, 

136, 147Pcxl 
Gesta Fnmcorum, 195 
Gevgeli, 138 
Gibbon, Edward, 61 
gift~. 1,6, 11,114,162, 164-5, 170,182, 

195 
Glaba~. Isidore 
gladiatorial shows, 127 
glagolithic, 145 
Glyka~, Michael, 105-6 
goat~,81, 109-10,200-2 
gods, 153-4, 188 
Gog, 103, 105 
gold,6,7,64,86, 134,206 
Golden Hom, 61 
Gomatou, 200, 202 
Gomostes, 34, 45, 48-9 
Gospel, 144, 146:ofSt.John 144, 154:of 

St~. Matthew and Luke 150 
Goths, 124, 192 
government, I, 5, 8, 9, 23, 30, 47, 55, 60, 

79, 116-7, 121-3, 125, 125, 125, 125, 
125-7, 132,192,197 
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Graces, 186-8, 190-1 
Gradiska, 162 
grain,4,9,23,33, 158-9,200-1,203-7,209 
Grammatikos, Leo, I 00 
Grammatikos, Nichola~. Grand 

Oikonomos of the Patriarchate, 154 
granaries, 123 
Gnmd Domestikos Niketas 
Gnmd Oikonomos of the Patriarchate, 154 
Gnmd Presthlava 
grnndfather, 21, 25, 61, 76 
grand<;()(l,25,61-2 
grdpes,23, 139,205 
gra~s, 3 
Gracanica Mona~tery, 10 
Great Allagion 
Great Company 
Great Idea, 111 
Greatlavra 
Great Palace 
Great Prespa 
Greece, 6-10, 14, 20, 26-7, 57-60, 77, 84, 

102, 107, 110-11, 113, 124, 128, 131, 
185,207 

Greek, 4, 6, 9, 14, 27, 29-31, 46, 50-2, 56, 
62,64,67,69,77, 79,84,95,97, 101, 
105, 107, 109-13, 116, 129, 131, 135, 
139, 141, 149, 151-6, 189, 198 
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Greeks, 5, 7, 27, 30-1, 47, 49, 87, 91, 94, 
98-9, 105, 107-11, 113-4, 139, 143, 
151, 156, 167 

Gregora~. Nikephoros, 11, 20, 24, 41, 43, 
80-2, 84, 112, 114 

Gregorios Akindynos 
Gregorios <l>rootTJp, St., 66-7 
Gregory II Kyprios, Patriarch of 
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Partitio Romaniae, 138, 193-4 
Partitio termuum imperii byzantini, I 89 
Pa,;chalios, 42 
Pa~sio of 15 Martyrs ofTiberioupolis, 

140,142 
pa~ture, I 5 I, I 54, I 59-60, I 95, 202, 204, 

210 
patriarch, 6, 26, 68, I I 3-4, I 36, 142, 146-7, 

154,192,201,206 
Patriarchate, 18, 139, 154 
patrician, 22, 42 
Patroklos, 153 
patronage,3,53-4,71, 124,127,132,157, 

160-4, 166, 189 
patroness, 190 
Patzinak (Petcheneg), 37-8, 59-60, 74-5, 

164 
Paul, St., Apostle, 31, 150. See Epistles 
Paullus Lucius 
Pavlos Gazis 
pear, 200 
pea~t,68,83, 121,136, 137,200-2,205-

10 
Pediatites of Kerkyra, I 51 
Pelagonia (Mana~tir) Bito/a 
Peleus, 188, 191 
Pelion, Mt., 20 
Pella in Macedonia, 55 
Peloponnese, 7, 17,20,58, 74,133 
peninsula, 7, 16, 25-6, 74, 79, 128-9, 134, 

159, 161, 163, 193 
Perboundos,4,95-7 
Peristera, church of St. Andrew 
Peritheorion, 137 
Perseus, King, 56-7 
Persia(ns), 2, 14, 16, 37, 55, 57, 65, 99, 

105, 112, 114, 127, 154 
Petcheneg Patzinak 
Peter and Asen, 8 
Peter the Athonite, St., 158 
Peter, St., Apostle, Bishop of Rome, I 09 
petition, 117, 189 
Petri tzos Bai'kovo 
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Petros Ill, patriarch of Antioch, 142 
Petros Tornikios 
Ph~don, 153 
Phakrases, Matthaios, Bishop of Serres, 

83,173 
phalanxes, 22, 32, 38-9, 41-3 
Philip V, King of Macedonia, 57 
Philip, brother of Alexander the Great, 55 
Philip, father of Alexander the Great, 55, 

57,67-8, 103,105, 107, 111-14 
Philippi,8,31,43,57, 114 
Philippoupolis (Plovdiv), 18, 75, 143, 185, 

188 
philosophy, 6, 60, 114, 149, 150-1, 155 
Philotheos Kokkinos 
Philotheos, protospatharios kai atriklines, 

130 
Phoca~. Nikephoros II, Emperor, 22, 134, 

157 
Phoenician Maidens, 153 
Photios, Patriarch of Constantinople, 6, 

66-8 
Phyllada of Alexander the Great, 110-11, 

113 
Pieria, 135, 192 
piety, I, 114 
pigs,8,204 
pilgrims, 50 
pillaging, 21, 75, 123, 198 
Pindar, 151, 155 
Pindos, I 33, 192 
pious,6, 53 
pipe, 102 
piracy, 50, 199 
Pisson (mod. Pisona), 158 
Pitzikopoulos, Michael, 173 
Plato, 153-5 
Platys, 159 
ploughshares, 6 
Plovdiv Philippoupolis 
plundering, 60, 74 
Plutarch,57,64, 114,155 
poetry, 14,109,144,151,155, 184-91 
poleis, 14-5, 18, 24 
political, I, 8-12, 19, 21-2, 25-6, 30,41, 52, 

79, 86-7, 108, 112, 117, 120, 123, 125, 
127-30, 133, 135, 137, 143, 147, 160, 
166, 183, 190, 193, 198, 202-4, 209, 
211 

Polybius, 23, 102 
Pope of Rome, 20, I 08-9 
Pope Teokokij Psilica ofTamovo, 144 

Index 

population, 2-3, 5, 7, 14, 16, 24-5, 27, 29-
31, 45, 69,123,130, 141-2, 150-1, 158, 
160 193-4, 196-8, 201, 208-9 

Porphyrogennetos Constantine VII 
port, I, 203, 207 
Portugal, 7 
Porus, King of India, 107 
possessors, 117-8, 169,171,174,177, 179-

82 
Potidaia, 83 
poverty,61,80,86, 152,206 
power, 9, 22, 22, 51, 61, 65, 68, 78, 91, 114, 

121, 129, 132, 137, 160-2, 165-6, 174, 
183,185 

praefectus prnetorio, 98, 132 
praetorian, I 21, I 23 
prayer, 53, 62, 181-3 
preaching, 146 
prefect,4, 121, 123-4, 129,132 
prelates, 45, 192 
Preobrnzenie, cloister of Metamorphosis 

Tran.efigw·ation 
Prespa, 136, 138, 192, 194. C'hurch: St. 

Achilleios 143 
Presthlava, Grnnd, 74 
priests, 146,150,156, 197-8 
Prilep, 138, 147, 194 
Prima, /ustiniana 
Prima, Macedonia, 56, 129 
Primas (Patriarch) of Tiirnovo 
primates, I 17-8 
prince, 9, 111, I 14, 150, 154 
princess, 55 
principales, 118 
Prinkips, Georgios, 17 4 
Priscian, 121 
prison, 4, 95 
prisone~ 77,83,89, 114 
privileges, 138, 141, 157, 164-5, 168, 175-

6, 178,178,183,192,202 
Op6xnpoc; N6µoc;, 100 
Prodromos,Manganeios, 184-90 
Prodromos, St. John Baptist 
Prodromos, Theodore, 184 
produce, 195,202-5,208,210 
Prokopios, historian, 15 
pronoia, 169, 174, 177, 180-2 
propaganda, 2, 67, 102-3, 186, 190 
properties, 46, I 58, 160-1, I 63-4, 173-5, 

182-3, 195-6, 203-4, 207 
prophecy,56-7,66, 103,150 
proprietor, 200, 204-10 



proskynesis, 23 
Protaton, church at Karyes, 10 
protonotarioi, 83, 128, 130, 133 
Protos of Athos, 159 
protosevastos, I 85 
protospatharios, 130 
protostrntor, 62, 193 
protovestiarios, 43 
protovestiaritis, 172-3 
proverbs, 151-2, 154-5 
Proverbs, Book of, 154 
provinces, I, 2, 7, I 0-12, I 6, I 8, 20, 24, 26, 

34,45,50,56,72, 74,79, 117-20, 126-
31, 135-8, 144, 147-8, 151,162, 188-9, 
192-9 

Psalm, 150, 153-5 
Psellos, Michael, 22, 69-72, I IO, 150-1 
Pseudo-Areopagite, Dionysios 
Pseudo-Kallisthenes 
Pseudo-Symeon Ma[iistros 
Psilica, Pope Teokokij, 144 
Pteleon, 23 
Pulcheria, Augu.~ta, 98 
Quartus, Gaius Vibius, 113 
queen, 152 
rnce, 32, 36, 41, 44-9, 69- 70, 84, 89, 107, 

I IO, 167 
Radenos, 85-6, 113 
Radolibos (Rodolivos), 160, 165 
Rados, 25, 46 
Radoslav, Stefan, 147 
rnid~. 5, 24, 50-1, 59, 82, I 78 
rnin, 86 
Ra~a (suffrgans), 147 
rebellion, 4, 8, 59, 60, 70-4, 76, 90, 124, 

136, 157, 193 
recruitment, 137 
refugees, 24, 55, 80, 87, 127, 153 
regiment~. 76, 134 
regions, 2- 3, 6-7, 13, 16-7, 19-20, 27, 35, 

51, 58, 74, 126, 129, 131, 137,195,210 
religion, 6, 12, 15, 30-1, 47, 53, 70, 108, 

143,152, 154-6 
Renaissance, European 56; Macedonian 

52 
Rentinos, Andrea~ Romanos, 169 
rent~. 162, 168-9, 202, 204, 206, 210 
Republic,50,57,57 
resettlement, 137, 170 
residence, 26, 31, 44-5, 76, 123, 146, 184, 

I 89, I 96, 204, 206 
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resources, 2, 9, 19, 121, 125, 127,195,208, 
210-1 

revenues,4, 118,127,134,207,210 
revolt\ 37-8, 40, 42, 51, 57-8, 60, 72, 75, 

83,95, 129 
Rhaidestos, I 8, 24, 42, 73, 79 
rhetoric, 151, 188, 190 
Rhodes, 24, 86 
Rhodope, 131, 164 
rice, 200 
Rimada tou Alexandrou, I IO 
riots,22,58-60, 127 
river, 2, 16, 18, 24, 34, 50, 72, 74, 80-2, 

131,135,192,195,200 
road~,42,50, 79,81 
robbers, 79, 80, 83 
Robert Guiscard 
Rocafort, Berengue of, 24 
Rodolibos (Radolibos), 160 
Romaike language, 95, 97-9 
Romaio-Christian, 49 
Romaios, Romaioi, I 3, 25-6, 54, 68, 70, 

89, 93-4, 97-100 
Roman,2, 12, 14-16,20,23,29-31,40,50-

1, 53-4, 56-7, 60-1,64, 74, 89, 95-6, 
98-100, 102-, 107-9, I 16, 121, 127, 188 

romance, 14, 103-5, 107, 109, 11 I, 114, 
184, 187 

Romaniae, Partitio, I 38, I 93-4 
Romanos Andreas R. Rentinos 
Romanos II, Emperor, 17 
Romans, 30, 41, 43, 54-5, 57, 75, 89, 91, 

97-8, 107-9, 113, 154 
Rome, 2, 19-20, 54, 58, 109, 146Pod 
Romios, IOI 
Roupe), 131 
Ru.~. 37 
Russia, 2 
Rus.~ians, 6, I 67 
rye, 200 
Rynchinoi, 4, 95, 132 
Saba.~. St., Archbishop of the Serbs, 147; 

Life at Athos 114 
sacrdlllent~. 146 
Sagoudates, 95 
saint~, 3-4, 53-4, 59, 95, 111-3, 124, 132, 

JOO 
Sakaliba, 18 
salt, 4, 24, 2 IO 
Salutaris, Macedonia, 50 
salvation, 3, 139, 156, 170, 181, 183 
Samaritans, 122 
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Samona~. I 62 
Samothrnce, 15, 56 
Samuel,Czar,5, 7,48,59, 74, 136-7, 143, 

150,192 
Sanctified, Symeon the, 159 
sandals, 64 
Santa Maria 
Sappho, 188 
Sardanapalus, .154 
Satan, 103 
Satyr, 190 
Savoy, Anna of, Empress, 170, 173 
schizophrenia, 144 
schooling, 4 
Schools of the West, 136 
Sclavene, I 23-4 
Sclavinia, 3, 2 I, 132, I 35 
scorpions, 46 
scribo, I 18 
scriniarii, 126 
scriptoria, 145 
Scriptures, 150, 152-6 
scythes, 6 
Scythia, 16, 128 
Scyths, 6, 36, 38, 58, 74-5, 128 
sea, I, 3, 7- 8, IO, 18, 33, 84, 199. 

SeeAegean, Black, Marmara, 
Mediterranean 

seafarers, 4 
seals, 6, 24, I 30-1, I 33-8 
seamen, I 99, 209 
seaport, 131 
Secunda, Macedonia, 56 
See, 45 
seed, 202, 205 
sekreton, I 65 
Seleukeia, 118 
Seljlllj, 23 
Selymbria, 17, 26 
senate, 64, 119 
Serbia,2,8-11,20,80, 136,146,185 
Serbian, 25-6, I 47, I 79, 183, 199, 209 
Serbs,5,9,26, 147,171,180,184,193,209 
sermons, 53, 87, 144 
Serres,26,43,83,85, 131,137,159,164, 

I 73, 201, 203-4, 207, 209 
servant~. 50, 62, 64 
Servia, 133, 136, 138, 193, 196, 197 
settlement~, 16, 51, 79, 132, 162-3, 196 
settlers, 4, 47, 81 
seva~tokrntor, 188 
seva~tokrntorissa, 187-91 

Index 

seva~tos, 165-6, 170-1 
Sham, al- Aegean 
sheep,8,81, 109-10, 152,200-2,204,206 
sheepskins, 3 
shepherds, 102 
ships, I, 4, 85, 124 
shopkeeper, 125 
shops, 204, 206-7 
Sicily, I 84, 193 
Sideroka~tron. 135 
Siderokausia, 163,210 
siege, 2- 3, 16, 27, 33, 85, 87, 95-6, 107, 

123-4,209 
silk, 7, 62, 200, 206 
silver,6-7,9, 124,148,206 
Simonides, I 55 
Simonis, daughter of Andronikos II, 171 
singing, 72, 81-2, I IO, 188 
sinners, 152-3 
Siren, 154, 190 
Sirmesianoi, 16 
Sirmium, 136 
Sisinnios, General, 92 
Siilman, Michael, Czar, 21 
sister, 71, 149, 185, 187 
Sithonia Longos 
sitokrithon, 24 
sitona, I 17 
Skardllos, Theodosios, 205-6 
skins, 8 I, I 52, 207 
Sklav Slav 
Skleros, Barcia~. 59 
Skopje,26,80,82, 136,138 
Skylitz.es, John, 36-7, 44, 137 
Skylla, 154 
Slav (Sklav), 2-3, 16-17, 25, 32-3, 46, 48, 

64,89,94-,97, 135, 141-2, 161 
slavery, 84, 86, 112, 123, 125, 152 
Slavic, 3-6, 46, 64, 132, 135, 142, 144, 147-

8, 156, 189 
Slavo-Bulgarian, 48 
Slavonia Sklavinia 
Slavonian, Thomas 
Slavonic, 6, 5 I, 54, 56, 64, I 29 
Slavs (Sklavs), 2-4, 6, 16-18, 46, 48-52, 54, 

75, 81, 91, 93-5, 1289, 131-2, 139, 143, 
146-7, 150-1, 167,192 

Socrates, historian, 19-20 
Sofia (Triadica), 131, 143, I 89 
soldiers, 17, 38, 50, 58, 60, 71, 85, 95, 97, 

102, 130, 134, 136-7, 169, 171-2, 175, 
197-8, 201, 209 



Solon, 125 
sons, 6, 58, I 50, 154, 170, 187 
Sophia Hagia 
Sophocles, 154-5 
Sopocani, monastery, 10 
Soromenos, 21, 98 
Spain, 7 
Spartinos, Demetrios, seva~tos, 170 
spatharios, 130, 130 
spears, 6 
speech,23,85,98, 108, 113-4 
speechwriters, 190 
spices, 203 
Sporos,64 
sport, 127, 204 
Stagoi, 136 
Stanna, 46 
Stam Zagora (Veroe ), 185 
Staridola, 196 
statues, 124 
Staumkios, 131 
Stefan Dragutin 
Stefan D1L(an 
Stefan Milllfin 
Stefan Rados/av 
Stenimachos, 164 
Stephaniana, 164 
Stephanos, Bishop of Abydos, 36 
Stephanos, Cappodocian, stmtegos, 35 
Stephanus Byzantinus, 14 
Stephen, son of Emperor Ba~il, 66 
Stobi, 15, 50 
stock, 30 
stockbreeding, 110 
storehouses, 202, 204 
Stoudites, Theodore, I 31-2 
Strategikon, 99, 137 
stmtegoi, 35, 39, 41, 73, 128-37, 162 
Stmtegos, Georgios, domestikos, 170 
street~, 78, 126 
Stromnit~a Strumica 
Struma Strymon 
Strumica (Stromnit~a. Tiberioupolis) 74, 

81-2, 137-8, 142. Fifteen Martyrs of, 
Pa~sion 140, 142 

Strymon, 6, 8, 18, 20, 24, 36, 43, 74, 80-82, 
95, 129-31, 133-8, 160,163,200,203, 
207,210 

Studenica, 10 
student~. 32, 85, 112-3, 143, 150-4 
Suida~. 86 
Suleiman, son of Orhan, 26 
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l:uµ~ouA.eunK6~ A6yo~. 85 
surpl11~s. 158, 165, 200-2, 206,208,210 
swords, 6, 40, 61 
Sykea, 158 
Sylvester,, Pope of Rome, I 09 
Symbatios Pakourianosr 
Symeon,, Archbishop of Bulgaria, 149 

Czar of Bulgarians, 5, 7, 41, 59, 67, 
145,192 
abbot of Xenophontos (formerly 
Mega~ Droungarios Stephanos ), 159 
Pseudo-S. Magistros 

Synesios of Cyrene, 155 
Synkellos, John the (John Tomik, 

stmtegos ), 157 
Synodikon of Iveron, 166 
Synopsis of Constantine Mana~ses, 39 
Syria, 7-8, 15, 18, 54, 68, 149 
synod~. 146-7, 194, 197 
Tabula lmperii Byzantini, 13 
Tactica, 100 
tagmata, 134 
Taktikon, facorial 134-5; Uspenskij 130, 

132 
Tarchaneiotes Katakalon, 38, 76 
Tarchaneiotes, John, domestikos, 172 
Tarona~. loannes, deacon and 

protonotarios of Veroia, 84 
Tariiqiya Thrace 
Tatian, 149 
tax,2, 9,24, 121-3, 126,141,152, 161-2, 

164-6, 168,174,180, 195-7,201-2, 
205-6,209 

teacher, 152 
teachings, 30, 149, 154, 156 
Teiresia~. 153 
Telemachos, 153 
tent, 38, 74, 133, 185-6, 188, 190-1 
Teotokij Psilica ofTamovo, Pope, 144 
Terkoz Derkos 
Tertullian, 149 
Testament, 54, 57, 150 
textiles, 7- 9 
Toa~. 15 
Theatrical shows, 127 
Thebes,4, 7 
theme, 7, 12, 15-6, 20-4, 36-8, 41, 43-4, 4 7, 

67, 81-2, 100, 127-38, 140, 149, 160, 
162-3, 170, 194 

Themistocles, 84 
Theoderic, 124 
Theodom Kantakouzene 
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Thecxlora of Thessaloniki, Hosia, 11 
Thecxlora, Empress, daughter of 

Constantine IX Monomachos, 36 
Thecxlore Balsamon 
Thecxlore I Laskaris 
Thecxlore Karavas 
Thecxlore Komnenos Douka~ Angelos 
Thecxlore Met<X:hites 
Thecxlore Mouzalon 
Thecxlore of Mopsuestia, 120 
Thecxlore Prodromos 
Thecxlore Stoudites 
Thecxlosios II, Emperor, 58, 98 
Thecxlosios Skaranos 
Thecxloulos, monk, 9 
Theologian, St. Grego,y Nazianzenos 
Theologian, St. John 
Theologitis, Nichola~. 170 
theology, 105, 144, 149, 156 
Theophanes Continuatu~, 17; 35, 44, I 00 
Theophanes, Chronicler, 18, 21, 68. 99 
Theophilitzes, 62 
Ti:unovo, 139,144,146 
Tilfil)i:i, 17, 18 
Theophilos,, chronicler, 55 

Emperor, 34 
little, 62 

TheophylaktosofOchrid, 139, 141-6, 149-
56, 192-8 

Theotimos loukitai 
Thessalian, 39, 76-7 
Thessalians, 14, 31, 33, 76-7 
Thessalonian, 84, 113 
Thessalonians, 83-5, 87, 95, 113, 154 
Thessalonician dialect, IO I 
Thessalonikea, 159 
Thessaloniki, 2-11, 15-16, 18, 20, 26-7, 31-

3, 35, 50-1, 53-5, 58-60, 73-4, 78, 83-7, 
89, 91, 94-6, 107, 112-14, I 16, 122-5, 
127, 129-30, 132-8, 159-60, 162-4, 169, 
173,175,180, 193-4, 199,201,203-5, 
207,200-10 

Thessaly,2-3,7, 10-11, 13-4,20,23-4,33, 
114, 136,188,200 

Thetis, 188, 191 
thieves, 80 
Thoma~ Magistros 
Thoma~ the Slavonian, 132 
Thmce (Tartiqiya), 4, 7-9, II, 13, 16-21, 

23-4, 27, 44, 51, 58-60, 67-8, 74-6, 79-
80, 82,114, 128-32, 185,191,200,207 

Thmcian, 16, 19,43, 75-6, 164 

Index 

Thracians, 21, 35, 38-40, 42, 74-5, 130 
Thraco-Macedonian, 16 
Thucydides, 52, 155 
Tiberioupolis Strumica 
Tiberius II, Emperor, 126 
Timon, 154 
Timotheos, musician, 112 
Ti ri dates III, 66-7 
Titu.~, Epistle to, 154 
tomb, 125, 153 
Tomik Synkellos 
Tomikes Tornikios 
Tomikios (Tomikes) Leo, 22, 59, 70-4 
Tomikios family, 42, 71 
Tomikios, Petros, 38-9, 72-3 
Tourkokratia, 12, 14 
Tourkopouloi, 43 
towns, 14, 19, 51, 59, 67, 73, 75, 80-1, 83, 

127,133,138,151,162,164, 196-7, 
203,207-8 

townsmen, 70-1, 197 
trade, I, 3-4, 6-9, 138-9, 198, 200-1, 203, 

207-11 
trddition, 14-5, 19-20, 22-3, 29-31, 47, 49, 

55,81,83, 106, 109-12, 114,116,125, 
127, 144, 149, 151, 156, 194, 198,206 

Tragos, 158 
Tniianopolis, 42, 164 
Trnnsfiguration (Metamorphosis) cloister 

at Preobraknie near Veliko Tamovo, 
139 

Traveller's Companion, 15 
treaty, 3, 7, 146 
trees, 1,3, 156,200 
Triadica Sofia 
Triballoi, 27, 43, 82 
tribe,4, 13, 16-7,23,30-1,33,41,51,54, 

89, 95,135 
Trike, 150 
trireme, 62 
triumphs,5, 70, 77,102,164,184,190 
troops,21,36,43,58-60,72-3,75-6, 131, 

137 
Troulinos, Georgios, 170-1 
Tudela, Benjamin of, 7 
Turkey, 50, 159 
Turkish, 24, 26-7, 29, 37, 79, 82, 87, 111, 

I 14, 148, 199 
Turks,9, 17,27,34,37,45,48,51,76, 79, 

82-7, 102-3, 105-6, 112, 114, 173, 180, 
185, 192 

turmae, 137 



Typikon, 137 
Tyre, Dorotheos of, 99 
TZMt7.eS, 34, 41 
Tzimiskes, John I, Emperor, 136, 158 
Tzympe,26 
uncle, 62 
uprisings, 79, 83, 87 
Urnnos, 74 
urban,204,207,209 
Urosh I, Stefan DraRutin 
Urosh II, Stefan Milutin 
Uspenskij Taktikon 
usurper, 58 
Uzes, 60, 74 
Valens, 58 
Vardar Arios 
V ardariotae, theme, 138 
Vatatzes, John III, Emperor, 8, 193 
Veliko TranyfiRtU-ation 
Venetian, 9, 27 
Venetians, 51, 138, 189, 193 
Venice, 3, 9, 106,138,203 
Vermion, 192 
Verne, Stara ZaRora 
Vernia (Beroea), 10, 83-4, 133, 135-6, 

138,185,189, 193-4, 196-8 
Vibill~ Gaim 
vicar, 20 
victories, 5, 26, 55, 57, 76, 85, 103, 106, 

108, 112, I 14, 184, 193 
victuals, 24 
village, I, 22, 46, 80, 87, 163, 170, 173-4, 

180, 195-6, 200-2 
Vindex, 122 
vindices, 121-2, 126 
vineyard, 2, 46, 159-9, 161, 195, 200-2, 

205-6,208 
violence, 124, 197 
virtue, 71, 85, 154 
Vita L(f'e, 
Vlachemae Gate, 95-6 
Vlachs, 13, 21, 25 
V odena Edes.'iO 
Voleron (Boleron), 18, 74, 131, 137-8, 160 
Volos, 14 
walnut,200 
war, 4-7, 9, 19, 21, 25-6, 50, 57, 60, 75, 83, 

86, 92, 95, 121, 136-7, 154, 171, 183, 
185, 192-3, 197-9,203,208,211 

warehouses, 204 · 

Index 

Wa~ps. Arisophanes', 153 
water, I, 79, 118 
watermills, 196 
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West,2,6-8, 11,21,24, 74,104,108,121, 
136-7,207 

Westen, Drnng nach, 73 
Western, 108, 111-12, 137, 160, 192-8 
wheat, 9, 23-4, 200, 205-7, 209 
widows, 196 
wind, 3, 108, 165 
windmills, 196 
wine, 158, 200-2, 205-6, 209 
winter, 86, 184-5, 195 
wives,46,66, 73, 91,114,152,160, 189 
women, 80, 187 
woodland~, 202 
wool, 7,201, 203-4, 207, 209-10 
workforce, 162 
work.'ihops, 204, 207 
writers, 19, 29, 31-5, 44-5, 48, 56, 65, 76, 

78-9, 185, 190 
writing, 5-6, 17, 45, 54, 66, 77, 80, 82, 99, 

108, 116, 121, 149-50, 155-6, 158, 170, 
174,192 

Xanthi, 131 
Xanthopoulos, Nikephoros Kallistos, 52 
Xenophon, 52 
Xenophontos, mona~tery on Athos, 158-9 
Xeropotamou, mona~tery on Athos, 161 
Xerxes, 107 
Xiphilinos, Niketa~, 164, 166 
Xylinita~. Niketa~. 58 
Yemen, 105 
youth, 145 
youthful, 62 
Yugoslavia, 15, I 18 
Zachariah, 154 
Zagara (Ea~tem Bulgaria), 146 
Zagord, Stara 
Zagoria, theme, 137-8 
Zavaltia, I 37 
Zealot, 26, 84 
Zeitgeschichte, 52 
Zeno, Emperor, 124 
Zell~. 55, 86, 151 
Zonarns, 22, 56-60, 72-5 
Zosimos, 14 
Zygabinos, Euthymios, 150 
Zygos Haimvs 
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